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Archaeology
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Archaeology

The Origins of the Roman Economy
From the Iron Age to the Early Republic in a Mediterranean 
Perspective
Gabriele Cifani | University of Rome Tor Vergata

This book focuses on the economic history of the community of Rome 
from the Iron Age to the early Republic, by analysing the evidence of local 
production, trade and consumption within a Mediterranean perspective. 
It is a work for archaeologists and ancient historians.
• Provides a systematic review of production in Rome from the Bronze 

Age to the fourth century BC
• Analyzes the evidence of local production, trade and consumption 

within a Mediterranean perspective
• Includes discussion of the early Roman calendar and the origins of the 

modern calendar
Classical archaeology

March 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.469pp   68 b/w illus.  11 tables   
978-1-108-47895-3   Hardback £120.00 / US$140.00 C

The Sanctuary at Bath in the Roman Empire
Eleri H. Cousins | Lancaster University

For academic audiences interested in the history or archaeology of 
religion in the Roman Empire, or in the Roman provinces, in particular 
Roman Britain. Offers an important new interpretation of a key 
archaeological site and provides new ways of thinking about religious 
places in imperial contexts.
• Refutes the model that Roman Bath was a healing sanctuary, and 

proposes a new model for understanding this important archaeological 
site

• Uses a wide array of archaeological, iconographic and epigraphic 
material to explore the site’s social purpose in the Roman period

• Puts the Roman-period site into the broader context of religion in the 
western Roman Empire

Classical archaeology | Cambridge Classical Studies

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.264pp   54 b/w illus.  3 maps   
978-1-108-49319-2   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Urbanisation and State Formation in 
the Ancient Sahara and Beyond
Edited by Martin Sterry | University of Durham

An agenda-setting volume providing a new base-line of knowledge and 
understanding of the related processes of sedentarisation, urbanisation 
and state formation in the Sahara and its neighbouring regions. Calls into 
question older views about limited pre-Islamic oasis development and 
scepticism about the existence of towns and states.
• The state of the field in the study of urbanisation and state formation 

of the Sahara and neighbouring regions
• Sets the agenda for future research on sedentarisation, oasis 

formation, urbanisation and state formation
• Collates all published historical era radiocarbon dates from the Sahara, 

as well as a wide range of data from a vast geographic zone
Classical archaeology | Trans-Saharan Archaeology

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.600pp   77 b/w illus.  63 colour illus.  10 tables   
978-1-108-49444-1   Hardback c. £105.00 / c. US$145.00 C

Human Figuration 
and Fragmentation in 
Preclassic Mesoamerica
From Figurines to Sculpture
Julia Guernsey | University of Texas, Austin

The arguments assembled in this book have 
ramifications not only for scholars working in 
Mesoamerica but anyone interested more generally 
in human representation and its significance. It is 
the first book to fully explore, for Mesoamerica, the relationship between 
human figuration, fragmentation, bodily divisibility, personhood, and 
community.
• Provides the first study of both figurines and sculpture as key forms of 

Mesoamerican figuration
• Presents an in-depth and sustained analysis of the deliberate 

fragmentation of objects and the sociocultural significance of these 
acts in Mesoamerican culture

• Includes examples of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary analysis of 
artifacts and their contexts

Archaeology of the Americas

March 2020   279 x 216 mm   c.295pp   203 b/w illus.  1 map   
978-1-108-47899-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Ancient Maya Politics
A Political Anthropology of the Classic Period 
150–900 CE
Simon Martin | University of Pennsylvania

Ancient Maya Politics is distinctive in constituting 
the first book-length treatment of this issue using 
original texts to be published in over four decades. 
With a rich body of new data and a wide-ranging 
theoretical analysis, it debunks some long-held 
ideas and suggests fresh ways to look at this long-
enigmatic society.
• Offers a thorough re-examination of Classic Maya political organization
• Explores relevant political theory in ways previously unseen in Maya 

studies
• Brings readers up to date with the latest advances in knowledge and 

interpretation
Archaeology of the Americas

March 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.536pp   81 b/w illus.  9 maps  8 tables   
978-1-108-48388-9   Hardback £105.00 / US$135.00 C

TEXTBOOK

The Archaeology of 
Ancient North America
Timothy R. Pauketat | University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign

This text introduces the archaeology of Native 
North Americans to a new generation of students 
and laypeople who demand more than stereotypes 
and sterile facts. Not just an evolutionary outline, 
this book presents a rich cultural history and a 
series of interrelated narratives about a continent’s people over 15,000 
years.
• Includes a rich illustration program of images, all reproduced in full 

color
• Narrates the experiences of Native America in humanistic terms by 

emphasizing the culture and history of the people who settled the 
North American continent

• Links the text with online resources and websites to further engage 
students with key evidence and theories

• Future-orientated, using the content of the book to comment on 
present and future discussions on subjects including climate change, 
ethnic conflict, and globalization

Contents: 1. Envisioning North America; 2. A social history of North 
American archaeologists and Native Americans; 3. Contact, colonialism, 
and convergence; 4. Ancient immigrants; 5. Sea change, see change; 
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6. Gender, kinship, and the commune: the Great Basin and greater Western 
Archaic; 7. Identity, ethnicity, and inequality: Holocene hunter-gatherers 
east of the Mississippi; 8. Animism, shamanism, and technology: life in the 
Arctic; 9. Building mounds, communities, histories; 10. The momentous late 
Woodland-Mississippian millennium; 11. Two worlds on the Great Plains; 
12. The final centuries of the Northeast; 13. Divergence in the Far West; 
14. Order and chaos in the Southwest: the Hohokam and Puebloan worlds; 
15. Pots, peripheries, and Paquimé: the Southwest inside out; 16. 1984 
BCE.
Archaeology of the Americas

February 2020   279 x 216 mm   512pp   304 colour illus.  1 map  16 tables   
978-0-521-76249-6   Hardback £145.00 / US$185.00 X 
978-0-521-74627-4   Paperback £53.99 / US$69.99 X

Kinship and Family 
in Ancient Egypt
Archaeology and Anthropology in Dialogue
Leire Olabarria | University of Birmingham

This book uses theories from archaeology and 
sociocultural anthropology to approach kinship 
and marriage in ancient Egypt, mainly through 
the notions of kinship as a process and material 
agency. ‘Kin group’ is used as an analytical 
category to explore potential ways of expressing 
relatedness in ancient primary sources.
• Provides examples of inter-disciplinary approaches and cross-cultural 

comparison for the study of the past
• Presents kinship as a dynamic process that should be analysed from an 

emic perspective
• Outlines a method for the study of ancient Egyptian society through 

apparently static sources
Egyptology

February 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.285pp 
978-1-108-49877-7   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

The Imperialisation of Assyria
An Archaeological Approach
Bleda S. Düring | Universiteit Leiden

This book focuses on the archaeology of the early 
Assyrian Empire. Using rich archaeological datasets 
it explores how people participated in this empire 
and what might have motivated them to do so. It 
is argued that the empire was successful mostly 
because it provided incentives to those who 
participated.
• Provides an overview of the development of empires in Mesopotamia
• Provides a historical overview of how Assyria transformed from a minor 

polity into one of the great powers of the Amarna Age
• Presents an agent based description of what types of people 

participated in the imperial project, why they might have done so, and 
what types of resources were available for them to do so

Ancient Near East

February 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.212pp   27 b/w illus.  7 tables   
978-1-108-47874-8   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Art

The Invention of Norman 
Visual Culture
Art, Politics, and Dynastic Ambition
Lisa Reilly | University of Virginia

This book is for those concerned with the study 
of cultural construction and identity politics. It 
explores iconic examples of Norman art including 
the Bayeux Embroidery (Tapestry), Durham 
Cathedral, the Cappella Palatina and St Étienne, 
Caen, establishing the commonalities of Norman 
visual culture across Normandy, England and Sicily.
• Establishes a new interpretive paradigm for the eleventh- and twelfth-

century art and architecture of the Norman world in France, England, 
and Sicily

• Offers new ways of understanding interfaces between religious practice 
and cultural expression

• Engages diverse media and disciplines, providing a holistic view of art 
and culture of the period and places 

Western art

February 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-48816-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Classical Studies

Empires of Faith in Late Antiquity
Histories of Art and Religion from India to Ireland
Edited by Jaś Elsner | University of Oxford

Reveals the rewards of exploring the relationship between art and 
religion in the first millennium, and the problems of comparing the visual 
cultures of emergent and established religions of the period in Eurasia – 
Buddhism, Hinduism, Zoroastrianism, Islam, Judaism, Christianity, and the 
pagan religions of the Roman world.
• Uses case studies to demonstrate the challenges of comparing art and 

religion across Eurasia in the first millennium
• Shows how images need to be brought into discussion of these topics 

alongside texts and scriptures
• Reveals the limitations to scholarship imposed by modern attitudes 

founded in the fraught history of Eurasia in the last 150 years and 
enables new starting points to be adopted

Classical art, architecture

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.500pp 
978-1-108-47307-1   Hardback £105.00 / US$135.00 C

Aegean Bronze Age Art
Meaning in the Making
Carl Knappett | University of Toronto

This book provides a novel take on the art 
of the ancient Aegean world. It is written for 
archaeologists and historians of the Mediterranean 
and the Classical world, and for a wider humanities 
and social sciences audience interested in how the 
material turn can be put to use in practice to offer 
new interpretations.
• Introduces a new framework for the study of protohistoric art and 

embeds it within broader theoretical currents
• Includes five case study chapters that offer an original set of methods 

for addressing visual and material culture processually, in close 
connection to ancient artifacts from the Aegean

• Contains an abundant color ilustration program that provides rich 
visual material in support of the arguments

Classical art, architecture

March 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42943-6   Hardback £34.99 / US$45.00 P
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Batch can save you time and money. See www.batch.co.uk

Archaeology / Art / Classical Studies

Figurines in Hellenistic 
Babylonia
Miniaturization and Cultural Hybridity
Stephanie M. Langin-Hooper | Southern Methodist 
University, Texas

This volume investigates the impact of Greek art, 
particularly Hellenistic sculpture motifs and styles 
on the figurines of Babylonia after the conquests 
of Alexander the Great. It provides practical 
applications of two branches of anthropology 
theory, cultural hybridity and miniaturization, which are explored in 
detailed case studies.
• Provides a comprehensive exploration of miniaturization theory, and 

adds new advances to the study of tiny objects
• Explores cross-cultural interaction and cultural hybridity in dialogue 

with another theory/methodology (miniaturization) and shows how 
these concepts can be used together to better understand ancient 
objects

• Provides many case study examples of how to interpret figurines based 
on their materiality and affective properties

Classical art, architecture

April 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.350pp   12 b/w illus.  109 colour illus.  1 map   
978-1-108-48814-3   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Rhetoric and Innovation 
in Hellenistic Art
Kristen Seaman | University of Oregon

The intended readers of this book are students 
and scholars in the fields of art history, classics, 
archaeology and ancient history, as well as others 
who read books in these areas. Drawing upon art, 
archaeology, literature, and history, it examines 
well-known artworks that interest a range of 
readers.
• Explores how rhetoric helped Hellenistic art to look different from the 

Greek art of previous periods
• Uses famous artworks from Pergamon and Alexandria as focal points
• Reconstructs the historical context of Hellenistic courts and patronage
Classical art, architecture

April 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.214pp   50 b/w illus.  8 colour illus.  1 map   
978-1-108-49091-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Achilles beside Gilgamesh
Mortality and Wisdom in Early Epic Poetry
Michael Clarke | National University of Ireland, Galway

A radically new reading of ancient epic poetry 
which first explores the Epic of Gilgamesh, the 
great poem of love and despair from ancient 
Mesopotamia, and shows how this work underlies 
the Iliad of Homer – especially through the hero’s 
response to the death of his best friend.
• Offers a new analysis of the ancient Greek epic, 

with a historically authentic sense of its context in the Ancient Near 
East

• Provides a fully integrated study of the parallels and contrasts between 
the visions of the epic past articulated in the Iliad and in the Epic of 
Gilgamesh

• Accessible to scholars and students coming to the epics for the first 
time, as well as being of great interest to specialists

Classical literature

November 2019   247 x 174 mm   408pp   3 b/w illus.  28 colour illus.   
978-1-108-48178-6   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Ennius’ Annals
Poetry and History
Edited by Cynthia Damon | University of Pennsylvania

Advances the study of Ennius’ Annals, a 
foundational but now fragmentary work of Latin 
literature, by exploring the cross-fertilization of 
recent critical approaches to Latin poetry and 
historiography and by reflecting on the tools and 
methods conducive to future literary and historical 
research on the poem.
• Combines consideration of Ennius’ innovations as a writer of history in 

verse form with consideration of the reception and transmission of the 
Annals

• Illustrates the progress that can be made in interpreting the Annals 
independent of any commitment to broad assumptions about the 
nature of the poem or the arrangement of its surviving fragments

• Offers a new format for citing the fragments of the Annals, without 
abandoning the numeration used in the now-standard edition of the 
poem

Classical literature

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.353pp   2 tables   
978-1-108-48172-4   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

Female Characters in 
Fragmentary Greek Tragedy
Edited by P. J. Finglass | University of Bristol

The study of female characters has long been 
central to tragic scholarship, and this volume sheds 
new light by focusing on the neglected evidence 
of the fragments. This innovative collection is of 
value to all readers interested in Greek theatre, 
fragmentary literature, and the representation of 
women in antiquity.
• Provides the first large-scale investigation of female characters in 

Greek tragedy from the perspective of the fragmentary plays
• Offers a new methodological model for how to bring fragmentary 

tragedy into the mainstream of literary scholarship
• Makes texts that are often thought to be the preserve of philological 

specialists accessible to a wide audience of students and scholars
Classical literature

April 2020   244 x 170 mm   c.300pp   2 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49514-1   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$105.00 C

Apollonius Rhodius, 
Herodotus and Historiography
A. D. Morrison | University of Manchester

Examines the relationship of Apollonius of 
Rhodes’ Argonautica with Herodotus’ Histories. 
Argues that it uses Herodotean historiography 
as a key intertext in order to manipulate the 
reader’s generic expectations for an epic poem 
and to complicate the relationship between the 
contemporary Hellenistic Mediterranean and the 
distant mythological past.
• Provides a systematic treatment of the presence of Herodotus in the 

Argonautica
• Explores the implications of Herodotus’ presence for political readings 

of the poem
• Argues that Herodotus is used to modify the interaction between the 

Argonautica and the Homeric epics
Classical literature

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.246pp 
978-1-108-49232-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Libanius: Ten Mythological 
and Historical Declamations
Introduction, Translation, and Notes
Edited and translated by Robert J. Penella | Fordham 
University, New York

Translations of ten rhetorical declamations of the 
fourth-century AD sophist Libanius of Antioch and 
some related texts, with introductions. Each one 
involves a mythological or historical figure giving a 
speech in court or trying to persuade an audience, 
and they are of great rhetorical, educational and 
cultural interest.
• The first modern language translation of nine declamations of Libanius 

and two related Byzantine translations
• Analyzes the declamations’ themes, argumentative strategies, and 

structure
• The texts included effectively illustrate the ways in which prominent 

mythological and historical figures were turned into fiction in Late 
Antiquity

Classical literature

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-48137-3   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 R

Catullus through his Books
Dramas of Composition
John Kyrin Schafer | Wake Forest University, North Carolina

Seeks to transform our understanding of the 
beloved Latin poet by confronting centuries-
old problems about his surviving text and the 
relationship between his poetry and his depicted 
life circumstances. Argues that Catullus produced 
three books of poems, whose design explains the 
notoriously jarring shifts in his work.
• Introduces a new theory of Catullus’ poetic corpus as three distinct, 

authorially arranged poetry collections
• Calls attention to the text’s depictions of its own genesis, especially 

at the openings and close of each work, as gestures of authorial self-
fashioning and metapoetic commentary

• Situates its analysis of Catullus’ books within Roman literary culture 
and book-writing and reading practices

Classical literature

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp   1 b/w illus.  15 tables   
978-1-108-47224-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Ovid on Screen
A Montage of Attractions
Martin M. Winkler | George Mason University, Virginia

Demonstrates the creative affinities between 
ancient verbal and modern visual modes of 
narrative through the example of Ovid’s influence 
on cinema history in both theory (Sergei Eisenstein, 
Gabriele D’Annunzio) and practice. Ranges 
from classic Hollywood and European films to 
modernism, animation, and contemporary digital 
media and special effects.
• Systematically traces and interprets the importance of Ovid in the age 

of the moving image in general and for film history in particular
• Helps readers understand literature and visual arts as related forms of 

storytelling, with roots in classical antiquity
• Written in an accessible and jargon-free style by one of the most 

distinguished scholars of antiquity and film
Classical literature

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.494pp   24 b/w illus.  54 colour illus.   
978-1-108-48540-1   Hardback £105.00 / US$135.00 C

Gargilius Martialis: The 
Agricultural Fragments
Edited by James L. Zainaldin | Harvard University, 
Massachusetts

The agricultural writings of the third-century 
Roman author Gargilius Martialis provide an 
important perspective on ancient agriculture, 
scientific and technical authorship in Greece and 
Rome, and the history and sociolinguistics of 
Latin. This edition undertakes to explain Gargilius’ 
agricultural writings and make them more 
accessible.
• Provides a new edition of the Latin text and the first English translation 

of Gargilius Martialis’ agricultural fragments
• The introduction explains the position of Gargilius’ writings in the 

tradition of agricultural writing at Rome and deals with linguistic, 
literary, historical, technical/scientific, and philosophical issues

• The commentary fully explains the content, structure and language 
of the Latin text and presents much material of broader interest to 
classical scholars

Classical literature | Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries, 60

March 2020   216 x 138 mm   c.406pp   3 b/w illus.  16 colour illus.  5 tables   
978-1-108-49989-7   Hardback £110.00 / US$145.00 R

TEXTBOOK

Virgil: Aeneid Book XI
Editor (introduction and notes) Scott McGill | Rice 
University, Houston

A complete treatment of Aeneid XI, with a 
thorough introduction to key characters, context, 
and metre, and a detailed line-by-line commentary 
which will aid readers’ understanding of Virgil’s 
language and syntax. Indispensable for students 
and instructors reading this important book, which 
includes the funeral of Pallas and the death of 
Camilla.
• A complete but accessible edition of an important, yet sometimes 

overlooked, book of this epic poem
• Provides detailed syntactical and lexical help for students, including 

translations where necessary, so that they can appreciate Virgil’s 
language

• Contains an introduction which discusses key characters and themes, 
metrical issues, and textual transmission, and provides context both 
within and beyond the rest of the poem

Contents: Introduction: 1. Summary of Aeneid XI; 2. Book XI within 
the Aeneid; 3. Aeneas; 4. Aeneas, Pallas, and Evander; 5. The Latin 
Council; 6. Camilla; 7. Metre; 8. The text; P. Vergili Maronis Aeneidos Liber 
Vndecimvs; Commentary.
Classical literature | Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics

January 2020   216 x 138 mm   300pp 
978-1-107-07133-9   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 X 
978-1-107-41678-9   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 X
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Classical Studies

Feeling and Classical 
Philology
Knowing Antiquity in German Scholarship, 
1770–1920
Constanze Güthenke | University of Oxford

Nineteenth-century German classical philology 
underpins many structures of the modern 
humanities. This book shows how a language of 
love and a longing for closeness with a personified 
antiquity has lastingly shaped modern professional 
reading habits, notions of biography, and the self-
image of scholars and teachers.
• Revises standard narratives about the history of the discipline of 

classical studies, emphasizing the role of the emotions
• Explains foundational debates of the discipline of classics in Germany 

which have influenced the subsequent development of the humanities 
in general

• Provides a new critical interpretation that questions the continuing 
importance of biography in historical and philological scholarship

Classical literature | Classics after Antiquity

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   272pp 
978-1-107-10423-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Vernacular Aristotle
Translation as Reception in Medieval and Renaissance Italy
Eugenio Refini | New York University

Explores the ways in which Aristotle’s legacy was appropriated 
and reshaped by vernacular readers in Medieval and Renaissance 
Italy. Focusing on the ethical implications of the theory and practice 
of translation, it illuminates the cultural and social dynamics that 
legitimated the vernacular as a language of knowledge.
• Provides the first wide-ranging account of the vernacular reception 

of Aristotle in Italy in the period 1250–1500, challenging traditional 
accounts focused primarily on the Latinate tradition

• Proposes to consider ‘translation’ and ‘reception’ as inextricably 
interconnected

• Combines theoretical questions with the analysis of previously 
unexplored materials

Classical literature | Classics after Antiquity

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.304pp   19 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48181-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Preposterous Poetics
The Politics and Aesthetics of Form in Late Antiquity
Simon Goldhill | University of Cambridge

Explores how literary form changes when Christianity and rabbinic 
Judaism take shape. By reading little-known but hugely influential texts, 
this book opens a new and exciting vision of how the literature of the 
first millennium shaped culture.
• Introduces a broad range of literature never before studied together 

that throws crucial light on the development of Western culture
• Shows how crucial and influential texts have been ignored by the 

formation of modern disciplines
• Employs a brilliant new methodological exposition of how literary form 

changes due to religious changes
Classical literature | Greek Culture in the Roman World

May 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.315pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49482-3   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Aristotle’s Nicomachean 
Ethics Book X
Translation and Commentary
Edited and translated by Joachim Aufderheide | King’s 
College London

A hybrid between traditional commentary and 
monograph exploring the final, most arresting 
book of Aristotle’s Ethics in a philosophically 
rigorous yet interpretatively open way. The new 
translation makes each argument clear, while the 
commentary explores Aristotle’s motivations and 
methods and grounds his thinking in its intellectual context.
• The first modern commentary on Book X of the Nicomachean Ethics
• Contains a new translation that brings out Aristotle’s most important 

arguments while remaining balanced on key debates
• Enables readers to experience Aristotle as a philosopher who reacts to, 

and engages with, his predecessors and contemporaries by setting his 
thinking in its intellectual context

Ancient philosophy

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   294pp 
978-1-107-10440-2   Hardback £94.99 / US$120.00 R

Heat, Pneuma, and Soul 
in Ancient Philosophy 
and Science
Edited by Hynek Bartoš | Charles University, Prague

Ancient theories of the soul were influenced 
decisively by general assumptions about basic 
properties of living things, especially ‘heat’ 
and ‘breath’ (pneuma). This volume considers 
the relationship of the notions of heat, breath 
(pneuma), and soul in ancient Greek philosophy 
and science from the Presocratics to Aristotle.
• Gives a comprehensive overview of the theories of ancient Greek 

philosophers on the soul and life
• Explores connections between ancient philosophy and ancient 

medicine in the context of Greek psychology
• Includes a distinguished international range of contributors
Ancient philosophy

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-47673-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Plato’s Academy
Its Workings and its History
Edited by Paul Kalligas | University of Athens, Greece

A comprehensive, interdisciplinary history of Plato’s 
Academy, the most prominent philosophical school 
in antiquity, which lasted for about 300 years. Also 
includes the first complete annotated translation 
in English of Philodemus’ History of the Academy, 
preserved on a papyrus from Herculaneum.
• Provides a comprehensive account of the history 

and evolution of Plato’s Academy over the 300 years of its existence
• Adopts an interdisciplinary approach involving archaeologists, 

classicists and historians of philosophy and science
• Presents Philodemus’ History of the Academy for the first time in an 

annotated English translation
Ancient philosophy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.400pp   12 b/w illus.  8 maps   
978-1-108-42644-2   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C
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The Origins of Philosophy 
in Ancient Greece 
and Ancient India
A Historical Comparison
Richard Seaford | University of Exeter

Locates the origins and early form of Indian and 
Greek philosophy, and the striking similarities 
between them, in their entire societal and 
religious context. The cities of Greece and 
northern India were distinctive by virtue of being 
pervasively monetised, which was a central factor in their metaphysical 
transformation.
• Proposes an entirely new way of understanding the genesis of 

philosophy in Greece and India
• Exposes the origins of the divergence between European and Indian 

philosophy and spirituality
• Argues for the interrelation of intellectual and socio-economic 

processes
Ancient philosophy

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.358pp 
978-1-108-49955-2   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Diogenes Laertius: Lives 
of Eminent Philosophers
An Edited Translation
Edited and translated by Stephen White | University of 
Texas, Austin

An up-to-date and accessible translation of this 
important work, which recounts ‘brief lives’ of 
eminent ancient philosophers. Diogenes Laertius 
traces the development of Greek philosophy from 
its origins to full maturity, exploring the activities, 
thoughts, and writings of leading Pythagoreans, 
Aristotelians, Cynics, Stoics, Epicureans, and Skeptics.
• Offers an accessible translation of a key third-century work which 

stands as the preeminent surviving ancient history of Greek philosophy
• Informed by huge progress in recent philosophical and historical 

scholarship, making it fully up to date
• Presents ancient philosophy as a way of life for leading figures 

including Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Epicurus, as well as leading 
Atomists, Cynics, Stoics, and Skeptics

Ancient philosophy

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   700pp 
978-0-521-88335-1   Hardback c. £150.00 / c. US$195.00 R

Economic Theory and the 
Roman Monetary Economy
Colin P. Elliott | Indiana University, Bloomington

Presents historians with new ways of thinking 
about and using economics to understand the 
Roman monetary system and the choices of those 
who used Roman money. Of interest to historians 
who study money in all historical periods, but 
especially those who study ancient Roman money.
• Outlines a truly interdisciplinary approach drawn 

from key thinkers in multiple fields
• Investigates the epistemology and applicability of quantity theory and 

Gresham’s Law – two widely used monetary theories
• Avoids the jargon and mathematics typically associated with 

economics and so is more accessible to scholars and students in both 
the humanities and social sciences

Ancient history

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.228pp   6 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-41860-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Founder of Manichaeism
Rethinking the Life of Mani
Iain Gardner | University of Sydney

A study of the life of Mani using the very 
latest research, new texts and archaeological 
discoveries. The history of Manichaeism has been 
revolutionised by spectacular finds in Egypt, 
Central Asia and China, to be established as a 
pivotal Silk Road religion and conduit for ideas 
between east and west.
• Uses the life of Mani to explore the key historical basis and origins of 

one of the world’s most influential religions
• Argues for a critical understanding and evaluation of the sources for 

the Mani-biography, thereby overturning many long-established and 
conventional views

• Introduces new texts that have only recently come to light or are still in 
the process of being edited

Ancient history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.143pp 
978-1-108-49907-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Herodotus in the Long 
Nineteenth Century
Edited by Thomas Harrison | University of St Andrews, 
Scotland

Traces the impact of Herodotus’ Histories in 
historical writing and an array of real-world 
contexts during a momentous period in world 
history. Engagement with Herodotus’ work 
permeated nationalist discourses of the period, but 
this also helped shape the way both Herodotus 
and the ancient past have been understood and 
interpreted.
• The first detailed treatment of the reception of Herodotus (the father of 

history) in any particular context in English
• Contains contributions from leading specialists in classical reception 

and on Herodotus’ Histories
• Crosses disciplinary boundaries, with chapters from historians, 

archaeologists and classicists
Ancient history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.349pp   14 b/w illus.  1 map   
978-1-108-47275-3   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Jewish Law and Early 
Christian Identity
Betrothal, Marriage, and Infidelity in the 
Writings of Ephrem the Syrian
Yifat Monnickendam | Tel-Aviv University

Using the writings of Ephrem, one of the earliest 
Syriac Christian writers, Yifat Monnickendam 
explores marriage, sexual relations and family 
law in late antique Christianity and the nature of 
Jewish-Christian relations. Of interest to historians 
of late antiquity, early Christianity and ancient 
Judaism.
• Explores the rise of Syriac Christianity through a focus on marriage, 

sexual relations and family law
• Uses sources from three different fields: Roman law, early Christianity 

and Talmudic literature
• Translates all primary sources and assumes no specialized knowledge 

of late antique Syriac Christianity
Ancient history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.348pp 
978-1-108-48032-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Classical Studies

The Fragmentary Latin Histories of 
Late Antiquity (AD 300–620)
Edition, Translation and Commentary
Edited and translated by Lieve Van Hoof | Universiteit Gent, Belgium

The first systematic collection of fragmentary Latin historians from 
the period AD 300–620. Translations and commentaries make them 
accessible and propose new interpretations. The volume also reconsiders 
the evolution of historiography in the transition from Antiquity to the 
Middle Ages.
• Gathers the previously neglected fragmentary Latin historians and 

makes their work accessible through translations and commentaries
• Analyses in detail the historical information transmitted by the 

fragments
• Sheds new light on the development of Latin historiography in the 

period
Ancient history

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42027-3   Hardback c. £90.00 / c. US$140.00 R

Drama and Theatre

The Players’ Advice to Hamlet
The Rhetorical Acting Method from the Renaissance to the 
Enlightenment
David Wiles | University of Exeter

Explores the art of acting in Europe between the sixteenth and 
eighteenth centuries, demonstrating how stage acting was understood as 
a branch of rhetoric. This book distinguishes the methods of professionals 
from the theories of intellectual amateurs, and argues that the present 
has much to learn from premodern debates.
• Explains how premodern actors worked on their scripts, and what they 

argued about, distinguishing theory from what actors actually did
• Covers both England and Europe over a period of 250 years
• Explores how Roman rhetoric provided the bones of a resilient 

theatrical system of performance, rather than a set of conventions for 
writing

British theatre

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.360pp   18 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49887-6   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

The Cambridge Companion to 
International Theatre Festivals
Edited by Ric Knowles | University of Guelph, Ontario

Presents an up-to-date, contextualized account of the global reach and 
impact of the ‘festivalization’ of culture. It analyses festivals as sites of 
intercultural negotiation and exchange and reveals their role in Africa, 
Asia, Australia, the Arab world, Europe and the Americas.
• Offers a wide ranging overview of the global reach of theatre and 

performance festivals
• Re-contextualizes the study of festivals within humanities scholarship 

and emergent global conditions 
• Identifies international festivals as potential sites of intercultural 

negotiation and exchange within a globalized world
Theatre (general) | Cambridge Companions to Literature

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-42548-3   Hardback c. £59.99 / c. US$74.99 P 
978-1-108-44239-8   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$24.99 P

The Globalization of 
Theatre 1870–1930
The Theatrical Networks of Maurice E. 
Bandmann
Christopher B. Balme | Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität 
Munchen

Actor and manager, Maurice E. Bandmann (1872–
1922) toured theatre throughout the British Empire 
and beyond. His career represents a significant 
shift towards the globalization of theatre in the 
twentieth century. This book explores Bandmann’s 
impact on global theatre history and provides a new approach to the 
theatrical study of this era. 
• Reveals a significant globalizing tendency in early twentieth-century 

theatre, as exemplified by one of the key entrepreneurs involved
• Discusses the concepts of global and transnational history as they 

relate to theatre history
• Demonstrates the methodological usefulness of both actor-network-

theory and historical network analysis to theatre history
• Re-evaluates musical comedy as a global genre in the early twentieth 

century
Theatre (general) | Cambridge Studies in Modern Theatre

October 2019   228 x 152 mm   290pp   40 b/w illus.  7 tables   
978-1-108-48789-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

American History

Female Husbands
A Trans History
Jen Manion | Amherst College, Massachusetts

The first book-length history of female husbands: 
people assigned female at birth who transed 
gender to live fully as men in the United States and 
United Kingdom. Jen Manion draws on a wealth 
of sources to offer a dynamic, varied, and complex 
history of the LGBTQ past.
• Charts the rise and fall of female husbands from 

the 1740s to the 1910s in a clear and accessible way
• Reveals key turning points in the history of gender and sexuality in the 

United States and the United Kingdom
• Draws on a diverse source base that includes all references to female 

husbands in US and British print culture
Colonial American history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp   26 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48380-3   Hardback £17.99 / US$24.95 B
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The Underground 
Railroad and the 
Geography of Violence in 
Antebellum America
Robert H. Churchill | University of Hartford, Connecticut

The story of fugitives from enslavement and their 
travels on the Underground Railroad is a story 
of violence. This book tells the story of violent 
encounters between slave catchers, fugitives, 
Underground activists, and Northern communities 
and how these encounters contributed to sectional alienation and the 
coming of the Civil War.
• Divides patterns of behavior and attitudes toward abolition into three 

Northern regions determined by their distance to the South
• Stresses the cultural and political implications of these divisions as 

decisive factors that led to the Civil War
• Introduces the concept of a culture of violence to better contextualize 

the conflicts between slave catchers and antislavery crowds
Early republic and antebellum history

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.288pp   11 maps  1 table   
978-1-108-48912-6   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-73346-5   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Williams’ Gang
A Notorious Slave Trader and his Cargo of Black 
Convicts
Jeff Forret | Lamar University, Texas

Williams’ Gang explores a Washington, DC slave 
trader’s legal misadventures associated with 
transporting convict slaves through New Orleans. 
Drawing on court records, newspapers, governors’ 
files, slave narratives, and penitentiary data, Jeff 
Forret examines slave criminality, the coastwise 
domestic slave trade, and Southern jurisprudence.
• Provides the first study of a shipment of convict slaves, delving into 

previously unexplored legal issues surrounding the slave trade
• Offers a comprehensive portrait of the Antebellum era by situating the 

slave trade within the economy, society, and politics of the time
• Draws on a variety of resources, including court records, newspapers, 

governors’ files, slave manifests, slave narratives, travelers’ accounts, 
and penitentiary data 

Early republic and antebellum history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   482pp   9 b/w illus.  5 maps  3 tables   
978-1-108-49303-1   Hardback £22.00 / US$29.95 B

Bawdy City
Commercial Sex and Regulation in Baltimore, 
1790–1915
Katie M. Hemphill | University of Arizona

This vivid social history of Baltimore’s prostitution 
trade centers women in a story of how sexual 
commerce and debates over its regulation shaped 
an American city. A critical addition to the current 
literature addressing women’s history, the history 
of gender and sexuality, and labor history in 
nineteenth-century America.
• Presents a history of capitalism that focuses on women’s labor and its 

relationship to the broader urban economy
• Provides an overview of the sex trade’s development
• Fills a significant gap in the historiography, allowing readers to 

broaden their ideas about who counted as an agent in economic 
development

Early republic and antebellum history

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.348pp   1 b/w illus.  3 maps   
978-1-108-48901-0   Hardback £46.99 / US$59.99 C

LBJ’s 1968
Power, Politics, and the Presidency in America’s 
Year of Upheaval
Kyle Longley | Arizona State University

Drawing on an extensive trove of written and oral 
sources, Longley explores how President Lyndon 
Baines Johnson perceived the most significant 
events of 1968 and how he responded. He 
highlights many of the challenges faced by the 
president during this year, which LBJ characterized 
as a ‘year of a continuous nightmare’.
• Analyzes the crisis management style of a President
• Features modern continuities in policymaking and political discourse, 

providing readers with a better understanding of the ongoing debates 
in today’s political sphere

• Highlights the challenges facing a president after five years of almost 
non-stop change and a rising conservative backlash

20C American history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   374pp   12 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-19303-1   Hardback £23.99 / US$29.99 G 
978-1-316-64347-1   Paperback £12.99 / US$15.95 B

Becoming Free, 
Becoming Black
Race, Freedom, and Law in Cuba, Virginia, and 
Louisiana
Alejandro de la Fuente | Harvard University, Massachusetts

Becoming Free, Becoming Black offers the first 
comparative study of law, race, and freedom in the 
Americas from the sixteenth to mid-nineteenth 
centuries. Slaveholders linked blackness and slavery 
in the law, but by the mid-nineteenth century the 
social meaning of blackness varied over time and 
under different legal regimes.
• Examines the development of the legal regimes of slavery and race in 

Cuba, Virginia, and Louisiana from the sixteenth century to the dawn 
of the Civil War

• Demonstrates that the law of freedom, not slavery, determined the way 
race developed over time

• Draws on a variety of primary sources, including local court records, 
original trial records of freedom suits, legislative cases, and petitions

Atlantic history | Studies in Legal History

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   294pp   17 b/w illus.  6 maps  2 tables   
978-1-108-48064-2   Hardback £19.99 / US$24.95 B

British and Irish History
History and the Law
A Love Story
Carolyn Steedman | University of Warwick

Focusing on everyday legal experiences, from that 
of magistrates, novelists and political philosophers, 
to maidservants, pauper men and women, down-
at-heel attorneys and middling-sort wives, History 
and the Law reveals how people thought about, 
used, manipulated and resisted the law between 
the eighteenth and the twentieth centuries.
• Describes a period of English history (c.1700–1900) when there 

appears to have been a high level of law consciousness among 
`ordinary’ people

• Explores the relationship between `history’ and the `law’, particularly 
within historical writing

• Makes historical, legal and narrative theory accessible to students by 
presenting it within a narrative framework

History of Britain after 1450

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.384pp 
978-1-108-48605-7   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-73698-5   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P
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American History / British and Irish History

The Intelligence War against the IRA
Thomas Leahy | Cardiff University

Thomas Leahy investigates whether British intelligence and their 
informers forced the IRA into peace by 1998. The book is ideal for those 
who want to know more about the IRA, explore why peace emerged in 
Northern Ireland, and understand British intelligence’s role against the 
IRA.
• The first extended book evaluating the effectiveness and failures of the 

British intelligence campaign against the IRA during the Troubles
• Provides the first in-depth regional study of the IRA’s campaign across 

the entire conflict
• Uses the example of the IRA’s campaign to shed new light on broader 

questions in intelligence and security studies
20C history of Britain

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-48750-4   Hardback c. £55.00 / c. US$85.00 P 
978-1-108-72040-3   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$31.99 P

Sounds of War
Music in the British Armed Forces during the 
Great War
Emma Hanna | University of Kent, Canterbury

This groundbreaking study, sitting at the 
intersection of cultural and military history, 
examines the formal and informal uses of music 
in all three British forces during the Great War. 
Emma Hanna argues that music was omnipresent 
in servicemen’s wartime existence and was a vital 
element for the maintenance of morale.
• Provides new insights into the cultures of Britain’s armed forces from 

1914 to 1918
• Extensive research uncovers previously unheard voices of both men 

and women who served in the Great War
• Provides an unprecedented survey of music and musical activities in 

the British Army, Royal Navy and Royal Flying Corps/Royal Air Force
20C history of Britain | Studies in the Social and Cultural History of Modern Warfare

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.326pp   29 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48008-6   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Marriage in Ireland, 
1660–1925
Maria Luddy | University of Warwick

This first comprehensive history of marriage in 
Ireland across three centuries focuses on the 
middle and lower classes. It offers a multi-faceted 
exploration of how marriage was perceived, 
negotiated and controlled by the church and state, 
as well as by individual men and women within 
Irish society.
• This wide-ranging history of marriage in Ireland looks below the level 

of elite society for the first time
• Revises current understandings of marriage law, courtship, marital 

relations, desertion, separation and divorce within Ireland
• Clarifies complicated marriage laws in the context of the various 

religious denominations and their relationship with the State
Irish history

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.468pp   20 b/w illus.  11 tables   
978-1-108-48617-0   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-73190-4   Paperback £24.99 / US$32.99 P

Irish Divorce
A History
Diane Urquhart | Queen’s University Belfast

Spanning the island of Ireland over three centuries, this first history of 
Irish divorce places the human experience of marriage breakdown centre 
stage to explore the impact of a highly restrictive and gendered law, and 
its reform, on Irish society.
• The first history of Irish divorce to use the human experience of 

marriage breakdown as its primary focus
• Explores the impact of highly restrictive and gendered divorce laws and 

their reform on Irish society
• Makes divorce law and legal process accessible to non-specialist 

readers without the need for prior legal knowledge
Irish history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.296pp 
978-1-108-49309-3   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-71725-0   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge History of Ireland
General Editor Thomas Bartlett | University of Aberdeen

This authoritative and engaging four-volume history vividly presents 
the Irish story – or stories – from c.600 to the present, within its 
broader Atlantic, European, imperial and global contexts. Written by 
an international team of experts, this landmark history reflects recent 
developments in the field and sets the agenda for future study.
• A landmark survey of Irish history from c.600 to the present day, which 

will be an essential reference set for anyone seeking to understand 
Ireland’s tangled history 

• Written by a team of more than 120 leading historians from around 
the world, this is the most comprehensive and authoritative history of 
Ireland yet attempted

• Combines narrative and thematic chapters to provide a fresh and up-
to-date view of 1500 years of Irish history

History of Britain (general) | The Cambridge History of Ireland

228 x 152 mm   2800pp 
978-1-316-61783-0   4 Volume Paperback Set £100.00 / US$130.00 G 
Also available 
978-1-107-16729-2   4 Hardback Volume Set £99.99 / US$450.00 R

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge 
History of Ireland
Volume 1: 600–1550
Edited by Brendan Smith | University of Bristol

The thousand years explored in this book 
witnessed developments in the history of Ireland 
that resonate to this day. Interspersing narrative 
with detailed analysis of key themes, the first 
volume in the Cambridge History of Ireland 
presents the latest thinking on key aspects of the 
medieval Irish experience.
• Places the Irish experience in the broader context of medieval 

European developments, allowing for comparisons and contrasts with 
other countries to emerge

• Contains new and original perspectives from the leading scholars in 
the field

• Written in an accessible style and supported by full scholarly apparatus 
and carefully selected maps, tables and illustrations

History of Britain (general) | The Cambridge History of Ireland

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   674pp   36 b/w illus.  4 maps  2 tables   
978-1-107-52756-0   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 G 
Also available 
978-1-107-11067-0   Hardback £100.00 / US$130.00 R
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NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge 
History of Ireland
Volume 2: 1550–1730
Edited by Jane Ohlmeyer | Trinity College Dublin

Offers fresh perspectives on the political, military, 
religious, social, cultural, intellectual, economic, 
and environmental history of early modern Ireland, 
within their global and comparative contexts, to 
explain in an accessible manner how and why 
people acted as they did in the transformative and 
tumultuous years between 1550 and 1730.
• Places the Irish experience in the broader context of early modern 

European and global developments, allowing for comparisons and 
contrasts with other countries to emerge

• Contains new and original perspectives from the leading scholars in 
the field

• Written in an accessible style and supported by full scholarly apparatus 
and carefully selected maps, tables and illustrations

History of Britain (general) | The Cambridge History of Ireland

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   808pp   33 b/w illus.  4 maps  10 tables   
978-1-107-54046-0   Paperback c. £29.99 / c. US$39.99 R 
Also available 
978-1-107-11763-1   Hardback £100.00 / US$130.00 R

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge 
History of Ireland
Volume 3: 1730–1880
Edited by James Kelly | Dublin City University

Provides new and original interpretations of a 
crucial phase in the history of Ireland that, while 
focused firmly on the island and its traditions, 
transcends and moves beyond the nationalist 
narrative of the twentieth century to provide a 
history of late early modern Ireland for the twenty-
first century.
• Offers new perspectives on Ireland during the era of Protestant 

Ascendancy, a complex phase of historical change, and presents what 
can be perceived as a necessary ‘post-revisionist’ narrative of Irish 
history

• Places the Irish experience in the broader context of late early modern 
European and global developments, allowing for comparisons and 
contrasts with other countries to emerge

• Written in an accessible style and supported by full scholarly apparatus 
and carefully selected maps, tables and illustrations

History of Britain (general) | The Cambridge History of Ireland

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   862pp   54 b/w illus.  2 maps   
978-1-107-53559-6   Paperback c. £29.99 / c. US$39.99 R 
Also available 
978-1-107-11520-0   Hardback £100.00 / US$130.00 R

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge 
History of Ireland
Volume 4: 1880 to the Present
Edited by Thomas Bartlett | University of Aberdeen

Copiously illustrated, this volume situates 
the Irish story, or stories – for much of these 
decades two Irelands are in play – in a variety of 
contexts, Irish and Anglo-Irish, of course, but also 
European, Atlantic and, latterly, global. A landmark 
publication by the most recent generation of 
historians of Ireland.
• Places the Irish experience in the broader context of modern European 

and global developments, allowing for comparisons and contrasts with 
other countries to emerge

• Contains new and original perspectives from the leading scholars in 
the field

• Written in an accessible style and supported by full scholarly apparatus 
and carefully selected maps, tables and illustrations

History of Britain (general) | The Cambridge History of Ireland

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   952pp 
978-1-107-53415-5   Paperback c. £29.99 / c. US$39.99 R 
Also available 
978-1-107-11354-1   Hardback £100.00 / US$130.00 R

European History

The Cambridge History 
of Medieval Monasticism 
in the Latin West
Edited by Alison I. Beach | Ohio State University

This two-volume resource brings together the 
work of an international team of scholars, with 
contributors from Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, and the United 
States, offering one of the most comprehensive 
treatments of late antique and medieval monasticism in the Latin West.
• The articles in this volume are pitched at a level appropriate both for 

graduate students in medieval studies and specialists in various sub-
fields

• Offers insights and perspectives from the disciplines of archaeology, art 
history, history, music, theology, literary studies, and others

• Offers a history of monasticism in which women’s contributions are 
integral

Church history

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   600pp 
978-1-107-04211-7   2 Volume Hardback Set £290.00 / US$375.00 R
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The Cambridge History 
of Medieval Monasticism 
in the Latin West
Origins to the Eleventh Century
Volume 1
Edited by Alison I. Beach | Ohio State University

This two-volume resource brings together the 
work of an international team of scholars, with 
contributors from Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, and the United States, offering one 
of the most comprehensive treatments of late antique and medieval 
monasticism in the Latin West.
• Articles are pitched at a level appropriate both for graduate students in 

medieval studies and specialists in various sub-fields
• Offers insights and perspectives from the disciplines of archaeology, art 

history, history, music, theology, literary studies, and others
• Offers a history of monasticism in which women’s contributions are 

integral
European history – 1000 – 1450

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   600pp 
978-1-107-04209-4   Hardback c. £140.00 / c. US$185.00 R

The Cambridge History 
of Medieval Monasticism 
in the Latin West
The High and Late Middle Ages
Volume 2
Edited by Alison I. Beach | Ohio State University

Volume 2 brings together the work of an 
international team of scholars, with contributors 
from Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, 
England, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Spain, Switzerland, and the United States, offering one of the most 
comprehensive treatments of late antique and medieval monasticism in 
the Latin West.
• Articles are pitched at a level appropriate both for graduate students in 

medieval studies and specialists in various sub-fields
• Volume 2 offers insights and perspectives from the disciplines of 

archaeology, art history, history, music, theology, literary studies, and 
others

• Offers a history of monasticism in which women’s contributions are 
integral

European history – 1000 – 1450

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   600pp 
978-1-107-04210-0   Hardback c. £145.00 / c. US$185.00 R

Cities of Strangers
Making Lives in Medieval Europe
Miri Rubin | Queen Mary University of London

Examining how ‘strangers’ – settling newcomers 
as well as settled ethnic and religious minorities – 
were treated in urban communities between 1000 
and 1500, Cities of Strangers explores pathways to 
citizenship and arrangements for those unlikely to 
become citizens during a period of formative urban 
growth and its aftermath in medieval Europe.
• Offers an historical vantage point on the reception of strangers into 

cities, in conversation with contemporary concerns
• Traces the development of urban institutions, with attention to regional 

differences and the diverse nature of medieval cities
• Draws on a wide range of sources to create a complex picture of urban 

life in a period of growth as well as in one of contraction
European history – 1000 – 1450 | The Wiles Lectures

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.201pp   5 b/w illus.  2 maps   
978-1-108-48123-6   Hardback c. £74.99 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-74053-1   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$26.99 P

Piero di Lorenzo de’ 
Medici and the Crisis 
of Renaissance Italy
Alison Brown | Royal Holloway, University of London

This life of Lorenzo the Magnificent’s eldest son 
provides a portrait of an aspiring Renaissance 
ruler, and explains the crisis in Italy that caused 
his political downfall and exile. A musician, poet, 
sportsman, patron of the arts and exile, Piero 
illuminates the Renaissance at the moment of its 
transition from a civic to a princely culture.
• An interdisciplinary examination of Renaissance Italy, combining 

political, social and cultural history
• A biographic focus roots broader themes of the period to the lived 

experience and contextualises the patronage, politics and culture of the 
period

• Provides a new perspective on a relatively understudied period of crisis 
in Renaissance Italy

European history after 1450

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.351pp 
978-1-108-48946-1   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

English Convents in Catholic 
Europe, c.1600–1800
James E. Kelly | University of Durham

Highlighting the significance of the English 
convents in exile as part of, and contributors to, 
national and European Catholic culture, James 
E. Kelly situates the English Catholic experience 
within the wider context of the Catholic 
Reformation and Catholic Europe, and thus 
transforms our understanding of the convents.
• Serves as the entry point to the world of the nuns over the two 

centuries of their existence in exile
• Covers the full conventual movement for the whole exile period
• Situates the English convents in relation to the transnational Catholic 

Church, to help decentre the Catholic Reformation
European history after 1450

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.228pp 
978-1-108-47996-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Conflict and Enlightenment
Print and Political Culture in Europe, 1635–1795
Thomas Munck | University of Glasgow

This innovative study of political upheaval, 
revolution and Enlightenment in Europe views this 
tumultuous period through the prism of printed 
texts including books, pamphlets and newspapers. 
Taking a resolutely comparative approach, Conflict 
and Enlightenment re-examines what was being 
disseminated in print, and how.
• Integrates the traditional history of books into a new history of political 

culture
• Covers a broad chronological span to match real changes in print 

culture from 1635 to 1795, integrating the two biggest revolutions 
in early modern Europe into a broader view of political and cultural 
change

• Takes a number of early modern texts as detailed case studies in order 
to situate every text within its precise historical context and escape 
from the ‘canon’ of great texts

European history after 1450

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   378pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-0-521-87807-4   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 P 
978-0-521-70180-8   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P
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Women’s Criminality in 
Europe, 1600–1914
Edited by Manon van der Heijden | Universiteit Leiden

Placing female criminality within its everyday 
context, this authoritative volume brings together 
the most current research on the relationship 
between crime and gender, and examines the 
urban socio-economic and cultural contexts that 
produced and circumscribed criminal agency in the 
Western world between 1600 and 1914.
• Treats female criminality on its own terms rather than as always 

exceptional
• Offers a broad Western geographical scope to reveal differences and 

similarities across the Western world 
• Provides a long-term perspective, connecting scholarship on the early 

modern and modern periods
European history after 1450

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.296pp 
978-1-108-47771-0   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Exiled Among Nations
German and Mennonite Mythologies in a 
Transnational Age
John P. R. Eicher | Pennsylvania State University-Altoona

How do migrants and refugees fashion group 
identities in the modern world? Following two 
communities of German-speaking Mennonites 
across four continents between 1870 and 1945, 
this transnational study explores how religious 
nomads selectively engaged with nationalism 
to secure practical objectives and create local 
mythologies.
• Provides a truly transnational account of German and North/South 

American Mennonite relationships to twentieth-century nationalism
• Illuminates how millions of overseas Germans selectively promoted 

and abandoned their identifications as agrarian, Christian, German, 
and ‘white’, to adapt to the homogenizing – though ever-shifting – 
demands of national citizenship

• Explains how and why conservative Mennonites used transnational 
means for their own anti-national ends, and why they chose to live 
as premodern, agrarian subjects rather than as modern, nationalized 
citizens

European history after 1450 | Publications of the German Historical Institute

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.334pp 
978-1-108-48611-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The German Right, 1918–1930
Political Parties, Organized Interests, and Patriotic Associations in 
the Struggle against Weimar Democracy
Larry Eugene Jones | Canisius College, New York

This important contribution to the history of Weimar Germany examines 
the role that the non-Nazi Right played in the destabilization and 
paralysis of Weimar democracy, and why it failed to achieve the unity 
that was essential to hold in check the more radical challenge to Weimar 
democracy by Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Party.
• Makes a significant contribution to the history of Weimar Germany
• Offers a comprehensive account of the non-Nazi German Right from 

1918 to 1930 by placing its political fortunes within the broader 
context of the socio-economic developments of the post-war period

• Examines the role of both human agency and long-range structural 
and cultural factors in the collapse of Weimar democracy

20C European history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.640pp   16 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49407-6   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

My Opposition
The Diary of Friedrich Kellner – A German 
against the Third Reich
Friedrich Kellner
Edited and translated by Robert Scott Kellner

A remarkable account of Nazi Germany at war 
and of one man’s struggle against totalitarianism. 
Friedrich Kellner’s diary unflinchingly charts the 
country’s path to dictatorship and genocide, and 
demonstrates just how much ordinary Germans 
really knew about the actions of the Nazi regime.
• A remarkable first-hand account of everyday life under National 

Socialism during the Second World War which documents just how 
widespread awareness was of the unfolding of the Holocaust

• A timeless portrayal of the individual’s struggle against totalitarianism 
which still resonates today

• Includes the dramatic story of the Kellner family and of how the diary 
was brought to light by Robert Scott Kellner, Friedrich’s grandson

• The author’s writings are interspersed with contemporary clippings 
from the German press

20C European history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   520pp   53 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-41829-4   Hardback £27.99 / US$34.99 G 
978-1-108-40696-3   Paperback £13.99 / US$17.95 B

Project Europe
A History
Kiran Klaus Patel | Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munchen

A bracing re-examination of the myths and realities of European 
integration which challenges conventional wisdoms of Europhiles and 
Eurosceptics alike. Kiran Klaus Patel explores the EU’s contribution to 
peace, prosperity, and democracy, its impact on peoples’ lives and the 
lessons of the past for its contemporary crisis.
• Provides an ambitious and innovative analysis of the impact of 

European integration on peoples’ lives
• Assesses each of the core dimensions associated with European 

integration on a chapter-by-chapter basis to offer fresh insights on the 
EU’s strengths and weaknesses

• Discusses technical issues regarding European integration in an 
accessible way to make the topic more appealing to a broader 
audience

20C European history

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.400pp 
978-1-108-49496-0   Hardback £19.99 / US$26.95 G
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The Human Rights 
Dictatorship
Socialism, Global Solidarity and Revolution in 
East Germany
Ned Richardson-Little | Universität Erfurt, Germany

By exposing the forgotten history of human rights 
in East Germany, this study places the history 
of the Cold War, Eastern European dissidents 
and the revolutions of 1989 in a new light, and 
demonstrates how even a communist dictatorship 
could imagine itself to be a champion of human 
rights.
• Challenges popular narratives on the fall of the Berlin Wall and 

proposes a new interpretation of the role of human rights in the fall of 
the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War

• Debunks the myth of Western liberal democracies as the sole arbiters 
of human rights, and provides a unique perspective on the history of 
human rights by focusing on the agency of actors in East Germany and 
socialist Eastern Europe

• Highlights the global nature of human rights politics in a field that is 
deeply Eurocentric by illuminating the influence of decolonization and 
the Third World on the Eastern bloc

20C European history | Human Rights in History

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.286pp 
978-1-108-42467-7   Hardback c. £74.99 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-44078-3   Paperback c. £22.99 / c. US$29.99 P

A People’s Music
Jazz in East Germany, 1945–1990
Helma Kaldewey

This first full history of jazz over the lifespan of East 
Germany, from 1945 to 1990, draws on previously 
unexamined sources and vivid eyewitness accounts 
to reveal the experiences of jazz musicians and 
fans, and the surprising ways state policies sought 
to manage and control jazz during the cultural 
Cold War.
• Tells a story that has never before been told in full, and illuminates 

dynamics of the cultural Cold War dynamics from the perspective of 
jazz

• Illustrates how jazz was used as an ideological tool within a 
communist country, through firsthand accounts and declassified 
sources

• Overturns the established scholarly and popular view that jazz was 
primarily an art form of dissent

20C European history | New Studies in European History

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.344pp 
978-1-108-48618-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

History – Other Areas

The Cambridge World History of Violence
General Editor Phillip Dwyer | University of Newcastle, New South Wales

The Cambridge World History of Violence presents readers with an 
overview of the nature and the extent of violence across time and place, 
examining its causes, and considering the reasons for particular levels 
of violence at given moments of history. All four volumes are written by 
contributors who are experts in their fields.
• Provides the first long-term study of violence, allowing us to place 

today’s world and its social problems in a much broader chronological 
context

• Provides an accessible compendium to non-specialist readers; a 
readable account of the history of this crucial phenomenon; and a 
forward-looking project, exploring where current trends in research 
might, or should, lead over the coming years

• The latest scholarship in a dynamic field, taking a specifically historical 
stance and focusing squarely on the changing nature of violence from 
pre-historic times to the present

Global history | The Cambridge World History of Violence

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   2805pp 
978-1-316-62688-7   4 Volume Hardback Set £385.00 / US$500.00 R

The Cambridge World 
History of Violence
Volume 1: The Prehistoric and Ancient Worlds
Edited by Garrett G. Fagan | Pennsylvania State University

Covering the Palaeolithic through to the end of 
classical antiquity, this volume moves beyond the 
study of ancient warfare alone, taking a broader 
look at violence on a world-wide scale. Volume 1 
will be of particular interest to anyone fascinated 
by archaeology and the ancient world. 
• Looks at violence globally across a wide range of human history 

enabling a comparative perspective
• At the cutting edge of the history of violence, taking into account the 

latest scholarship
• Provides a wide range of interpretations by both recognized authorities 

in the field and up-and-coming scholars across an array of disciplines, 
including archaeology, history, art history, ethnography and literature

History (general) before 1500 | The Cambridge World History of Violence

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   750pp   16 b/w illus.  1 map  3 tables   
978-1-107-12012-9   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 R

The Cambridge World 
History of Violence
Volume 2: AD 500–AD 1500
Edited by Matthew Gordon | University of Miami

This volume set takes a broad look at violence on 
a world-wide scale. It looks specifically at what 
is often termed the Middle Millennium (roughly 
5000–1500 CE), and analyzes violence from 
Japan and China in the east, across Central Asia 
and North Africa, to Western Europe, with two 
additional chapters on Aztec and Mayan culture.
• Takes a thematic approach that provides a template for thinking about 

violence in a global context
• At the cutting edge of the history of violence, taking into account the 

latest scholarship
• Provides a wide range of interpretations by both recognized authorities 

in the field and up-and-coming scholars across an array of disciplines, 
including archaeology, history, art history, ethnography and literature

History (general) before 1500 | The Cambridge World History of Violence

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   750pp 
978-1-107-15638-8   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 R
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The Cambridge World 
History of Violence
Volume 3: AD 1500–AD 1800
Edited by Robert Antony | Guangzhou University

Violence is a universal theme in human history and 
a major problem facing society today. In order to 
confront it, it is essential that we understand it. 
This volume shows how many of the problems that 
the world faces today are rooted in the first age of 
globalisation: the period between 1500 and 1800.
• Not simply a summation of expert current knowledge, but provides 

original explanatory frameworks for understanding the problem of 
violence

• Takes a thematic approach that provides a template for thinking about 
violence in a global context

• A comprehensive introduction shows the potential of world history for 
rethinking traditional historical problems in new and productive ways 
across time and space

History (general) after 1500 | The Cambridge World History of Violence

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   731pp   24 b/w illus.  4 maps  1 table   
978-1-107-11911-6   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 R

The Cambridge World 
History of Violence
Volume 4: 1800 to the Present
Edited by Louise Edwards | University of New South 
Wales, Sydney

Why do humans continue to inflict both mass 
and interpersonal violence upon each other? This 
comprehensive, global study examines violence 
and its consequences as produced in nation-states, 
colonies, institutions, and families alongside 
analyses of its commemoration and representation 
and significance in leisure.
• Facilitates a comparative understanding of violence as a significant 

common phenomenon across all human societies
• Explains how new technology and new forms of social organization 

enhance or constrain violence
• Presents new insights into the changing social, political and economic 

significances of violence in human society
20C history (general) | The Cambridge World History of Violence

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   656pp 
978-1-107-15156-7   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 R

Orthodox Judaism and 
the Politics of Religion
From Pre-War Europe to the State of Israel
Daniel Mahla | Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munchen

Examines how nationalizing processes in East and 
Central Europe and Palestine reshaped observant 
Jewry into two distinct socio-cultural milieus. This 
book will be of special interest to students of 
Jewish history, Zionism and the State of Israel, but 
also to those studying religious politics, religious 
fundamentalism and modern nationalism.
• Provides a history of Orthodox Jewish politics during the first half of 

the twentieth century
• Provides an explanation of the formation of the national-religious and 

ultra-Orthodox milieus in modern Israel
• Points to the importance of intra-religious struggles in the modern age 

and investigates leadership struggles and political activism among 
Orthodox Jews

20C history (general)

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.307pp   6 maps  1 table   
978-1-108-48151-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Agrarian Puerto Rico
Reconsidering Rural Economy and Society, 
1899–1940
César J. Ayala | University of California, Los Angeles

An examination of the evolution of land tenure 
and social structure in various economic zones of 
Puerto Rico during the early twentieth century. 
Archival data show that the integration of Puerto 
Rico into the US economy led to overwhelmingly 
diverse outcomes in different socioeconomic 
regions of the island.
• Avoids dominant historical narratives to pursue a nuanced 

understanding of the impacts of colonialism on Puerto Rico’s economy 
under US control

• Takes advantage of empirical data to correct common perceptions of 
Puerto Rican socioeconomics

• Emphasizes the importance of land tenure structures which provides 
a unique perspective useful to scholars trying to revisit the island’s 
colonial past

Latin American history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.336pp 
978-1-108-48846-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Modern Brazil
A Social History
Herbert S. Klein | Columbia University, New York

The most detailed social history of Brazil to date, 
this book is the first to examine all aspects of the 
region’s transition from a predominantly rural and 
illiterate society in 1950, to an urban, industrialized 
one. An indispensable resource for scholars and 
students of Brazilian and Latin American politics 
and history.
• Draws upon extensive quantitative research while providing an 

excellent survey of the secondary literature 
• An exemplary model of a modern social history that offers a macro 

perspective on societal changes
• Provides a valuable tool for scholars comparing Brazil to other BRIC 

countries and analyzing the modernization process
Latin American history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.400pp 
978-1-108-48902-7   Hardback c. £92.00 / c. US$120.00 P

978-1-108-73329-8   Paperback c. £26.99 / c. US$34.99 P

A Silver River in a Silver World
Dutch Trade in the Rio de la Plata, 1648–1678
David Freeman | University of Missouri, Kansas City

A study for scholars of colonial Latin American, 
Dutch, and economic history that explores the 
nature and extent of Dutch trade during an 
understudied period of Spanish America’s history. It 
raises questions about foreign ‘contraband’ traders 
and ‘corrupt’ officials, underscoring that their 
activities frequently proceeded within the law.
• Explores an understudied region and era of colonial America so that 

new entities are introduced into the historiography of colonization
• Focuses on the impact Dutch traders had on colonial South America’s 

economy through trade transactions
• Stresses the legitimacy with which these transactions were carried out 

in order to challenge popular narratives surrounding colonial trade
Latin American history | Cambridge Latin American Studies, 118

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.252pp   2 maps   
978-1-108-41749-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Sexual Question
A History of Prostitution in Peru, 1850s–1950s
Paulo Drinot | University College London

Exploring the links between sexuality, society, 
and state formation, this is the first history of 
prostitution and its regulation in Peru. Scholars and 
students interested in Latin American history, the 
history of gender and sexuality, and the history of 
medicine and public health will find Drinot’s study 
engaging and thoroughly researched.
• Based on extensive, rich sources that include letters written by 

prostitutes themselves
• Presents analysis which is empirically driven and engaging
• Enhances strong scholarship on the history of prostitution in Latin 

America and beyond
Latin American history | Cambridge Latin American Studies, 119

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.326pp 
978-1-108-49312-3   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-71728-1   Paperback £23.99 / US$31.99 P

Nigeria and World War II
Colonialism, Empire, and Global Conflict
Chima J. Korieh | Marquette University, Wisconsin

Recounting the extraordinary and often neglected 
story of the Nigerian people in World War II, this 
history of colonial interactions in Nigeria during 
the largest global conflict of the twentieth century 
draws on hitherto unexplored archival resources, 
challenging the perception that it was primarily a 
European conflict.
• Challenges the dominant perception that the Second World War was 

primarily a European conflict
• Recounts the extraordinary and often neglected story of the Nigerian 

people who were drawn into a global war
• Provides detailed accounts of what Nigerian men, women, and children 

from all walks of life were doing and thinking on the home front and 
abroad in service of the empire

African history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.288pp   11 b/w illus.  2 maps  9 tables   
978-1-108-42580-3   Hardback c. £31.99 / c. US$40.00 P

The Army and Politics 
in Zimbabwe
Mujuru, the Liberation Fighter and Kingmaker
Blessing-Miles Tendi | University of Oxford

An essential record of one of the most 
controversial figures within the history of African 
liberation politics, and an important figure in 
Robert Mugabe’s ruling ZANU PF party, this 
biography of General Solomon Mujuru is based on 
unparalleled primary interviews with informants in 
the army, intelligence services, police and ZANU PF elites.
• The first full-length biographical account of one of the most illustrious 

figures in modern Zimbabwean military and political history
• Features oral accounts conveyed by Solomon Mujuru, his family and 

associates
• Based on the author’s unparalleled primary interviews with informants 

in the army, intelligence, police and ZANU PF elites
African history

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.384pp   12 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47289-0   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

Abolition in Sierra Leone
Re-Building Lives and Identities in Nineteenth-
Century West Africa
Richard Peter Anderson | University of Exeter

Exploring the origins, experiences and identities 
of 100,000 Africans who landed in Sierra Leone 
following Britain’s abolition of the trans-Atlantic 
slave trade, this history of colonial Africa and 
examination of the African diaspora explores the 
links between emancipation, colonization, and 
identity formation in the Black Atlantic.
• A new approach to a major field of the history of British anti-slavery, 

studied not as a history of legal victories (abolitionism) but of 
enforcement and lived experience (abolition)

• Unites two major historiographical fields within the history of colonial 
Africa and of the African diaspora

• Explores the linkages between emancipation, colonization, and identity 
formation in the Black Atlantic

African history | African Identities: Past and Present

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.303pp   3 b/w illus.  3 maps  12 tables   
978-1-108-47354-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Sultan, Caliph, and the 
Renewer of the Faith
Ahmad Lobbo, the Tārīkh al-fattāsh and the 
Making of an Islamic State in West Africa
Mauro Nobili | University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Representing a significant re-examination of 
the Tārīkh al-fattāsh, proved to be one the most 
important nineteenth-century sources for the 
history of West Africa, this study makes use of 
previously unpublished Arabic manuscripts to 
reveal the true author of the chronicle and its place 
in the evolution of West African civilization.
• Examines the chronicle Tārīkh al-fattāsh, one of the most important 

sources on West African history, that has been misunderstood and 
misused by scholars for more than a century

• The first monograph in English to look at the Caliphate of Hamdāllahi, 
presenting to an English-speaking audience one of the most important, 
yet neglected states of pre-colonial West Africa

• Makes extensive use of previously unpublished Arabic manuscripts 
written by West African Muslim intellectuals

African history | African Studies, 148

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.284pp   10 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47950-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge History 
of South Africa
Volume 1: From Early Times to 1885
Edited by Carolyn Hamilton | University of Cape Town

Coming fourteen years after South Africa’s 
achievement of majority rule, this book takes a 
critical and searching look at the country’s past. 
The book’s chapters, by ten of the best historians 
of South Africa, represent a reassessment of the 
major historical events, developments, and records 
of South Africa and will be an important new tool for students and 
professors of African history worldwide.
• Includes new material on identity and consciousness and Boer-African 

relations
• Written in an objective, clear and refreshing manner which will be 

accessible to students
• Written by ten of the best historians of the country, presenting their 

new data, interpretations and perspectives on the South African past
African history | Cambridge History of South Africa

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.487pp 
978-1-108-79199-1   Paperback £26.99 / US$39.99 R 
Also available 
978-0-521-51794-2   Hardback £103.00 / US$170.00 R
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NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge History 
of South Africa
Volume 2: 1885–1994
Edited by Robert Ross | Universiteit Leiden

This book surveys South African history from the 
discovery of gold in the Witwatersrand in the late 
nineteenth century to the first democratic elections 
in 1994. Written by many of the leading historians 
of the country, it pulls together four decades of 
scholarship to present a detailed overview of South 
Africa during the twentieth century.
• Many of the best historians of South Africa present four decades of 

scholarship on South Africa in the twentieth century
• Brings together analysis of political, economic, social and intellectual 

history
• An important reassessment of all the major historical events in South 

Africa
African history | Cambridge History of South Africa

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.736pp   16 b/w illus.  6 maps  18 tables   
978-1-108-79843-3   Paperback £26.99 / US$39.99 R

Also available 
978-0-521-86983-6   Hardback £125.00 / US$204.00 R

Hunting Game
Raiding Politics in the Central African Republic
Louisa Lombard | Yale University, Connecticut

The first ethnographic and historical study of 
raiding in the Central African Republic. By treating 
raiding as a political mode, this fascinating study 
investigates forceful acquisition, revealing the 
evolution of raiding skills, examples of encounters 
and its consequences over the last 150 years.
• The first ethnographic and historical study of 

raiding in the Central African Republic (CAR)
• Examines the skills, encounters, and consequences associated with 

raiding as a political mode in its own right
• Shows readers how harmful popular theories and buzzwords such as 

‘failed state’ are
African history | The International African Library, 61

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.268pp 
978-1-108-47877-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

AVAILABLE OPEN ACCESS

Language and the Making 
of Modern India
Nationalism and the Vernacular in Colonial 
Odisha, 1803–1956
Pritipuspa Mishra | University of Southampton

Mishra explores the history of the first linguistically 
organized province in India, Odisha, to illustrate 
the relationship between linguistic politics and 
nationalism. She considers the ways the state 
has dealt with multilingualism and the role of 
languages in the constitution of the Indian nation. 
This title is also available as Open Access.
• Provides a nuanced framework for understanding regional history in 

India
• Situates the regional history of Odisha within broader national and 

global trends to help readers understand how language and nation 
interact in post-colonial contexts

• Presents a coherent history of multilingualism in India relevant 
to global debates about linguistic justice and governance of 
multilingualism 

• This title is also available as Open Access
South Asian history

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp   7 maps   
978-1-108-42573-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Revolutionary Pasts
Communist Internationalism in Colonial India
Ali Raza | Lahore University of Management Sciences, 
Pakistan

In this history of the communist movement in 
South Asia from the eve of the First World War to 
Independence, Ali Raza reveals the lives, dreams, 
geographies, and anti-colonial struggles of Indian 
revolutionaries and their utopian visions of 
remaking the world.
• Presents a compelling narrative of communist 

internationalism in Colonial India
• Offers a methodologically innovative social and intellectual history of 

Indian communism
• Charts the entanglement of local, regional, and global politics in the 

Indian independence movement
South Asian history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.303pp 
978-1-108-48184-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Miracles and Material Life
Rice, Ore, Traps and Guns in Islamic Malaya
Teren Sevea | University of Pennsylvania

Through a close textual analysis of hitherto overlooked Malay Islamic 
manuscripts, Teren Sevea reveals the economic, environmental and 
religious significance of Islamic miracle workers (pawangs) across the 
Indian Ocean world and on the frontier of the British Empire in the 
nineteenth and twentieth century.
• Takes a new approach to understanding connections between miracles 

and magic, and material life, labour, production, extraction and 
technology

• Reveals a universe of peripatetic, professional Islamic miracle workers 
and Sufis in the past and the present, in the Malay world and beyond

• Draws on hitherto untranslated Malay and Sufi manuscripts, providing 
readers with access to little-known esoteric content

South-East Asian history | Asian Connections

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.290pp   10 b/w illus.  2 maps   
978-1-108-47718-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Islam and Asia
A History
Chiara Formichi | Cornell University, New York

A new history of Asia and Islam from the seventh 
century to today, approached as an interconnected 
space of encounters and interactions. Challenging 
the assumed dominance of the Middle East in the 
development of Islam, Formichi argues for Asia’s 
centrality in the development of global Islam as a 
religious, social and political reality.
• Provides a transnational history of Asia and Islam grounded in specific 

case-studies
• Facilitates discussion in the classroom, and makes abstract concepts 

accessible to readers
• Includes a range of pedagogical features including introductions to 

key personalities and concepts, primary sources, illustrations, maps and 
suggestions for further reading

South-East Asian history | New Approaches to Asian History

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   337pp 
978-1-107-10612-3   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-107-51397-6   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

The City of Blue and White
Chinese Porcelain and the Early Modern World
Anne Gerritsen | University of Warwick

Anne Gerritsen demonstrates the key role Chinese 
porcelain played in the creation of early modern 
global connections. Through its manufacture and 
global consumption, China participated in the early 
modern world. Drawing on research in multiple 
languages, this beautifully illustrated book situates 
porcelain in both a local and global context.
• Provides a new way of approaching global history by connecting the 

global and the local 
• Demonstrates the key role of Chinese porcelain in the circulation of 

global material culture 
• Examines the long history of China’s connections with the wider world
East Asian history

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.354pp   4 b/w illus.  53 colour illus.  8 maps  1 table   
978-1-108-49995-8   Hardback £26.99 / US$34.99 G

Japan
Political and Economic Reports 1906–1970
Edited by R. Jarman

Library Editions reprints make available CAE 
originals in a new format. This publication provides 
a virtually complete collection of British diplomatic 
reports on Japan from 1906 to 1970, previously 
unknown, inaccessible or withheld. The phase of 
imperial expansion and the territorial conflicts with 
Russia and China are clearly documented.
• Provides a unique collection of historical primary source documents 

from British archive sources 
• Previously unknown or fragmented material is now available in a 

coherent collection
• These English-language records are uniquely important
East Asian history

November 2019   246 x 160 mm   c.9500pp 
978-1-78806-678-5   14 Volume Hardback Set £4900.00 / US$6150.00 R

The Making of a New Rural 
Order in South China
Volume 2: Merchants, Markets, and Lineages, 1500–1700
Joseph P. McDermott | University of Cambridge

This book is written for anyone interested in 
Chinese history, Chinese business, banking, 
family structure, and local society over two crucial 
centuries in the making of modern China. It 
reveals how some Chinese families acquired and 
retained great wealth and power over the Chinese 
economy.
• Provides a holistic framework and analysis of Chinese society and its 

economy, both rural and urban
• Shows how kinship affects business practice and organization
• Analyses how Chinese merchants carved niches for their commercial 

activities within the Chinese government and relates this to the 
development of distinctive forms

East Asian history

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   497pp   2 maps  13 tables   
978-1-107-04851-5   Hardback £105.00 / US$135.00 C

Ming China and its Allies
Imperial Rule in Eurasia
David M. Robinson | Colgate University, New York

The book is for anyone interested in the Mongol 
Empire, Chinese history, and the ways politicians 
exploit historical memory to win legitimacy at 
home and abroad. David M. Robinson shows that 
even the world’s most powerful rulers such as the 
Ming emperor needed allies and were willing to 
pay for them.
• Contextualizes China in global history, breaking out of ‘isolated China’ 

historical narrative
• Provides a full analysis of Chinese diplomacy and international 

leadership in the early modern period
• Provides compelling new ways of thinking about power and legitimacy 

in the pre-modern world
East Asian history

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.262pp   2 maps   
978-1-108-48922-5   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Dialect and Nationalism 
in China, 1860–1960
Gina Anne Tam | Trinity University, Texas

Challenging the widely accepted narrative that 
national languages create national identity, Tam 
narrates the history of the Chinese nation and 
Chinese nationalism from the perspective of 
fangyan – dialects or regional languages distinct 
from Mandarin – and in so doing, shows how they 
were central to the making of modern nationalism 
in China.
• Challenges the widely accepted historical narrative that language 

standardization creates national citizens
• Introduces a novel way of studying nationalism that highlights diverse 

visions of the nation without ignoring those who seek to maintain it as 
a homogenous concept

• Encourages readers to expand the history of information methodology 
to consider both how knowledge is constructed and how that 
knowledge is filtered down and subsequently shapes all areas of public 
and private life

East Asian history

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.274pp   20 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47828-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Chinese Diasporas
A Social History of Global Migration
Steven B. Miles | Washington University, St Louis

In this concise and compelling survey of internal 
and external Chinese migration from the sixteenth 
century to the present day, Steven B. Miles traces 
the experiences of Chinese migrants and their 
families. Essential reading for those interested in 
the history of the Chinese diaspora and the history 
of migration more broadly.
• Introduces concepts and debates in migration history
• Compelling case studies focus on individual migrants and their 

descendants
• Provides an integrated history of internal and external Chinese 

migration
East Asian history | New Approaches to Asian History

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   286pp   10 b/w illus.  5 maps  2 tables   
978-1-107-17992-9   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P

978-1-316-63181-2   Paperback £19.99 / US$25.99 P

After the Korean War
An Intimate History
Heonik Kwon | University of Cambridge

This ground-breaking study investigates the history 
and legacy of the Korean War within the realm 
of intimate human social experience. In doing so, 
it boldly reclaims kinship as a vital category in 
historical and political enquiry and examines how 
Korea’s civil war memories remain present in the 
Korean consciousness.
• Provides a fresh perspective of the Korean War and Korea’s Cold War 

experience from the ground up
• Introduces the concept of kinship into an analysis of modern history 

and politics to help understand the human experience of the Cold War 
and its aftermath

• Draws upon newly available historical and testimonial evidence, as well 
as a sensitive, long-term participant observation

East Asian history | Studies in the Social and Cultural History of Modern Warfare

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.246pp 
978-1-108-48792-4   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 G

Mao Zedong
A Biography
Volume 1: 1893–1949
Chongji Jin | Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, Party Literature 
Research Office

Volume 1 of the official Chinese Communist Party biography of Mao 
Zedong. This volume covers Mao’s career in the pre-revolutionary period, 
1893–1949. This is a unique source through which to view the ways 
in which the transformative events of the twentieth century have been 
understood and portrayed in contemporary China.
• Introduces the official Chinese interpretation of the Mao period
• Based on archives to which no Western scholars have yet had access
• An introductory essay provides context and highlights differences in 

interpretation
East Asian history | The Cambridge China Library

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   600pp   21 b/w illus.  3 maps   
978-1-107-09272-3   Hardback c. £80.00 / c. US$130.00 R

Rumor in the Early Chinese Empires
Zongli Lu | Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

This is the first English translation of Lu Zongli’s study of how rumor 
formed and spread through non-official channels in early Chinese history. 
Utilising popular songs, mythology and prophetic texts, Lu explores 
rumors in all their diverse forms, dissecting their nature, function and 
implications for politics and culture.
• The first English translation of a major work of Chinese scholarship
• Highlights the significance of public opinion and how it formed and 

spread through non-official channels in Chinese politics
• Explores early Chinese history using an interdisciplinary framework
East Asian history | The Cambridge China Library

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.396pp 
978-1-108-47926-4   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

King Abdul Aziz: Political 
Correspondence 1904–1953
Edited by A. Burdett

Library Editions reprints make available Cambridge 
Archive Editions originals in a new format. This 
publication organises and presents, for the first 
time, an extensive collection of letters from 
and to the Saudi leader reflecting the evolution 
over fifty years of his status, authority, style and 
statesmanship. The letters are largely in both 
Arabic and English.
• Provides a unique collection of historical primary source documents 

with both English and Arabic originals; many letters in the original 
Arabic have contemporary English summary translations

• Contains collections of key documents from the India Office Library
• Previously unknown or fragmented material is now available in a 

coherent collection
Middle East history

November 2019   246 x 160 mm   c.2000pp 
978-1-78806-631-0   4 Hardback Volume Set   c. £1400.00 / c. US$1860.00 R

A History of Jeddah
The Gate to Mecca in the Nineteenth and 
Twentieth Centuries
Ulrike Freitag | Leibniz-Zentrum Moderner Orient

Seen from the perspective of its diverse population, 
this first biography of Jeddah traces the city’s 
urban history and cosmopolitanism from the 
late Ottoman period to its present-day claim 
to multiculturalism, within the conservative 
environment of the Arabian Peninsula.
• An urban history considered through the 

perspective of Jeddah’s diverse population comprised of long-distance 
merchants, shipping magnates and ex-slaves

• Will appeal to historians of the modern Middle East, as well as those 
with an interest in urban history and the social and political history of 
Saudi Arabia

• Re-evaluates Jeddah’s place in the Middle East against the backdrop of 
modernisation and Saudi nation-building

Middle East history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.408pp 
978-1-108-47879-3   Hardback c. £34.99 / c. US$39.99 P
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The Unforgettable Queens of Islam
Succession, Authority, Gender
Shahla Haeri | Boston University

Explores the lives and legacies of several Muslim women rulers from 
different cultures and historical periods who were at the forefront of the 
political scene, contesting patriarchal rules of dynastic succession and 
electoral competition to become sovereign leaders in medieval Yemen 
and India, and modern Pakistan and Indonesia.
• Takes a cross-cultural and ethno-historical perspective to explore the 

lives and legacies of several Muslim women rulers from medieval to 
modern times

• Challenges both the western stereotypes and Islamist religious and 
political arguments against Muslim women political leadership

• Makes the striking history of the lives of charismatic Muslim women 
rulers accessible to a broad readership

Middle East history

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   284pp   12 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-12303-8   Hardback c. £60.00 / c. US$95.00 P 
978-1-107-55489-4   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$29.99 P

The Caravan
Abdallah Azzam and the Rise of Global Jihad
Thomas Hegghammer | Universitetet i Oslo

The much-awaited book about Abdallah Azzam, 
one of the jihadi movement’s most important 
figures. It explains why jihadism went international 
in the 1980s, paving the way for the events of 
9/11. Azzam’s extraordinary life story makes for 
compelling reading and should appeal to readers 
far outside specialist circles.
• Tells the entertaining story of Azzam’s extremely eventful life, 

culminating in his extremely mysterious death
• Explains why the jihadi movement went international in the 1980s, 

improving our understanding about this ideology and the people 
behind it

• Revises early history of al-Qaida through the use of previously 
untapped primary sources

Middle East history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   728pp 
978-0-521-76595-4   Hardback £24.99 / US$34.99 G

Utopia and Civilisation 
in the Arab Nahda
Peter Hill | University of Oxford

Examining the massive social changes that 
reshaped the Middle East over the long nineteenth 
century, this study of the ‘Nahda’, a cultural 
renaissance in the Arab world, presents a crucial 
and often overlooked part of the Arab world’s 
encounter with global capitalist modernity.
• The first in-depth study of the little-known early 

phase of the Arab Nahda movement in the mid nineteenth-century
• Situates the Arab Nahda within a global historical context
• Combines intellectual and literary material with elements of social 

history
Middle East history

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.304pp   5 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49166-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Origins of the Arab-Iranian Conflict
Nationalism and Sovereignty in the Gulf between the World Wars
Chelsi Mueller | Tel-Aviv University

Examining the triangular relationship between Iran, Britain and the Gulf 
Arab shaykhdoms, this is the first book to investigate the origins of the 
present-day Arab-Iranian conflict in the interwar period, filling a gap 
in the literature on the history of Arab-Iranian relations in the Gulf and 
Iran’s Persian Gulf policy during Reza Shah’s rule.
• Examines the triangular relationship between Iran, Britain and the Gulf 

Arab shaykhdoms to reveal the origins of the present-day Arab-Iranian 
conflict

• Pays particular attention to Bahrain in charting the revival of Iranian 
claims to sovereignty during the interwar period

• Fills a significant gap in the literature on the history of Arab-Iranian 
relations in the Gulf and Iran’s Persian Gulf policy during the Reza Shah 
period

Middle East history

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.298pp 
978-1-108-48908-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Temporary Marriage in Iran
Gender and Body Politics in Modern Iranian 
Film and Literature
Claudia Yaghoobi | University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Analysing the representation of women in modern 
novels, short stories and cinema, this study is an 
examination of the controversial social institution 
of sigheh or temporary marriage in Iran, not just 
as an institution but also as a set of practices, 
identities and meanings that have transformed 
over the last two centuries.
• Brings feminist theories of embodiment to bear on the Iranian literary 

and cinematic tradition to understand the concept and practise of 
temporary marriage in Iran

• Examines the representation of sigheh women within novels and short 
stories from the Pahlavi era and cinematic works produced after the 
Islamic Revolution

• Breaks away from standard narratives about Iranian female sexuality to 
offer a new perspective on definitions of Iranian womanhood

Middle East history | The Global Middle East, 12

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.324pp 
978-1-108-48810-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

History – Cross Discipline

Military Medicine and 
the Making of Race
Life and Death in the West India Regiments, 
1795–1874
Tim Lockley | University of Warwick

This book demonstrates how Britain’s black 
soldiers helped shape attitudes towards race 
throughout the nineteenth century. Using military-
medical literature about the West India Regiments, 
Lockley shows how Britain’s black soldiers were 
central to intellectual debates around ideas of 
blackness and whiteness in the Atlantic world.
• Highlights the importance of the West India Regiments in changing 

attitudes towards race
• Demonstrates the crucial role of black soldiers in the evolution of racial 

thought over the nineteenth century
• Links racial thought with medical thought to show how race became 

fixed in the body in the nineteenth century
History of medicine

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.280pp 
978-1-108-49562-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Cult of Youth
Anti-Ageing in Modern Britain
James F. Stark | University of Leeds

This study engages with histories of modern 
Britain, as well as science, technology, medicine, 
gender, and advertising to examine how anti-
ageing became part of mainstream culture. It 
connects scientific and medical theories of how the 
body works and ages with the commercial world of 
anti-ageing products and procedures.
• The first historical account of the ideas and practices associated with 

anti-ageing, or rejuvenation, in interwar Britain
• Examines how anti-ageing became part of mainstream culture during 

the interwar years
• Draws on a unique constellation of commercial archives, as well as 

newspapers and published scientific and medical texts, to provide an 
insight into the interaction between commercial and scientific activities

History of medicine

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.264pp 
978-1-108-48415-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Yellow Flag
Quarantine and the British Mediterranean World, 1780–1860
Alex Chase-Levenson | University of Pennsylvania

Alex Chase-Levenson examines British engagement with the 
Mediterranean quarantine system from 1780 to 1860, demonstrating 
how quarantine fostered early forms of European integration, laid the 
foundation for modern public health, and shaped Western perceptions of 
the ‘East’.
• The first English-language examination of the Mediterranean 

quarantine system during its period of greatest reach
• Uses a diverse range of literary, commercial, diplomatic, administrative, 

and naval source material
• Reveals an international genealogy for the history of public health 

reform in Britain
History of medicine | Global Health Histories

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.318pp 
978-1-108-48554-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Social Mendelism
Genetics and the Politics of Race in Germany, 1900–1948
Amir Teicher | Tel-Aviv University

In this ground-breaking study, Amir Teicher explores the ways genetics 
informed Nazi racial and eugenic policies, presenting a new paradigm 
for understanding links between genetics and racism, and between 
biological and social thought.
• Challenges long-accepted ‘truths’ in popular notions of twentieth-

century biology and Nazi policies
• Utilizes a rich variety of evidence to investigate the relationship 

between biological and social thought
• Offers a clear, accessible approach to the social impact of science in 

history
History of science and technology

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.284pp   24 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-49949-1   Hardback £26.99 / US$34.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Technology in the 
Industrial Revolution
Barbara Hahn | Texas Tech University

Placing the British Industrial Revolution in global 
context, Barbara Hahn explores the role of 
technological change in world history. Tracing 
this transformative moment from the north 
of England to slavery, cotton plantations, the 
Anglo-Indian trade and beyond, Hahn provides 
a new perspective on the relationship between 
technology and society.
• Offers an accessible and concise history of the classic case of rapid and 

revolutionary technological change
• Explains the relationship between technological and social change in 

simple terms
• Places the technologies of the Industrial Revolution in their global 

settings

Contents: 1. Sugar and spice; 2. Myths and machines; 3. Cottonopolis; 
4. Power and the people; 5. The vertical mill.
History of science and technology | New Approaches to the History of Science and 
Medicine

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   236pp   21 b/w illus.  1 map   
978-1-107-18680-4   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-316-63746-3   Paperback £18.99 / US$24.99 P

The Cambridge 
History of Science
Volume 8: Modern Science in National, Transnational, and 
Global Context
Edited by Hugh Richard Slotten | University of Otago, 
New Zealand

Brings together a group of highly respected 
specialists to provide the most comprehensive and 
up-to-date history of modern science in national, 
transnational, and global contexts. Exploring 
local contexts of science and analyzing science 
using national and regional frameworks, the essays introduce the latest 
thinking in the history of science.
• Analyzes the history of modern science during the late eighteenth, 

nineteenth, twentieth and early twenty-first centuries
• Covers the entire world, with essays on all major countries or regions
• Valuable in university courses in the history of science and technology
History of science and technology | The Cambridge History of Science

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   870pp 
978-0-521-58081-6   Hardback c. £90.00 / c. US$160.00 R

Charles E. Callwell and the 
British Way in Warfare
Daniel Whittingham | University of Birmingham

Daniel Whittingham presents the first 
comprehensive study of one of Britain’s most 
important military thinkers, Major-General 
Sir Charles E. Callwell. His book explores the 
development of British military thought to shed 
new light on colonial warfare, counterinsurgency, 
the South African War, tactics, maritime strategy, 
and the First World War.
• The first comprehensive biography of one of Britain’s great military 

thinkers, Charles E. Callwell
• Provides a new perspective on the ‘British way in warfare’ and British 

military thought
• Considers both Callwell’s famous works, such as Small Wars and 

Military Operations and Maritime Preponderance, and his lesser-known 
works which have not been cited before

Military history | Cambridge Military Histories

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.296pp 
978-1-108-48007-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Other Wars
The Experience and Memory of the First World 
War in the Middle East and Macedonia
Justin Fantauzzo | Memorial University of Newfoundland

The first full-length, comparative study of the 
experience and memory of British and Dominion 
soldiers who fought in the First World War’s 
‘sideshows’ in Sinai and Palestine, Macedonia, and 
Mesopotamia.
• The first full-length study comparing the 

experience and memory of British and Dominion 
soldiers in the Middle East and Macedonia during the First World War

• Explores how British and Dominion soldiers who did not fight on the 
Western Front – a number that neared two million men – made sense 
of where they were fighting, what they were fighting for, and for whom 
they were fighting

• Incorporates a wide range of sources, including diaries, letters, soldier 
photography, soldier newspapers, army concert parties, newsreel 
films, newspapers, journals, memoirs, and scrapbooks from archives in 
Britain, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada

Military history | Studies in the Social and Cultural History of Modern Warfare

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.260pp 
978-1-108-47900-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

GATT and Global Order in the Postwar Era
Francine McKenzie | University of Western Ontario

In this international and institutional history of the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade, Francine McKenzie shows how trade was implicated 
in foreign policy and international relations in the postwar era. This 
accessibly written and timely study revises our understanding of the 
liberal international order.
• Places global trade at the forefront of international relations and 

shows how trade was implicated in foreign policy, relations between 
states, and global order

• Revises conventional narratives of the nature, dynamics, drivers, 
priorities and functioning of post-1945 international relations and the 
liberal international order

• Explains why trade elicits divisive and controversial reactions from 
different people, organizations and states at different times and in 
different contexts

Economic history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.385pp   9 b/w illus.  3 tables   
978-1-108-49489-2   Hardback c. £30.00 / c. US$39.99 P

TEXTBOOK

A History of Humanity
The Evolution of the Human System
Patrick Manning | University of Pittsburgh

Integrates approaches from world history, 
environmental studies, biological and cultural 
evolution, social anthropology, sociology, and 
evolutionary linguistics to trace the evolution 
of humans and our complex social system, 
demonstrating how the strength of human 
institutions nevertheless brought us to the crises 
of today.
• Demonstrates how human capabilities and social institutions arose 

through various processes of biological and cultural evolution, 
migration, and social evolution – resulting in the unique character of 
human society

• Explores how the development of the human system now threatens 
the natural world of Gaia and threatens social conflict within and 
among societies

• Integrates a wide range of disciplines and approaches in natural 
and social sciences, including history, evolutionary biology, cultural 
evolution, linguistics, systems theory, paleontology, environmental 
studies, psychology, history of science, popular culture, and philosophy

Contents: List of maps; List of figures; List of tables; Preface; 
Acknowledgments; Part I. Introduction: 1. The human system; 
Part II. Pleistocene Evolution: 2. Biological and cultural evolution; 
3. Speech and social evolution; 4. Systemic expansion; 5. Production 
and confederation; Part III. Holocene Evolution: 6. Society: network 
vs hierarchy; 7. Collisions and contraction; 8. From global networks to 
capitalism; Part IV. Anthropocene Evolution: 9. Systemic threats; 10. Hope 
for adaptations; Appendix. Frameworks for analysis; Notes; Glossary; 
Bibliography; Index.
Global history

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.386pp   13 maps   
978-1-108-47819-9   Hardback £59.99 / US$79.99 G 
978-1-108-74709-7   Paperback £18.99 / US$24.99 G

Cold Wars
Asia, the Middle East, Europe
Lorenz Lüthi | McGill University, Montréal

This ambitious study provides a new interpretation 
of the Cold War from the perspective of smaller 
and middle powers in Asia, the Middle East and 
Europe, and addresses the long-term political, 
economic, intellectual and religious developments 
in these regions that continue to shape the world 
to this day.
• Proposes a radical reinterpretation of the Cold War from the 

perspective of middle and smaller powers in Asia, the Middle East, and 
Europe

• Features new archival sources from two dozen archives in four different 
continents

• Analyses long-term economic, intellectual, and religious developments 
in multiple world regions to help us to comprehend the complexities of 
current times

Diplomatic, international history

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.784pp   10 maps   
978-1-108-41833-1   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 C 
978-1-108-40706-9   Paperback c. £26.99 / c. US$34.99 G
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History – Cross Discipline

Brazilian Labour History
New Perspectives in Global Context
Edited by Paulo Fontes | CPDOC, Fundação Getúlio Vargas

This volume examines Brazilian labour history, offering articles that enter 
into conscious dialogue with the debates and findings of scholarship 
in other world regions. Contributions engage with issues such as free 
and unfree labour in the nineteenth-century Amazon, the transnational 
contexts of urban sex work, and revolutionary syndicalism in Rio.
• Contributions to this volume examine Brazilian labour history
• Offers a complex picture of Brazil’s regional diversity, expanding from 

the main industrial regions to the country as a whole
• Offers a renewed historiography of movements and organisations, 

entering into a conscious dialogue with the debates and findings of 
scholarship in other world regions

Social, population history | International Review of Social History Supplements, 25

August 2019   228 x 152 mm   270pp 
978-1-108-45089-8   Paperback £19.99 / US$34.99 C

Oliver Wendell Holmes
A Willing Servant to an Unknown God
Catharine Pierce Wells | Boston College, Massachusetts

Reassessing one of the most influential figures 
in American law, Wells examines all aspects of 
Holmes’s life to provide a new understanding of 
his multifaceted personality. This analysis of the 
Supreme Court Justice will appeal to legal scholars, 
historians, philosophers, and general readers 
interested in biography and American history.
• Written in clear, non-technical language
• Examines Emersonian transcendentalism and its effect on Holmes
• Discusses Holmes’ constitutional theories as well as his relationship 

with the founders of American pragmatism
History of ideas and intellectual history | Cambridge Historical Studies in American 
Law and Society

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.240pp 
978-1-108-47595-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Counsel and Command in 
Early Modern English Thought
Joanne Paul | University of Sussex

Counsel and Command in Early Modern English 
Thought establishes the precise role political 
counsel played during the ‘monarchy of counsel’, 
from the end of the Wars of the Roses to the end 
of the English Civil War, and its relation to the 
discourse of sovereignty, through analysis of the 
relevant texts in their social and political contexts.
• The first comprehensive exploration of early modern English political 

counsel in the Tudor and Stuart periods
• Goes beyond the traditional ‘canonical’ thinkers in the history 

of political thought by considering a broader range of political 
commentators and actors in this period

• Suggests a new understanding of the origins of a modern politics of 
sovereignty in the early modern discourse of counsel

History of ideas and intellectual history | Ideas in Context, 125

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.278pp 
978-1-108-49017-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Liberal Ideas in Tsarist Russia
From Catherine the Great to the Russian 
Revolution
Vanessa Rampton | McGill University, Montréal

Lucidly written and accessible, this book adds the 
important yet neglected Russian aspect to the 
history of political liberalism. Vanessa Rampton 
examines Russian engagement with liberal ideas, 
revealing how they helped shape Russia’s political 
landscape in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries.
• Adds an important yet neglected dimension to the history of political 

liberalism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
• Places the Russian experience in a global context and makes it 

accessible to readers without specialist training 
• Contributes a valuable perspective at a time when nationalistic 

populist ideologies are resurgent
History of ideas and intellectual history | Ideas in Context, 126

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.240pp 
978-1-108-48373-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

In the Shadow of Leviathan
John Locke and the Politics of Conscience
Jeffrey R. Collins | Queen’s University, Ontario

Offering a vivid account of the revolutionary times 
through which they lived, this book revolutionises 
our understanding of Hobbes and Locke. Focused 
on their own era, it reveals a great deal about how 
religious toleration and religious politics developed 
within modern liberalism, and explores tensions 
that are with us still.
• Reopens the old and neglected question of Hobbes’s influence over 

Locke with new evidence and interpretive methods
• Develops and explains not just the arguments of Hobbes and Locke, 

but their political context, the circulation and reception of their ideas, 
and the print history of their books

• Draws out the significance of early modern intellectual history to 
modern, liberal thinking around religious toleration

History of ideas and intellectual history | Ideas in Context, 127

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.440pp 
978-1-108-47881-6   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

Constituent Power
A History
Lucia Rubinelli | University of Cambridge

Tracing the history of constituent power over five key moments from the 
French Revolution onwards, Lucia Rubinelli considers the history of the 
idea in relation to the state and its institutions, and asks why constituent 
power is so often conflated with sovereignty.
• The first in-depth treatment of the history of the language of 

constituent power
• Offers a clear analysis of the difference between constituent power and 

ideas of sovereignty
• Will appeal equally to historians, who tend to confuse constituent 

power with notions of sovereignty, political theorists, who often 
disregard its history, and to scholars in public and constitutional law

History of ideas and intellectual history | Ideas in Context, 128

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-48543-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Beats
A Literary History
Steven Belletto | Lafayette College, Pennsylvania

By detailing one of the most popular and significant cultural movements 
of the post-World War II era, readers will encounter a rich literary history 
that focuses on text rather than biography. This reframes Beat scholarship 
around the merits of Beat literary production, rather than the lives of the 
artists.
• Offers a new synthetic history of the Beat literary movement
• Expands the ‘Beat canon’ beyond the most well-known names
• Focuses on texts rather than biographies
American literature

February 2020   229 x 152 mm   459pp 
978-1-107-17668-3   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Emily Dickinson: 
Poetics in Context
Melanie Hubbard

This book considers the twin puzzles of Dickinson’s 
striking stylistic choices and odd manuscript 
practices in light of what she and her peers were 
taught about language, communication, and the 
mind. It will appeal to graduates and researchers 
working on Emily Dickinson specifically, and 
nineteenth-century American literature generally.
• Connects Dickinson’s compositional processes in the manuscripts to 

popular practice in her time
• Provides photo illustrations of archival manuscript materials to 

compare Dickinson’s composition practices with those of her peers
• Combines close readings of poems with contextualizing information 

about contemporary conflicts in intellectual history
American literature

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.288pp   37 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49176-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

New York
A Literary History
Edited by Ross Wilson | University of Nottingham

Using an international perspective on New York’s 
literary tradition, it expands the meaning of 
literature for students and researchers to explore 
how novels, poetry, periodicals, and newspapers 
have shaped the lives of New Yorkers and how the 
city has been seen across the world.
• Connects the city’s literature through themes 

and issues rather than chronology, to explain the changes in the city’s 
literary traditions in an innovative way

• Provides readers with greater insight into the global authorship and 
readership that constitutes New York’s literature

• Uses a broader understanding of literature to move beyond the novel 
and consider how poetry, periodicals, and newspapers have all shaped 
the metropolis

American literature

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-47081-0   Hardback £26.99 / US$34.99 P

Mark Twain in Context
Edited by John Bird | Winthrop University

This book places Mark Twain in his literary, 
historical, and cultural contexts. Its thirty-four 
chapters, written by experts on the various topics, 
cover many facets of Twain’s life and works. The 
book will be of interest to scholars and students 
researching Twain.
• Provides a broad and deep examination of Mark 

Twain’s life, work, and era
• Introduces readers to key topics that are necessary for a contextual 

understanding of Mark Twain
• Shows how deeply and widely Twain was involved in the issues and 

concerns of his era, reacting to great change and contributing to the 
national conversation

American literature | Literature in Context

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp   6 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47260-9   Hardback £84.99 / US$110.00 R

Cormac McCarthy in Context
Steven Frye | California State University, Bakersfield

This collection will be useful to scholars, students, 
and thoughtful readers as they seek to come 
to terms with one of the most dense and 
philosophically rich authors in the contemporary 
canon. To understand him, one must understand a 
host of ideas and perspectives.
• Offers details on the various contexts that 

informed McCarthy’s work, including religious, 
philosophical, and cultural

• Presents limited but substantive close readings that apply those 
contexts to various works

• Provides readers with an understanding of various  historical, cultural, 
scientific materials together and separate from their understanding of 
McCarthy’s work

American literature | Literature in Context

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.426pp 
978-1-108-48883-9   Hardback £94.99 / US$125.00 R

The New Edith 
Wharton Studies
Edited by Jennifer Haytock | The College at Brockport, 
State University of New York

This book offers exciting, provocative, and 
accessible essays that open up new areas of study 
and new considerations of Edith Wharton. It will 
appeal to students and scholars working on Edith 
Wharton specifically and American literature 
generally.
• Presents new ideas that invite readers to reconsider our understanding 

of Edith Wharton
• Examines fields of enquiry that did not exist a decade ago, such as 

Wharton and ecocriticism, Wharton and queer studies, and Wharton 
and animal studies

• Addresses themes in Wharton scholarship that have been missed or 
underdeveloped

American literature | Twenty-First-Century Critical Revisions

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.280pp 
978-1-108-42269-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Cambridge Companion 
to Literature and Food
Edited by J. Michelle Coghlan | University of Manchester

This Companion provides an engaging and expansive overview of 
gustation, gastronomy, agriculture and alimentary activism in literature 
from the medieval period to the present day. It rethinks literary food from 
a variety of critical angles, including gender and sexuality, race studies, 
postcolonial studies, eco-criticism and children’s literature.
• Examines food in English, American, and postcolonial literature across 

a wide variety of historical periods, literary genres, and fields
• Provides a comprehensive, up-to-date guide to suggested further 

reading in literary food studies as well as a chronology of key 
publication and historical dates

• Tells the story of cookbooks from medieval shorthand to runaway 
Victorian bestsellers, avant-garde culinary experiments, Soul Food 
activism and contemporary food blogs

Literary theory | Cambridge Companions to Literature

March 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-42736-4   Hardback c. £71.99 / c. US$90.00 P 
978-1-108-44610-5   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$31.99 P

Affect and Literature
Edited by Alex Houen | University of Cambridge

This volume explores a wide range of affects, 
affect theory, and literature to consolidate a fresh 
understanding of the importance of affect for 
literary writing. The book will be of importance 
to students and academics in literary studies, 
philosophy, media, and communication studies.
• Presents cutting-edge research on concepts 

of affect in terms of a range of literary genres: 
fiction, poetry, drama

• Explores a large range of positive, negative, and aesthetic affects
• Considers different interdisciplinary approaches to affect theory
Literary theory | Cambridge Critical Concepts

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42451-6   Hardback £89.99 / US$120.00 R

Magical Realism and Literature
Edited by Chris Warnes | University of Cambridge

This book offers insight into the history of ideas behind magical realism 
by exploring its development in regions across the globe and providing 
new perspectives on primitivism, ethnography, and selfhood. It will 
appeal to graduate students and researchers of postcolonial fiction, 
transnational literary developments, and magical realism.
• Offers new perspectives on the history of ideas related to magic, 

realism, primitivism, ethnography, selfhood, time and space
• Presents a robust global perspective on the development of magical 

realism in many particular regions
• Generates new insights into topics of major contemporary relevance, 

including religion, trauma, film, ecology, diaspora, the city, and the 
literary market

Literary theory | Cambridge Critical Concepts

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42630-5   Hardback c. £96.00 / c. US$120.00 R

Adapting Bestsellers
Fantasy, Franchise and the Afterlife of 
Storyworlds
Ken Gelder | University of Melbourne

This Element looks at adaptations of bestselling 
works of popular fiction to cinema, television, 
stage, radio, video games and other media 
platforms. It focuses on ‘transmedia storytelling’, 
building its case studies around the genre of 
modern fantasy.
Publishing, printing history, history of the book | Elements in Publishing and Book 
Culture

November 2019   178 x 127 mm   75pp 
978-1-108-73108-9   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Christmas Books for Children
Eugene Giddens | Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge

The Christmas book market has played an 
important role in the growth of children’s 
literature. Starting with the eighteenth century 
and continuing to recent sales successes and 
picturebooks, Christmas Books for Children 
investigates continuities and new trends in this 
hugely significant part of the children’s book 
market.
Publishing, printing history, history of the book | Elements in Publishing and Book 
Culture

November 2019   178 x 127 mm   75pp   26 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-74138-5   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

The Canons of Fantasy
Lands of High Adventure
Patrick Moran | University of British Columbia, Vancouver

This Element examines four key questions raised 
by the prospect of a fantasy canon: the way in 
which canon and genre influence each other; the 
overwhelming presence of Tolkien in any discussion 
of the classics of fantasy; the multi-media and 
transmedia nature of the field; and the push for a 
more inclusive and diverse canon.
Publishing, printing history, history of the book | Elements in Publishing and Book 
Culture

November 2019   178 x 127 mm   75pp 
978-1-108-70867-8   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Bel-vedére or the Garden of the Muses
An Early Modern Printed Commonplace Book
Edited by Lukas Erne | Université de Genève

The first annotated edition of Bel-vedére, an influential commonplace 
book of 1600. This is an important volume for students of Shakespeare 
and his contemporaries, and scholars of early modern poetry and drama, 
the history of the book, early modern canon-formation, and the reception 
history of leading authors of the time.
• The first annotated edition of an important commonplace book of 

1600, providing readers with access to a text complete with full 
introduction and editorial apparatus

• Analyzes the exact contents of Bel-vedére and traces the sources of the 
4,482 quotations on which the book draws

• Offers important information about the early reception history of 
Shakespeare, Marlowe, Spenser and their contemporaries

Literature – editions, texts

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   450pp   10 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-19002-3   Hardback c. £84.99 / c. US$130.00 R
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Biblical Commentary 
and Translation in Later 
Medieval England
Experiments in Interpretation
Andrew Kraebel | Trinity University, Texas

This new framework for understanding biblical 
commentary and translation in medieval England 
draws on a rich array of unpublished manuscripts, 
quoted and translated at length for the first time 
to illustrate the culture of scholastic interpretation. 
This will appeal to scholars and students of medieval literature, 
manuscripts, theology and philosophy.
• Presents substantial analysis of a wide range of previously unstudied 

and unpublished rare manuscript sources, quoted and translated for 
the first time

• Revises longstanding accounts of medieval biblical commentary, 
revealing the complexity and creativity of scholastic interpretation

• New analysis of the arrangement of texts on the manuscript page gives 
fresh insights into medieval scribal practices, textual production, and 
the relationship between authors and scribes

English literature – Anglo-Saxon and Medieval | Cambridge Studies in Medieval 
Literature, 109

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.316pp   17 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48664-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Still Shakespeare and the 
Photography of Performance
Sally Barnden | King’s College London

Still Shakespeare and the Photography of 
Performance is the first book-length study of the 
relationship between Shakespeare’s works and 
photography. It examines the place of photography 
in the reception of the Shakespeare canon since 
the invention of the camera, and how photographs 
have influenced perceptions of Shakespearean 
performance, character and cultural authority.
• Covers a long period of study that ranges from 1850 to 2016
• Including over thirty illustrations, Barnden offers detailed readings of 

specific images to anchor the book’s argument in a range of examples
• The book’s interdisciplinary approach combines art history, 

performance studies and media history
• Provides a model for thinking about Shakespeare performance in the 

context of media history
English literature – Renaissance and early modern to 1700

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp   34 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48793-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Early Shakespeare, 1588–1594
Edited by Rory Loughnane | University of Kent, Canterbury

A re-appraisal of Shakespeare’s early career by leading scholars, including 
essays about the idea of ‘early Shakespeare’, his early collaborators 
and rivals, and the burgeoning theatrical industry of the 1580s and 
early 1590s. With broad appeal for scholars and graduate students of 
Shakespeare, early modern drama and attribution studies.
• Sets out the main new findings and current debates about the early 

Shakespeare canon, a period widely overlooked or misunderstood in 
twentieth and early twenty-first century criticism

• Responds to recent critical work which fundamentally revises our 
understanding of Shakespeare’s early career, including pushing the 
date of Shakespeare’s earliest extant writings into the 1580s and the 
identification of new plays and new co-authors in the early canon

• Situates Shakespeare’s early working life in the context of several of his 
peers, including John Lyly, Edmund Spenser, Christopher Marlowe and 
others

English literature – Renaissance and early modern to 1700

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-49524-0   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Shakespeare’s Accents
Voicing Identity in Performance
Sonia Massai | King’s College London

Focusing on the vocal dimensions of 
Shakespearean performance, this book will appeal 
to scholars and students interested in the history 
of the reception of Shakespeare on the English 
stage, as well as theatre performance and voice 
studies students, and to theatre artists and funders 
interested in enhancing inclusion and diversity.
• Elucidates the cultural forces that have affected how Shakespeare has 

been spoken on stage and decoded by audiences over the last four 
hundred years

• Links the reception of accents on the Shakespearean stage to wider 
concerns about national, regional and social identities

• Presents fresh archival evidence to identify new influential 
interventions in the history of the acoustic reception of Shakespeare on 
the English stage

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.239pp 
978-1-108-42962-7   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 C

Shakespeare, Technicity, Theatre
W. B. Worthen | Barnard College, Columbia University

Theatre has always been technological. This book explores the technicity 
of theatre, its changing work as an intermedial technology, focusing on 
distinctive modes of contemporary Shakespeare performance. Tracing live, 
mediated, and digitally-inflected performances, this book will appeal to 
scholars and students of Shakespeare and theatre.
• Enables a rethinking of the uses of digital media in theatre as part of a 

longer-term history of theatre as a technology in itself
• Features wide-ranging reference to contemporary and historical 

performance, and provides cutting-edge scholarship of recent theatre 
and Shakespeare performance

• Provides close discussion and exemplary illustration of a range of 
innovative theatrical productions, from postcard plays, to Original 
Practices, immersive theatre, and algorithmic performance

English literature – Renaissance and early modern to 1700

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.269pp   11 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49813-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Print and Performance 
in the 1820s
Improvisation, Speculation, Identity
Angela Esterhammer | University of Toronto

Print and Performance in the 1820s explores 
a key decade of cultural change, focusing on 
fiction, periodicals, and theatrical performances in 
metropolitan centres such as London, Edinburgh, 
and Paris. Combining literary and cultural studies 
with media and performance history, it illuminates 
the importance of the late-Romantic age.
• Provides detailed analysis of novels, periodicals, and performances of 

the 1820s together with their sociocultural context
• Explores the middle-class popular culture of the late-Romantic era 
• Interweaves literature, book and publishing history with theatre and 

media studies
English literature – 1700 – 1830 | Cambridge Studies in Romanticism, 127

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.280pp   10 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49395-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Italian Idea
Anglo-Italian Radical Literary Culture, 
1815–1823
Will Bowers | Queen Mary University of London

This book is a dual-perspective study of how 
English literary engagement with Italian ideas 
radicalised Romantic culture. Featuring new 
readings of poetry by Byron, Shelley, and Hunt, it 
also explores the work of Italian exiles in London, 
and reconfigures Dante’s importance to Romantic 
culture.
• Provides an original perspective on how influential Italian ideas 

radicalised English Romantic poets between 1815 and 1823
• Offers new readings of work by writers including Leigh Hunt, Lord 

Byron, and Percy Bysshe Shelley based on archival research of their 
Italian reading, and original manuscript research

• Enters into a comprehensive discussion of the Italian poetry and 
philosophy that was at the centre of a Regency counter-culture

English literature – 1700 – 1830 | Cambridge Studies in Romanticism, 128

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.279pp 
978-1-108-49196-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Mary Wollstonecraft 
in Context
Edited by Nancy E. Johnson | State University of New York, 
New Paltz

Provides crucial biographical, critical, historical, 
and cultural context for the works of Mary 
Wollstonecraft, Britain’s first feminist and political 
theorist. Leading scholars provide students 
and scholars of eighteenth-century feminism, 
literature, social, and political theory with essential 
background to understand Wollstonecraft’s diverse 
writing.
• Chapters on biographical context unpack Wollstonecraft’s life and 

relationships with family, friends, and other intellectuals
• Explains the reception of Wollstonecraft’s work, from her 

contemporaries to the twenty-first century, with references to the most 
important historical analyses of her works

• Provides the most wide-ranging explanation yet of the historical period 
in which Wollstonecraft wrote, and its influence on her writing

• Includes chapters on British radicalism and conservatism, the rights 
of women debate, social and political theory, law, education, and 
literature

English literature – 1700 – 1830 | Literature in Context

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-41699-3   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 R

Settler Colonialism in 
Victorian Literature
Economics and Political Identity in the 
Networks of Empire
Philip Steer | Massey University, Auckland

This new, wide-ranging framework for 
understanding Victorian settler colonialism reveals 
the energetic circulation of literary forms between 
Australia, New Zealand and Britain. Analysis of 
both literary and economic texts gives students an 
essential grounding in the historical and political 
context of empire that shaped the Victorian novel.
• Provides fresh insight into familiar novels of the Victorian canon, and 

coverage of lesser-known colonial texts
• An illuminating interdisciplinary approach draws on both literary and 

economic texts – in depth coverage of finance, economics and history 
lacking in other studies of the period’s novels

• Presents an expansive transnational approach with texts from Britain, 
Australia and New Zealand, enabling students to gain an overarching 
understanding of the period’s literature

English literature – 1830 – 1900 | Cambridge Studies in Nineteenth-Century 
Literature and Culture, 122

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp   4 b/w illus.  3 maps  3 tables   
978-1-108-48442-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Mimicry and Display in 
Victorian Literary Culture
Nature, Science and the Nineteenth-Century Imagination
Will Abberley | University of Sussex

Throwing new light on how Victorians conceptualized identity, deception, 
originality and the relations between sciences and the arts, Mimicry 
and Display in Victorian Literary Culture offers fresh angles on canonical 
authors and texts. It will appeal to scholars and students of literature and 
history, and general readers interested in cultural history and history of 
science.
• Provides a fresh perspective on theoretical discussions of ecocriticism 

and posthumanism in Victorian literature
• Combines the sources and methods of history of science with literary 

criticism to generate new insights into the texts of authors including 
Thomas Hardy, Oscar Wilde and Charlotte Perkins Gilman

• Draws on close textual analysis to discover the myriad mutual 
influences between the biology of adaptive appearance and literary 
culture, and wider cultural discourses of deception, mimicry, identity 
and creativity

• Features original illustrations
English literature – 1830 – 1900 | Cambridge Studies in Nineteenth-Century 
Literature and Culture, 123

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp   10 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47759-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Princess Casamassima
Henry James

The novel is essential reading for scholars, critics 
and general readers interested in the political and 
social crisis of late-Victorian Britain, the means by 
which writers of the time represented it, and the 
ways in which subsequent readers have interpreted 
it in relation to their own times. 
• The first scholarly edition of this major 

nineteenth-century work explains the 
significance of the novel’s composition and first reception in the 
context of the time, 1885–6

• An extensive record of textual variants enables readers to trace the 
compositional process from manuscript to revisions for the New York 
Edition (1908–9)

• Substantial explanatory notes assist the understanding of historical, 
cultural and literary references unfamiliar to the modern reader

English literature – 1830 – 1900 | The Cambridge Edition of the Complete Fiction of 
Henry James, 9

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   1076pp 
978-1-107-01143-4   Hardback £150.00 / US$195.00 R

Exhausted Ecologies
Modernism and Environmental Recovery
Andrew Kalaidjian | California State University, Dominguez 
Hills

This book showcases the importance of ecological 
themes in modern literature and will appeal to 
literary scholars, historians, and anyone interested 
in environmental issues. Featuring previously 
unpublished photos and archival texts, it is written 
in a clear style that presents a narrative on 
environmental changes for the years 1910–60.
• Takes an interdisciplinary approach to analyzing literature and 

environment
• Situates early twentieth-century writers and activists within 

contemporary debates about the environment
• Provides extensive archival material to illustrate environmental history, 

as well as giving a deeper discussion of authors
English literature – 1900 – 1945

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   13 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47791-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Cambridge Companion to J. M. Coetzee
Edited by Jarad Zimbler | University of Birmingham

This Companion introduces readers to the writings of Nobel Laureate 
J. M. Coetzee. It provides a compelling introduction for new readers, 
as well as fresh perspectives and provocations for those long familiar 
with Coetzee’s works, including his novels, autobiographical fictions, 
translations, scholarly books, and volumes of correspondence.
• Provides a thorough introduction to the writings of J. M. Coetzee
• Approaches Coetzee’s corpus on the grounds of his practice and 

relations
• Provides critical engagements with recent trends in Coetzee 

scholarship by addressing translation, adaptation, philosophy, archives 
and life writing

English literature – 1945 and beyond | Cambridge Companions to Literature

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.260pp 
978-1-108-47534-1   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-46673-8   Paperback £19.99 / US$26.99 P

Contemporary Feminist 
Life-Writing
The New Audacity
Jennifer Cooke | Loughborough University

Contemporary Feminist Life-Writing is the first to 
identify and analyse the new audacity of recent 
feminist writings from life. It discusses texts that 
feature rape, struggles with mental health, sexual 
and chemical experimentation, transitioning, sex 
work, and women’s self-authorship, and challenges 
conventional discourses of women’s victimhood.
• Delineates a new significant characteristic – audacity – in feminist life-

writing and offers a theoretical and critical analysis of its significance 
and reach

• Examines a significant body of emergent texts in life-writing by 
authors who have gained literary notice and notoriety, but which little 
scholarship exists upon thus far

• Discusses prominent contemporary topics in this field, such 
as masochism, sex work, trans lives, and sexual and chemical 
experimentation

English literature – 1945 and beyond | Cambridge Studies in Twenty-First-Century 
Literature and Culture

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.280pp 
978-1-108-48991-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Cambridge History 
of Black and Asian 
British Writing
Edited by Susheila Nasta | Queen Mary University of 
London

This History covers four centuries of black 
and Asian British writing from the eighteenth 
century to the present. It provides contextualized 
introductions to a wide range of writers, exploring 
form, style, and genre within necessary social, 
political, and cultural contexts.
• Provides a wide-ranging overview of the literary and cultural contexts 

informing the evolution of black and Asian British writing from the 
eighteenth century to the twenty-first century

• Offers analysis of little-known and often forgotten writers and texts
• Chronological and transversal connections across periods and genres 

provide new ways of reading the past and present
English literature (general)

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   700pp 
978-1-107-19544-8   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 R

The Cambridge Companion 
to English Dictionaries
Edited by Sarah Ogilvie | University of Oxford

A thorough overview of the history of English monolingual dictionaries 
from the sixteenth century to the present day, including coverage of 
topical and controversial issues relating to dictionaries, and insights into 
lexicography throughout the English-speaking world, from the Oxford 
English Dictionary to dictionaries of Caribbean English.
• A team of twenty-seven leading international scholars and 

lexicographers give a thorough overview of the theory, practice and 
profound impact of dictionary making across the last four centuries

• Features discussion of dictionaries of regional Englishes including those 
of South Africa, Canada and New Zealand, as well as slang dictionaries

• Provides fresh insights in the importance of dictionary development in 
the history of both the English language and the book

English literature (general) | Cambridge Companions to Literature

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42890-3   Hardback £70.00 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-45168-0   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P
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Sound and Literature
Edited by Anna Snaith | King’s College London

Sound and Literature will be invaluable to students and scholars working 
in a range of disciplines: literary studies, sound studies, musico-literary 
studies, sensory history and media studies. The range of approaches to 
literary sound – such as music, noise, voice, vibration and deafness – 
make this book unique for its comprehensive mapping of the field.
• Provides examples of a range of approaches, methodologies and 

terminologies to the field of literary sound studies
• Maps and interrogates the significance of sound as a central concept 

in literary studies
• Treats sound in the widest sense, including noise, music, voice, and 

vibration
English literature (general) | Cambridge Critical Concepts

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.456pp   7 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47960-8   Hardback c. £70.00 / c. US$120.00 R

European and World 
Literature

Jorge Luis Borges in Context
Edited by Robin Fiddian | University of Oxford

This book is for an academic readership in 
Latin American and world literatures. It offers 
unprecedented coverage of the principal contexts 
in which leading Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges 
(1899–1986) read and wrote, including family and 
Argentine history, the Western cultural tradition, 
both learned and popular, and the Middle East.
• Delivers a comprehensive yet accessible guide 

to the multiple contexts in which we understand the life and work of 
Jorge Luis Borges (1899–1986)

• Presents introductory essays on relevant topics, written by leading 
scholars from around the globe

• Supported by a chronology of Borges’ life and a guide to further 
reading

Latin American literature | Literature in Context

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   2 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47044-5   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 R

Women and the Circulation 
of Texts in Renaissance Italy
Brian Richardson | University of Leeds

Aimed at researchers and students interested 
in book history, women’s studies and the 
Renaissance, this is an integrated study of Italian 
women’s publication of works by themselves and 
others, their engagement with copying, printing 
and selling books, and their means of access to 
texts in writing or through listening.
• The first in-depth study of women’s involvement in all stages of the 

circulation of texts in Renaissance Italy
• Brings together, in an integrated study, women as authors, financers, 

dedicatees, scribes, printers, owners, readers and listeners, showing 
interconnections and contrasts between different areas of textual 
culture

• Sheds new light on the lives of laywomen and nuns, creating 
connections between women’s history and book history

European literature

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   16 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47769-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Dante’s Christian Ethics
Purgatory and its Moral Contexts
George Corbett | University of St Andrews, Scotland

This book provides fresh, scholarly, but accessible analyses of key areas 
of Dante’s thought and poetry, including his ethics, politics, eschatology, 
conception of Purgatory, and moral autobiography. It will be an 
invaluable resource for scholars and students of Dante.
• Provides scholarly but accessible analysis of key areas of Dante’s 

thought and poetry, including his ethics, politics, eschatology, 
conception of Purgatory, and moral autobiography

• Pioneers reading the poem ‘horizontally’ through its moral structure, 
correlative to experiments in ‘vertical reading’, with close readings of 
three terraces of Purgatory as narrative structural units and as moral 
regions

• Opens up new contexts – in preaching and penitential sources – for 
Dante’s Christian ethics, including Peraldus’ treatise on the vices, as a 
point of comparison with Aquinas’ moral theology

European literature | Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature, 110

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.243pp 
978-1-108-48941-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Roman de la Rose and 
Thirteenth-Century Thought
Jonathan Morton | Tulane University, Louisiana

Focusing on one of the most influential poems 
in the European literary tradition, this collection 
brings together specialised chapters on medieval 
intellectual history, legal history, psychology, ethics, 
and logic. It re-evaluates the significance of the 
Roman de la Rose, providing indispensable reading 
for literary specialists and intellectual historians.
• Offers a multi-faceted and in-depth approach to studying the Roman 

de la Rose, accommodating the latest scholarship
• The strong focus on intellectual history in the volume brings a 

new intellectual rigour to scholarship on the Roman de la Rose, 
reconsidering the relationship between literature and philosophy

• Addresses the relationship between the poem and thirteenth-century 
scholasticism, relevant for both literature specialists and historians of 
philosophy

European literature | Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature, 111

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.344pp 
978-1-108-42570-4   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 C

Irish Literature in 
Transition, 1700–1780
Volume 1
Edited by Moyra Haslett | Queen’s University Belfast

An innovative exploration of eighteenth-century 
Irish literature, this volume showcases the diversity 
of texts, authors, and approaches characterizing 
contemporary studies. It will appeal to scholars 
and students of the period as well as to readers 
interested in questions of gender, sexuality, 
national identity, and trans-national identity.
• Includes considerations of contemporary topics, such as gender and 

sexuality, environmentalism, and trans-cultural and trans-national 
dimensions

• Captures the excitement of the field with the study of less familiar 
authors

• Showcases the diversity of texts, authors, and approaches 
characterizing contemporary studies

Irish literature | Irish Literature in Transition

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp   6 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-42750-0   Hardback £89.99 / US$110.00 R
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Irish Literature in 
Transition, 1780–1830
Volume 2
Edited by Claire Connolly | University College Cork

Presenting a vibrant account of Ireland’s literary 
voices, this volume will be a key reference for 
scholars and students of Irish literature and 
English romanticism. It offers a new account of the 
years that formed the crucible of Irish writing in 
English, taking account of colonial, European, and 
transatlantic contexts.
• Features a combination of historical, thematic, and author-based 

chapters
• Will help readers locate Irish literature within a global historical context
• The first account of the emergence of modern Irish literature as a 

distinct cultural category 
Irish literature | Irish Literature in Transition

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49298-0   Hardback £89.99 / US$110.00 R

Irish Literature in 
Transition, 1830–1880
Volume 3
Edited by Matthew Campbell | University of York

Exploring Irish fiction, poetry, and drama 
through the lens of nationalism, diaspora, and 
the catastrophes of famine and emigration, this 
volume offers a new perspective of emergent 
literature in the Victorian age. This book is a key 
resource for scholars and students of nineteenth-
century studies and English literature.
• Assesses the innovations and successes of nineteenth-century writing
• Offers an authoritative overview of nineteenth-century Irish literature
• Utilizes a thematic and historical approach, addressing a broad 

anglophone readership in Victorian literature
Irish literature | Irish Literature in Transition

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-48048-2   Hardback c. £87.99 / c. US$110.00 R

Irish Literature in 
Transition, 1880–1940
Volume 4
Edited by Marjorie Elizabeth Howes | Boston College, 
Massachusetts

Capturing the emerging trends and current 
debates in contemporary scholarship, this volume 
will interest scholars and students of Irish literature 
and culture. Its diverse chapters will help readers 
understand Irish writing through innovative 
contexts ranging from political and social history to 
the recovery of previously neglected authors.
• Suggests multiple ways of mapping the period rather than enforcing a 

single interpretation
• Examines one of the most famous and richly productive periods in Irish 

literary history
• Provides an accessible way for readers to make sense of a complex, 

changing literary landscape
Irish literature | Irish Literature in Transition

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-48045-1   Hardback c. £87.99 / c. US$110.00 R

Irish Literature in 
Transition, 1940–1980
Volume 5
Edited by Eve Patten | Trinity College Dublin

These essays will engage readers interested in 
Ireland’s history between the Second World War 
and the Troubles, with analysis of Ireland’s literary 
connections to Europe and America, surveys of 
Irish censorship, publishing and criticism, and 
discussions of individual authors including Seán 
O’Faoláin, Samuel Beckett, Edna O’Brien and John McGahern.
• Outlines fresh conceptual frameworks for approaching twentieth 

century Irish literary culture
• Presents a combination of survey and author-based case studies in 

accessible discussion essays
• Maintains a guiding editorial emphasis throughout on concepts of 

transition, evolution, and connection in the literary history of twentieth 
century Ireland

Irish literature | Irish Literature in Transition

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-48044-4   Hardback £89.99 / US$115.00 R

Irish Literature in 
Transition, 1980–2020
Volume 6
Edited by Eric Falci | University of California, Berkeley

This is among the very first collections for 
graduates and researchers to track Irish and 
Northern Irish writing across the twentieth 
century’s long turn, and the remarkable transitions 
that accompanied it. It revisits major writers and 
texts, providing path-making accounts of emergent 
figures through a range of perspectives.
• Gives an authoritative overview of contemporary Irish literature in 

chapters that focus on texts, performances, institutions, historical 
conditions, and practices

• Situates Irish literature in a range of contexts relevant to larger 
understandings of the contemporary moment, a moment that is 
increasingly diverse, mobile, digital, and global

• Offers incisive readings of recent work by contemporary Irish writers 
and cultural practitioners

Irish literature | Irish Literature in Transition

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.375pp 
978-1-108-47404-7   Hardback £89.99 / US$115.00 R

A Cultural History of Modern 
Chinese Literature
Fuhui Wu | Peking University, Beijing

In this illustrated cultural history of the emergence of modern literature 
in China from the late nineteenth century to 1949, Wu Fuhui argues that 
this transformative period was informed both by developments in China’s 
domestic history and the dynamics of global circulation and encounter.
• Makes available the work of one of China’s leading literary scholars in 

English for the first time
• Presents an innovative, interdisciplinary approach to literary history
• Richly illustrated
Asian literature | The Cambridge China Library

February 2020   246 x 189 mm   932pp   117 b/w illus.  6 maps   
978-1-107-06949-7   Hardback c. £120.00 / c. US$150.00 R
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Music
NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge Wagner 
Encyclopedia
Edited by Nicholas Vazsonyi | University of South Carolina

Aimed at a broad readership, from amateurs 
to aficionados, students, academics, teachers 
preparing for classes, musicians and performers, 
The Cambridge Wagner Encyclopedia addresses 
virtually every aspect of Richard Wagner’s life, 
career and cultural impact. It includes contributions 
from over eighty renowned international scholars 
from a wide range of disciplines.
• The most up-to-date and comprehensive reference source on Wagner 

available
• Contains over five hundred entries from more than eighty renowned 

international scholars
• Twelve appendices provide extensive supplementary information, 

including Wagner’s family tree and lists of his works, historic 
productions and recordings

Opera

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.899pp   8 tables  48 music examples   
978-1-108-79591-3   Paperback £27.99 / US$41.99 R 
Also available 
978-1-107-00425-2   Hardback £94.99 / US$144.00 P

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge History of 
Fifteenth-Century Music
Edited by Anna Maria Busse Berger | University of 
California, Davis

Through forty-five creative and concise essays by 
an international team of authors, this Cambridge 
History brings the fifteenth century to life for both 
specialists and general readers. The chapters range 
from overviews of major themes to provocative 
reassessments of humanism, the work concept, 
improvisation, and other central topics.
• Offers authoritative overviews as well as provocative reassessments
• Combines the best qualities of survey texts and scholarly literature
• Provides a multidisciplinary perspective without neglecting the musical 

texts
Medieval and Renaissance music | The Cambridge History of Music

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.911pp   50 b/w illus.  20 tables  97 music 
examples   
978-1-108-79188-5   Paperback £27.99 / US$41.99 R 
Also available 
978-1-107-01524-1   Hardback £125.00 / US$256.00 R

The Beatles and Sixties Britain
Marcus Collins | Loughborough University

Marcus Collins writes for anyone interested in the Beatles, the sixties and 
the relationship between the two. This book’s extensive research shows 
how the Beatles acted as the sand in the oyster of 1960s Britain: their 
disruptive presence inciting a wholesale re-examination of social, political 
and cultural norms.
• An accessible, rigorously researched study of a band and a decade that 

have long been subject to myths and misrepresentation
• Shows how the Beatles acted as the sand in the oyster of sixties 

Britain: a disruptive presence inciting a re-examination of key 
institutions and core beliefs

• Provides a new answer to the perennial question of the Beatles’ 
relationship to the ‘swinging sixties’ and the ‘permissive society’

Twentieth-century and contemporary music

February 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.370pp   10 b/w illus.  15 tables   
978-1-108-47724-6   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

James MacMillan Studies
Edited by George Parsons | London Seminary

This volume opens up the music and conceptual world of Sir James 
MacMillan. In it an international team of scholars analyses a broad 
selection of MacMillan’s works. It engages with central features of 
MacMillan’s compositions, especially the intersections between religion, 
spirituality and compositional approaches.
• Provides a benchmark for current and future scholarship on Sir James 

MacMillan, showcasing the current trends of academic research on this 
influential twenty-first-century composer

• Features analytical engagement with many of MacMillan’s works, 
including major and frequently performed compositions

• Analyses a central feature of MacMillan’s work, the interface 
of theology, spirituality and music, from a number of different 
perspectives

Twentieth-century and contemporary music | Cambridge Composer Studies

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.300pp   3 tables  76 music examples   
978-1-108-49253-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Beatles in Context
Edited by Kenneth Womack | Monmouth University, New 
Jersey

Provides a guide to the contexts of The Beatles’ 
unparalleled cultural achievements, from their 
early performances to cultural legacy. Wide-
ranging chapters are devoted to the many and 
varied influences on their lives and works and 
demonstrate the profound and enduring nature of 
the band’s relationship with people, place, media 
and politics.
• Documents the varied contexts of The Beatles’ unparalleled cultural 

achievements
• Focuses on the people and places central to The Beatles’ careers, the 

visual media that contributed to their enduring success, the culture and 
politics of their time, and their reception and legacy

• Includes a biographical chronology and a list of resources for further 
reading

Twentieth-century and contemporary music | Composers in Context

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.356pp   10 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-41911-6   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 R

Philosophy

Virtue and Meaning
A Neo-Aristotelian Perspective
David McPherson | Creighton University, Omaha

Virtue and Meaning argues that any adequate 
neo-Aristotelian virtue ethic must account for our 
distinctive nature as the meaning-seeking animal. 
This book is intended for philosophers and other 
readers who have an interest in virtue ethics and 
the perennial question of the meaning of life.
• Frames the re-emergence of Aristotelian virtue 

ethics in the last half-century as a response to the modern problem of 
disenchantment

• Considers the links between contemporary virtue ethics and recent 
literature on meaning in life

• Challenges received wisdom about other-regarding ethical demands, 
spirituality and contemplation in neo-Aristotelian virtue ethics

Ethics

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.224pp 
978-1-108-47788-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Conceptions of Set and the 
Foundations of Mathematics
Luca Incurvati | Universiteit van Amsterdam

This book presents a detailed and critical 
examination of the conceptions of set on offer and 
defends a novel version of the so-called iterative 
conception. It will be of interest to researchers and 
advanced students in logic and the philosophy of 
mathematics.
• The first book-length treatment of conceptions 

of set
• Provides historical background on a variety of competing approaches 

and explores the mathematical theories with which they are associated
• Sets out a novel account and defence of the iterative conception of set
Philosophy of science

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.258pp   11 b/w illus.  4 tables   
978-1-108-49782-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Missing Two-Thirds 
of Evolutionary Theory
Robert N. Brandon | Duke University, North Carolina

This Element gives an exposition of what the 
authors believe to be ‘biology’s first law’. 
They believe that this law can be used to 
throw light on hitherto-puzzling aspects of the 
evolutionary process, including the tendency of 
organisms to diversity and the somewhat vague, 
but unmistakable, progressive nature of the 
evolutionary process.
Philosophy of science | Elements in the Philosophy of Biology

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-71668-0   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

The Challenge of 
Evolution to Religion
Johan De Smedt | Oxford Brookes University

This Element focuses on three challenges of 
evolution to religion: teleology, human origins, 
and the evolution of religion itself. We show 
how tensions arise and offer potential responses 
for religion. Individual religions can meet 
these challenges, if some of their metaphysical 
assumptions are adapted or abandoned.
Philosophy of science | Elements in the Philosophy of Biology

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-71604-8   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Games in the Philosophy 
of Biology
Cailin O’Connor | University of California, Irvine

Introduces game theory, before assessing working 
using signaling games to explore questions related 
to communication, meaning, language, and 
reference. O’Connor then addresses prosociality 
– strategic behavior that contributes to the 
successful functioning of social groups – using 
the prisoner’s dilemma, stag hunt, and bargaining 
games.
Philosophy of science | Elements in the Philosophy of Biology

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.80pp 
978-1-108-72751-8   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

AVAILABLE OPEN ACCESS

Philosophy of Immunology
Thomas Pradeu | Université de Bordeaux

In this Element, Thomas Pradeu considers the ways 
in which current immunology sheds light on some 
of the most important contemporary philosophical 
issues, from the persistence of identity through 
time to the interaction of mind and body. This title 
is also available as Open Access on Cambridge 
Core.
Philosophy of science | Elements in the Philosophy of 
Biology

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.80pp 
978-1-108-72750-1   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Global Poverty, Injustice, 
and Resistance
Gwilym David Blunt | City, University of London

This book argues that the global poor have the 
right to resist the causes of poverty, examining 
how resistance can be embodied in illegal 
immigration, transnational social movements, 
and political violence. The book gives concrete 
examples and brings together disciplines including 
philosophy, history, international law and political 
studies.
• Breaks new ground by focusing on the rights of those living in poverty 

and injustice rather than on the affluent
• Gives clear historical examples and avoids abstract theorising, making 

the book accessible and practical
• Uses political philosophy to address issues such as illegal immigration, 

terrorism, and activism
Political philosophy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.260pp 
978-1-108-48012-3   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Justice for People 
on the Move
Migration in Challenging Times
Gillian Brock | University of Auckland

This book provides a comprehensive framework 
that can help in responding to the many new 
challenges faced by people on the move. Brock 
offers tools that can assist in evaluating current 
migration policy and understanding what justice 
requires, helping to determine which policies are 
permissible and which are normatively indefensible.
• A timely analysis of one of the most pressing issues of contemporary 

life, as well of political and social philosophy
• Contains fresh insights into the challenges faced by migrants across 

the globe and suggests solutions to some of the most pressing of these
• Includes many real-world cases, and draws on a wealth of empirical 

research surrounding migration policies
Political philosophy

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.260pp 
978-1-108-47773-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Guarantee of Perpetual Peace
Wolfgang Ertl | Keio University, Tokyo

This Element tries to answer three questions about Kant’s guarantee 
thesis by examining the ‘first addendum’ of his Philosophical Sketch: how 
the guarantor powers interrelate, how there can be a guarantee without 
undermining freedom, and why there is a guarantee in the first place.
Philosophy texts | Elements in the Philosophy of Immanuel Kant

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.80pp 
978-1-108-43883-4   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P 
978-1-108-43883-4   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P
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The Attending Mind
Carolyn Dicey Jennings | University of California, Merced

Attention is a central topic in cognitive science, neuroscience, and 
psychology that is gaining ground in philosophy. This book discusses 
how it relates to the self, perception, consciousness, and action. Drawing 
on philosophical and empirical work, it provides reviews of the relevant 
literature and argues for new theoretical claims.
• Helps the reader to navigate both historical and contemporary 

research on attention in philosophy, cognitive science, psychology and 
neuroscience

• Explores key topics such as mental causation, top-down attention and 
working memory

• Suggests new theoretical approaches towards the self, perception, 
consciousness and action

Philosophy of mind and language

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   263pp 
978-1-107-19560-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

AVAILABLE OPEN ACCESS

Mental Causation
A Counterfactual Theory
Thomas Kroedel | Universität Hamburg

This book presents a comprehensive account of how the mind causes 
things to happen in the physical world. It will be of interest to a range of 
readers in philosophy of mind, metaphysics, and philosophy of science. 
This book is also available as Open Access.
• A clear presentation of the key arguments surrounding the relationship 

between the mental and the physical
• Provides solutions to the problems of mental causation that are 

applicable to different views about the nature of mind
• Lays out the technical apparatus of counterfactual conditionals and 

causal models, using straightforward
• This book is also available as Open Access
Philosophy of mind and language

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.250pp   33 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-48714-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Commentary on Thomas 
Aquinas’s Treatise 
on Happiness and 
Ultimate Purpose
J. Budziszewski | University of Texas, Austin

This interdisciplinary commentary makes Thomas 
Aquinas’s classical treatise on the meaning of life 
and the nature of human happiness luminously 
clear to scholars, students, and general readers. 
Budziszewski offers a line-by-line explanation 
of the text, complete with examples, applications to life, and ancillary 
discussions.
• Brings Thomas Aquinas’s Treatise on Happiness and Ultimate Purpose 

to life with clear explanations, examples, and applications to everyday 
life, in order to make a difficult text accessible and engaging

• Responds to the enormous recent blossoming of interest in the study 
of happiness

• Will have unusually broad appeal for those interested in philosophy, 
theology, ethics, psychology and the social sciences generally – and for 
all readers interested in the meaning and purpose of human life

Medieval philosophy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.800pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47799-4   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 C

Aquinas’s Summa Theologiae
A Critical Guide
Edited by Jeffrey Hause | Creighton University, Omaha

This book provides cutting-edge investigations 
of metaphysics, ethics, law, and theology in 
the Summa Theologiae, Thomas Aquinas’ most 
important work. These in-depth critical essays 
will appeal to those interested in the history of 
philosophy and theology, medieval studies, and 
issues around the nature of the human and the 
divine.
• Presents critical analysis of Aquinas’ most important work, exploring 

the particular purpose and teaching of the Summa Theologiae
• Leading experts provide cutting-edge studies on Aquinas from a variety 

of philosophical and theological perspectives
• Addresses issues of ethics, theology, metaphysics, and law
Medieval philosophy | Cambridge Critical Guides

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   282pp   3 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-52143-8   Paperback £24.99 / US$32.99 C

Hobbes’s On the Citizen
A Critical Guide
Edited by Robin Douglass | King’s College London

This is the first book-length study in English of 
Thomas Hobbes’s On the Citizen. The volume 
comprises twelve original essays, which show that 
it is a valuable and distinctive philosophical work 
in its own right. The volume is aimed at Hobbes 
specialists and graduate students.
• Contains original insights into the key themes of 

Hobbes’s text and its relationship with the better-known Leviathan
• Adopts an interdisciplinary approach, bringing together perspectives 

from history, philosophy, law and political theory
• Allows for a better understanding of the way Hobbes’s ideas were 

received
Early modern philosophy | Cambridge Critical Guides

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   264pp   1 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-42198-0   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Kant’s Philosophy 
of Mathematics
Volume 1: The Critical Philosophy and its Roots
Edited by Carl Posy | Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Kant’s views about mathematics are central to 
his philosophical thought. This book presents 
a comprehensive picture of current scholarship 
on the development of Kant’s philosophy of 
mathematics, together with discussions of its 
place in his overall philosophy. It treats both broad 
historical issues and fine-grained questions of interpretation.
• Engages with a lively and emerging field which will connect Kantian 

studies with mathematical philosophy in innovative ways
• Brings together authors from different schools of thought to provide 

readers with a full spectrum of contemporary approaches to Kant’s 
philosophy of mathematics

• Explores how Kant’s mathematical thought developed over time, with 
chapters organised thematically to aid readers’ navigation of the issues

Eighteenth-century philosophy

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   328pp   5 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-04290-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Interpreting Bergson
Critical Essays
Edited by Alexandre Lefebvre | University of Sydney

This book is the first collection in twenty years 
in English to address the whole of Bergson’s 
philosophy, including his metaphysics, 
epistemology, philosophy of science, aesthetics, 
ethics, political thought, and religion.
• Illustrates the unity of Bergson’s thought across 

several fields of philosophy
• Considers Bergson’s influence on political science, history, literary and 

cultural studies 
• Demonstrates in an accessible manner the relevance of Bergson’s 

philosophy to the most pressing present-day issues
Twentieth-century philosophy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.252pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-42115-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Rediscovering Political 
Friendship
Aristotle’s Theory and Modern Identity, 
Community, and Equality
Paul W. Ludwig | St John’s College, Annapolis

This book applies Aristotle’s argument – that 
citizenship is like friendship – to modern society. 
Emotional bonds often grow around shared 
utilities such as trade, common defense and the 
regime, each contributing to a (limited) form of 
friendship. By recognizing and understanding civic 
friendship, we can build on it to counteract societal polarization.
• The most extensive study ever of Aristotle’s theory of friendship
• A timely volume which offers an alternative to identity politics, 

populism, and nationalism
• An interdisciplinary work, relevant to scholars in political science, 

classics, and philosophy
Classical philosophy

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   348pp 
978-1-107-02296-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$105.00 C

The Cambridge Companion 
to Ancient Greek and 
Roman Science
Edited by Liba Taub | University of Cambridge

This book provides a comprehensive overview 
of the key themes in Greek and Roman science, 
medicine, mathematics and technology. It will 
spark renewed discussion about the character of 
‘ancient’ versus ‘modern’ science.
• Provides a comprehensive overview of the key 

themes in ancient Greco-Roman natural philosophy and science
• Contains chapters on ancient Greek mathematics, creationism in 

antiquity and Presocratic natural philosophy
• Challenges received wisdom about the differences between 

contemporary and ancient science
Classical philosophy | Cambridge Companions to Philosophy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   300pp   1 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-107-09248-8   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-107-46576-3   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Passions and Emotions
Volume 85
Edited by Anthony O’Hear | Royal Institute of Philosophy, London

This volume, based on The Royal Institute of Philosophy’s London 
Lecture series for 2017–18, considers passion and emotion, and their 
intentionality. The relationships between the passions and religious 
belief and to aesthetics are also analysed, alongside the ethical and 
psychoanalytical implications of our emotions.
• Based on The Royal Institute of Philosophy’s London Lecture series for 

2017–18
• Explores passions and emotions from a variety of philosophical 

perspectives, considering the ethical and psychoanalytical implications 
of our emotions

• Also considered is the work of Descartes, Spinoza, Nietzsche, William 
James and R. G. Collingwood

Philosophy (general) | Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplements, 85

October 2019   228 x 152 mm   284pp 
978-1-108-74804-9   Paperback £23.99 / US$39.00 C

Religion

Virtue and Grace in the 
Theology of Thomas Aquinas
Justin M. Anderson | Seton Hall University, New Jersey

By tracing the historical development of his idea 
of virtue, this book demonstrates how Thomas 
Aquinas increasingly understood human life to be 
affected by sin, grace, and divine action within the 
human action. In so doing, the book challenges our 
own contemporary categories of philosophical and 
theological ethics.
• A text-based, historically dynamic account of Aquinas’s developing 

moral thought
• Provides an overview of virtue and the inherent connections it has with 

irreducibly theological content of Aquinas’s theology
• Presents a unique perspective on the relationship between the human 

and divine action in the moral life on both the supernatural and natural 
planes

Theology

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   1 table   
978-1-108-48518-0   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Aquinas, Original Sin, and 
the Challenge of Evolution
Daniel W. Houck | John Leland Center for Theological 
Studies

This book will be required reading for anyone 
interested in the history of the doctrine of 
original sin or Christianity and science. It offers a 
groundbreaking discussion of Thomas Aquinas in 
his medieval context. Moreover, it defends a view 
of original sin that is compatible with mainstream 
evolutionary biology.
• Proposes a new interpretation of the doctrine of original sin that is 

consonant with mainstream evolutionary theory
• Overturns the consensus reading of Aquinas on original sin through a 

close reading of his neglected (yet most in-depth) discussions of the 
doctrine

• Considers numerous accounts of original sin, including those of 
Anselm, Abelard, Lombard, Kant, Schleiermacher, and Barth to 
demonstrate that the concept has been understood in radically diverse 
ways in the history of theology

Theology

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-49369-7   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Iustitia Dei
A History of the Christian Doctrine of 
Justification
Fourth edition
Alister E. McGrath | University of Oxford

The most thorough, reliable and unbiased account 
of justification by faith, the religious idea that lay 
at the heart of religious debates of the sixteenth 
century. Written by an international authority on 
the topic, this is the go-to text for understanding 
the ideas that lay behind the Protestant 
Reformation.
• Provides a total history of the development of a central Christian 

doctrine from the earliest of times to the present day
• In response to user feedback, this new edition has been streamlined 

to allow easier reading and more detailed analysis at points of 
importance

• Engages with the vast literature in several languages associated with 
this topic, making particularly extensive use of German-language 
scholarship

Theology

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.522pp 
978-1-108-47256-2   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 P 
978-1-108-45999-0   Paperback £34.99 / US$44.99 P

The Cambridge Companion 
to Augustine’s Confessions
Edited by Tarmo Toom | Georgetown University, 
Washington DC

An authoritative guide to Augustine’s Confessions 
– a literary classic and one of the most important 
theological/philosophical works of Late Antiquity. 
This Cambridge Companion demonstrate how 
each generation reads the Confessions in light of 
current questions and circumstances, and how the 
text continues to remain relevant and raise new 
questions.
• Includes specifically commissioned chapters from world leading 

scholars in the field
• Organised in three key sections: Circumstances of Composition, Main 

Themes and Topics, and Reception and Reading Strategies
• Brings together a number of different readings and approaches to 

both raise new questions and demonstrate the continued relevance of 
Augustine’s Confessions

Theology | Cambridge Companions to Religion

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.335pp   4 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49186-0   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-108-44981-6   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 G

The Cambridge Companion 
to Apocalyptic Literature
Edited by Colin McAllister | University of Colorado, 
Colorado Springs

Jewish and Christian apocalyptic literature has 
captivated theologians, writers, artists, and 
the general public for centuries, and has had a 
profound influence on world history since its initial 
production by persecuted Jews during the second 
century BCE. This Companion brings together 
leading experts for a comprehensive overview of 
the subject.
• Brings together an international collective of leading experts who have 

written on various aspects of apocalyptic literature
• Covers apocalyptic literature from the second century BCE to the 

present, and includes discussions of the apocalypses themselves, 
reception history, politics, contemporary Islam, and how apocalypticism 
functions in contemporary society 

• Incorporates issues much larger than just apocalytic literature, 
including the concept of time, music, visual art, geopolitics and popular 
culture

Biblical studies – New Testament | Cambridge Companions to Religion

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.400pp   2 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-42270-3   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-43689-2   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Acts
Craig S. Keener | Asbury Theological Seminary, Kentucky

This more accessible version of Keener’s 
monumental, 4500-page commentary on Acts, 
makes more widely available the decades of 
research behind that widely-acclaimed work. 
Sensitive to the Act’s narrative unity, this work is 
especially known for its direct engagement with 
the wide range of ancient Jewish and Greco-
Roman sources.
• Provides particularly close engagement with the Greco-Roman context 

of the New Testament
• Engages with a range of scholarship on Acts and on the Greco-Roman 

world, including the most current study
• Offers a more concise, boiled-down alternative to Craig S. Keener’s 

acclaimed four-volume Acts commentary for students, scholars and 
pastors

Biblical studies – New Testament | New Cambridge Bible Commentary

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.633pp   47 tables   
978-1-108-47558-7   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 P 
978-1-108-46868-8   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

A New History of the Church in Wales
Governance and Ministry, Theology and Society
Edited by Norman Doe | Cardiff University

Marking the centenary of the Church in Wales, following disestablishment 
of the Church of England in Wales in 1920, the book explores landmark 
developments, continuity and change, in various aspects of church life, 
culture and governance, from theological, legal, social and political 
perspectives.
• Provides for the first time a critical reflection on one hundred years of 

activity of the Church in Wales
• Questions assumptions about the Church in Wales as to its status, 

image, contribution to Welsh life, and the reasons for continuity and 
change within it

• Will benefit the members of the Church in Wales, and their ecumenical 
partners, in giving a greater understanding of its achievements and 
failures, as well as its foundation, fortunes and future

Church history

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.378pp   32 colour illus.   
978-1-108-49957-6   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$97.00 P 
978-1-108-73087-7   Paperback c. £19.99 / c. US$25.99 P
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Demons, Angels, and Writing 
in Ancient Judaism
Annette Yoshiko Reed | New York University

This book will appeal to readers interested in the history of human 
reflection on demons, angels, and other transmundane powers, as 
well as the different ways in which ancient cultures imagined the 
cosmos. It also speaks to the diversity of ancient Judaism as reflected in 
‘pseudepigrapha’ and the Dead Sea Scrolls.
• Explains the beginnings of angelology and demonology in relation to 

new understandings of ancient practices of writing and education
• Introduces the reader to a rich array of fascinating but less familiar 

sources, which were influential but outside of what is now ‘the Bible’ – 
including apocalypses and ‘magical’ materials

• Brings specialist research on ancient Jewish literature into conversation 
with Classics and the cultural history of ancient sciences

Judaism

January 2020   234 x 156 mm   354pp   3 tables   
978-0-521-11943-6   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge History 
of Judaism
Volume 7: The Early Modern World, 1500–1815
Edited by Jonathan Karp | State University of New York, 
Binghamton

This volume provides an authoritative and detailed 
overview of early modern Jewish history, with 
chapters written by approximately forty leading 
international experts. It will be essential for all 
serious academic libraries, as a reference tool and 
as a point of entry for advanced students and 
scholars into the topics covered.
• Almost forty chapters, each written by a leading expert in their field, 

offer a commanding and detailed survey of all key aspects of early 
modern history

• Each chapter offers an engaging summary of current knowledge, but 
also engages with leading scholarship and provides an interpretive 
overview of the topic under discussion 

• Will appeal to readers from advanced undergraduate level, as well as 
educated general readers who need information to be provided in an 
accessible fashion, including other scholars in the field who will seek 
and find challenging interpretations and syntheses

Judaism | The Cambridge History of Judaism

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.1152pp   5 b/w illus.  8 maps   
978-1-108-81054-8   Paperback £27.99 / US$41.99 R 
Also available 
978-0-521-88904-9   Hardback £150.00 / US$215.00 R

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cambridge History 
of Judaism
Volume 8: The Modern World, 1815–2000
Edited by Mitchell B. Hart | University of Florida

The eighth and final volume in The Cambridge 
History of Judaism covers the period from 1815–
2000. Exploring a broad array of Jewish societies 
and their engagements with the modern world, it 
also offers more focused essays on political, social, 
cultural, intellectual and economic developments.
• Provides a comprehensive treatment of Jewish history, culture and 

society in the modern era
• There is no comparable volume in existence
• Combines geographic surveys with thematic essays
Judaism | The Cambridge History of Judaism

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.1155pp 
978-1-108-79045-1   Paperback £27.99 / US$41.99 R 
Also available 
978-0-521-76953-2   Hardback £170.00 / US$215.00 R

Lived Islam
Colloquial Religion in a Cosmopolitan Tradition
A. Kevin Reinhart | Dartmouth College, New Hampshire

This book is designed to serve as a text for courses on modern Islam. 
It challenges misleading questions which foster assumptions of Islam 
as a monolithic essence to instead argue that Islam, like all religions, is 
complex and thus best understood through analogy with language.
• Defines distinctive features of lived Islam in the modern world by 

analyzing the similarities and differences between pre-modern and 
modern Islam

• Challenges misleading questions which foster assumptions of Islam as 
a monolithic essence

• Defines and discusses essentialism in the study of Islam
Islam

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.256pp   2 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48327-8   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-108-70400-7   Paperback £21.99 / US$28.99 P

Understanding Religious 
Experience
From Conviction to Life’s Meaning
Paul K. Moser | Loyola University, Chicago

Offers a new approach to religious experience and 
the kind of evidence it provides. Understanding 
Religious Experience will benefit those interested in 
the nature of religion and can be used in relevant 
courses in religious studies, philosophy, theology, 
Biblical studies, and the history of religion.
• Brings understanding to the importance of religious experience in 

human lives
• Helps identify where key religious evidence can be found in religious 

lives
• Explores how religious experience bears on the meaning of human life 

from a range of diverse and influential religious perspectives including 
Tolstoy, Gautama Buddha, Confucius, Krishna, Moses, the apostle Paul, 
and Muhammad

Philosophy of religion

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.357pp 
978-1-108-47142-8   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-45799-6   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P

Hope in a Secular Age
Deconstruction, Negative Theology, and the 
Future of Faith
David Newheiser | Australian Catholic University, 
Melbourne

Drawing on premodern theology and postmodern 
theory, this book shows that religious and political 
commitments can endure uncertainty through the 
practice of hope. Since hope is shared by people 
who are religious and by people who are not, it 
shows that faith has a future in a secular age.
• Demonstrates that secular and religious hopes are of the same kind
• Addresses debates over religion and public life in light of the author’s 

account of hope
• Reconsiders traditional readings of deconstruction and negative 

theology to demonstrate their relevance to broader issues
Philosophy of religion

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-49866-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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What Is a Person?
Realities, Constructs, Illusions
John M. Rist | University of Toronto

Explores how the concept of person developed 
from both non-Christian and Christian sources and 
the ensuing impact of post-Christian culture. This 
book considers whether we have rights as persons, 
whether we ‘matter’, and how we have reached a 
position where we are not sure whether we do.
• Offers an account of the concept of ‘person’ as 

it has developed in the West, and how it has become alien in a post-
Christian culture

• Considers whether we have rights as persons, whether we ‘matter’, 
and how we have reached a position where we are not sure whether 
we do

• The appendix provides an additional space to explore contemporary 
claims about human rights

Philosophy of religion

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.296pp 
978-1-108-47807-6   Hardback £26.99 / US$34.99 G

Animal Suffering and the 
Darwinian Problem of Evil
John R. Schneider | Calvin College, Michigan

This book will be of interest to college faculty and 
advanced students interested in the relationship 
between religion and science, particularly at 
Christian colleges and seminaries. Its value is to 
offer an innovative Christian theological approach 
to the daunting problem that Darwinian animal 
suffering poses to belief in God.
• Contains a detailed formulation of the Darwinian problem of God and 

evil
• Includes analytical assessments of the prevailing accounts of God and 

animal suffering in nature
• Provides a distinctive, innovative essentially aesthetic perspective on 

Darwinian suffering by animals
Philosophy of religion

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.291pp 
978-1-108-48760-3   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Religion and the 
Meaning of Life
An Existential Approach
Clifford Williams | Trinity International University, Illinois

This book takes an interdisciplinary approach 
to explore the connections of lived realities – 
including boredom, trauma, denial of death, and 
suicidal impulses – to the meaning of life and 
belief in God. Williams describes both how to 
acquire meaning and obstacles to its acquisition.
• The book is unique in that monotheism lies at the core of its argument, 

whereas most books on the topic of life’s meaning take a more secular 
approach

• Takes an interdisciplinary approach that can attract a wide range of 
readers, such as philosophers, religious studies scholars, psychologists, 
students, and general readers, and is designed to appeal to readers 
beyond academia

• Contains a chapter on why we should care about meaning, which has 
not been explored by others writing on this topic

• Includes chapters on topics of deep human concern – boredom, death, 
ways of acquiring meaning, and how we should live so as to die well

Philosophy of religion | Cambridge Studies in Religion, Philosophy, and Society

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.200pp 
978-1-108-42156-0   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-43298-6   Paperback c. £22.99 / c. US$29.99 P

Church and State in 
Spanish Italy
Rituals and Legitimacy in the Kingdom of 
Naples
Celine Dauverd | University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

Examines the relation between imperialism and 
religion through the practice of good government 
in Spanish Naples. Ideal for courses on the 
Renaissance, imperialism, the Spanish world, 
European history, diplomatic-international relations 
and the general reader interested in cultural 
history, Renaissance Italy, social minorities, and religious rituals.
• Analyzes religious rituals through a socio-political frame
• Establishes a corollary between good government and religious wars 
• Explores the role of religion in internal politics
History of religion

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.315pp   8 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-48985-0   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The African Methodist 
Episcopal Church
A History
Dennis C. Dickerson | Vanderbilt University, Tennessee

This book examines the long history of the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church and its 
intersection with abolitionism, the Civil War and 
Reconstruction, two world wars, the civil rights 
movement, women’s empowerment, and the 
denomination’s increased global presence.
• Integrates the history of African Methodism, a major black religious 

body, within the broader historical landscape of American and African 
American history

• Emphasizes the development of African Methodism in the context of 
the black Atlantic

• Examines the tensions between managing the operations of a 
proud black religious body and the equally urgent need for frontline 
involvements in opposition to slavery, segregation, and colonialism

Religion (general)

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   500pp   19 b/w illus.   
978-0-521-19152-4   Hardback £89.99 / US$120.00 P

The Joy of Religion
Exploring the Nature of Pleasure in Spiritual 
Life
Ariel Glucklich | Georgetown University, Washington DC

Exploring religion as a psychological factor in 
improving life, this book describes the pervasive 
and diverse uses of pleasure in religious literature 
and practice. It argues that in promoting joy and 
pleasure, religion seeks to strengthen social bonds 
at the same time that it enhances the individual’s 
pursuit of meaning.
• Offers a psychological-biological theory of religious experience and 

religious motivation as positive and pleasant dimensions of life
• Brings together comparative material from a variety of cultures and 

historical periods
• Documents and analyzes the role of pleasure in religion
Religion (general)

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   1 b/w illus.  1 map  1 table   
978-1-108-48642-2   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-46016-3   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 G
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The Cambridge Companion 
to the Bible and Literature
Edited by Calum Carmichael | Cornell University, New York

This Companion volume offers a sweeping survey 
of the Bible as a work of literature and its impact 
on Western writing. Individual essays explore 
topics which unravel the complex and subtle 
character of biblical stories, ethical injunctions, 
and legal texts, and examine how Western authors 
such as Milton and Shelley were inspired by them.
• Together, the essays demonstrate why a classical work like the Bible, 

and the literary works inspired by it, will always be an inexhaustible 
stimulus to thinking

• Highlights the ways in which the Bible contributes to language, 
including vocabulary, idioms and styles of writing

• Examines topics from the gruesome wonders of apocalyptic texts to 
the mythic status of Melville’s Moby Dick

Religion (general) | Cambridge Companions to Religion

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.285pp 
978-1-108-42295-6   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-43524-6   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 G

Islam and Suicide Attacks
Pieter Nanninga | Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The 
Netherlands

Explores the disputed relationship between Islam 
and suicide attacks. It argues that Islam as a 
generic category is not an explanatory factor in 
suicide attacks. Rather, we need to study how 
organisations and individuals in their particular 
contexts draw tools from their cultural repertoire to 
shape, justify and give meaning to the bloodshed.
Religion (general) | Elements in Religion and Violence

October 2019   178 x 127 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-71265-1   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Anthropology

(Hi)Stories of Desire
Sexualities and Culture in Modern India
Edited by Rajeev Kumaramkandath | Christ University, 
Bangalore

This volume situates questions of sexuality in the 
larger domain where they are conditioned by and, 
in turn, also condition historically and culturally 
produced landscapes of being, doing and desiring. 
It draws upon multi-disciplinary frameworks of 
analysis to provide a pan-Indian account of the 
making of sexual cultures.
• The essays in this volume take into consideration multiple paradigms of 

analysis required for an understanding of sexuality
• Presents a pan-Indian panorama of experiences and discourses of 

sexuality; the introduction theorises the volume in light of other works 
and provides a rich reading experience

• Attempts to move away from standard postcolonial assumptions 
regarding sexuality and modernity in the Indian context

Social, cultural anthropology

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.255pp 
978-1-108-49441-0   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Economic Life in 
the Real World
Logic, Emotion and Ethics
Charles Stafford | London School of Economics and Political 
Science

This book is directly relevant to students and 
professionals in anthropology, psychology and 
economics who are interested in economic life in 
the real world of everyday human interactions. It is 
framed around fascinating examples drawn from 
field research in rural China and Taiwan, and thus 
provides a useful introduction to these two societies.
• Uses clear and vivid real world examples from fieldwork to show 

how anthropological, psychological and economic approaches can be 
integrated

• Allows non-specialist readers to grasp both differences and areas of 
overlap between these three disciplinary approaches

• Provides an opportunity for readers to reflect on their own experience 
of economic life and of social life more generally – but from some new 
perspectives

Social, cultural anthropology | New Departures in Anthropology

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.275pp 
978-1-108-48321-6   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-108-71655-0   Paperback £21.99 / US$28.99 P

Economics, Business Studies

Economic Growth and 
Structural Reforms in Europe
Edited by Nauro F. Campos | Brunel University

Written for policymakers as well as economists, 
this book focuses on the question of how structural 
reform programs have been affecting growth, 
employment, investment, inequality and external 
imbalances in European countries. It includes 
a new theoretical framework, new data, new 
empirical methodologies and detailed case studies.
• Covers issues concerning policy makers in Europe as well as its citizens
• Is unique in linking structural reforms and European integration
• Provides a detailed, deep collection of country case studies
Macroeconomics and monetary economics

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.453pp   ? b/w illus.  ? tables   
978-1-108-47911-0   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

Rethinking Macroeconomics 
with Endogenous 
Market Structure
Marco Mazzoli | University of Genoa

An innovative new agent-based macroeconomic 
framework demonstrating the macroeconomic 
implications of industrial structure and strategic 
interactions amongst oligopolistic firms within an 
economy. It will appeal to academic researchers 
and graduate students working in computational 
economics, agent-based modelling and econophysics.
• Provides a new theoretical framework that accounts for the 

macroeconomic effects of strategic interactions among oligopolistic 
firms

• Contains both accessible, non-technical descriptions as well as more 
technical sections with detailed algebraic explanations of both the 
theoretical model and the simulation

• Authored by three of the leading academics in agent-based economics
Macroeconomics and monetary economics

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp 
978-1-108-48260-8   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C
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A History of Big Recessions in 
the Long Twentieth Century
Andrés Solimano | International Center for Globalization 
and Development (CIGLOB), Chile

This book examines the array of financial crises, 
slumps, depressions and recessions that happened 
around the globe during the twentieth and early 
twenty-first centuries. Its wide geographic and 
historical coverage of episodes in North America, 
Europe, Latin America and Asia will appeal to 
scholars and students of economics and history.
• Provides a broad cross-country perspective of a variety of regional, 

national and international crises that occurred throughout the 
twentieth century

• Links economic and political factors underlying destabilizations and 
crisis situations

• Stresses the importance of global shocks, the role of debt cycles, 
financial fragility, inequality and political economy as contributing 
factors to economic slumps

Macroeconomics and monetary economics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.264pp   60 b/w illus.  52 tables   
978-1-108-48504-3   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-71913-1   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

The Economics of Violence
How Behavioral Science Can Transform our 
View of Crime, Insurgency and Terrorism
Gary M. Shiffman | Georgetown University, Washington DC

An accessible and provocative read for anyone 
interested in crime, insurgency, and terrorism, this 
book provides a simple way to understand the 
complexities of violence for students, researchers 
and national security professionals, and will enable 
current and future leaders to better reform the 
institutions that keep us safe.
• Uses a narrative style focusing on historic figures including Pablo 

Escobar, Joseph Kony and Osama bin Laden, as well as references to 
popular culture, to animate the economic concepts

• Proposes a unified theory of violence using the academic discipline of 
economics, specifically arguing that crime, insurgency and terrorism 
stem from the same phenomenon and are not separate and distinct

• Written in an accessible style for a wide readership by an expert with 
experience as both an academic and a practitioner in the field

Public economics and public policy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   236pp 
978-1-107-09246-4   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99 P 
978-1-107-46575-6   Paperback c. £22.99 / c. US$29.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Prices and Quantities
Fundamentals of Microeconomics
Rakesh V. Vohra | University of Pennsylvania

Rakesh V. Vohra offers a unique approach to intermediate 
microeconomics that reverses the conventional order of topics and 
provides substantive examples and novel practice problems with 
solutions. The book is suitable for students taking intermediate 
microeconomics worldwide in economics programs or in M.B.A. 
programs.
• Exposes students to tangible applications up-front by moving from 

concrete mathematical concepts and problems to ones that are more 
abstract

• Draws on real-life anecdotes, such as Amazon and Hachette’s struggle 
over eBook pricing models

• Covers essential topics with more substantive applications in order to 
be suitable for semester-long courses

Contents: Preface; 1. Introduction; 2. Margin vs volume; 3. Price 
discrimination; 4. Competition; 5. Preferences and utility; 6. Perfect 
competition; 7. Externalities and public goods; Appendix A. Optimization; 
Index.
Microeconomics

March 2020   244 x 170 mm   c.216pp 
978-1-108-48893-8   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 X 
978-1-108-71569-0   Paperback £24.99 / US$32.99 X

Network Origins of the 
Global Economy
East vs. West in a Complex Systems Perspective
Hilton L. Root | George Mason University, Virginia

Applying network theory to economic history, this 
work reinterprets five historical transitions: the 
rise of dynastic lordships in China and Europe, the 
law’s formation, industrialisation and the Great 
Divergence, China’s ascendancy, and globalisation’s 
hyper-connectivity. Root reveals the hidden 
patterns of regime variation, transition and decay.
• Demonstrates how to apply complexity theory to history and the social 

sciences
• Draws out patterns from economic history that can help us understand 

the risks arising from transitions in current global political economy
• Uses case studies from European and Chinese history
Economic development and growth

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.338pp   14 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-48899-0   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

The Age of Fragmentation
A History of Contemporary Economic Thought
Alessandro Roncaglia | University of Rome

Professor Roncaglia provides a critical illustration 
of the contemporary history of economics, from 
the 1940s to the present. He covers the different 
approaches and fields of research, offering 
a readable introduction to the contemporary 
economics discourse. The book stands at the heart 
of an open, rational debate on economic issues.
• Reassesses the foundations of contemporary economics
• Fosters open debate among the different streams of economics
• Provides young economists with a wider view of their discipline
History of economic thought and methodology

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   452pp 
978-1-108-47844-1   Hardback £89.99 / US$115.00 P 
978-1-108-74581-9   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 P
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Entertainment Industry 
Economics
A Guide for Financial Analysis
Tenth edition
Harold L. Vogel

A valuable resource for financial analysts, 
economists, industry executives, legislators, and 
journalists. Accessible to students, it can also 
form the basis for graduate or undergraduate 
courses ranging from applied media economics to 
management in television, communications, sports, and performing arts.
• Presents the best-selling textbook in entertainment economics for 

twenty-five years
• Features a new section on the buying, selling, leasing, and renting 

spectrum
• Includes boldface type indicating which end-of-chapter further reading 

can form the basis for case studies and class discussions
Finance

February 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.686pp 
978-1-108-49308-6   Hardback £54.99 / US$72.99 P

Mobilities of Labour and Capital in Asia
Edited by Preet S. Aulakh | York University, Toronto

Explores the mobilities of capital and labour in the contemporary global 
economy. Using an analytical framework around three dimensions related 
to the forms, institutions, and spatialities of mobility, it examines the 
interrelationships between mobilities of capital and labour at multiple 
levels of analyses.
• Uses different geographical sites within Asia (China, Japan, India and 

Philippines, among others)
• Is attentive to power dynamics at global, national and sub-national 

levels
• Identifies various formal and informal institutional actors and explores 

the multiple ways in which they facilitate capital and labour mobilities
Labour economics

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.284pp 
978-1-108-48232-5   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

TEXTBOOK

Natural Resource Economics
Analysis, Theory, and Applications
Jon M. Conrad | Cornell University, New York

This text provides students, researchers and policy 
analysts with a review of mathematical methods 
underpinning natural resource economics. It 
presents the field’s foundational models along 
with an extensive collection of contemporary 
applications, including the transition from fossil 
fuels and the preservation of endangered species.
• Provides hands-on experience through a generous supply of 

mathematical problems; analyses make abstract theories operational
• Progresses through the most rudimentary skills necessary to thoroughly 

comprehend the mathematical and theoretical aspects in order to 
transition seamlessly into real-world applications

• Extends resource management to new areas by enriching pre-existing 
resource economic models

Contents: 1. Overview of fundamental concepts; 2. Difference and 
differential equations; 3. Dynamic optimization; 4. Resource economics 
with Mathematica; 5. Nonrenewable resources; 6. Bioeconomic modes of 
fisheries; 7. Optimal stopping rules; 8. The control of pests and invasive 
species; 9. Economics of antibiotics efficacy; 10. Wildlife, agriculture and 
labour; 11. Open access and optimal inventory.
Natural resource and environmental economics

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.384pp   80 b/w illus.  18 tables   
978-1-108-49933-0   Hardback £115.00 / US$150.00 P 
978-1-108-71337-5   Paperback £39.99 / US$54.99 P

The Citizen’s Guide to 
Climate Success
Overcoming Myths that Hinder Progress
Mark Jaccard | Simon Fraser University, British Columbia

Concerned citizens can drive the energy transition 
needed to prevent climate change by their personal 
choices and their identification and support of 
climate-sincere politicians. Jaccard explains the 
simplicity and modest cost of decarbonizing 
electricity and transportation in developed 
countries and spreading that critical change worldwide. This title is also 
available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
• Draws on the latest research to suggest achievable changes we can all 

make to help prevent climate catastrophe 
• Empowers climate-concerned citizens to distinguish effective from 

ineffective actions and policies
• Uses interesting and humourous examples to make a light-hearted but 

essential read
• This title is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core
Natural resource and environmental economics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.296pp   27 b/w illus.  3 tables   
978-1-108-47937-0   Hardback £44.99 / US$59.99 P 
978-1-108-74266-5   Paperback £14.99 / US$19.95 B

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Global Coal Market
Supplying the Major Fuel for Emerging 
Economies
Edited by Mark C. Thurber | Stanford University, California

Written for scholars and practitioners, this book 
examines the key producers and consumers that 
will most influence the production, transport and 
use of coal in the future. A series of country case 
studies shed light on how the global coal market 
may evolve, and the associated economic and 
environmental implications.
• The first book-level treatment of the operation of the modern global 

coal market, providing an ideal reference for readers wanting to 
understand today’s production, transport, and use of coal, and how 
these will evolve over time

• Combines rich detail and rigorous analysis with accessible writing 
throughout, and will appeal to a range of people from academics to 
industry experts, and from stakeholders to general readers interested 
in understanding the importance of coal to our economic and 
environmental future

• The text features include insightful figures and tables to effectively 
convey ideas visually as well as through text, and numerous country-
specific case studies within thematically oriented chapters to uncover 
rich histories of the evolution of country coal sectors

Natural resource and environmental economics

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   722pp   125 b/w illus.  80 tables   
978-1-107-46574-9   Paperback £32.99 / US$42.99 C 
Also available 
978-1-107-09242-6   Hardback £113.00 / US$168.00 C
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Modality in Syntax, 
Semantics and Pragmatics
Werner Abraham | Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The 
Netherlands

A state-of-the-art survey exploring the linguistic 
questions of modality and mood. It will appeal to 
researchers and advanced students working in the 
fields of syntax, semantics and pragmatics, and the 
interfaces between them.
• Discusses mood-modality representations from 

different language perspectives
• Provides innovative explanations for the links between modality and 

aspect
• Avoids hard and soft approaches, and proposes a new view of the 

linguistic modules of mood and modality
Grammar and syntax | Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, 165

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   300pp 
978-1-107-02122-8   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

A Phonological 
History of Chinese
Zhongwei Shen | University of Massachusetts, Amherst

A comprehensive account of the phonological 
history of Chinese, exploring the development of 
its standard phonological systems over the past 
2500 years. It will be a key reference work for 
historical linguists and phonologists in general, 
as well as being of particular interest to students 
and scholars of Chinese/Asian languages and their 
history.
• Introduces new research originally written in Chinese, and makes it 

accessible to researchers whose dominant language is English
• Source materials are systematically introduced and explained to aid 

understanding of context
• Covers all major historical periods of the past 2500 years
Phonetics and phonology

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   320pp   25 b/w illus.  420 tables   
978-1-107-13584-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Making Sense
Reference, Agency, and Structure in a Grammar 
of Multimodal Meaning
Bill Cope | Ohio State University

Brings together concepts of meaning and 
communication across a range of subject areas 
such as education, media studies, cultural studies, 
arts, design and architecture. It will be of interest 
to scholars and students of semantics and 
discourse analysis, and those working in the fields 
of media and communication studies, semiotics, 
and education.
• Arguments are illustrated with rich examples from literature, the 

arts, media and design, enabling the reader to focus on their area of 
interest

• Features up-to-date analyses of the key digital technologies, their 
origins and the working of key digital media

• Uses cross-cultural and international comparisons, going beyond and 
transcending a Eurocentric frame of reference

Semantics and pragmatics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   300pp   23 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-13330-3   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Python for Linguists
Michael Hammond | University of Arizona

This book provides an introduction to Python – one of the most widely-
used programming languages – for those who are familiar with linguistic 
concepts but have no prior background in programming or computer 
science. All examples in the text involve language and can be adapted or 
used directly for language research.
• All concepts are exemplified with code that is included in the text and 

is available separately
• The book is split into chapters covering basic issues and chapters for 

more advanced programmers, meaning it is accessible to readers with 
a range of experience

• All examples include language that specifically targets the intended 
audience, linguists

Computational linguistics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.295pp 
978-1-108-49344-4   Hardback £79.99 / US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-73707-4   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Language Socialization 
in Classrooms
Culture, Interaction, and Language 
Development
Matthew J. Burdelski | Osaka University

Bringing together global case studies of research 
conducted in classrooms, this book is the first to 
consolidate research on language socialization 
into one volume. It provides an overview of this 
fascinating concept, making it suitable for those 
interested in understanding more about classrooms 
as dynamic spaces of teaching and learning.
• The first volume to bring together research focusing on language 

socialization in the classroom
• The research is global in its reach, based on case studies from North 

America, Europe and India, allowing the reader to explore how 
language socialization is carried out across the globe

• Provides an overview of language socialization, giving researchers who 
are new to the field a full introduction to the concept

Sociolinguistics

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   286pp   30 b/w illus.  10 tables   
978-1-107-18783-2   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Women, Language 
and Politics
Sylvia Shaw | University of Westminster

This book addresses the problem of 
underrepresentation of women in politics, by 
examining how language maintains inequalities. 
Drawing on case studies including Theresa May 
and Hillary Clinton, and over 50 interviews with 
politicians, it explores the role language plays in 
constructing and resisting barriers to women’s 
political participation.
• Gives a thorough overview of research undertaken in women, politics, 

and language
• Provides examples of inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary science in 

action, showing how politics and linguistics can interact
• Includes material from over fifty interviews with politicians across all 

UK parliaments, which gives a rich insight into the workings of the 
institutions and the attitudes of politicians who work within them

• Offers original, detailed analyses of parliamentary discourse using 
ethnographic and discourse analytic methods

Sociolinguistics

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   384pp   53 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-08088-1   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C
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Millennia of Language Change
Sociolinguistic Studies in Deep Historical Linguistics
Peter Trudgill | Université de Fribourg, Switzerland

This latest collection of Peter Trudgill’s most seminal articles brings 
together his writing on the sociolinguistic aspects of historical linguistics 
for the first time. Aimed at academics and students, the book will arouse 
interest and provoke discussion through its wide-ranging linguistic-
geographical coverage and its broad historical focus.
• These important thematically linked essays on sociolinguistic aspects of 

historical linguistics have not been published in book form before
• Features one brand new chapter, written specially for this collection
• Will provoke discussion through its wide-ranging linguistic-

geographical coverage and broad historical focus
Sociolinguistics

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.176pp 
978-1-108-47739-0   Hardback c. £74.99 / c. US$94.99 P 
978-1-108-70864-7   Paperback c. £19.99 / c. US$29.99 P

Bridging Linguistics 
and Economics
Edited by Cécile B. Vigouroux | Simon Fraser University, 
British Columbia

This book calls for both linguists and economists 
to engage more widely in each other’s discipline, 
in order to enrich both fields. For linguists, it 
explains how economics can shed light on 
speakers’ linguistic behaviours, and for economists, 
how linguistics can help them to propose 
demographically inclusive economic development 
plans.
• Sheds new light on both disciplines
• Helps both linguists and economists familiarize themselves with the 

relevant scholarship of the other discipline
• Brings together work from an international range of scholars, to reflect 

the global nature of the subject matter
Sociolinguistics

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.312pp   13 b/w illus.  26 tables   
978-1-108-47933-2   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

TEXTBOOK

Key Questions in 
Language Teaching
An Introduction
Alessandro G. Benati | American University of Sharjah, 
United Arab Emirates

Taking an evidence-based approach to the main 
issues in language teaching, this book uses a ‘key 
questions’ structure to help readers understand 
how these questions inform language teaching 
practices. The book is perfectly suited to language teaching modules on 
English language, TESOL and applied linguistics courses.
• Provides practical suggestions for language teaching based on 

research, theory and empirical evidence, drawing upon real-life 
scenarios

• Written in a clear and user-friendly style, the book avoids jargon and 
makes difficult concepts simple to understand

• Includes ‘exemplary study’ and ‘recap’ sections, a glossary of key terms, 
further reading suggestions and questions for discussion

Contents: 1. What do we know about second language acquisition 
and what are the implications for language teaching?; 2. How is second 
language teaching methodology evolved over the years?; 3. What is 
the nature and role of communication and interactive tasks (speaking 
and writing)?; 4. What is the nature and role of listening and reading 
comprehension tasks?; 5. What is the nature and role of grammar, 

vocabulary and corrective feedback?; 6. How do we carry out second 
language research?; 7. An overall evaluation of the key questions in this 
book.
Applied linguistics and second language acquisition

February 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.280pp 
978-1-108-42524-7   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99 X 
978-1-108-44140-7   Paperback c. £24.99 / c. US$31.99 X

TEXTBOOK

For the Love of Language
An Introduction to Linguistics
Second edition
Kate Burridge | Monash University, Victoria

For the Love of Language: An Introduction to 
Linguistics is a comprehensive and engaging 
introduction to human language and the role 
of linguistics in understanding its fundamental 
design, acquisition and functions.
• Contains comprehensive coverage of introductory linguistics topics, 

making it suitable for semester-long, or year-long linguistics subjects
• A companion website includes additional questions and research 

projects, answer guides, links to online resources, revision tools and 
extension materials; instructor materials include PowerPoint slides and 
quizzes

• Written by authors with extensive academic experience in the field of 
linguistics

Contents: Part I. ‘Using Language to Expose Language’: Setting the 
Scene: 1. What is language?; 2. What linguists do; 3. Ways to study 
language; Part II. ‘In the Beginning Was the Word’: Words, Word 
Structure, and Meaning: 4. What’s in a word?; 5. Morphology: the structure 
of words; 6. Semantics: the meaning of words; Part III. ‘The Deep Grooves 
of Language’: Sounds and Grammar: 7. Phonetics; 8. Phonology: the sound 
system; 9. Syntax: the structure of sentences; Part IV. ‘Language Is a 
Social Fact’: Variation and Change: 10. Variation and identity; 11. Structure 
across time; 12. Languages and cultures in contact; Part V. ‘Language 
That Rolls up its Sleeves’: Language at Work: 13. Language, text and 
interaction; 14. Language, context and understanding; 15. Language and 
social values; Part VI. ‘Language Is the Dress of Thought’: Language, 
Mind and World: 16. Language, the mind and the brain; 17. Language 
acquisition; 18. Computational linguistics.
Applied linguistics and second language acquisition

January 2020   255 x 190 mm   c.680pp   107 b/w illus.  103 tables   
978-1-108-70101-3   Paperback £69.99 / US$89.99 X

Language and Online 
Identities
The Undercover Policing of Internet Sexual 
Crime
Tim Grant | Aston University

Drawing upon a unique forensic linguistic project 
on undercover policing of online sexual crime, in 
this book the authors develop a novel theory of 
linguistic identity. The exploration of language and 
identity will appeal to students and researchers 
of forensic linguistics, and in sociolinguistic work 
more widely.
• Draws upon a unique research project applying linguistics to online 

undercover policing of child sex abuse, showing how linguistics can be 
applied in a new area to the benefit of society

• Develops a method for describing a complete linguistic persona and 
demonstrates how this is important to forensic authorship analysis and 
the new task of authorship synthesis

• Introduces a novel theory of linguistic identity, bringing together 
previously opposed positions in forensic authorship analysis, which will 
have broad implications for future forensic authorship research and 
sociolinguistic work more widely

Applied linguistics and second language acquisition

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.217pp   14 b/w illus.  18 tables   
978-1-108-48730-6   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C
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Lessons from Good 
Language Teachers
Edited by Carol Griffiths | University of Leeds

Combining theory and research in teacher 
education, this volume explores the personal 
features of good language teachers, across more 
than twenty topics and themes. The book is written 
in an accessible style, ideal for busy teachers 
and those studying and teaching education, and 
supports all stages of professional development.
• Combines both theory and empirical studies to characterise the 

features of good language teachers
• Describes key concepts in teacher education in simple and accessible 

language
• Represents the voices of both native and non-native teachers of 

English language
Applied linguistics and second language acquisition

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.334pp   8 b/w illus.  24 tables   
978-1-108-48926-3   Hardback £84.99 / US$110.00 P

Phraseology and the 
Advanced Language Learner
Svetlana Vetchinnikova | University of Helsinki

Phraseology - the study of multi-word units - is 
a hot topic in second language acquisition, 
processing and use. Drawing on different fields of 
linguistics and cognitive sciences, Vetchinnikova 
builds a comprehensive account of how the right 
words come to mind and what is special about 
second language use in this respect.
• Offers a novel perspective on phraseological patterning in second 

language processing and use
• Provides a synthesis of research on second language processing and 

use of multi-word units
• Takes an interdisciplinary approach, engaging with a number of fields 

in linguistics
Applied linguistics and second language acquisition

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   282pp   6 b/w illus.  38 tables   
978-1-108-49980-4   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

The Cambridge Handbook of 
Intercultural Communication
Edited by Guido Rings | Anglia Ruskin University, 
Cambridge

With an interdisciplinary overview of a wide 
spectrum of current international research in 
intercultural communication, this Handbook will 
be a key reference book for students, lecturers 
and professionals. Theories are introduced 
systematically and explained clearly using a variety 
of examples, making them accessible to a wide range of readers.
• Provides a broad overview to intercultural communication research by 

discussing key approaches and including multi-disciplinary perspectives
• Explores the wider spectrum of professional applications, facilitating 

use by professionals in related fields, such as intercultural trainers or 
human resource managers

• Uses ordinary language explanations and examples to introduce the 
theory step by step, meaning no specialized training in the field is 
needed

Applied linguistics and second language acquisition | Cambridge Handbooks in 
Language and Linguistics

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.544pp 
978-1-108-42969-6   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 R

Extended Conceptual Metaphor Theory
Zoltán Kövecses | Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest

Updating the already well-established conceptual metaphor theory 
(CMT), this book will appeal to researchers in a range of disciplines. It 
explains the implications of extended conceptual metaphor theory, a new 
approach to the study of metaphor, for areas as diverse as metaphorical 
cognition, methodology, communication, perceptual modality, and literary 
studies.
• A theoretically new and comprehensive account of metaphor is 

developed through updating conceptual metaphor theory in the 
context of current cognitive linguistic theory

• Clarifies many of the issues that researchers in the study of metaphor 
have raised against conceptual metaphor theory

• Makes it possible to see metaphor use as a legitimate domain of study 
at the intersection of cognitive science and pragmatics

Cognitive linguistics

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-49087-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

TEXTBOOK

Cognitive Discourse Analysis
An Introduction
Thora Tenbrink | Bangor University

The methodology of cognitive discourse analysis 
is introduced in this book by focusing on eight 
key areas of analysis. It provides readers new to 
the subject with simple techniques and tools, 
whilst allowing more experienced researchers to 
understand the principles quickly and adapt them 
for their own purposes.
• The cross-disciplinary approach allows the reader to use cognitive 

discourse analysis for a diverse range of research purposes and 
contexts

• Explores eight different areas of analysis in depth by drawing on 
examples taken from different projects

• Offers a theoretical introduction and practical advice for the 
methodology of cognitive discourse analysis

Contents: Introduction; 1. Background and scope; 2. Language as a 
representation of thought; 3. Analysis resources; 4. Identifying cognitive 
orientation; 5. Identifying cognitive depth; 6. Identifying cognitive 
constructiveness; 7. Using language to convey thoughts; 8. CODA 
procedures; 9. Beyond CODA.
Cognitive linguistics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.275pp 
978-1-108-42266-6   Hardback c. £74.99 / c. US$89.99 P 
978-1-108-43684-7   Paperback c. £24.99 / c. US$29.99 P
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English in the German-
Speaking World
Edited by Raymond Hickey | Universität Duisburg–Essen

Examines the influence that English has on 
German in German-speaking countries, looking 
at borrowings from English, the use of English in 
public spaces, how English is learned by native 
speakers of German, and the historical relationship 
between both languages. Essential reading for 
scholars of sociolinguistics, English studies and 
world Englishes.
• Provides an overview of English influence in the German-speaking 

world, and sets out the linguistic landscape of Germany in the twenty-
first century

• Offers insights into the nature of language contact and scenarios for 
language borrowing

• Provides a one volume synopsis of English influence in Germany which 
can be used in courses on English as a lingua franca and as a second 
language

European language, linguistics | Studies in English Language

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   434pp   36 b/w illus.  39 tables   
978-1-108-48809-9   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Royal Voices
Language and Power in Tudor England
Mel Evans | University of Leicester

Through an exploration of the material and 
linguistic properties of Tudor royal texts, this 
book argues that Tudor royals and their subjects 
recognised an English ‘royal voice’ that symbolised 
monarchic power. Contemporary methods and 
concepts are used to illuminate and appraise the 
textual practices of the Tudor monarchy and their 
subjects.
• Provides a large-scale, inter-disciplinary investigation of archival 

materials relating to the Tudor monarchy
• Applies linguistic concepts more typically used for contemporary 

sociolinguistics and pragmatics to illuminate and appraise the textual 
practices of the Tudor monarchy and their subjects

• Develops and applies corpus-based methods to investigate material 
and linguistic features of manuscript and printed Tudor documents in 
an accessible way

History of the English Language

April 2020   229 x 152 mm   250pp 
978-1-107-13121-7   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

The Cambridge Handbook 
of World Englishes
Edited by Daniel Schreier | Universität Zürich

A comprehensive, state-of-the-art survey of English 
as a world language. It pinpoints the global spread 
of the English language from 1600 to the present 
day, while also covering global models and related 
fields and applications, such as second language 
acquisition, language politics, lexicography, and 
the media.
• Combines coverage of traditional topics with a variety of innovative 

approaches
• Surveys the field comprehensively, authoritatively and in an accessible 

style
• Informs the reader about needed fundamentals as well as ongoing 

cutting-edge lines of thinking, topics, theories, and methodological 
approaches

History of the English Language | Cambridge Handbooks in Language and 
Linguistics

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.650pp   20 b/w illus.  5 maps  18 tables   
978-1-108-42595-7   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 R

TEXTBOOK

The Study of Language
Seventh edition
George Yule | University of Hawaii, Manoa

This bestselling textbook is the most fundamental 
and easy-to-use introduction for beginner 
students. Broad yet concise, this overview of key 
topics draws students in. The seventh edition has 
substantial changes to the chapters on phonetics 
and semantics, forty new study questions and more 
than twenty new tasks.
• Easy to follow and simple to understand – a concise and fundamental 

introduction to language study
• Provides students with a vocabulary for talking about language and a 

solid knowledge of how English works
• Presents the major concepts in language study in short, bite-sized 

sections, assuming no prior knowledge of the subject, allowing 
flexibility in teaching

Contents: Preface; 1. The origins of language; 2. Animals and human 
language; 3. The sounds of language; 4. The sound patterns of language; 
5. Word formation; 6. Morphology; 7. Grammar; 8. Syntax; 9. Semantics; 
10. Pragmatics; 11. Discourse analysis; 12. Language and the brain; 
13. First language acquisition; 14. Second language acquisition/learning; 
15. Gestures and sign languages; 16. Written language; 17. Language 
history and change; 18. Regional variation in language; 19. Social variation 
in language; 20. Language and culture; Glossary; References; Index.
English language, linguistics (general)

December 2019   246 x 189 mm   c.420pp   60 colour illus.  39 tables   
978-1-108-49945-3   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 X

978-1-108-73070-9   Paperback £24.99 / US$31.99 X

Law

The Legal Mind
A New Introduction to Legal Epistemology
Bartosz Brożek | Jagiellonian University, Krakow

Drawing from philosophy and the cognitive 
sciences, this book depicts a new picture of 
legal thinking as an interplay between intuition, 
imagination, and language. This fresh approach 
prompts key questions of rationality in law, how 
lawyers think, and the limits of legal interpretation 
that will interest scholars, students, and 
practitioners. 
• Uses the newest insights from cognitive science to shed light on legal 

thinking
• Introduces the concept of ecological rationality into the philosophy of 

law
• Readers will consider the crucial role of imagination in legal thinking 

and rethink the nature of legal problem solving
Jurisprudence, legal theory

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   188pp 
978-1-108-49325-3   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C
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Aristotle and Law
The Politics of Nomos
George Duke | Deakin University, Victoria

This book offers a systematic exposition of 
Aristotle’s legal thought. It argues that Aristotle’s 
seemingly dispersed statements on legislation and 
law are unified by a commitment to law’s status 
as an achievement of practical reason. It will 
appeal to scholars and students in jurisprudence, 
philosophy, political science, and classics.
• Provides a dedicated exposition and critical analysis of Aristotle on the 

topic of law
• Brings Aristotle’s legal theory into dialogue with contemporary legal 

theory to stimulate further consideration of its current relevance
• Demonstrates the coherence of Aristotle’s various statements on law
Jurisprudence, legal theory

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   225pp 
978-1-107-15703-3   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 C

The Prophet of Modern 
Constitutional Liberalism
John Stuart Mill and the Supreme Court
John Lawrence Hill | Indiana University

The book explores Mill’s life and influence on the 
liberal tradition and argues that his reformulation 
of liberalism has indelibly influenced our modern 
constitutional rights tradition in the twentieth 
century including the right to privacy, freedom of 
expression, equality and, most fundamentally, how 
we now conceptualize the meaning of liberty.
• Provides an interdisciplinary study of liberal political thought and 

constitutional law
• Gives an overview of the history of constitutional rights for political 

philosophers and other non-lawyers of our constitutional tradition
• Explores Mill’s idea of ‘freedom’ and shows how his has influenced our 

legal tradition
Jurisprudence, legal theory

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.192pp 
978-1-108-48529-6   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Class Actions and 
Government
Rachael Mulheron | Queen Mary University of London

Examines the role of government in class actions, 
as an enabler and designer of the relevant 
legislation, as a potential funder of class actions, as 
legislative ‘gate-keeper’ against non-resident class 
member participation, as a potential class member 
or representative claimant, as a potential financial 
beneficiary, and as a potential defendant.
• Novel and comparative in scope, this book will benefit a readership in 

a wide range of jurisdictions, both where an opt-out class action has 
already been implemented and where it is under consideration

• Offers practical recommendations in each chapter, resembling the aims 
of a law reform report

• Covers the role of government in all of its guises, where class actions 
implementation and design are concerned, looking at government in 
all respects, from enabler and designer, to defendant

• Contains 100 design points of class action statutes, rules, and 
case law jurisprudence, assessing whether these points should be 
contained in legislation or left to the courts to develop in case-by-case 
determination

Jurisprudence, legal theory

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   492pp   9 b/w illus.  12 tables   
978-1-107-04397-8   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

Why Punish Perpetrators 
of Mass Atrocities?
Purposes of Punishment in International 
Criminal Law
Florian Jeßberger | Universität Hamburg

This book is the first comprehensive volume on 
theories of international punishment and serves as 
a basis for further research and discussion. It will 
be of great interest to academics, practitioners and 
students of international criminal law and justice.
• Presents new thoughts on purposes and meaning of punishment in 

international criminal law from different perspectives
• Focuses on the practical consequences of the different theoretical 

approaches and shows how theories of punishment affect or otherwise 
fail to influence the practice of the International Criminal Court

• Explores dimensions of a theory of international punishment and 
highlights the differences between ‘ordinary’ (domestic) crime and 
international crimes and their respective enforcement, contributing 
to the development of a consistent and robust theory of international 
punishment

Jurisprudence, legal theory | ASIL Studies in International Legal Theory

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.410pp 
978-1-108-47514-3   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

The Justice of Visual Art
Creative State-Building in Times of Political 
Transition
Eliza Garnsey | University of Cambridge

Provides unique insight into debates in the field 
of human rights around how to address violent 
and traumatic pasts, reconcile divided nations, 
and strengthen state institutions in the aftermath 
of conflict. It will be of interest to policy-makers, 
practitioners, and scholars of transitional justice, 
international relations, and art theory.
• Provides the first substantive and comprehensive theoretical framework 

for understanding transitional justice and visual art, supported by 
extensive empirical social science research

• Introduces highly original empirical social science research across two 
case studies, including 130 interviews with key decision makers (such 
as senior judges, government representatives, artists, lawyers, staff and 
visitors) and archival material never before analysed in depth

• Demonstrates that transdisciplinary research across transitional 
justice, international relations, and art theory generates productive 
and insightful contributions for the study of human rights and social 
science more broadly

Jurisprudence, legal theory | Law in Context

November 2019   247 x 174 mm   246pp   40 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49439-7   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Government Accountability
Australian Administrative Law
Second edition
Judith Bannister

This bundle includes: the second edition of Government Accountability: 
Australian Administrative Law and Government Accountability – 
Australian Administrative Law Sources and Materials.
• Combined focus on theory, law and practice
• Overarching theme is accountability
• A bundle of theory and sources is now available
Constitutional and administrative law, public law

October 2019   247 x 174 mm   988pp 
978-1-316-64271-9   2 Paperback Books £110.00 / US$145.00 X
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TEXTBOOK

Australian Constitutional Law
Concepts and Cases
Luke Beck | Monash University, Victoria

A highly accessible, clear and methodical overview 
of Australian constitutional law, integrating 
theory and doctrine. It is both comprehensive 
and concise. This book takes a conceptual rather 
than chronological approach to topics and is 
invaluable for students engaging with Australian 
constitutional law.
• The book’s conceptual approach enables students to better understand 

constitutional law
• Avoids ‘silo-ing’ content by ensuring that connections between topics 

are made explicit
• Useful for ‘flipped classroom’ modes that spend more time in seminars 

than lectures, enabling greater focus on activities that require higher 
level application and analytical skills

Contents: Part I. Introduction: 1. Introduction to Australian 
constitutional law; Part II. Legislative Powers: 2. State legislative powers; 
3. Constitutional method: interpretation, characterisation and invalidity; 
4. Trade and commerce power; 5. Corporations power; 6. External affairs 
power; 7. Immigration and aliens powers; 8. Constitutional alteration and 
the race power; Part III. Limitations on Powers: 9. Acquisition of property 
on just terms; 10. Freedom of religion; 11. Implied freedom of political 
communication; 12. Freedom of interstate trade, commerce and intercourse; 
Part IV. The Federal Parliament: 13. The Federal Parliament; 14. Choosing 
members of Federal Parliament; Part V. The Courts and Judicial Power: 
15. Separation of judicial power; 16. The scope of federal judicial 
power; 17. Non-judicial detention; 18. Institutional integrity of courts; 
Part VI. The Federal Executive: 19. Federal executive power; 20. Power to 
spend money; Part VII. Federalism: 21. Inconsistency between federal and 
state laws; 22. Intergovernmental immunities; 23. Rights of out of state 
residents.
Constitutional and administrative law, public law

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.1000pp 
978-1-108-70103-7   Paperback £99.99 / US$150.00 X

The Double-Facing 
Constitution
Edited by Jacco Bomhoff | London School of Economics 
and Political Science

How do constitutions deal with ‘foreignness’ – 
with legal norms from other legal systems, with 
individuals from elsewhere, or with the operation 
of their own rules abroad? These questions, often 
marginal in constitutional theory, are central 
to this book and to the view of ‘double-facing’ 
constitutional law that it develops and illustrates.
• Puts constitutional law and theory in a broader context of international 

law, foreign relations and cross-border movement
• Connects theory and detailed case studies in different areas of law
• Connects current topics in areas such as foreign relations law to classic 

debates in legal and constitutional theory
Constitutional and administrative law, public law

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.448pp 
978-1-108-48548-7   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Authoritarian Legality in Asia
Formation, Development and Transition
Edited by Weitseng Chen | National University of 
Singapore

This book compares the past and current 
experiences of China, Hong Kong, South Korea, 
Japan, Taiwan, Singapore and Vietnam, and offers 
a comparative framework for readers to conduct a 
theoretical dialogue with the orthodox conception 
of liberal democracy and the rule of law.
• Provides a comparative perspective of 

authoritarian legality to enrich the understanding of legality and liberal 
rule of law and democracy

• Introduces an intra-Asia comparison approach that provides a new set 
of metrics for evaluating legal reforms in authoritarian countries such 
as China

• Explores various phases of authoritarian legality development and 
discusses not only the transition of authoritarian legality but also the 
post-transition struggles in various countries

Constitutional and administrative law, public law

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.500pp 
978-1-108-49668-1   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

TEXTBOOK

The Hong Kong Legal System
Second edition
Stefan H. C. Lo | Government of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region

This textbook offers a reader-friendly overview 
of Hong Kong’s legal system, covering both the 
origins in British law and the application of the 
Basic Law under ‘one country, two systems’. It 
takes into account legal developments in the 
last two decades since the 1997 handover, and 
guides first-year law students in legal research and 
methods.
• Provides an overview of different legal theories and legal institutions 

in Hong Kong’s legal system including examples on case law, statutory 
interpretation and legal research that will enable students to obtain a 
solid foundational understanding of the legal system

• Features an entire chapter on finding and citing legal materials to 
assist students with legal research in their independent learning

• Provides illustrative examples to guide students through parts of 
a statute and a case, building a student’s confidence in reading 
legislation and cases

Contents: Preface to the second edition; Table of cases; Table of 
legislation; 1. Introduction and overview; 2. Functions and concepts 
of law; 3. Governance in Hong Kong; 4. Sources of law; 5. The court 
system and the doctrine of precedent; 6. The process of legislation; 
7. Statutory interpretation; 8. Criminal justice system; 9. Civil justice 
system; 10. Alternative methods of resolving disputes; 11. Access to justice; 
12. Finding and citing legal materials; 13. Interface between Hong Kong 
and international and Chinese law; Glossary; Index.
Constitutional and administrative law, public law

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.428pp   9 b/w illus.  3 tables   
978-1-108-72182-0   Paperback £41.99 / US$55.00 X
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The Cambridge Companion 
to the First Amendment 
and Religious Liberty
Edited by Michael D. Breidenbach | Ave Maria University, 
Florida

This book offers accessible, scholarly insights 
on the First Amendment and religious liberty 
to undergraduate and graduate students in 
philosophy, law, history, and religious studies. 
Recent Supreme Court cases concerning religious 
liberty and related controversies in American culture make this book of 
wide interest to the general public as well.
• Provides an interdisciplinary approach to the First Amendment
• Offers the most up-to-date accounts of Supreme Court cases on the 

free exercise and establishment clauses of the First Amendment
• Features emerging scholars that challenge previous interpretations of 

the First Amendment, religious liberty, and church-state relations
• Gives practical considerations for First Amendment jurisprudence today 

from scholars who have been in the field
Constitutional and administrative law, public law | Cambridge Companions to 
Law

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-41747-1   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 P 
978-1-108-40529-4   Paperback £31.99 / US$39.99 P

Proportionality in Action
Comparative and Empirical Perspectives on the 
Judicial Practice
Edited by Mordechai Kremnitzer | Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem

The book will benefit public law scholars, political 
scientists, judges and lawyers interested in the six 
countries analysed in the book, as well as those 
from other countries in which proportionality is 
practiced or is emerging. The analyses of specific 
cases and the empirical data provide a rich basis 
for comparative insights.
• Includes systemic-in-depth analyses of the application of 

proportionality in six jurisdictions, each based on a comprehensive 
sample of cases

• Relies on a mixed methodological approach, providing comparable, 
quantitative measures that are contextualized and nuanced by 
qualitative insights

• Analyses are contextualized by constitutional scholars from each of the 
relevant jurisdictions

Constitutional and administrative law, public law | Cambridge Studies in 
Constitutional Law, 22

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.646pp   36 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-49758-9   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 C

The Failure of Popular 
Constitution Making in Turkey
Regressing Towards Constitutional Autocracy
Edited by Felix Petersen | Hebrew University of Jerusalem

This book details the conditions leading to the 
failure of constitution making and constitutional 
reform in Turkey, and offers lessons that can be 
applied elsewhere. It will appeal to scholars and 
students of constitutional politics and be valuable 
supplementary reading for undergraduate and 
graduate courses in Turkish studies.
• Focuses on the failure of constitution-making processes so that readers 

may draw lessons on conditions that are conducive to failure
• Looks at popular constitution-making methods in a largely 

authoritarian setting to help readers understand basic conditions 
of popular constitution making and to distinguish democratic from 
authoritarian constitution making

• Explores an extremely understudied period of Turkish constitutional 
history to not only fill in a gap in the literature, but also to help citizens 
understand what happened

Constitutional and administrative law, public law | Comparative Constitutional 
Law and Policy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.428pp   4 b/w illus.  4 tables   
978-1-108-49762-6   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

The President and the 
Supreme Court
Going Public on Judicial Decisions from 
Washington to Trump
Paul M. Collins, Jr | University of Massachusetts, Amherst

This first-of-its-kind book speaks to key normative 
and empirical issues in American government. It 
will appeal to those interested in the president, 
the Supreme Court, and judicial independence, 
including scholars; undergraduate, graduate, and 
law students; members of the media; and the well-
educated general public.
• Provides the most comprehensive examination of presidential speeches 

on US Supreme Court decisions
• Includes stories from the history of the American republic to illuminate 

how presidential discussions of Supreme Court decisions have and 
have not changed over time

• Examines the effect of presidential speeches on the Court, Congress, 
the media, and the public

• Blends normative scholarship with empirical and historical data on the 
relationship between the president and the Supreme Court

US law

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.225pp 
978-1-108-49848-7   Hardback c. £85.00 / c. US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-72389-3   Paperback c. £24.99 / c. US$29.99 P
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Whitelash
Unmasking White Grievance at the Ballot Box
Terry Smith | Depaul University (Chicago) College of Law

This book is for anyone seeking an understanding 
of the 2016 US presidential election and its fallout. 
It uses analogies from anti-discrimination law that 
Americans intuitively understand to discuss voting, 
and asks the question: do Americans have a legal 
obligation not to racially discriminate in the privacy 
of the ballot box?
• Examines racist voting patterns in the 2016 US presidential election 

and shows the potential impact of similar patterns for 2020 and 
beyond

• Uses analogies to anti-discrimination law in employment and 
jury-selection contexts to show how racist election results can be 
invalidated in the future

• Redefines the meaning of the right to vote
US law

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   7 tables   
978-1-108-42672-5   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-44546-7   Paperback £18.99 / US$24.99 G

Abortion and the 
Law in America
Roe v. Wade to the Present
Mary Ziegler | Florida State University

With the Supreme Court likely to reverse Roe v. 
Wade, the decision legalizing abortion, American 
debate appears fixated on clashing rights. The first 
comprehensive look at the legal history of recent 
decades, this book illuminates an unexpected shift 
toward arguments about policy costs and benefits 
– one that deepened polarization.
• Offers the first legal history of a crucial chapter in the American 

abortion debate from 1973 to the present
• Uncovers an unknown but crucial shift in the terms of the legal and 

political debate toward claims about the costs and benefits of abortion
• Combines intricate legal analysis with moving oral histories, original 

insights, and broader contextualization
• Mines new primary sources, including the private collections of pro-life 

and pro-choice lawyers and activists, and unexplored papers of social 
movement organizations

US law

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.275pp 
978-1-108-49828-9   Hardback c. £85.00 / c. US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-73559-9   Paperback c. £21.99 / c. US$29.99 P

European Constitutional 
Courts and Transitions 
to Democracy
Francesco Biagi | Università di Bologna

This book provides a comparative look at the role 
of three generations of European Constitutional 
Courts in the processes of transition to democracy, 
showing how they contributed to the positive 
outcome of democratization. It will appeal to 
scholars and practitioners interested in the waves 
of democratization in twentieth century Europe.
• Provides a diachronic comparison, providing an analysis of the role of 

these Courts in three different historical phases
• Offers one of the first studies available in English on the role played 

by the Italian and Spanish Constitutional Courts in the democratic 
transition processes

• Gives useful insights for constitutional courts in countries that are 
currently experiencing (or likely to experience in the future) a transition 
from authoritarian rule

Comparative law | ASCL Studies in Comparative Law

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.242pp 
978-1-108-48939-3   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

From Parchment to Practice
Implementing New Constitutions
Edited by Tom Ginsburg | University of Chicago

This volume uses theory and case studies to 
explore how the first moment of constitutional 
implementation actually plays out and helps 
defines a constitution’s future. It will appeal to 
scholars and practitioners with an interest in how 
and why written constitutional promises actually 
succeed or fail.
• Collects case studies from many different contexts to provide multiple 

examples of the early period of constitutional implementation
• Investigates the tensions and challenges the implementation of a new 

constitution creates
• Analyzes the diverse means through which these issues are mediated, 

whether successfully or less successfully
Comparative law | Comparative Constitutional Law and Policy

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp   5 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-48773-3   Hardback c. £85.00 / c. US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-73802-6   Paperback c. £24.99 / c. US$32.99 P

Islamophobia and the Law
Cyra Akila Choudhury | Florida International University

This book brings together leading legal scholars in the United States to 
explore the emergence and rise of Islamophobia after the 9/11 terror 
attacks. It is a critical read for scholars and practitioners, advocates and 
students interested in deepening their knowledge of the subject matter.
• Analyzes how the law is integral in spearheading Islamophobia by 

state agencies and private citizens
• Reveals the historical epistemological and legal sources that enable the 

contemporary rise of Isalmophobia
• Includes selections that rely deeply on interdisciplinary research, 

facilitating discussions and creating bridges between scholars across 
disciplines

Human rights

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-42212-3   Hardback c. £90.00 / c. US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-43371-6   Paperback c. £27.99 / c. US$34.99 P
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Children’s Rights and Business
Governing Obligations and Responsibility
Gamze Erdem Türkelli | Universiteit Antwerpen, Belgium

This book is a comprehensive legal inquiry into 
children’s rights and business, situating children 
and their rights within the business and human 
rights arena, and evaluating the promise of existing 
regulatory frameworks through the lens of in-depth 
case illustrations on children in supply chains and 
children in investment projects.
• Provides multidisciplinary viewpoints on the need for a children’s 

rights-focused inquiry in the business and human rights debates
• Relies on empirical findings from various disciplines to showcase why 

children’s rights merit attention in the business and human rights 
debates

• Features in-depth real-life case illustrations on children’s rights and 
business to show how legal norms governing children’s rights and 
business are deployed, and evaluates the gaps in children’s rights 
protection in a way relevant both to academics and practitioners

• Draws on insights from international relations and global governance 
literatures to allow critical engagement with how law is and can be 
made in the business and human rights domain

Human rights

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.420pp 
978-1-108-48416-9   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Multi-Actor Human 
Rights Protection at the 
International Criminal Court
Emma Irving | Universiteit Leiden

This book outlines how states and the International 
Criminal Court (ICC) must work together to ensure 
the protection of accused and witnesses involved 
in ICC proceedings. It describes the obligations 
of the different actors, highlights the problems 
that can arise, and proposes solutions that will be 
relevant for academics and practitioners.
• Provides a clear and structured description of the obligations of the 

ICC, ICC states parties, and the ICC host state in different multi-actor 
situations, allowing readers to quickly access the relevant information 
about the obligations of the different actors

• Identifies the ways in which multi-actor human rights protection at the 
ICC can compromise the protection of these rights

• Outlines possible solutions to the challenges presented by multi-actor 
human rights protection at the ICC and explores a range of ideas and 
proposals for change

Human rights

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.264pp 
978-1-108-48106-9   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Human Rights in a 
Time of Populism
Challenges and Responses
Edited by Gerald L. Neuman | Harvard Law School, 
Massachusetts

Leading experts explore the threats to human 
rights and the international system from the spread 
of populism, and how to confront them. Their 
analyses and recommendations will interest human 
rights lawyers, political scientists, international 
relations students, and general readers concerned 
about recent developments.
• Analyzes the urgent topic of populism from a human rights perspective 

to illuminate issues neglected in most literature on populism, and 
offers needed recommendations on how to respond

• Speaks to a wide audience and offers interdisciplinary insights, 
including legal, philosophical, political science, international relations, 
and practitioner perspectives

• An international range of experts examine populism in the US, Europe, 
Latin America, Asia, and the international system

Human rights

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp 
978-1-108-48549-4   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Corporate Social 
Responsibility in Developing 
and Emerging Markets
Institutions, Actors and Sustainable 
Development
Edited by Onyeka K. Osuji | University of Essex

Incorporating inter-disciplinary and cross-national 
perspectives, this book will appeal to researchers 
and students across multiple fields. It will be a vital 
resource to companies, corporate boards, business 
persons, scholars, and policymakers seeking to understand the concepts 
and principles of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and sustainable 
development in the context of emerging economies.
• Contains theoretical, legal, socio-economic, historical, empirical, and 

inter-disciplinary approaches
• Challenges the application of dominant neoliberal CSR approaches to 

developing and emerging economies
• Businesses, policymakers, and scholars will understand and be 

confident in applying what works for developing and emerging 
economies

Human rights

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.370pp 
978-1-108-47211-1   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Transitional Justice and 
Corporate Accountability 
from Below
Deploying Archimedes’ Lever
Leigh A. Payne | University of Oxford

Exploring corporate accountability for past 
human rights violations in armed conflicts 
and authoritarian regimes, this book unites 
two literatures: business and human rights, 
and transitional justice. Using a corporate 
accountability and transitional justice database, the authors argue that 
the accountability processes around the world constitute ‘accountability 
from below’.
• Addresses a social problem never before systematically analysed
• Uses an original global data set for its analysis
• Provides an understanding of the agency and tools that have made 

accountability practices possible
Human rights

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.366pp   20 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47413-9   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C
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Chinese Refugee Law 
and Policy, 1949–2017
A Door behind the Bamboo Curtain
Lili Song | University of Otago, New Zealand

This book systematically and critically examines 
Chinese refugee law and policy. It provides 
in-depth legal and policy analysis and is a timely 
response to rapidly growing international interest 
in and demand for information about Chinese 
and Asian approaches to refugee protection in 
academia and the policy sector.
• Systematically examines Chinese refugee law and policy to help 

readers to gain a deeper understanding of in-depth critical legal and 
policy analyses

• Draws from empirical information acquired through field visits and 
interviews with refugees, former refugees, and staff of governmental 
and non-governmental organisations working with displaced 
populations

• Through comparison of China, Hong Kong and Macao, readers will 
gain a better sense of factors that shape refugee law and policy in 
these jurisdictions

Human rights

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp   3 b/w illus.  2 maps  1 table   
978-1-108-48398-8   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Catholic Cosmopolitanism 
and Human Rights
Leonard Francis Taylor | National University of Ireland, 
Galway

Western legal culture looked to the Christian 
religion for its foundational cosmopolitan ideas, 
and at the beginnings of the human rights 
movement returned to that moral vocabulary to 
ground the further growth of the international 
order in the twentieth century.
• Provides an engaging narrative on the integration of democratic and 

human rights norms into Catholicism, which in turn promoted those 
values through Christianity’s global reach

• A valuable historical survey of Catholicism as a cosmopolitan project 
from the medieval to the modern era

• Undertakes to provide a critical narrative of the development and 
direction of international law as it was characterised by Catholic 
preoccupations from the medieval and early modern era

Human rights

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-48612-5   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

The Cambridge Handbook 
of New Human Rights
Recognition, Novelty, Rhetoric
Edited by Andreas von Arnauld | Christian-Albrechts 
Universität zu Kiel, Germany

Examines the emergence of ‘new’ human rights, 
following a comprehensive approach and analysing 
various ‘new’ rights, including the struggles for 
their recognition, their contested nature, from 
different angles, and theoretical approaches. 
Human rights scholars, practitioners, and activists alike will learn from 
this study of new human rights.
• Provides a novel overarching theoretical approach to the emergence 

of new human rights, while engaging with concrete human rights to 
inform the general theoretical framework 

• Critically reviews existing approaches to the phenomenon of rights 
emergence, expansion and inflation and provides profound insights 
into human rights emergence through the lenses of recognition, 
novelty and rhetoric

• Covers and analyses the contestation around the emergence of new 
human rights and conveys a comprehensive picture of the complexities 
and multiple perspectives involved in the emergence of new human 
rights

Human rights

December 2019   253 x 177 mm   c.720pp   2 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48473-2   Hardback £160.00 / US$210.00 R

Climate Change, Disasters, 
and the Refugee Convention
Matthew Scott | Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human 
Rights and Humanitarian Law

This book is for university researchers, students and 
legal practitioners working in international law and 
wider fields. It is one of the only monographs to 
review jurisprudence relating to ‘climate refugees’ 
and provides a novel legal and epistemological 
perspective that challenges received wisdom and 
offers theoretical and practical insights.
• Offers a fresh, critical perspective on the ‘climate refugee’ phenomenon
• Provides the reader with a clear evidence base combined with a robust 

analytical framework for understanding why some people can establish 
eligibility for refugee status whilst most will not

• Develops a recalibrated human rights-based interpretation of the 
refugee definition

Human rights | Cambridge Asylum and Migration Studies

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.201pp   5 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-47822-9   Hardback £84.99 / US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-74712-7   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P
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Ableism at Work
Disablement and Hierarchies of Impairment
Paul David Harpur | University of Queensland

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities promotes ability equality, but this 
is not experienced in national laws. Ableism at 
Work: Disability and Hierarchies of Impairment 
is a comprehensive comparative legal, practical 
and theoretical analysis of workplace inequalities 
experienced by workers with psychosocial 
disabilities.
• Where other works analyze the situation in a single jurisdiction or a 

single area of law, this work is comprehensive, comparative and draws 
together global trends of sanism and ableism at work

• Enables advocates, policy makers and lawmakers to understand the 
wider context in which systems discriminate against workers with 
psychosocial disabilities

• Provides practical suggestions for how workers can seek redress and 
enable themselves to work in a regulatory framework

Human rights | Cambridge Disability Law and Policy Series

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.228pp 
978-1-108-49730-5   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Handbook on Good 
Treaty Practice
Jill Barrett | Queen Mary University of London

Aims to provide a useful analytical tool and 
practical guidance on good treaty practice. It will 
be of interest to those working with treaties and 
treaty procedures in governments, international 
organisations, and legal practice, as well as legal 
academics and students wishing to gain insight 
into the realities of treaty practice.
• Provides a practical guide to treaty work, including unique insights into 

work that takes place inside the treaty office and its implications
• Explores generic principles of good treaty practice and procedure in 

detail
• Provides an analytical tool to enable government and international 

organizations to identify and develop the best treaty practice for their 
circumstances

Public international law

January 2020   244 x 170 mm   500pp   3 b/w illus.  17 tables   
978-1-107-11190-5   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 P 
978-1-107-53068-3   Paperback £39.99 / US$49.99 P

Concessionaires, Financiers 
and Communities
Implementing Indigenous Peoples’ Rights to 
Land in Transnational Development Projects
Kinnari I. Bhatt | Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam

Confronts overlooked questions about how 
the hidden legal rules, private mechanisms and 
behaviours that shape capital investment matter 
for rights implementation in our financialised times. 
It will appeal to those interested in interfaces 
between Indigenous land rights, public-private 
development projects, finance, business and vulnerability.
• Introduces the phenomenon of transnational development projects as 

a new field for multi-disciplinary research, policy making and corporate 
practice

• Provides fresh, rigorous and real-life case study and documentary 
illustrations into the interfaces and tensions between technical, 
algorithmic and hidden contractual and policy mechanisms, neoliberal 
values and the implementation of customary rights to land

• Provides practical recommendations for a preventative remedial 
agenda that can inform those engaged in private sector development, 
the implementation of land rights issues, and business and human 
rights

Public international law

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.222pp   3 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48465-7   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

American Foreign 
Policy Ideology and the 
International Rule of Law
Contesting Power through the International 
Criminal Court
Malcolm Jorgensen | Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

An accessible account of how American foreign 
policy ideologies structure competing meanings 
of the ‘international rule of law’. International 
Criminal Court history is reconsidered as 
contestation between ideological conceptions of international law, 
between American policymakers and global counterparts, and among 
American policymakers themselves.
• Addresses blind spots in international law scholarship through inter-

disciplinary research to explain contradictions in American engagement 
with international law

• Provides comparative international law analysis focused on the legal 
conceptions of a named country and of the granular positive elements 
that constitute distinctive American conceptions of international law

• Develops a working definition of the ‘international rule of law’ and 
directly compares identified ideological understandings of legal 
policymakers

Public international law

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.286pp   3 tables   
978-1-108-48143-4   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C
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Negotiating Civil War
The Politics of International Regime Design
Henry Lovat | University of Glasgow

This book is vital reading for international lawyers, 
policy-makers and diplomats, human rights 
activists, and students of international law and 
politics, reflecting the pressing need to better 
understand the dynamics of multilateral treaty 
negotiations in a rapidly shifting international 
political, economic, and security environment.
• Offers a rigorous and critical analysis of the evolution of the 

international legal measures regulating the conduct of civil war
• Applies an innovative, theoretically pluralist approach to the design of 

a critical international legal regime
• Provides a fresh perspective on the politics of negotiating multilateral 

treaties and identifies important implications for policy-makers and 
participants in comparable negotiations

Public international law

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.400pp 
978-1-108-49727-5   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

The Syrian War
Between Justice and Political Reality
Edited by Hilly Moodrick-Even Khen | Hebrew University 
of Jerusalem

This book addresses the main aspects of the 
conflict in Syria, focusing on the intersection 
between legal and political areas from a 
perspective of scholars and practitioners from the 
region and beyond. Intended primarily for scholars 
and practitioners, it will also appeal to anyone 
interested in understanding the Syrian War.
• Provides an analysis of the conflict in Syria, focusing on the integration 

between legal and political studies
• Includes chapters written by practitioners as well as academics to 

provide an interdisciplinary analysis of the conflict in Syria, bringing 
researchers from the Middle East and beyond together

• Draws on the implications of the conflict on the future of Syria and its 
relations with other states and superpowers

Public international law

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.316pp 
978-1-108-48780-1   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

A History of Humanitarian 
Intervention
Mark Swatek-Evenstein

History is underrepresented in international law, 
in particular in the narrative created for the legal 
instrument ‘humanitarian intervention’. This book 
examines the historical events and narratives 
created around them in international law in 
context to tell an undogmatic, alternative history of 
the fight for the protection of human rights.
• Reconnects the historical events that shaped the idea of ‘humanitarian 

intervention’ in international law to the evolution of the doctrine
• Rediscovers classic positions on ‘humanitarian interventions’ and puts 

them into context
• Provides a new narrative for the evolution of ‘humanitarian 

intervention’
Public international law

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   350pp 
978-1-107-06192-7   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

The Many Lives of 
Transnational Law
Critical Engagements with Jessup’s Bold 
Proposal
Edited by Peer Zumbansen | King’s College London

What role can law play today in a deeply divided, 
post-colonial world, where multinationals hold 
more power and more assets than many nation 
states? Using ‘transnational law’ as framework, the 
contributors search for suitable answers to new, 
border-crossing legal problems such as climate 
change law, security, poverty and inequality.
• Legal scholars, sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists and 

cultural theorists offer critical engagements with transnational law and 
regulatory governance across a wide range of issues

• Explores the concept, theory and pedagogy of transnational law and its 
development into the present

• Contributions offer intriguing insights into the history and idea of 
transnational law and argue for its relevance as a critical framework 
for the study of law in a global context

Public international law

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.521pp   2 b/w illus.  4 tables   
978-1-108-49026-9   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

Cyber Operations and 
International Law
François Delerue | Institut de Recherche stratégique de 
l’École militaire

This book offers a comprehensive overview 
of the international law applicable to cyber 
operations. It is grounded in international law, 
but is also of interest for non-legal researchers, 
notably in political science and computer science. 
Outside academia, it will appeal to legal advisors, 
policymakers, and military organisations.
• Provides a comprehensive and systematic analysis of the international 

law applicable to cyber operations and question of remedies
• Highlights the limits of international law and demonstrates that 

international law does not constitute a panacea that solves all issues 
related to cyber operations

• Provides a detailed analysis of cyber interventions and discusses new 
possibilities cyberspace offers states to intervene in both the internal 
and external affairs of another state

Public international law | Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law, 
146

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.549pp 
978-1-108-49027-6   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 C
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International Law Reports
Volume 185
Edited by Christopher Greenwood | International Court 
of Justice

Volume 185 is devoted to International Court of 
Justice 2017 Convention for Suppression Financing 
Terrorism and Elimination of Racial Discrimination 
(Ukraine v. Russian Federation), 2019 Norwegian 
Supreme Court SIA North Star Ltd v. Public 
Prosecution Authority and the 2018 US Supreme 
Court Animal Science Products Inc v. Hebei 
Welcome Pharmaceutical Co Ltd.
• Reports on the International Court of Justice’s 2017 Order on 

Provisional Measures in Application of the International Convention for 
the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism and of the International 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 
(Ukraine v. Russian Federation)

• Contains the 2019 judgment of Norwegian Supreme Court in SIA 
North Star Ltd v. Public Prosecution Authority

• Covers the 2018 judgment of United States Supreme Court in Animal 
Science Products Inc v. Hebei Welcome Pharmaceutical Co Ltd

Public international law | International Law Reports, 185

January 2020   219 x 146 mm   c.904pp 
978-1-108-49768-8   Hardback £170.00 / US$220.00 R

International Judicial Review
When Should International Courts Intervene?
Shai Dothan | University of Copenhagen

The book explains when international courts 
should and when they should not intervene in 
domestic affairs. It is based on both empirical 
and theoretical inquires that circumscribe the 
cases when intervention of international courts is 
legitimate, likely to identify good legal solutions, 
and will lead to good outcomes.
• Addresses the problem of when international courts should intervene 

from multiple perspectives and thoroughly reviews many of the 
relevant arguments and counter-arguments

• Combines original empirical research which has broad normative 
implications and rational choice theoretical arguments 

• Applies to international courts’ theories that justify judicial review by 
national courts, with necessary improvements and adaptations

Public international law | Studies on International Courts and Tribunals

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.170pp   2 tables   
978-1-108-48876-1   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Systemic Earthquake and the 
Struggle for World Order
Exclusive Populism versus Inclusive Democracy
Ahmet Davutoğlu | Former Prime Minister of Turkey

Using the analogy of a devastating series of 
earthquakes, Davutoglu provides a new theoretical 
approach, conceptualization and methodology 
for understanding crisis in the post-Cold War 
era. Written by a former prime minister of Turkey, 
Systemic Earthquake and the Struggle for World 
Order gives unique insights into the crises of the present day.
• Informed by the diplomatic and political experiences of an author who 

served as Chief Advisor to the Prime Minister, and as Foreign Minister 
and Prime Minister

• Introduces the theory of systematic earthquake as a way of 
understanding the crises affecting the world today

• Sets out a vision for the future with recommendations to policy makers, 
civil society leaders, and informed citizens

UN and international organisations

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-48551-7   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

AVAILABLE OPEN ACCESS

Global Governance 
and the Emergence of 
Global Institutions for 
the 21st Century
Augusto Lopez-Claros | Global Governance Forum

All those who despair at the state of the world 
and its multiple problems will find in this book 
ambitious but reasonable proposals that will 
give our globalized world the institutions of 
international governance necessary to resolve 
pressing problems including peace, security, and climate change. This title 
is also available as Open Access.
• Identifies the major weaknesses in the United Nations system and 

proposes fundamental reforms to address each one
• Combines different perspectives and makes them accessible to a 

generalist readership
• Written by authors with many decades of experience with the 

international system
• This title is also available as Open Access
UN and international organisations

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.515pp   5 b/w illus.  11 tables   
978-1-108-47696-6   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

Preferential Services 
Liberalization
The Case of the European Union and Federal 
States
Johanna Jacobsson | IE University, Madrid

The book gives an in-depth analysis of the legal 
criteria that the World Trade Organization sets 
for preferential trade agreements in the area 
of services. It proposes a new methodology to 
study these agreements and will appeal to those 
involved in studying and making trade policy.
• Provides a comprehensive analysis of the criteria that WTO law sets for 

preferential trade agreements in the area of services
• Offers a legal treatment of the topic, rather than focusing on economic 

aspects or on the negotiation of said agreements
• Suggests a new methodology to study services liberalization by federal 

states and entities
International economic and trade law, WTO law | Cambridge International Trade 
and Economic Law

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.384pp 
978-1-108-47616-4   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Shareholders’ Claims for Reflective 
Loss in International Investment Law
Lukas Vanhonnaeker | McGill University, Montréal

This book is aimed at both academic and practitioner audiences. It 
analyses the policy underpinnings of shareholders’ claims for reflective 
loss, and will constitute an important tool for attorneys and arbitrators 
who have to address these types of claims.
• Undertakes an in-depth analysis of shareholders’ claims for reflective 

loss in international investment law
• Provides a critical analysis of the policy underpinnings of shareholders’ 

claims for reflective loss
• Proposes reforms of international investment law and arbitration
International economic and trade law, WTO law | Cambridge International Trade 
and Economic Law

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.375pp   14 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48943-0   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C
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International Arbitration
Three Salient Problems
Second edition
Stephen M. Schwebel | International Court of Justice

This second edition combines the historical analysis 
of the acclaimed first edition with a survey of 
contemporary practice and case law on three 
salient problems in international arbitration. For 
practitioners engaged with these problems before 
international tribunals, and for academics and 
students examining their origins and development.
• Addresses a key aspect of cross-border interactions: international 

arbitration
• Provides a thorough historical analysis of three salient problems in 

international arbitration that persist today
• Updates historical analysis with a detailed assessment of recent 

developments
Dispute resolution, mediation and arbitration | Hersch Lauterpacht Memorial 
Lectures, 24

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   400pp 
978-0-521-76802-3   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Adjudicating Trade and 
Investment Disputes
Convergence or Divergence?
Edited by Szilárd Gáspár-Szilágyi | Universitetet i Oslo

This book focuses on a much-discussed topic in international economic 
law: whether trade and investment law have gone on separate ways 
or whether they might be coming together. Using an interdisciplinary 
approach, the book looks at the narrow topic of convergence and 
divergence between trade and investment dispute settlement.
• Provides an inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary approach to the 

topic, using doctrinal methods and empirical methods such as network 
analysis and quantitative analysis     

• Deals specifically with the narrow issue of convergence and divergence 
between international trade and investment dispute settlement and 
provides a detailed analysis of how to conceptualize convergence and 
divergence in international economic law

• Authors from multiple fields, including trade law, investment law, EU 
law, public international law, practitioners and academics provide in-
depth analysis of the topic from several angles

Dispute resolution, mediation and arbitration | Studies on International Courts 
and Tribunals

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-48740-5   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

The American Influence on International 
Commercial Arbitration
Doctrinal Developments and Discovery Methods
Second edition
Pedro J. Martinez-Fraga | Bryan Cave, LLP

This book addresses the US common law and its doctrinal contribution to 
transparency, arbitrator immunity and evidence gathering in international 
commercial arbitration. It will be of use to law students, academics, 
commentators, judges, arbitral tribunals, and lawyers practicing in the 
field of international arbitration.
• Studies the doctrinal relationship between the US post-Civil War 

Reconstruction Era Supreme Court pronouncements and the doctrine 
of arbitrator immunity

• Examines and reexamines the existing evidence gathering rubric 
forming part of international commercial arbitration at a global level

• Analyzes the contributions and negatives that 28 USC §1782 brings to 
international commercial arbitration

Dispute resolution, mediation and arbitration

February 2020   253 x 177 mm   490pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-15152-9   Hardback c. £99.99 / c. US$149.99 P

Government Intervention 
in the Reorganisation of 
Listed Companies in China
Huimiao Zhao | Beijing University of Chemical Technology

The book contains in-depth theoretical discussion 
on legislative bankruptcy goals and administrative 
goals within the theoretical framework of China’s 
socialist market economy. It also provides a 
comprehensive overview of the reorganisation of 
listed companies, including details from actual 
legal practice.
• Applies a comprehensive empirical method to analyse the exact means 

and effects of government intervention
• Studies the actual bankruptcy practice of listed companies in China to 

allow readers to understand how bankruptcies of listed companies are 
conducted in China

• Clarifies how China’s socialist market economy influences the 
bankruptcy practice of listed companies

Corporate law, commercial law, company law

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-49665-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

The Cambridge Handbook 
of Corporate Law, 
Corporate Governance 
and Sustainability
Edited by Beate Sjåfjell | Universitetet i Oslo

This Handbook will be an essential reference for 
scholars, students, practitioners, policymakers, 
and general readers interested in how corporate 
law and governance have exacerbated our most 
pressing environmental, social and economic 
challenges, and how reforms to these fields can help us resolve those 
challenges and achieve sustainability.
• Presents corporate law, corporate governance, and sustainability as a 

distinct field and introduces readers to relevant concepts
• Provides a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in the 

field of corporate law, corporate governance and sustainability in 
jurisdictions around the world

• Provides analyses of predominant challenges faced in pursuing 
corporate sustainability, and current responses to those problems

Corporate law, commercial law, company law | Cambridge Law Handbooks

November 2019   253 x 177 mm   c.900pp   8 b/w illus.  9 tables   
978-1-108-47329-3   Hardback £155.00 / US$200.00 R
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Same-Sex Parenting and the 
Best Interests Principle
Lydia Bracken | University of Limerick

This book is written for academics, students, 
policymakers and practitioners interested in the 
legal recognition of LGBT+ parenting. It provides 
readers with a new conceptual framework for the 
best interests principle and demonstrates how 
to apply this framework in the areas of parental 
responsibility, adoption, donor-conception and 
surrogacy.
• Presents a new conceptual framework for the application of the best 

interests principle designed to provide broader guidance about what is 
‘best’ for children in particular situations

• Applies a socio-legal approach to the regulation of LGBT+ parenting 
and incorporates social science literature into the best interests 
assessment to consider the ‘best’ legal regulation of various pathways 
to parenting

• Provides a comprehensive examination of the pathways to parenting 
that may be available to LGBT+ parents and includes examination 
of the legal regulation of parental responsibility, adoption, donor 
conception and surrogacy

Family law

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.264pp 
978-1-108-49719-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Empire of Law
Nazi Germany, Exile Scholars and the Battle for 
the Future of Europe
Kaius Tuori | University of Helsinki

After World War Two, a new form of Europeanism 
emerged in legal history that gained momentum 
from European unification. This book explores 
the emergence of this new narrative as part of 
the process of exile from totalitarianism and 
its connection with the reestablishment of the 
European intellectual and political order.
• Explores the creation of the notion of the shared European legal 

tradition to help readers understand why and how Europe became 
such a key concept in law after World War Two

• Demonstrates the close relationship between the European legal 
narrative and the rise of human rights

• Brings to light the transatlantic nature of the European legal narrative 
and the role of German exiles in the UK and the US, showing an 
appreciation of the British and American contribution to the formation 
of the European legal tradition

European law | Cambridge Studies in European Law and Policy

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-48363-6   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Core Concepts in Criminal 
Law and Criminal Justice
Volume 1: Criminal Law
Edited by Kai Ambos | Georg-August-Universität, 
Göttingen, Germany

Scholars of comparative criminal law often do not 
understand each other, using the same terms with 
different meanings or vice versa. In this collection, 
authors from the Germanic and the Anglo-
American traditions collaborate to compare, and 
explore the connections and similarities between 
the basic concepts and structures of their systems.
• Compares Anglo-American with German concepts, doctrines, principles 

and structures
• Chapters are conceptual, transparent and explicit as to their 

methodology and research questions, including factual scenarios to 
illustrate the concepts being discussed

• All contributors are distinguished scholars with international 
reputations, from a diversity of backgrounds with either a more 
theoretical/normative or a more empirical focus

Criminal law

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.476pp   1 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-48339-1   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 P

Negotiating 
Transitional Justice
Firsthand Lessons from Colombia and Beyond
Mark Freeman | Institute for Integrated Transitions, 
Barcelona

Negotiating peace with justice is notoriously 
difficult. This book offers an original theory and set 
of essays on the topic, sharpened by the authors’ 
first-hand experience of the complex Colombian 
negotiations with the FARC rebels. Appealing to 
scholars and practitioners concerned with peace 
mediation, transitional justice and the Colombian talks.
• Offers a general theoretical framework on the choices and challenges 

of negotiating transitional justice as part of a larger peace or political 
settlement

• Includes a first-hand account of the way transitional justice was 
negotiated in the Colombian peace talks with the FARC

• Provides a collection of political and philosophical essays on the place 
of victims and justice in a contemporary negotiation similar to the one 
in Colombia

Criminal law

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   300pp 
978-1-107-18756-6   Hardback £79.99 / US$105.00 P 
978-1-316-63815-6   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P

Self, Others and the State
Relations of Criminal Responsibility
Arlie Loughnan | University of Sydney

This book is an original analysis of criminal 
responsibility, studying developments over the 
twentieth century within the context of Australian 
criminal law. Thoroughly researched and written in 
an accessible style, it will be of interest to scholars 
and graduate students in criminal law, legal theory 
and legal history.
• Provides a critical assessment of existing scholarship on criminal 

responsibility in the Australian criminal law context
• Marshalls theoretical and historical material to offer an original 

analysis of criminal responsibility
• Presents a new account of the significance of criminal responsibility to 

help readers understand its significance in criminal law
Criminal law | Law in Context

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.296pp 
978-1-108-49760-2   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C
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International Humanitarian Law
Second edition
Emily Crawford | University of Sydney

This book provides an accessible, scholarly, and up-to-date examination 
of international humanitarian law, with relevant cases, examples, and 
discussion questions. It offers students and teachers a comprehensive 
and logical discussion and analysis of the law, and the developing trends 
in theory and practice of the law.
• An up-to-date text featuring the latest research, providing students 

with access to cutting-edge debates in international humanitarian law
• Case studies and other real-life examples are provided, so students can 

see how the law is applied in practice
• Discussion questions supplemented with in-class role play scenarios 

and workshops offer better learning outcomes through student-led and 
student-focused learning

Contents: Introduction; 1. Historical development of international 
humanitarian law; 2. The contemporary legal basis of international 
humanitarian law and its fundamental principles; 3. Types of armed 
conflict; 4. Individual status in armed conflict: combatants, non-combatants, 
direct participation in hostilities and prisoners of war, and detention in 
non-international armed conflicts; 5. Protection of the wounded, sick and 
shipwrecked; 6. The law of occupation and the protection of civilians; 
7. Targeting; 8. Means and methods of warfare; 9. Implementation, 
enforcement and accountability; 10. Conclusion.
Humanitarian law, law of armed conflict

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.335pp   8 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-72771-6   Paperback c. £39.99 / c. US$55.99 X

Reimagining the National 
Security State
Liberalism on the Brink
Edited by Karen J. Greenberg | Fordham University, New 
York

This book gives the reader an eye-opening window 
onto the historical precedents and lasting impact 
the security state has had on civil liberties, human 
rights, and the rule of law in the name of the 
war on terror. This book will appeal to readers 
who want to understand the changes that have 
occurred in American government and society since 9/11.
• Provides the first in-depth analysis of the damage to the country’s 

founding principles caused by the national security state
• Brings together a group of distinguished scholars and practitioners 

to summarize what they understand has taken place in the national 
security space and how best to think about security and democracy 
going forward

• Addresses terrorism as a philosophical game changer in American 
discourse

Humanitarian law, law of armed conflict

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   260pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48438-1   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-73580-3   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 G

Military Necessity
The Art, Morality and Law of War
Nobuo Hayashi | United Nations Interregional Crime and 
Justice Research Institute

This book develops a new theory that challenges 
orthodox thinking on military necessity. Rich in 
the analysis of real-life examples, conceptual 
underpinnings and leading cases, its penetrating 
insights would interest lawyers, military 
organisations, and philosophers alike who are 
involved in international humanitarian law and war 
crimes law.
• Illustrates points with real-life examples from historical and modern 

operations and offers an exhaustive account of today’s leading cases
• Combines methodologies of international law and jurisprudence with 

those of military history, strategy and ethics, and demonstrates how 
various disciplines approach the subject and influence one another

• Develops a new theory that adds fresh elements and contexts to 
long-standing debates and enables the reader to follow the arguments 
critically, formulate their own views, and locate where genuine 
disagreement emerges

Humanitarian law, law of armed conflict

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.460pp   2 tables   
978-1-108-48471-8   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

Law Applicable to 
Armed Conflict
Ziv Bohrer | Bar-Ilan University, Israel

This book provides an in-depth study concerning 
the law applying to armed conflict. The novel 
‘trialogical’ method brings together three diverse 
expert viewpoints on the subject, reflecting the 
range of scholarship and practice within the 
shifting world order that is relevant for academics, 
students and practitioners of international law.
• Provides an interdisciplinary trialogue of experts on the law applicable 

to armed conflict
• Provides a multi-perspective approach to the topic, thereby bridging 

the camp mentality often found in academic debates and fostering a 
more engaged, cross-disciplinary debate

• Explicitly focusses on divergence and disagreement of authors and 
contributes to a richer understanding of the law applicable to armed 
conflicts

Humanitarian law, law of armed conflict | Max Planck Trialogues, 2

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.260pp 
978-1-108-48158-8   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-108-72298-8   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P
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The Biopolitics of 
Intellectual Property
Regulating Innovation and Personhood in the 
Information Age
Gordon Hull | University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Gordon Hull examines different ways of 
understanding power in copyright, trademark 
and patent policy: as law, as promotion of 
public welfare, and as promotion of neoliberal 
privatization. This book will be of interest to 
anyone interested in understanding why the 
struggle to conceptualize intellectual property matters.
• Proposes a new theory of intellectual property (IP) to offer readers a 

comprehensive view that integrates diverse developments across IP 
into one theoretical frame

• Advances research into biopower and law
• Takes economic arguments seriously without basing the argument on 

them, which allows readers to see the specificity and role of neoliberal 
economic arguments in current IP theories

Intellectual property

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   230pp 
978-1-108-48235-6   Hardback £84.99 / US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-71205-7   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Digital Data Collection and 
Information Privacy Law
Mark Burdon | Queensland University of Technology

Providing a foundation for future law reform, Burdon critically 
examines how information privacy law applies in a world where data 
about everything is collected. This timely work will appeal to scholars, 
students, and anyone interested in law and its role in a rapidly changing 
technological society.
• Multidisciplinary analysis highlights the challenges to information 

privacy law from the smart home
• Unpacks the overtly technical application of information privacy law
• Locates theories of privacy in the contemporary context of data 

analytics and vast stores of personal information
Intellectual property | Cambridge Intellectual Property and Information Law, 54

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   1 b/w illus.  5 tables   
978-1-108-41792-1   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Drafting Copyright Exceptions
From the Law in Books to the Law in Action
Emily Hudson | King’s College London

Hudson assesses drafting options of copyright 
exceptions using insights from the standards and 
rules literature and case studies from cultural 
institutions. This will appeal to copyright scholars, 
cultural institution staff, government reform bodies, 
and academics interested in socio-legal studies, 
standards and rules analysis, and social norms.
• Describes reported decision-making practices in relation to copyright 

management, as disclosed in interviews in Australia, Canada, the UK 
and the US

• Contains observations and recommendations in relation to the drafting 
of exceptions, including reform of sector-specific exceptions, and calls 
for greater use of ‘flexible drafting’ and fair use

• Connects to an existing scholarly debate in relation to the drafting of 
copyright exceptions, which will be useful for academics, law reform 
bodies and governments that are considering copyright law reform

Intellectual property | Cambridge Intellectual Property and Information Law, 51

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   364pp 
978-1-107-04331-2   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Patent Cultures
Diversity and Harmonization in Historical 
Perspective
Edited by Graeme Gooday | University of Leeds

Featuring contributors from a dozen countries, 
this comprehensive volume examines patenting 
through an interdisciplinary and global perspective. 
It reveals the persistent diversity of patent systems 
despite ongoing globalization projects and will 
appeal to historians of science and technology, 
policy experts, intellectual property lawyers, and 
economists alike. 
• Identifies public-directed features of national patent regimes – such 

as those addressing environmental and public health issues – that are 
often ignored

• Provides the first historical survey of global patents in over sixty years
• Challenges the triumphalist historical narrative of international patent 

harmonization
Intellectual property | Cambridge Intellectual Property and Information Law, 52

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.390pp   11 b/w illus.  15 tables   
978-1-108-47576-1   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Across Intellectual Property
Essays in Honour of Sam Ricketson
Edited by Graeme W. Austin | Victoria University of 
Wellington

Investigating fundamental issues in intellectual 
property (IP) law, this comparative collection brings 
together leading authors from around the world to 
provide perspectives across regimes, jurisdictions, 
and professions. This timely volume will appeal to a 
wide international audience that includes scholars, 
practicing lawyers, judges, and graduate students.
• Builds on the long, international cross-referencing in IP law and 

scholarship
• Provides a comparative collection, with contributors from the US, UK, 

Europe, Asia, Australia, and New Zealand
• Looks across the entire, evolving field of IP law to provide new insights 

on pressing issues
Intellectual property | Cambridge Intellectual Property and Information Law, 53

March 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.342pp   3 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48515-9   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Algorithms and Law
Edited by Martin Ebers | Humboldt University of Berlin 
Faculty of Law 

This collection is the first to comprehensively 
examine the implications of artificial intelligence 
(AI) technology on legal and regulatory systems. 
Featuring experts from Europe and the US this 
book will appeal to scholars of law, economics, 
and public policy, as well as readers generally 
interested in emerging legal questions related to 
algorithms.
• Avoids overly technical computer science explanations
• Case studies exposed offer a key resource for lawyers
• Addresses both conceptual and practical challenges facing legal 

systems
E-commerce law, internet law

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.319pp   1 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-42482-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C
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Blockchain Democracy
Technology, Law and the Rule of the Crowd
William Magnuson | Texas A&M Law School

Magnuson provides a captivating account of 
bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, and blockchain while 
revealing broader lessons about what happens 
when technology runs up against the law, markets, 
and human nature. This book will appeal to anyone 
interested in understanding how technology is 
changing our democracy, and how democracy is 
changing technology.
• Discusses foundational concepts in law, economics, psychology, and 

game theory, and applies them to internet regulation
• Readers will draw lessons that apply to pressing contemporary issues 

including data privacy, Big Tech, and national security
• Provides a comprehensive but accessible treatment of blockchain as a 

technology
E-commerce law, internet law

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   1 table   
978-1-108-48236-3   Hardback £84.99 / US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-71208-8   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Selection and Decision 
in Judicial Process 
around the World
Empirical Inquires
Edited by Yun-chien Chang | Academia Sinica, Taipei, 
Taiwan

This book empirically explores whether and under 
what conditions the judicial process is efficient. 
Eleven chapters in this book, authored by leading 
empirical legal scholars in the world, deal with 
these issues in the US, Canada, Germany, Japan, and Taiwan, as well as 
the European Court of Human Rights.
• Examines law and economics theories empirically, appealing to 

students of economic theories who are eager to learn the empirical 
validity of the theories

• Examines the behaviour of judges and will be of interest to lawyers, 
political scientists, and economists who want to know more about 
judicial behaviours in the civil context

• Looks at how litigants and litigators select cases to bring to court in 
various legal fields from around the world

Law and economics

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   28 b/w illus.  43 tables   
978-1-108-47487-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Human Germline Genome 
Modification and the 
Right to Science
A Comparative Study of National Laws and 
Policies
Edited by Andrea Boggio | Bryant University, Rhode Island

This book is an accessible guide to navigate how 
heritable gene editing is regulated around the 
world, and how international human rights law can 
inform the debate on how heritable gene editing 
should be regulated.
• Serves as a reference manual for those interested in knowing how 

human germline genome editing is regulated
• Proposes a new framework for the development of governance of 

human germline genome editing
• Reframes the debate on germline engineering at a time when a 

regulatory framework is urgently needed
Medical law, health law

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.654pp   6 b/w illus.  8 tables   
978-1-108-49987-3   Hardback £135.00 / US$175.00 C

Disability, Health, Law, and Bioethics
Edited by I. Glenn Cohen | Harvard Law School, Massachusetts

The ethical framing of disability has concrete impacts on the treatment 
of individuals with disability – from shaping health care, to influencing 
policy and law. Experts from diverse fields consider questions such as 
anti-discrimination law and access to care, making this volume a resource 
for anyone seeking a more nuanced view of disability.
• Offers policymakers concrete ways to better reshape legal and policy 

treatments of disability, including the creation of strategies for 
allocating and accessing health care

• Provides an interdisciplinary approach, with diverse perspectives 
ranging from the clinical to the philosophical

• Readers will glean a nuanced understanding of the characterizations of 
disablement, particularly the notion of ‘mere difference’

Medical law, health law

March 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.380pp 
978-1-108-48597-5   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 P 
978-1-108-72540-8   Paperback £38.99 / US$49.99 P

Policing the Womb
Invisible Women and the Criminalization of 
Motherhood
Michele Goodwin | University of Minnesota School of Law

This book tells the hidden story of the 
criminalization of pregnant women, including 
how doctors reveal women’s confidential medical 
history to law enforcement and prosecutors, and 
how states increasingly enact laws that criminalize 
all manner of conduct during pregnancy.
• Offers a new lens to understand the state’s 

policing of pregnant women’s bodies
• Exposes the laws that undermine women’s civil rights and the rise in 

these laws that seek to punish women during their pregnancies
• Brings to the forefront how racism in healthcare continues to harm 

women of color, including during pregnancy, and how a focus on the 
rights of middle-class white women has obscured the more deadly 
attacks on poor women and their reproductive health

Socio-legal studies

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   224pp   1 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-03017-6   Hardback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Red Zones
Criminal Law and the Territorial Governance of 
Marginalized People
Marie-Eve Sylvestre | University of Ottawa

Examines the court-imposed territorial restrictions 
and bail and sentencing conditions that are 
increasingly issued in criminal proceedings. This 
will interest academics in law, socio-legal studies, 
urban studies, geography, and criminology and be 
of use to policy-makers and practitioners working 
in criminal procedure and court reform.
• Highlights the role of courts and legal actors working in the criminal 

justice system in the spatial governance of marginalized people in 
urban public spaces

• Proposes an interdisciplinary outlook on punitive strategies used 
against different groups of individuals who use urban public spaces 

• Emphasizes the crucial role of space and time in governing 
marginalized people

Socio-legal studies

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   274pp   14 b/w illus.  8 maps  28 tables   
978-1-107-18423-7   Hardback £79.99 / US$105.00 P 
978-1-316-63541-4   Paperback £24.99 / US$29.99 P
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Law and Identity in Israel
A Century of Debate
Nir Kedar | Bar-Ilan University, Israel

This book analyzes the efforts to forge a 
progressive and ‘authentic’ Israeli law that would 
express Jewish identity, and in the process tackles 
the complex meaning of Judaism: as a religion, 
culture and nationality. It examines the challenges 
of transplanting Judaism in the laws of a modern 
state.
• Examines the attempts to forge an original and authentic Israeli law 

that embodies and expresses Israeli-Jewish identity
• Discusses the ways Israeli jurists have found to express Israeli-Jewish 

identity
• Investigates the Zionist and Israeli meta-cultural debate
Socio-legal studies | Cambridge Studies in Law and Judaism

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   236pp 
978-1-108-48435-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Everyday Justice
Law, Ethnography, Injustice
Edited by Sandra Brunnegger | University of Cambridge

Everyday Justice destabilizes any essentializing 
construal of the idea of justice by opening up new 
approaches to the concept of justice. This timely 
volume provides rich ethnographic material and 
locates the question of justice within the texture 
of specific and particular everyday social relations, 
places, and times.
• Provides both ethnographic material and theoretical reflections on 

justice
• Opens up new approaches for conceptualizing justice, thereby 

advancing our understanding of key social and political concepts
• Offers perspectives on, and compelling cross-cultural insights into, law, 

politics, social justice, and activism
Socio-legal studies | Cambridge Studies in Law and Society

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.224pp 
978-1-108-48721-4   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Tax and Culture
Convergence, Divergence, and the Future of 
Tax Law
Michael A. Livingston | Rutgers University School of Law

This book applies the insights of anthropology, 
sociology, and other social sciences to tax law, 
where they are frequently ignored. This first cultural 
study of taxation in an international context will be 
of interest to scholars, students, and practitioners 
interested in tax systems and policy.
• Provides a more sophisticated understanding of 

contemporary tax issues by applying the insights of a variety of social 
sciences

• Discusses societies usually ignored by tax scholars, including China, 
India, and other non-Western societies 

• Connects tax law with research in other comparative law subjects to 
make tax law less isolated and more interesting to non-specialists

Taxation

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   154pp 
978-1-107-13684-7   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

International Commercial Tax
Second edition
Peter Harris | University of Cambridge

Fully updated, this evaluation of the international 
tax order considers the outcomes of the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD)’s base erosion and profit 
sharing (BEPS) project and the consequential 
revisions of the OECD and United Nation Model 
tax treaties. Illustrated with practical examples, 
this book will challenge postgraduate students, 
practitioners, and academics to think more deeply about tax issues.
• Practical examples illustrate law in action
• Comments on recent developments, including those prompted by 

globalization, electronic commerce, and sustainable development
• Offers proposals for the future development of the international tax 

system
Taxation | Cambridge Tax Law Series

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.520pp   2 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47781-9   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C

Contemporary 
Australian Tort Law
Joanna Kyriakakis | Monash University, Victoria

Contemporary Australian Tort Law is an engaging, 
accessible and student-friendly introduction to the 
law of torts in Australia. This unique text covers 
the foundational topics of tort law in a logical 
structure.
• Includes a clear overview of different torts and 

key legal principles
• Principles text with a good range of cases with commentary in the text, 

hyperlinked to cases and legislation in the ebook
• Presents a print and eBook combination with a multitude of supporting 

pedagogy for practical skills development
Tort law

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   666pp 
978-1-108-62625-5   Papaerback with Online Resource 
£89.99 / US$140.00 X

Maimonides and 
Contemporary Tort Theory
Law, Religion, Economics, and Morality
Yuval Sinai | Orot Israel College

The book presents, for the first time, Maimonides’ 
complete tort theory, and how it compares with 
other tort theories both in the Jewish world and 
beyond. Drawing on sources old and new, this 
book offers fresh interdisciplinary perspectives on 
important moral, consequentialist, economic, and 
religious issues.
• Establishes rational, systematic legal theory that allows for a full 

presentation and overview of Maimonides’ comprehensive conception 
of tort law

• Provides a new perspective on the understanding of Jewish legal and 
philosophical tradition

• Suggests that Maimonides’ approach also holds some lessons for 
contemporary tort theories

Tort law | Cambridge Studies in Law and Judaism

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   400pp   6 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-17929-5   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C
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Pierson v. Post, The 
Hunt for the Fox
Law and Professionalization in American Legal 
Culture
Angela Fernandez | University of Toronto

Offers new understandings of the famous 
foxhunting case, Pierson v. Post, and its role in 
legal education and legal professionalization. This 
book is meant for legal historians, lawyers, and law 
professors and students.
• Challenges the view that the law of capture is best and seeks 

to restore to the case features which have been edited out of its 
reproduction in law school casebooks

• Uses the methods of social history, intellectual history, and law 
as literary text, appealing to historians immersed in a range of 
methodological approaches

• Begins with an excavation of the details surrounding the case, 
correcting factual errors, and drawing on the author’s discovery of the 
original judgment roll

Property law | Cambridge Historical Studies in American Law and Society

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   393pp 
978-1-108-79070-3   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 C 
Also available 
978-1-107-03928-5   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Modernising Legal Education
Edited by Catrina Denvir | Monash University, Victoria

Providing diverse perspectives on the skills 
needed by future lawyers, this collection is a key 
resource for law students, teachers, regulators, 
and practitioners. Its insightful examination of 
educational innovations and learning technologies 
will also appeal to anyone interested in pedagogy, 
legal technology, design-thinking, and experiential 
learning.
• Informs curriculum development for legal educators by drawing on 

new ways of teaching with technology
• Provides cutting edge, practical examples of innovations in legal 

technology
• The authors explore how their educational innovations were designed, 

developed and deployed
Legal skills and practice

February 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.280pp   16 b/w illus.  4 tables   
978-1-108-47575-4   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Fiduciaries and Trust
Ethics, Politics, Economics and Law
Edited by Paul B. Miller | University of Notre Dame, Indiana

This book explores the interactions of fiduciary law 
and trust, drawing on insights into personal and 
political trust from various disciplines. It explores 
the full scope of extension claimed for the fiduciary 
principle, from its heartland in private law, to 
its frontiers in public law and government more 
broadly.
• Explores the fiduciary principle and trust from a range of disciplines 

and perspectives
• Offers insights from discipline experts at the very top of their field, and 

also gives a sense of the scholarship to come
• The collection explores a range of legal settings, from international law, 

to public law, to private law
Private law

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.352pp   3 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-48042-0   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C
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National Policy, Global Giants
How Australia Built and Lost its Automotive 
Industry
John Wormald | Autopolis Strategy Consultants

Describing the lifecycle of an auto-industry – its 
birth, growth, functioning and death – and the 
shifting relationship it has with the government 
that supports it, this book will appeal to leaders 
and managers in the automotive industry and 
officials in the public sector who are responsible 
for this industry.
• Presents a structured description of how the global automotive 

industry has developed and works
• Describes the growth of motorized transport in Australia, and the 

growth of and changes in the market for automobiles in Australia
• Reflects on the quality of the formulation and review of government 

sectoral support policies
Strategic management

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.358pp 
978-1-108-48606-4   Hardback £34.99 / US$44.99 P

Microfoundations
Nature, Debate, and Promise
Nicolai J. Foss | Università Commerciale Luigi Bocconi, Milan

Provides a characterization of microfoundations 
based on classical work on the methodology 
of social science, and documents and discusses 
its manifestations in management research. It 
also covers the relation of microfoundations to 
multilevel research, criticisms of microfoundations, 
and empirical research strategies for 
microfoundations.
Strategic management | Elements in Business Strategy

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-46898-5   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Soho at Work
Pleasure and Place in Contemporary London
Melissa Tyler | University of Essex

An ethnographic study of working in sex shops in 
London’s Soho, combining archival material, literary 
sources, photographic materials and interviews 
with the men and women employed there. 
The book draws together insights from history, 
geography and cultural studies to tell the unseen 
story of this fascinating work place.
• Based on an original study conducted over a ten-year period of a 

well known and much written about setting, focusing on an under-
researched group of workers

• A contemporary ‘history’ that provides a narrative account of changes 
and continuities shaping this fascinating and vibrant working 
community

• Illustrated with insightful extracts from interviews, field notes and 
photographs taken by the author

Organisation studies

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   254pp   19 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-18273-8   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-316-63559-9   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P
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Professional Occupations 
and Organizations
Daniel Muzio | University of York

This Element engages with fundamental questions concerning the future 
trajectory of professions as a distinct occupational category and of the 
formal organizations, which represent, employ or host professionals. 
Starting with a literature review, it then covers challenges and explore 
developments facing professions and organizations.
Organisation studies | Elements in Organization Theory

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp   3 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-78985-1   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Partnerships that Last
Identifying the Keys to Resilient Collaboration
Heather Getha-Taylor | University of Kansas

Communities across the United States face 
problems not easily solved by any one organization 
or sector. Partners must work together over time 
to address these shared priorities. This Element 
compares and contrasts a sample of enduring 
voluntary partnerships with those that have ended 
to identify features that contribute to collaborative 
resilience.
Organisation studies | Elements in Public and Nonprofit Administration

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-74528-4   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Dynamic Growth of Chinese 
Firms in the Global Market
Challenges, Strategies and Implications
David Tse | The University of Hong Kong

Based on original research over four decades, this 
book examines how Chinese multinationals (state-
owned and private) navigate the socio-political 
environment in China to grow, prosper and expand 
abroad. It includes an examination of many of their 
innovative strategies, illustrated with detailed case 
studies.
• Helps readers understand the unprecedented economic growth in 

China in the last four decades
• Discusses how Chinese firms expand globally and the key drivers of 

their growth
• Uses many detailed case studies of both state-owned and private 

enterprises
International business

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   250pp 
978-1-107-06012-8   Hardback c. £60.00 / c. US$95.00 P 
978-1-107-62975-2   Paperback c. £23.99 / c. US$38.00 P

TEXTBOOK

Strategic Compensation 
and Talent Management
Lessons for Managers
Jed DeVaro | California State University, East Bay

Written for managers, this core textbook 
on compensation develops a market-driven 
perspective, informally presented in an engaging, 
narrative style. It is ideal for M.B.A. and 
professional master’s students taking courses in 
compensation, rewards management, or personnel economics, as well as 
advanced business undergraduates and experienced managers.
• DeVaro presents the core course material in an informal, narrative style 

that puts readers in the manager’s chair
• Focuses readers on practical issues and leads them to work through 

situations as if they were the manager (or employee, as the case may 
be)

• Every chapter ends with a ‘lessons for managers’ section that gives 
practical advice and distills the main takeaways for managers

• Includes a case discussion at the end of each chapter, with additional 
case discussion available online (thirty in total)

Contents: Acronyms; Preface; Case discussions; 1. Introduction; 
2. Compensation contract failure and wage theft; 3. Compensating 
differentials; 4. External constraints on pay; 5. Internal constraints 
on pay; 6. Compensation analytics I; 7. Compensation analytics II; 
8. Training; 9. Pay for performance; 10. Executive compensation and 
stock options; 11. Benefits; 12. Turnover management and talent 
retention; 13. Promotions and pay; 14. Negotiation and bargaining; 
15. Compensation in nonprofits, the public sector, and small businesses; 
Last remark; Further resources; Index.
Human resource management

April 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.350pp   14 b/w illus.  18 tables   
978-1-108-49520-2   Hardback c. £99.99 / c. US$134.99 X 
978-1-108-81743-1   Paperback c. £39.99 / c. US$54.99 X

TEXTBOOK

Managing Employee 
Performance and Reward
Systems, Practices and Prospects
Third edition
John Shields | University of Sydney

The third edition has been thoroughly revised and 
updated by a new four-member author team. It 
features a new conceptual framework based on 
systems thinking and a dual model of strategic 
alignment and psychological engagement. It 
provides a balance between research evidence and practice, and is 
enhanced with a more applied and technical approach.
• Contains excellent links between strategy and implementation
• Presents a more applied/technical ‘how to’ approach in the new edition
• Includes instructor resources to accompany the text

Contents: 1. Performance and reward basics 2. Strategic alignment 
and psychological engagement 3. Managing for results; 4. Performance 
appraisal and management; 5. Reviewing, discussing and developing 
employee performance; 6. Base pay; 7. Employee benefits; 8. Recognising 
and rewarding individual performance; 9. Collective short-term incentive 
plans; 10. Employee share ownership; 11. System review, change and 
development; 12. New horizons in performance and reward management.
Human resource management

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.452pp 
978-1-108-70104-4   Paperback £59.99 / US$109.95 X
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The Business of Healthcare Innovation
Third edition
Edited by Lawton Robert Burns | Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania

This updated third edition offers a comprehensive and comparative 
analysis of the technologies fueling the major life-enhancing 
improvements in healthcare globally, including the ingredients for their 
successful development and commercialisation. Based on solid research, 
it focuses on practical business strategy issues for executives and 
students.
• An updated edition of the authoritative guide to the business models 

and market structure of the tech sectors in healthcare
• Features new chapters on the pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology 

startups and med-tech startups
• Aimed at executives, graduate students and researchers in the fields of 

healthcare management and innovation
Entrepreneurship and innovation

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.575pp   196 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47944-8   Hardback £94.99 / US$125.00 P 
978-1-108-74906-0   Paperback £34.99 / US$44.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Effective Negotiation
From Research to Results
Fourth edition
Ray Fells | University of Western Australia, Perth

Effective Negotiation is a practical and thematic 
approach to negotiation and mediation in 
professional contexts. It describes the key elements 
of negotiations and explains the core tasks 
involved in reaching an agreement.
• Encourages a stage model of negotiation, where 

distributive and integrative are sub-processes 
• Features clear links between research and practice, reinforced by 

appropriate, well researched case studies
• Includes an accompanying website for instructors

Contents: 1. Why isn’t negotiation straightforward?; 2. Negotiators are 
people, not robots; 3. Establishing what can be achieved by negotiating; 
4. Strategically managing the negotiation process; 5. Differentiation: 
managing the exchange of information; 6. Exploration: finding a better 
outcome; 7. Exchange: getting the other party to agree; 8. Strategically 
managing deadlocks; 9. Overcoming deadlocks through mediation; 
10. Negotiation in practice: negotiators building bridges on behalf 
of others; 11. Negotiation in practice: managing negotiations in the 
workplace; 12. Negotiation in practice: managing business negotiations; 
13. Cross-cultural negotiations: much the same but different; 
14. Conclusion: becoming an effective negotiator.
Management (general)

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.476pp   52 b/w illus.  6 colour illus.  47 tables   
978-1-108-70129-7   Paperback £59.99 / US$77.99 X

TEXTBOOK

Research Methods in 
Business Studies
Fifth edition
Pervez Ghauri | University of Birmingham

This accessible guide provides clear and practical 
explanations of key research methods in business 
studies, presenting a step-by-step approach to data 
collection, analysis and problem solving. Advanced 
undergraduate and postgraduate students will find 
it an indispensable aid when writing reports and 
dissertations.
• Includes five new and dedicated chapters on qualitative and 

quantitative data collection and analysis
• Includes even more examples and exercises in each chapter
• Provides practical guidelines for dissertation and report writing

Contents: Part I. Challenges and Ambiguities of Business Research: 
1. Introduction; 2. Research in business studies; Part II. The Research 
Process: 3. The research process; 4. Research problems; 5. Research 
design; 6. Measurements; Part III. Implementation: 7. Data collection 
for qualitative research; 8. Qualitative data analysis; 9. Data collection 
for quantitative research; 10. Description and preliminary analysis of 
quantitative data; 11. Multiple regression; 12. Additional methods of 
quantitative analysis; 13. Cross-cultural research; 14. Writing the final 
report.
Management (general)

February 2020   244 x 170 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-48674-3   Hardback c. £84.99 / c. US$110.00 X 
978-1-108-70824-1   Paperback c. £39.99 / c. US$59.99 X

The Liberal Arts and 
Management Education
A Global Agenda for Change
Howard Thomas | Boston University

Advocates for integrating liberal arts with 
management to form a new and more holistic 
undergraduate curriculum blending technical and 
analytic acumen with creativity, critical thinking, 
and ethical intelligence. The book will appeal to 
business school administrators, scholars of higher 
education, policymakers and commentators alike.
• Introduces the concept of liberal management education
• Provides real-world examples of how liberal management education 

has been successfully implemented
• Gives liberal management education a global range, increasing its 

versatility and applicability across different cultural zones
Management (general)

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.272pp 
978-1-108-47315-6   Hardback £39.99 / US$49.99 P
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Reason and Cause
Social Science and the Social World
Richard Ned Lebow | King’s College London

Philosophy and social science assume that reason 
and cause are objective and universally applicable 
concepts. Through close readings of ancient and 
modern philosophy, history and literature, Lebow 
demonstrates that these concepts are specific to 
time and place. He also shows why and how they 
evolve.
• Focuses on three eras of Western history: classical Athens, the 

Enlightenment and Victorian England, and the early twentieth century
• Builds bridges between philosophy, social science and literature
• Undercuts foundational assumptions of philosophy and social science 

as currently conceived
Political theory

March 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.366pp 
978-1-108-47943-1   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

In the Name of Liberty
The Argument for Universal Unionization
Mark R. Reiff | University of California, Davis

This book illustrates how the argument from liberty, once properly 
understood, leads to the same place as the argument from equality, 
rather than conflicts with it as those on the right often argue. Reiff shows 
how this argument can be used to justify not only universal unionization, 
but also a wide variety of other progressive policies.
• Reclaims the argument from liberty from the political right
• Paves the way for political philosophers to give unionization the same 

detailed attention they have long devoted to inequality, but have not 
applied to unionization before

• Provides the first and only moral argument for universal unionization – 
the mandatory unionization of every firm – that is consistent with the 
principles of liberal capitalism

Political theory

April 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.432pp 
978-1-108-49540-0   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

TEXTBOOK

Black Political Thought
From David Walker to the Present
Edited by Sherrow O. Pinder | California State University, 
Chico

A unique anthology of speeches and articles 
from over 150 years of African American 
history, providing in-depth examinations and 
critical analyses of topics such as slavery and 
black feminism. Students are equipped with a 
comprehensive account of how these issues have 
fundamentally shaped and continue to shape black political thinking.
• Includes the works of influential figures such as Frederick Douglass, W. 

E. B. Du Bois and Kathleen Neal Cleaver
• Parts and chapters are arranged thematically, with introductions by 

black scholars
• Features include author biographies, end-of-chapter questions, further 

readings and a glossary of terms

Contents: Preface; Introduction; Key concepts, ideas, and issues that have 
formed black political thought; Part I. Slavery and its Discontents: Let 
your Motto Be Resistance! Resistance! Resistance!; 1. Our wretchedness 
in consequence of slavery; 2. An address to the slaves of the United 
States; 3. Comparative condition of the colored people of the United 
States; 4. What to the slave is the Fourth of July?; 5. Why sit ye here 
and die; Part II. Reconstruction: 6. Of the dawn of freedom; 7. Political 
independence of the Negro; 8. The case of the Negro; Part III. Black 

Nationalism: 9. A vindication of the capacity of the Negro race for self-
government, and civilized progress; 10. The true solution of the Negro 
problem; 11. Toward black liberation; Part IV. Race and Racism: 12. The 
race-problem in America; 13. The conservation of the races; 14. Lynch laws 
in all its phases; Part V. Feminism and Difference: 15. The progress of 
colored women; 16. What’s in a name? Womanism, black feminism and 
beyond; 17. To be black, male, and ‘feminist’ – making womanist space 
for black men; Part VI. Past, Present, and Future Issues: 18. Whiteness as 
property; 19. Whiteness, racism, and identity; 20. The antidemocratic power 
of whiteness; Glossary; Index.
Texts in political thought

November 2019   246 x 189 mm   372pp 
978-1-107-19972-9   Hardback £89.99 / US$115.00 X

978-1-316-64899-5   Paperback £39.99 / US$49.99 X

Rejecting Compromise
Legislators’ Fear of Primary Voters
Sarah E. Anderson | University of California, Santa Barbara

This investigation of national, state, and local 
legislators tackles a pressing problem: the gridlock 
arising from politicians rejecting compromise 
for fear of punishment from voters in primary 
elections. Examining legislative behavior and 
possible negotiation reforms, this book will interest 
scholars and students studying polarization, 
Congress, American politics, and public policy.
• Presents experimental, survey, and observational evidence from elected 

legislators to understand how they view compromise and their voters
• Exemplifies problem-oriented research with investigations of 

legislators, their voters, and policy reforms
• Focuses on rejection of compromises that move policy toward what 

legislators prefer
American government, politics, policy

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.182pp   18 b/w illus.  12 tables   
978-1-108-48795-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Campus Diversity
The Hidden Consensus
John M. Carey | Dartmouth College, New Hampshire

Media, politicians, and the courts portray college 
campuses as divided over diversity and affirmative 
action. But what do students and faculty really 
think? Deploying a novel technique to elicit honest 
opinions, this book finds far more consensus than 
division, revealing broad support for decisions that 
favor traditionally underrepresented groups.
• Provides new, reliable information about attitudes toward affirmative 

action and campus diversity
• Breaks out attitudes by students’ race, ethnicity, gender, socio-

economic status, and political partisanship
• Presents all statistical results graphically
American government, politics, policy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.274pp   60 b/w illus.  8 tables   
978-1-108-47795-6   Hardback £79.99 / US$105.00 P 
978-1-108-74530-7   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P
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Neighborhood Defenders
Participatory Politics and America’s Housing 
Crisis
Katherine Levine Einstein | Boston University

Neighborhood Defenders reveals how local politics 
contributes to the current housing crisis – by 
empowering unrepresentative groups of privileged 
homeowners to restrict the supply of new housing 
through participatory housing permitting processes. 
Their participation exacerbates inequality and 
reduces new housing in the places that most need 
it.
• Shows how politics shapes housing policy and availability
• Uncovers how land use regulations and participatory gaps intersect to 

reproduce inequality
• Tests theory through rigorous empirics to provide a systematic yet 

deeply textured examination of local housing politics
American government, politics, policy

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.228pp   29 b/w illus.  21 tables   
978-1-108-47727-7   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-108-70851-7   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Dangerously Divided
How Race and Class Shape Winning and Losing 
in American Politics
Zoltan L. Hajnal | University of California, San Diego

Dangerously Divided is for scholars, lay readers, 
journalists, and policy makers who are interested 
in American politics, race and ethnicity, class 
and inequality, US elections, representation, 
partisanship, and polarization. It is essential 
reading for understanding the underlying contours 
of contemporary American politics. 
• Rigorously compares the effects of race, class, and other demographic 

factors on partisanship and representation in American democracy, 
tracking trends over time

• Measures representation across both electoral and policy outcomes, 
drawing on data collected over many decades at federal and local 
levels

• Suggests practical changes to make democracy more even and to 
reduce racial inequality

American government, politics, policy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   370pp   23 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48700-9   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 P 
978-1-108-71972-8   Paperback £21.99 / US$27.95 G

Trump and Us
What He Says and Why People Listen
Roderick P. Hart | University of Texas, Austin

Trump and Us offers a fresh perspective on how 
Donald Trump became president and maintains his 
popularity, taking seriously the breadth and depth 
of his support. Through a rhetorical analysis of the 
2016 campaign and early presidency, the book 
identifies four emotions central to Trump’s hold on 
his supporters.
• Pays attention to the emotional dimensions of politics, above and 

beyond politics’ cognitive and ideological aspects
• Presents a vast array of data pertaining to the 2016 election and 

the resulting Trump presidency, using human and computerized text 
analysis of Trump’s words, voters’ remarks, and media commentary, 
as well as text archives of past presidential campaigns for historical 
comparison

• Listens carefully to those who support Donald Trump, a constituency 
that is often ignored, misunderstood, or reviled

American government, politics, policy | Communication, Society and Politics

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.276pp   9 b/w illus.  26 tables   
978-1-108-49081-8   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 G 
978-1-108-79641-5   Paperback £18.99 / US$24.99 G

Republican Party Politics 
and the American 
South, 1865–1968
Boris Heersink | Fordham University, New York

Traces the transformation of the Republican Party 
in the South after Reconstruction from a biracial 
organization to a mostly all-white one. This shift, 
combined with laws passed to disenfranchise 
blacks during the Jim Crow era, helps explain how 
the GOP emerged as a competitive and ultimately 
dominant electoral party in the late-twentieth century South.
• Little is known about the GOP in the South after Reconstruction and 

before the 1960s – this book helps fill that knowledge gap
• Analyzes how the composition of the GOP in each state changed over 

time, and how the Southern GOP changed from a biracial party to an 
almost-exclusively white one

• Helps explain how the Republican Party become a competitive, and 
eventually dominant, electoral party in the late-twentieth century South

American government, politics, policy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   356pp   52 b/w illus.  38 tables   
978-1-107-15843-6   Hardback c. £64.99 / c. US$34.99 P

978-1-316-61092-3   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$32.99 P

Making Young Voters
Converting Civic Attitudes into Civic Action
John B. Holbein | University of Virginia

This potentially paradigm-shifting book uses an 
interdisciplinary perspective to challenge existing 
theories of voter turnout, focusing on solutions 
geared towards civic education and electoral 
reform to increase dismal rates of youth turnout. 
The authors investigate reasons and remedies for 
the gap between youth turnout intentions and 
behaviors.
• Guided by multiple disciplines, this comprehensive study on the youth 

voting crisis provides insights on how to help young people overcome 
personal and structural barriers to participation

• Formulated at the intersection of various disciplines; not only political 
science, but other fields just as relevant to voter turnout, such as 
economics, psychology, and education

• Documents how civic education has fallen short but can be improved 
to develop young people into active participants in American 
democracy

American government, politics, policy

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.282pp   42 b/w illus.  8 tables   
978-1-108-48842-6   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-72633-7   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$29.99 P

The Power of Global 
Performance Indicators
Edited by Judith Kelley | Duke University, North Carolina

This book demonstrates the ways global 
performance indicators (GPIs), such as ratings and 
rankings, influence policy and governance. Kelley 
and Simmons discuss how, why, and when ratings 
work, launching a fresh debate about power in the 
modern age.
• This book can help us gain insights for how to 

design a better rating or ranking and how to make it work better
• Moves debate beyond the validity of particular ratings and rankings to 

actually demonstrate causal relationships and why we should care
• Examines the influence of ratings and rankings across multiple issues, 

demonstrating that GPIs apply broadly
American government, politics, policy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.424pp   57 b/w illus.  40 tables   
978-1-108-48720-7   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C
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A Political Science Manifesto 
for the Age of Populism
Challenging Growth, Markets, Inequality, and Resentment
David M. Ricci | Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Modern capitalism, via creative destruction, produces economic winners 
and losers. The US needs political thought focused not only on efficiency, 
but also community. If creativity continues – as with driverless cars and 
3-D printing – its social effects must be mitigated to avoid electoral 
backlashes into the undemocratic politics of populism.
• Starts to answer many of the questions people have about populism, 

investigating the roots of the resentment that generates political 
populism by unearthing the downsides of creative destruction and 
critiquing mainstream economic thinking

• Provides a focus for scholars who want to make specific, tangible, 
useful, and repeated contributions to the public conversation rather 
than to speculate more broadly and abstractly about what has brought 
President Trump and populist leaders in other countries to power in 
recent years

American government, politics, policy

March 2020   216 x 140 mm   c.204pp 
978-1-108-47942-4   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-74305-1   Paperback c. £22.99 / c. US$28.99 P

Immigration and the 
American Ethos
Morris Levy | University of Southern California

What do Americans want from immigration policy 
and why? The conventional wisdom emphasizes 
the influence of prejudice and ethno-nationalism. 
This book challenges that view, arguing that, for 
the most part, commitment to the American creed 
guides public opinion on immigration and explains 
seemingly ambivalent views across different 
controversies.
• Develops and rigorously tests a new theory of American public opinion 

on immigration, explaining why so many Americans hold a mixture of 
pro- and anti-immigrant positions 

• Demonstrates the relevance and force of the theory across issue 
domains, over time, and using a combination of observational and 
experimental evidence 

• Challenges conventional views about the relationship between 
prejudice and core values, the role and meaning of ‘identity’ in 
structuring political choice, and the influence of political culture on 
public opinion

• Yields insights for political strategy and framing
American government, politics, policy | Cambridge Studies in Public Opinion and 
Political Psychology

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.240pp 
978-1-108-48881-5   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-73887-3   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 G

False Alarm
The Truth about Political Mistruths in the  
Trump Era
Ethan Porter | George Washington University, Washington 
DC

Does Trump’s election mean Americans reflexively 
resist factual information? Evidence strongly 
suggests not. Americans across the political 
spectrum are responsive to factual information, 
even when facts undercut claims made by their 
party’s politicians. However, being more factually 
accurate does not generally change people’s political beliefs.
American government, politics, policy | Elements in American Politics

October 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.80pp   24 b/w illus.  3 tables   
978-1-108-70592-9   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Varieties of Democracy
Measuring Two Centuries of Political Change
Michael Coppedge | University of Notre Dame, Indiana

The Varieties of Democracy project rates hundreds 
of features of democracy and institutions in nearly 
all countries. This volume answers questions about 
where the data comes from, how to interpret it, 
and how to use it responsibly. It is an essential 
reference for journalists, researchers, teachers, and 
students who use the data frequently.
• Offers increased accessibility via guidance to users: what pitfalls to 

avoid and best practices for getting the most from these distinctive 
data

• Will help interested scholars understand how specific variables are 
developed and validated, and how to incorporate them into empirical 
research, to help scholars across fields incorporate them into their own 
work

• Can be used across fields by scholars specializing in political science, 
economics, sociology, law, and history

• Provides insight into the key decisions that went into the creation of 
the V-Dem dataset: regarding concepts, data collection, measurement 
methods, index construction, and validation

Comparative politics

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.244pp   44 b/w illus.  36 tables   
978-1-108-42483-7   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 R

The Chain of Representation
Preferences, Institutions, and Policy across 
Presidential Systems
Brian F. Crisp | Washington University, St Louis

This comparative analysis of eighteen Latin 
American countries shows how formal institutions 
affect the extent to which democracies adopt 
politics that reflect the policy preferences of 
their citizens. An excellent resource for scholars 
of comparative politics, political behavior, and 
institutional design, this book offers a basis for 
graduate-level courses.
• Provides a thorough yet accessible empirical analysis
• Presents a step-by-step construction of a theory beginning with explicit 

assumptions about what voters and politicians want
• Readers will see why rules guaranteeing the existence of open societies 

can also introduce dissonance between voter preferences and policy
Comparative politics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.285pp   44 b/w illus.  26 tables   
978-1-108-47801-4   Hardback £84.99 / US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-74541-3   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

Organizing Against 
Democracy
The Local Organizational Development of Far 
Right Parties in Greece and Europe
Antonis A. Ellinas | University of Cyprus

Organizing Against Democracy illuminates answers 
to the question of how far-right parties try to 
establish roots in democratic societies. Ellinas 
examines the local organizational ‘lives’ of three 
of the most extreme parties in Europe and the 
responses of democratic actors against them.
• Explores a timely topic, as public interest in far right actors and how 

they come to rise has increased in recent years
• Takes a creative approach by systematically examining the ‘lives’ of 

local far-right party organizations
Comparative politics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.281pp   24 b/w illus.  8 tables   
978-1-108-41514-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Thou Shalt Have No 
Other Gods before Me
Why Governments Discriminate against 
Minorities
Jonathan Fox | Bar-Ilan University, Israel

This book examines diverse causes of government-
based religious discrimination, including secular 
ideologies, religious monopolies, wealth, regime, 
and more, against 771 minorities in 183 countries 
over a twenty-five year period.
• This book is the most thorough and comprehensive analysis of the 

causes of religious discrimination to date
• Offers increased accessibility for readers without training in statistical 

methodology, since the book provides detailed illustrations and 
anecdotes for each finding

Comparative politics

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.292pp   18 b/w illus.  42 tables   
978-1-108-48891-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Regimes of Inequality
The Political Economy of Health and Wealth
Julia Lynch | University of Pennsylvania

Aimed at scholars and students of political science 
and public health, this book explores why policy 
remedies proposed by center-left governments 
have failed to reduce inequality. Its focus is a 
forensic examination of the largely unsuccessful 
efforts of governments in England, France and 
Finland to reduce socio-economic inequalities in 
health.
• Assesses the functioning of welfare regimes in a post-neoliberal era
• Brings together theories and approaches from political science and 

public health
• Draws on in-depth interviews and archival research about health policy 

decisions
Comparative politics

December 2019   234 x 156 mm   300pp   12 b/w illus.  11 tables   
978-1-107-00168-8   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Multilevel Democracy
How Local Institutions and Civil Society Shape the Modern State
Jefferey M. Sellers | University of Southern California

This volume presents the first systematic comparative analysis of national 
traditions of local democracy across the developed world, their origins, 
and their evolution. The authors’ analyses demonstrate how inclusive 
local institutions that integrate national and local governance make 
democracy work better.
• Will appeal to readers interested in how to understand and improve 

governance and democracy, as well as to readers interested in the 
historical dynamics of state formation and democratization

• Explains how institutional change can be shaped from below as well as 
from above

• Introduces a new dataset of metrics for systematic comparison of local 
democracy and its relationship to national democracy

Comparative politics

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.407pp   23 b/w illus.  35 tables   
978-1-108-42778-4   Hardback £90.00 / US$120.00 C

Policy Consultancy in 
Comparative Perspective
Patterns, Nuances and Implications of the 
Contractor State
Caspar van den Berg | Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The 
Netherlands

Many Western countries have seen an increase in 
the volume and importance of external consultants 
in the public policy process. This book investigates 
and compares the use of these consultants and 
explores the implications for the nature of the state 
and for democratically legitimized and accountable decision-making.
• Provides insights into policy consultancy from an interdisciplinary point 

of view involving public administration, management, policy studies 
and political science

• The first international-comparative study of policy consultancy involving 
six countries belonging to various political-administrative traditions 
– allowing a better understanding of public policy consultancy from 
different continents

• Takes the conceptualization of policy consultancy, the contractor state 
and consultocracy to the next level and provides readers with more 
elaborated conceptual tools for understanding policy consultancy

Comparative politics | Cambridge Studies in Comparative Public Policy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.340pp   21 b/w illus.  61 tables   
978-1-108-49667-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Labor and Politics 
in Indonesia
Teri L. Caraway | University of Minnesota

Two decades after Indonesia’s transition to 
democracy, Indonesia’s labor movement is a 
vibrant political actor. This book provides the first 
in-depth analysis of this development, investigating 
the unique tactics Indonesia’s labor movement 
used to gain a strategic foothold in a country with 
no recent history of union engagement in politics.
• Provides the first in-depth analysis of the Indonesian labor movement 

since the fall of Suharto
• Breaks new theoretical ground in analyzing the puzzling success of 

Indonesia’s labor movement
• Challenges prominent theories of Indonesian politics that sideline 

subaltern actors
Comparative politics | Cambridge Studies in Contentious Politics

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.224pp   15 b/w illus.  16 tables   
978-1-108-47847-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Turkey-West Relations
The Politics of Intra-alliance Opposition
Oya Dursun-Özkanca | Elizabethtown College, Pennsylvania

Turkey-West Relations examines the nature of 
changing relationships between Turkey and the US, 
the EU, and NATO, identifying the major factors 
behind growing rifts. It is useful to scholars and 
practitioners of international politics, and anyone 
with a general interest in Turkey, the Middle East, 
and transatlantic security.
• Examines a timely topic: scarcely a day passes without a report or 

headline questioning Turkey’s reliability as a Western ally – the author 
reflects an awareness of this by focusing her research on this from 
2010 to 2019

• This book is accessible, using ordinary-language explanations and 
examples throughout, and will therefore appeal to a wide audience 
consisting of undergraduate students, graduate students, academics, 
policymakers, and more

• Utilizes unique methodology, representing one of the first balancing 
studies that uses elite interviews as data, conducted with government 
officials, diplomats, academics, intergovernmental and non-
governmental organization officials, and journalists in Turkey, the 
United Kingdom, Serbia, Bosnia, Germany, the United States, and 
elsewhere

International relations, international organisations

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   228pp   1 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-48862-4   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P 
978-1-108-72672-6   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

The Revolution that Failed
Nuclear Competition, Arms Control, and the Cold War
Brendan Rittenhouse Green | University of Cincinnati

The nuclear revolution, or MAD, predicts that after a certain point, 
nuclear competition is irrational, and arms racing should end. Through 
an analysis of the Cold War, this book explains why the superpowers did 
not accept MAD, concluding that contemporary great power rivals face 
similar risks of a nuclear arms race today.
• Unites political science with deep historical analysis, showing how 

general theories can be used to interpret and understand unique 
historical events

• Introduces theories in ordinary language, making theoretical arguments 
accessible to readers without formal training in international relations

• Shows how the argument can be applied to the major issues of the day
International relations, international organisations

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.225pp 
978-1-108-48986-7   Hardback £29.99 / US$39.99 P

The Ebb and Flow of Global Governance
Intergovernmentalism versus Nongovernmentalism in World Politics
Alexandru Grigorescu | Loyola University, Chicago

Challenges traditional classifications of international organizations as 
either government-run or nongovernmental. By considering them as 
complex mixes of the two that exist on a continuum, subtle changes 
in global governance can be observed. Such changes tend to repeat 
themselves, and we may soon experience a return to past trends.
• Introduces the ground-breaking concept of an intergovernmental-

nongovernmental continuum in world politics
• Offers a much more fine-tuned understanding of international relations 

that allows us to observe developments that previously had been 
neglected

• Offers novel and intriguing examples of changes in world politics that 
suggest that we may soon experience a return to past trends

International relations, international organisations

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.296pp   19 b/w illus.  6 tables   
978-1-108-49550-9   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Quagmire in Civil War
Jonah Schulhofer-Wohl | Universiteit Leiden

A pervasive ‘folk’ notion holds that quagmire 
is intrinsic to certain countries or civil wars. 
Schulhofer-Wohl shows that this view is a 
fundamental misdiagnosis of the problem. He 
marshalls extensive, diverse evidence to show 
that interlocked domestic-international strategic 
interactions in civil war systematically produce 
quagmire.
• The first treatment of quagmire in civil war as an object of study in 

its own right, conceptualizing quagmire, establishing its empirical 
prevalence, and analyzing its causes

• Employs multiple methodologies and is written in a non-technical 
manner, but offers interested readers technical depth in appendices

• Incorporates field research-based study of the Lebanese civil war 
(1975–1990), including interviews in Arabic with former commanders 
on all sides of the war

• Uses micro-level research to shed light on a macro-level question, 
appealing both to those readers interested in big picture questions 
and those who seek to understand civil war through the eyes of the 
participants

International relations, international organisations

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.342pp   14 b/w illus.  7 maps  29 tables   
978-1-108-48676-7   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-70826-5   Paperback £24.99 / US$32.99 P

Culture and Order 
in World Politics
Edited by Andrew Phillips | University of Queensland

Offers a new framework for understanding 
the relationship between cultural diversity 
and international order. Drawing from critical 
contributions within international relations (IR) and 
other reconceptualizations of cultures from across 
the social sciences, it includes contributions from 
IR scholars, historians, anthropologists, political 
theorists and sociologists.
• Develops Phillips’ and Reus-Smit’s groundbreaking research on the 

nature and transformation of international orders
• Brings together an inter-disciplinary team of world-class scholars
• Explores the relationship between the organization of cultural 

diversity and the legitimation of political authority in historical and 
contemporary international relations

International relations, international organisations | LSE International Studies

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.440pp 
978-1-108-48497-8   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-71893-6   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P
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The Perils of 
International Capital
Faisal Z. Ahmed | Princeton University, New Jersey

Financial capital affects domestic politics, and 
can finance policies that entrench authoritarian 
rule. This book presents theoretical foundations, 
cross-national quantitative analysis, and specific 
historical examples to challenge existing studies 
and contribute to important literatures in 
economics and political science.
• Introduces a new theory of foreign capital and public finance using 

ordinary-language explanations, making the theory accessible to a 
wider range of readers without specialized training in international 
relations, international economics, or game theory

• Employs creative ways to evaluate ‘cause and effect’ relationships in 
the social sciences

• Relevant, as people become more interested in protecting democracy 
and the rise of authoritarian governments

Political economy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.200pp   22 b/w illus.  26 tables   
978-1-108-48865-5   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-72685-6   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Policy Entrepreneurs 
and Dynamic Change
Michael Mintrom | Monash University, Victoria

This Element assesses the current state of 
knowledge on policy entrepreneurs, their actions, 
and their impacts. It explains how various global 
forces are creating new demand for policy 
entrepreneurship, and suggests directions for 
future research on policy entrepreneurs and their 
efforts to drive dynamic change.
Political economy | Elements in Public Policy

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-46146-7   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

AVAILABLE OPEN ACCESS

Making Global Policy
Diane Stone | Central European University, Budapest

This Element goes beyond traditional texts which 
focus on public policy as an activity of states to 
outline how global policy making has driven many 
global and regional transformations over the past 
quarter-century. This title is also available as Open 
Access on Cambridge Core.
• This book is also available as Open Access
Political economy | Elements in Public Policy

November 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-72475-3   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Present at the Transition
An Inside Look at the Role of History, Politics, and Personalities in 
Post-Communist Countries
Oleh Havrylyshyn | Carleton University, Ottawa

A unique, primary source account of the practical and theoretical aspects 
of economic transitions, this book is a valuable resource for students and 
specialists of economics, political science, and history. Clear in style, this 
reference will also appeal to general readers interested in government 
and business in post-communist regions.
• Offers the most up-to-date assessment, synthesizing thirty years of 

data
• Provides definitive assessments of current debates in the literature
• An integrated approach connects questions of political economy to the 

actual outcomes
Russian, East European government, politics, policy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   18 b/w illus.  10 tables   
978-1-108-42894-1   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-45171-0   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P

Contesting the Iranian 
Revolution
The Green Uprisings
Pouya Alimagham | Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Challenging binary interpretations of Iran’s Green 
Uprisings of 2009 as a ‘failed revolution’, this 
dynamic history of Iran and the Middle East 
focuses on the men and women who existed at 
the centre of these contentious politics, with wider 
insights into US foreign policy, political Islam and 
revolutionary politics.
• Approaches the 2009 Green Uprisings from an alternate perspective 

by focusing on everyday men and women, and not the leaders of the 
movement

• Challenges prevailing binary interpretations of the Green Uprisings as a 
‘failed revolution’

• Engages with the broader context of modern Iranian and Middle 
Eastern history

Middle East government, politics, policy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.364pp   31 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47544-0   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-46689-9   Paperback £24.99 / US$32.99 P

The Origins of the Syrian Conflict
Climate Change and Human Security
Marwa Daoudy | Georgetown University, Washington DC

Policymakers, academics and the media have claimed that climate change 
causes conflicts. This study presents an innovative framework to evaluate 
this theory, asking whether climate change caused the conflict in Syria. 
Its argument and findings are essential for practitioners and scholars of 
climate change, security, and Middle Eastern politics.
• Outlines an innovative multidisciplinary framework that rigorously 

evaluates media, policy and scientific claims about climate change, 
migration and conflict

• Draws on unpublished primary sources and original interviews with 
government officials, leading experts on and from Syria, and refugees

• Avoids top-down narratives by prioritising local voices and perspectives 
in understanding Syria’s place in international debates

Middle East government, politics, policy

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.267pp   27 b/w illus.  14 tables   
978-1-108-47608-9   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-46682-0   Paperback c. £18.99 / c. US$29.99 P

The Roots of Revolt
A Political Economy of Egypt from Nasser to 
Mubarak
Angela Joya | University of Oregon

Examining the contested political economy 
of Egypt from Nasser to Mubarak prior to the 
Arab uprisings of 2010, this conceptually rich 
and historically informed interdisciplinary study 
presents the real-world impact of economic policy 
on the lives of ordinary Egyptians and will be 
of interest to scholars of political economy and 
Middle East studies.
• A conceptually rich, historically informed study of the contested politics 

emerging out of decades of authoritarian neoliberalism in Egypt
• Presents the real-world impact of economic policy on the lives of 

ordinary Egyptians before the Arab Uprisings
• Will be of interest to scholars of political economy and Middle 

East studies, as well as to graduate and undergraduate students of 
international studies

Middle East government, politics, policy

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.285pp   7 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-47836-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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The Arab Winter
Democratic Consolidation, Civil War, and 
Radical Islamists
Stephen J. King | Georgetown University, Washington DC

Comparing the experiences of different countries 
before, during, and after the Arab Spring, this is 
a broad but focused account of how societies 
including those of Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Iraq, and 
Tunisia handled the challenge of democratic 
consolidation.
• Provides a unique analysis of the experience of 

countries before, during, and after the Arab Spring
• A comparative history of different nations considering why Tunisia was 

able to consolidate democracy and why other countries like Egypt were 
not

• Creates a history of challenges to autocratic regimes prior to the Arab 
Spring

Middle East government, politics, policy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-47741-3   Hardback c. £75.00 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-70866-1   Paperback c. £22.99 / c. US$29.99 P

Intervention in Libya
The Responsibility to Protect in North Africa
Karin Wester | Universiteit Leiden

An original reconstruction of the evolution of 
and international diplomatic response to the 
2011 Libyan crisis, which draws on a diverse 
range of sources including in-depth interviews 
with politicians and diplomats to understand the 
real-world application of the UN’s ‘responsibility to 
protect’ principle.
• An original and balanced analysis of the evolution of and international 

diplomatic response to the 2011 Libyan crisis
• Uses a diverse variety of sources, including first-hand interviews with 

individuals involved in the Libyan crisis including diplomats, politicians 
and NGO-representatives

• Defies conventional narratives that suggest Libya was predestined to 
descend into chaos after the intervention

Middle East government, politics, policy

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.340pp   1 map   
978-1-108-47706-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Israel’s Jewish Identity Crisis
State and Politics in the Middle East
Yaacov Yadgar | University of Oxford

Innovative, provocative, and timely; tackles 
head-on the main assumptions of the foundation 
of Israel as a Jewish state, with far-reaching 
implications on politics, society and culture beyond 
the state of Israel. Theoretically sophisticated and 
empirically rich, it is an important and topical 
contribution to the field of Middle East studies.
• An important and topical contribution to the field of Middle East 

studies with far-reaching implications on politics, society and culture 
beyond the state of Israel

• Provides a novel analysis of the interplay between Israeli nationalism 
and Jewish tradition

• Makes clear the meaning of Israel’s claim to Jewish identity, and its 
wide-ranging political implications better understood

Middle East government, politics, policy | The Global Middle East

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.230pp 
978-1-108-48894-5   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-71570-6   Paperback £19.99 / US$26.99 P

The Art of Political 
Control in China
Daniel C. Mattingly | Yale University, Connecticut

This book will interest scholars of China, 
authoritarian regimes, political control and 
repression, civil society, protest, and local 
governance. It shows how the Chinese state uses 
local civil society groups as hidden but effective 
tools of informal control to suppress dissent and 
implement far-reaching policies. 
• Proposes a new theory of state control in China and other autocracies
• Shows how civil society organizations are used to infiltrate and control 

social groups
• Combines evidence from qualitative case studies, experiments, and 

national surveys
East Asian government, politics, policy | Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.244pp   30 b/w illus.  1 map   
978-1-108-48593-7   Hardback £79.99 / US$105.00 P 
978-1-108-72536-1   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P

NEW IN PAPERBACK

The Cultural Logic of Politics 
in Mainland China and Taiwan
Tianjian Shi | Duke University, North Carolina

This book explains why and how cultural norms 
affect political attitudes and behavior, as well as 
how this ‘normative reality’-centered framework 
connects the findings of scholars of Asian politics 
with the mainstream literature in comparative 
politics. Using multiple surveys from mainland 
China and Taiwan, the book shows how cultural 
norms, independent of structural and institutional factors, significantly 
shape political trust, participation, and understanding of democracy.
• Offers a new and original perspective on the dynamics of Asian politics, 

particularly Chinese politics
• Presents a new theory on how culture affects public opinion and 

political behavior
• Results are determined through rigorous empirical examination with 

unique representative sampling data and sophisticated psychometric 
and statistical models

• Addresses new research avenues for integrating regional studies with 
a coherent but more nuanced theoretical framework in comparative 
politics

East Asian government, politics, policy

January 2020   229 x 152 mm   315pp   49 b/w illus.  46 tables   
978-1-316-60846-3   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 C 
Also available 
978-1-107-01176-2   Hardback £67.99 / US$108.00 C

The Belt Road and Beyond
State-Mobilized Globalization in China: 1998–2018
Min Ye | Boston University

Over the last twenty years, China has thrice undergone political-economic 
crises and bureaucratic paralysis. Nevertheless, China’s autocratic 
leadership launched initiatives that expedited globalization and revived 
economic growth. This book acts as an analytical tool to study China’s 
policies and understand its emergence as a global power.
• A uniquely impartial investigation of the tactics attributed to China’s 

recently acquired status as a formidable global power
• A transferable analytical tool to study policies in China, taking into 

account China’s state system, how it intervenes in the economy, and 
with what effects

• Introduces and evaluates different methods in studying authoritarian 
China, arguing for the integration of different levels of analysis and 
disciplinary divides

East Asian government, politics, policy

March 2020   229 x 152 mm   c.240pp   13 b/w illus.  1 map  15 tables   
978-1-108-47956-1   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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How Party Activism Survives
Uruguay’s Frente Amplio
Verónica Pérez Bentancur | Universidad de la República, 
Uruguay

How do the organizational structure and rules of 
political parties affect political engagement and its 
reproduction? Analyzing Uruguay’s mass-organic 
Frente Amplio party, this book illustrates how 
organizational rules that give grassroots members 
a voice help reproduce activism. It will interest 
scholars and students of both Latin America and 
comparative politics.
• Provides a new dialogue within the literature on party politics – one of 

the most established in political science
• Exemplifies how to use new internet-based tools and methods for 

social science field research
• Proposes a new theoretical perspective on the relationship between 

organizational structure and activism
Latin American government, politics, policy

October 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.216pp 
978-1-108-48526-5   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Neo-extractivism in 
Latin America
Socio-environmental Conflicts, the Territorial 
Turn, and New Political Narratives
Maristella Svampa | Universidad Nacional de La Plata, 
Argentina

This Element analyses the political dynamics of 
neo-extractivism in Latin America. It proposes 
an explanation for the end of the progressive 
era, analyzing its ambiguities and limitations in 
the dawn of a new political cycle marked by the 
strengthening of the political rights.
Latin American government, politics, policy | Elements in Politics and Society in 
Latin America

October 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-70712-1   Paperback £15.00 / US$18.00 P

Political Leadership in Africa
Leaders and Development South of the Sahara
Giovanni Carbone | Università degli Studi di Milano

Do political leaders matter for development 
in Africa? This innovative analysis of political 
leadership in Africa draws on an entirely new 
dataset to understand how leaders and their 
contributions led to the developmental failures 
and successes of African countries between 
independence in the 1960s and 2018.
• An innovative and systematic analysis of all African leaders who held 

office between 1960 and 2018
• Draws on an entirely original dataset called the Africa Leadership 

Change (ALC) dataset
• Brings to light the connection between leadership dynamics and 

development processes that is often only implicitly assumed in existing 
literature on African politics

African government, politics, policy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.352pp 
978-1-108-42373-1   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-43831-5   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P

The Political Life of 
an Epidemic
Cholera, Crisis and Citizenship in Zimbabwe
Simukai Chigudu | University of Oxford

Challenging the view of epidemics as purely 
biological events, this study focuses on the political 
life of Zimbabwe’s cholera epidemic of 2008–9, 
revealing how the crisis, caused by this preventable 
disease, had profound implications for political 
institutions and citizenship in the country.
• Shows how cholera, a preventable disease, became a national crisis 

in 2008 with implications for political institutions and citizenship in 
Zimbabwe

• Offers a new theory of epidemics by applying concepts from medical 
philosophy to a specific historical event

• Challenges the view of epidemics as purely biological events revealing 
their complexity in an accessible way to a non-specialist audience

African government, politics, policy

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.240pp 
978-1-108-48910-2   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The Security Arena in Africa
Local Order-Making in the Central African 
Republic, Somaliland, and South Sudan
Tim Glawion | German Institute of Global and Area Studies 
(GIGA)

Based on in-depth fieldwork, this critical analysis 
of the realities of security on a local level within 
‘fragile states’ provides a bottom-up perspective 
on discussions surrounding peace and security in 
Central and East Africa, with first-hand insights 
and vivid real-world examples from some of the 
hardest to reach places in the region.
• Provides first-hand insights into some of the most difficult to reach 

places within Central and East Africa
• Based on extensive field-research in Somaliland, South Sudan and the 

Central African Republic during turbulent periods of civil war
• Presents a bottom-up perspective on discussions of peace and security 

which makes theoretical insights translatable to real-world experience
African government, politics, policy

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.274pp   16 b/w illus.  8 tables   
978-1-108-49337-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

East Africa after Liberation
Conflict, Security and the State since the 1980s
Jonathan Fisher | University of Birmingham

From 1986 to 1994, East Africa’s postcolonial, 
political order was profoundly challenged when 
four revolutionary ‘liberation’ movements seized 
power. This novel, far-reaching analysis focuses 
on the crisis of East Africa’s postcolonial political 
order, and the attempts by four revolutionary 
movements to disrupt, transform and reconstitute 
it.
• Telling the story of a region, rather than a single state, this introduces 

an engaging conceptual framework for understanding inter-connected 
revolutionary movements 

• Grounded in rich, empirical analysis based on interviews with over 130 
key players from across the region undertaken over the course of a 
decade

• Provides a novel and far-reaching comparative analysis of the 
contemporary history and politics of East Africa

African government, politics, policy | African Studies, 147

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.325pp   8 maps   
978-1-108-49427-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C
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Regime Threats and State Solutions
Bureaucratic Loyalty and Embeddedness in Kenya
Mai Hassan | University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Focusing on Kenya since independence, Hassan shows how leaders 
politicize the management of state institutions to induce bureaucratic 
behavior that furthers their political goals. This nuanced analysis will 
interest political scientists and scholars studying African politics, state 
bureaucracy, and political violence.
• Provides multi-methods evidence including interviews from over 

sixteen months of fieldwork
• Shows the inner workings of the state and how it is managed
• Has policy implications, with the potential for improving public sector 

performance
African government, politics, policy | Cambridge Studies in Comparative Politics

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.308pp   16 b/w illus.  3 maps  22 tables   
978-1-108-49085-6   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

Psychology

The Questioning Child
Insights from Psychology and Education
Lucas P. Butler | University of Maryland, College Park

Questioning others is one of the best methods 
that children use to learn about the world. In this 
volume, leading experts explore critical issues in 
the development of questioning to provide an 
interdisciplinary understanding of how questions 
play a pivotal role in child development and 
education.
• Includes contributions from interdisciplinary researchers in psychology 

and education
• Features theoretical and empirical investigations that represent state-

of-the-art research in the field
• Provides a comprehensive framework for understanding this area of 

research
Developmental psychology

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42891-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

More Examples, Less Theory
Historical Studies of Writing Psychology
Michael Billig | Loughborough University

This easy-to-read book contains studies of key 
psychologists from the past, throwing new light 
on Freud, William James, Kurt Lewin and others. 
Written for psychologists, social scientists and 
students, Michael Billig uses the past to argue for 
the continuing importance of examples and the 
comparative unimportance of theory.
• Showcases the importance of using examples in psychological writing
• Includes individual studies of psychologists from the past and their use 

of examples in their writing, showing the connections between their 
ways of writing, their psychological views, and the times in which they 
lived

• Offers new insights about famous psychologists – like Freud, William 
James and Kurt Lewin – and introduces readers to unfairly forgotten 
figures, such as Abraham Tucker, the Earl of Shaftesbury and Peretz 
Bernstein

Social psychology

October 2019   228 x 152 mm   292pp 
978-1-108-49841-8   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-73602-2   Paperback £22.99 / US$29.99 P

Weaponized Words
The Strategic Role of Persuasion in Violent Radicalization and 
Counter-Radicalization
Kurt Braddock | Pennsylvania State University

Weaponized Words maps out the psychology of how terrorists persuade 
peaceful individuals to join their groups and engage in violence. Security 
officials, researchers, policymakers, and community activists are given 
the tools to develop strategic messages of their own to fight terrorist 
propaganda and prevent violent radicalization from occurring.
• Describes four key theories and perspectives related to persuasion and 

how they relate to radicalization and counter-radicalization
• Identifies future challenges that security officials will face in trying to 

stop terrorist messaging from promoting violent radicalization
• Suggests future directions that security officials, researchers, and 

policymakers can take persuasion theory to develop effective counter-
messaging campaigns

Social psychology

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.280pp   13 b/w illus.  5 tables   
978-1-108-47452-8   Hardback c. £59.99 / c. US$79.99 P 
978-1-108-46487-1   Paperback c. £21.99 / c. US$26.99 P

Creating Equality at Home
How 25 Couples around the World Share Housework and Childcare
Edited by Francine M. Deutsch | Mount Holyoke College, Massachusetts

Creating Equality at Home tells the fascinating stories of couples around 
the world whose everyday decisions about sharing the housework and 
childcare – such as who washes the dishes or cuts back on paid work to 
look after the baby – bring profound rewards for men, women, marriage, 
and children.
• Gives fascinating, real-life examples of how couples around the world 

are creating equality in family work
• Demonstrates that individual choices and decisions can thwart 

traditional social norms and structural forces
• Reveals that equality in family work is not just a woman’s issue, as 

men also benefit from equal sharing
• Shows that gender equality is not an impossible dream, but exists right 

now in unlikely places
Social psychology

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.442pp 
978-1-108-49788-6   Hardback £54.99 / US$69.99 P 
978-1-108-70884-5   Paperback £19.99 / US$24.99 G

On-Again, Off-Again 
Relationships
Navigating (In)Stability in Romantic 
Relationships
René M. Dailey | University of Texas, Austin

This is the first book to provide a comprehensive 
assessment of ‘on-again, off-again’ relationships. 
Synthesizing research from communication studies, 
social psychology, family studies, and sociology, 
it challenges traditional notions of relationship 
stability and integrates key findings within the 
larger field of relationship science.
• Unpacks the definition of relationship stability
• Offers practical applications for research on on-again, off-again 

relationships
• Summarizes the key findings on how such relationships differ from 

ones that do not break up and reconcile
• Highlights remaining questions and offers promising areas of 

additional research
Social psychology | Advances in Personal Relationships

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp   8 b/w illus.  11 tables   
978-1-108-47605-8   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C
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Relationship Maintenance
Theory, Process, and Context
Brian G. Ogolsky | University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Relationship maintenance encompasses a wide 
range of activities that partners use to preserve 
their relationships. In this volume, experts from 
a variety of disciplines describe diverse sets of 
relationship maintenance efforts in order to paint 
a comprehensive picture of why some relationships 
endure, while others falter.
• Proposes an integrative and expansive view of relationship 

maintenance 
• Addresses existing gaps in the literature to offer readers unique insight 

into adaptive relational processes over the course of relationship 
development

• Provides a multidisciplinary view to advance relationship science, 
with perspectives from social psychology, communication, sociology, 
developmental science, family studies, couple and family therapy, and 
clinical psychology represented in the volume

Social psychology | Advances in Personal Relationships

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.330pp 
978-1-108-41985-7   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

TEXTBOOK

Theories of Human Learning
Mrs Gribbin’s Cat
Seventh edition
Guy R. Lefrançois | University of Alberta

Suitable for graduate and undergraduate students, 
this new edition reflects a significant update in 
research, theory, and applications in all areas of 
learning theory. It is both a serious, academic 
textbook and the delightful tale of the sharp-
witted and acerbic narrator, Mrs Gribbin, and her (possibly dangerous) 
cat.
• Presents the development of the big ideas behind learning theory with 

emphasis on their interconnectedness
• Every chapter contains one or more sections detailing relevant 

educational implications and applications
• A third-person narrator, Mrs Gribbin, is used to insert a footnoted level 

of meta-commentary that simplifies and clarifies difficult concepts

Contents: List of Illustrations; Preface; Part I. Science and Theory: 
1. Human learning; Part II. Mostly Behavioristic Theories: 2. Early 
behaviorism: Pavlov, Watson, and Guthrie; 3. The effects of behavior: 
Thorndike and Hull; 4. Operant conditioning: Skinner’s radical behaviorism; 
5. Evolutionary psychology: learning, biology, and the brain; Part III. The 
Beginnings of Modern Cognitivism: 6. Transition to modern cognitivism: 
Hebb, Tolman, and the Gestaltists; Part IV. Mostly Cognitive Theories: 
7. Three cognitive theories: Bruner, Piaget, and Vygotsky; 8. Learning 
and memory; 9. Motivation and emotions; 10. Social learning: Bandura’s 
social cognitive theory; 11. Machine learning and artificial intelligence: 
the future?; Part V. Summary: 12. Summary, synthesis, and integration; 
Epilogue; Glossary; References; Name index; Subject index.
Educational psychology

October 2019   246 x 189 mm   566pp   122 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48463-3   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 X 
978-1-108-73599-5   Paperback £43.99 / US$57.99 X

Higher Education 
Admissions Practices
An International Perspective
María Elena Oliveri | Educational Testing Service, Princeton, 
New Jersey

This book places higher education admissions 
in a global context to advise assessment 
professionals, higher education administrators, 
testing organizations, education researchers, and 
policy makers. It serves as a reference and resource 
for understanding existing and future admissions 
practices, as well as access, diversity, and equity challenges.
• Provides a global outlook on higher education admissions practices
• Summarizes the tools and approaches used to inform admissions 

decisions
• Supplies perspectives related to newer approaches in higher education 

admissions that can result in increased access for diverse populations
Educational psychology | Educational and Psychological Testing in a Global Context

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-47226-5   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

TEXTBOOK

Cognitive Science
An Introduction to the Science of the Mind
Third edition
José Luis Bermúdez | Texas A & M University

This popular and highly readable text has been 
re-organized for the third edition to make it more 
accessible to students. It presents a unified and 
up-to-date narrative of cognitive science as a 
discipline in its own right, with new material on 
deep learning and Bayesian approaches.
• Offers a popular and highly readable text that consolidates the 

interdisciplinary streams of cognitive science into a unified introduction 
to the field

• Provides a strong focus on dynamical systems, situated cognition and 
robotics, and mindreading

• Thought-provoking exercises within the chapters enable students to 
test and apply their understanding

• Includes new chapters on Bayesian approaches to cognitive science 
and machine learning/deep learning

Contents: Part I. Historical Landmarks: 1. The prehistory of cognitive 
science; 2. The discipline matures: three milestones; 3. The turn to the brain; 
Part II. Models and Tools: 4. Physical symbol systems and the language 
of thought; 5. Neural networks and distributed information processing; 
6. Applying dynamical systems theory to model the mind; 7. Bayesian 
models in cognitive science; 8. Modules and architectures; 9. Strategies for 
brain mapping; Part III. Applications: 10. Models of language learning; 
11. Object perception and folk physics; 12. Machine learning: from expert 
systems to deep learning; 13. Exploring mindreading; 14. Mindreading: 
advanced topics; 15. The cognitive science of consciousness; 16. Situated 
cognition and robotics.
Cognition

January 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.560pp   143 colour illus.  9 tables   
978-1-108-42449-3   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 X 
978-1-108-44034-9   Paperback £45.99 / US$59.99 X
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Give Yourself a Nudge
Helping Smart People Make Smarter Personal 
and Business Decisions
Ralph L. Keeney | Duke University, North Carolina

Decision-making is the best way to actively 
improve anything in your personal and professional 
life, or in any business or organization. This book 
presents and illustrates several fundamental ideas 
and offers procedures that nudge you to improve 
your decision-making skills and guide you to make 
smarter decisions.
• Introduces and explains practical concepts and procedures that can be 

used by anyone to make smarter decisions
• Explains and illustrates how the use of the concepts and procedures 

are applicable to improve any business or organizational decision
• Shows individuals the critical role that their decision-making has on all 

aspects of their quality of life
Cognition

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.200pp   13 b/w illus.  21 tables   
978-1-108-71562-1   Paperback c. £14.99 / c. US$19.95 G

Deep Learning in a 
Disorienting World
Jon F. Wergin | Antioch University, Ohio

This book calls upon recent research in learning 
theory, social psychology, politics, and the arts 
to show how a deep learning mindset can be 
developed, in both oneself and others, countering 
disturbing trends in our increasingly post-truth 
culture.
• A model of a deep learning mindset is presented
• Explains why deep learning is both so necessary and so difficult in 

today’s world
• Introduces the concept of ‘constructive disorientation’ as a necessary 

step towards a deep learning mindset
• Shows the numerous ways in which constructive disorientation can be 

achieved, including mindfulness, critical reflection, politics, and the arts
Cognition

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.212pp   11 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48022-2   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 P 
978-1-108-72715-0   Paperback £25.99 / US$33.99 P

Enactive Psychiatry
Sanneke de Haan | Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Written for psychologists, social workers, 
psychiatrists and philosophers, Enactive Psychiatry 
provides a model that connects the factors 
at play in the development and treatment of 
psychiatric disorders. It also introduces readers to 
philosophical issues relating to psychiatry, such as 
the mind-body problem and embodied cognition.
• Provides a straightforward, holistic view on 

psychiatric disorders
• Expands and enriches enactivism to include more complex forms of 

human cognition
• Shows how factors involved in the development and persistence of 

psychiatric disorders are connected
Health and clinical psychology

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.320pp 
978-1-108-42606-0   Hardback £85.00 / US$110.00 C

Levels of Analysis in 
Psychopathology
Cross-Disciplinary Perspectives
Edited by Kenneth S. Kendler | Virginia Commonwealth 
University

This book establishes an interdisciplinary dialogue 
between leading experts in psychiatry, philosophy, 
and psychology to explore the range of explanatory 
approaches for understanding the nature 
psychiatric disorders both in research and practice. 
It uses these perspectives to advance etiologic 
theories, classification, and treatment in the field.
• Combines psychology, philosophy, and psychiatry to explore the variety 

of explanatory approaches for understanding the nature of psychiatric 
disorders

• Provides commentaries within each main chapter to create an 
interdisciplinary dialogue

• Brings together leading thinkers who have been widely published and 
involved in the creation of the DSM and RDoC framework

Health and clinical psychology

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.559pp   18 b/w illus.  4 tables   
978-1-108-48519-7   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 C

The Cambridge Handbook of 
Personality Disorders
Edited by Carl W. Lejuez | University of Kansas

This book is an essential resource for the rapidly evolving field of 
personality disorders for researchers and clinicians at all career stages 
in disciplines including psychology, psychiatry, social work, and nursing. 
It covers the causes, course, assessment, and treatment of personality 
disorders with commentaries and a rejoinder for each chapter.
• Addresses both categorical and dimensional perspectives
• Explains etiology, models, individual disorders and clusters, assessment, 

and treatment
• Has a broad appeal across multiple disciplines and for researchers or 

treatment providers ranging from trainees to those who have shaped 
the field

• Each chapter has two commentaries and a rejoinder, which provides 
multiple perspectives and an exchange of ideas

Health and clinical psychology | Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology

March 2020   279 x 216 mm   c.542pp 
978-1-108-42434-9   Hardback £180.00 / US$235.00 R 
978-1-108-44009-7   Paperback £89.99 / US$115.00 P

The Cambridge Handbook 
of Clinical Assessment 
and Diagnosis
Edited by Martin Sellbom | University of Otago, New 
Zealand

This Handbook gives interpretive and practical 
recommendations for graduate students, 
researchers, and clinicians conducting clinical 
assessments across a number of settings. Written 
by experts in the field, each chapter provides a 
contemporary and research-informed review of the topics essential to 
psychological assessment and diagnosis. 
• Provides an up-to-date, research-informed review of each topic
• Includes interpretive and practical recommendations for clinical 

assessment
• Covers the issues surrounding diversity in assessment and diagnosis
• Experts summarise the technological advances in their area
Health and clinical psychology | Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology

December 2019   279 x 216 mm   c.600pp   17 b/w illus.  40 tables   
978-1-108-41591-0   Hardback £180.00 / US$235.00 R 
978-1-108-40249-1   Paperback £89.99 / US$120.00 R
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The Cambridge Handbook 
of Research Methods in 
Clinical Psychology
Edited by Aidan G. C. Wright | University of Pittsburgh

This Handbook provides an overview and guide 
for state-of-the-art research methods in clinical 
psychological science. It is the ideal resource for 
clinical psychologists, graduate students studying 
clinical psychology, and practitioners or researchers 
in allied disciplines including psychiatry and social 
work.
• Integrates philosophy of science, data acquisition methods, and 

statistical modeling techniques
• Supplies clear links between conceptual underpinnings, study design, 

and analysis
• Provides a forward-thinking perspective on the rapidly changing 

landscape of clinical science
Health and clinical psychology | Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   600pp   65 b/w illus.  29 tables   
978-1-107-18984-3   Hardback £180.00 / US$235.00 R 
978-1-316-63952-8   Paperback £74.99 / US$99.99 P

The Cambridge Handbook of 
the Changing Nature of Work
Edited by Brian J. Hoffman | University of Georgia

This handbook provides an evidence-based 
discussion of how work, working environments, 
and workers have changed over several decades. 
The advice and insights given on how to effectively 
manage talent with regard to such changes are 
invaluable to students, researchers, practitioners, 
organizational leaders, and policy-makers.
• Summarizes empirical evidence for what has actually changed by 

marshalling interdisciplinary research on changes in the nature of work
• Provides data-driven evidence and figures to document changes in 

work and workers over the past several decades
• Draws from empirical evidence to derive implications for a range of 

management functions, such as selection, performance management, 
leadership, and well-being

Applied psychology | Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology

March 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.636pp 
978-1-108-41763-1   Hardback c. £153.00 / c. US$185.00 R 
978-1-108-40553-9   Paperback c. £46.99 / c. US$79.99 P

Diagnosing from a Distance
Debates over Libel Law, Media, and Psychiatric Ethics from Barry 
Goldwater to Donald Trump
John Martin-Joy | Harvard Medical School

A controversy is raging over whether it is ethical for psychiatrists to 
comment on the mental health of public figures. This book is a gripping 
exploration of the so-called ‘Goldwater Rule’, from its origins with Barry 
Goldwater in the 1960s to its consequences today in the age of Donald 
Trump.
• A lively and engaging narration of a series of historical episodes in 

which psychiatric ethics and libel were vigorously and publicly debated
• The first book to examine the still-raging ethics debate over psychiatric 

comment on President Donald Trump, using numerous original 
interviews with the participants

• Makes extensive use of archival sources that have rarely been explored 
in detail before

• Advances a philosophically supported case for a more liberal approach 
to the ethics of psychiatric comment

History of psychology

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.220pp 
978-1-108-48658-3   Hardback c. £54.99 / c. US$69.99 P

TEXTBOOK

The Design of Experiments 
in Neuroscience
Third edition
Mary E. Harrington | Smith College, Massachusetts

This much-anticipated third edition is an ideal 
core or supplementary text for undergraduates 
and graduate students studying neuroscience, 
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, neurochemistry, 
or biological psychology. It offers a concise 
introduction to the basic principles of experimental design and analysis.
• Provides numerous examples of research design including fMRI studies, 

the use of transgenic mice and optogenetics
• Includes a ‘12-Step Program for Reading Journal Articles’ feature that 

explains the important elements of a scientific paper
• Gives practical guidance on presentations of results in either talks, 

posters, or papers

Contents: 1. The varieties of scientific experience; 2. Research ethics; 
3. Getting started; 4. Observational research designs; 5. Describing your 
results; 6. The experiment; 7. Refining experimental tools and questions; 
8. Statistical approaches; 9 Complex designs; 10. Communicating your 
results.
Psychology research methods/statistics

January 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-49262-1   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 X 
978-1-108-71692-5   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 X

TEXTBOOK

Statistics Using Stata
An Integrative Approach
Second edition
Sharon Lawner Weinberg | New York University

Engaging and accessible to students from a range 
of mathematical backgrounds, this book blends 
statistical concepts with the acquisition of the 
Stata (version 16) software package. Its coverage 
of essential topics gives instructors flexibility in 
curriculum planning and provides students with more advanced material 
to prepare them for future work.
• Can be used in courses at the undergraduate or graduate level in the 

social, behavioral, health, and policy sciences
• Based upon the most recent version of Stata: version 16
• Covers topics not included in other introductory texts, such as robust 

methods of estimation based on the bootstrap resampling technique, 
regression to the mean, and diagnostic tools for analyzing model fit

• By closely integrating the learning of Stata with the learning of 
statistics, the textbook merges these two ostensibly disparate goals 
into one, demonstrating the direct connection between the two

• Uses an extremely clear and lively writing style and working examples
• Online features include problem sets and appendices for students, and 

PowerPoint slides for instructors to use in the classroom and students 
to use as a study guide

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Examining univariate distributions; 
3. Measures of location, spread, and skewness; 4. Re-expressing variables; 
5. Exploring relationships between two variables; 6. Simple linear 
regression; 7. Probability fundamentals; 8. Theoretical probability models; 
9. The role of sampling in inferential statistics; 10. Inferences involving the 
mean of a single population when σ is known; 11. Inferences involving the 
mean when σ is not known: one- and two-sample designs; 12. Research 
design: introduction and overview; 13. One-way analysis of variance; 
14. Two-way analysis of variance; 15. Correlation and simple regression as 
inferential techniques; 16. An introduction to multiple regression; 17. Two-
way interactions in multiple regression; 18. Nonparametric methods; 
19. Communicating your Stata results via Excel.
Psychology research methods/statistics

January 2020   253 x 203 mm   c.650pp 
978-1-108-72583-5   Paperback c. £62.99 / c. US$79.99 X
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The Cambridge Handbook 
of Evolutionary Perspectives 
on Human Behavior
Edited by Lance Workman | University of South Wales

This handbook integrates a wide range of 
perspectives on the relationship between 
evolution and the human condition. In addition to 
evolutionary psychology and behavioral ecology, 
the inclusion of neuroscience, feminist discourse, 
sociocultural anthropology, and media studies makes the handbook the 
most comprehensive reference in the field to date.
• Brings together experts from a wide range of fields, including 

evolutionary psychology, ethology, human behavioral ecology, 
sociocultural anthropology, biology, neuroscience, and media studies 

• Introduces both theoretical and applied issues, making these accessible 
to students and scholars without specialized training in evolutionary 
theory

• Includes up-to-date findings with regard to mechanisms underlying 
evolutionary change

Biological psychology | Cambridge Handbooks in Psychology

February 2020   279 x 216 mm   c.604pp 
978-1-316-64282-5   Hardback £150.00 / US$195.00 R 
978-1-316-64281-8   Paperback £49.99 / US$63.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Statistical Concepts for 
the Behavioral Sciences
Fourth edition
Harold O. Kiess | Framingham State University

This textbook emphasizes contemporary research 
problems to better illustrate the relevance 
of statistical analysis in scientific research. It 
introduces students to statistical methods in the 
context of realistic problems and gives practical 
applications of the new skills with the use of the accompanying 
workbook and problem sets.
• Includes a workbook and problem sets
• Introduces students to statistical methods in the context of realistic 

problems
• Gives practical applications of statistics in real-world contexts using 

examples and study questions

Contents: 1. Making sense of variability: an introduction to statistics; 
2. Statistics in the context of scientific research; 3. Looking at data: 
frequency distributions and graphs; 4. Looking at data: measures of 
central tendency; 5. Looking at data: measures of variability; 6. The 
normal distribution, probability, and standard scores; 7. Understanding 
data: using statistics for inference and estimation; 8. Is there really a 
difference? Introduction to statistical hypothesis testing; 9. The basics of 
experimentation and testing for a difference between means; 10. One-
factor between-subjects analysis of variance; 11. Two-factor between-
subjects analysis of variance; 12. One-factor within-subjects analysis 
of variance; 13. Correlation: understanding covariation; 14. Regression 
analysis: predicting linear relationships; 15. Nonparametric statistical tests; 
Appendix A. Mathematics review; Appendix B. Statistical symbols; Appendix 
C. Statistical tables; Appendix D. Commonly used formulas; Appendix E. 
Answers for computational problems; Appendix F. Glossary; References; 
Name index; Subject index.
Psychology (general)

December 2019   253 x 203 mm   c.596pp   63 b/w illus.  86 tables   
978-1-108-73301-4   Paperback £49.99 / US$69.99 X

Giving the Devil his Due
Reflections of a Scientific Humanist
Michael Shermer | Chapman University, California

This book is for all readers who care about 
science and reason, humanism and secularism, 
the progress of humanity, and the advancement 
of morals and values. It also advocates for the 
protection and continued expansion of human 
rights, such as civil rights, women’s rights, LGBT+ 
rights, and animal rights.
• Outlines a ten-point defence of free speech and open inquiry in politics, 

science, and culture
• Presents numerous real-world examples of how science and reason 

can be employed for solving moral dilemmas and determining human 
values

• Supplies many examples of heretics and heterodox thinkers, who 
challenged the orthodoxy and were punished for it, and how we 
should think about people whose claims challenge mainstream ideas 
today

Psychology (general)

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.340pp 
978-1-108-48978-2   Hardback c. £23.00 / c. US$29.95 G

TEXTBOOK

Critical Thinking 
in Psychology
Second edition
Edited by Robert J. Sternberg | Cornell University, New 
York

This book shows students and researchers 
in psychology how to think critically about 
experimental research, statistical inference, case 
studies, and ethical judgments. Each chapter 
explains what critical thinking is and how to teach 
and assess it by supplying useful features, such as 
critical-thinking questions and definitions of key terms.
• Highlights the importance of critical thinking and how to improve it
• Lists key terms with definitions
• Presents a wide range of views on how to understand and increase 

critical thinking
• Includes pedagogical features which will help students and faculty 

alike make optimal use of the book

Contents: 1. An introduction to critical thinking: maybe it will change your 
life; 2. Nobelists gone wild: case studies in the domain specificity of critical 
thinking; 3. Why science succeeds, and sometimes doesn’t; 4. Critical 
thinking and the rejection of unsubstantiated claims; 5. Promoting critical 
thinking by teaching, or taking, psychology courses; 6. Avoiding and 
overcoming misinformation on the Internet; 7. Critical thinking impacts our 
everyday lives; 8. Research suffers when we all agree: how sociopolitical 
homogeneity impairs critical thinking in the academy; 9. When all is just 
a click away: is critical thinking obsolete in the digital age?; 10. Critical 
thinking: promise, progress, and paradox; 11. Evaluating experimental 
research; 12. Critical thinking as scientific reasoning: examining the power 
of sports momentum; 13. Critical thinking in STEM disciplines; 14. Why 
would anyone do or believe such a thing? A social influence analysis; 
15. Conclusion: how to think critically about politics (and anything else!).
Psychology (general)

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp 
978-1-108-49715-2   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-73952-8   Paperback £26.99 / US$34.99 P
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The Social Structure of 
Online Communities
William Sims Bainbridge | National Science Foundation

Students, software designers, and everyday users will explore and 
understand guilds in virtual worlds, cyber collectives in real-world 
settings, social movements in online media, wikis, digital government, 
and citizen social science. This book outlines the research methods, 
theories, history, and functions of Internet society.
• Explores the diversity of important social phenomena that computer 

science has made possible
• Can serve as a textbook for students working in computer science
• Provides a platform for social scientists and computer scientists to 

cooperate in the research and development of new cyber-social 
systems

• Raises the challenge of technological determinism, while also 
suggesting that computer technology can be moderated by the 
humanities

Organisational sociology | Structural Analysis in the Social Sciences

March 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.400pp   43 tables   
978-1-108-49913-2   Hardback £37.99 / US$49.99 P

Breaching the Civil Order
Radicalism and the Civil Sphere
Jeffrey C. Alexander | Yale University, Connecticut

Breaching the Civil Order produces a broad and 
coherent theory of radicalism and vivifies this new 
approach via an extraordinarily wide range of case 
studies written by leading social scientists, covering 
movements including Black Lives Matter, the IRA, 
Mexican Zapatistas, the Arab Spring and Islamic 
terrorism.
• Develops and updates the theory of the civil sphere, proposed by 

Alexander in 2006
• Shows what is shared by otherwise widely disparate radical 

movements/actions/organizations
• Uses up-to-date empirical case studies from all over the world
Political sociology

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.304pp 
978-1-108-42723-4   Hardback £75.00 / US$99.99 C

The New Handbook of 
Political Sociology
Edited by Thomas Janoski | University of Kentucky

The New Handbook of Political Sociology provides 
a survey of the vibrant field of political sociology 
in six parts: theories of political sociology, the 
information and knowledge explosion, the state 
and political parties, civil society and citizenship, 
the varieties of state policies, and globalization and 
how it affects politics.
• Covers all the subareas of political sociology with both theoretical 

orientations and a strong basis in empirical studies of many topics
• Connects scholars with actual research being done on the subareas of 

sociology so that theory and research can be assessed together rather 
than simply relying on theory or critical endeavors

• Focuses strongly on the new impact of political parties through 
articulation theories, showing the refocusing of political sociology on 
how political parties shape public opinion and the demands of various 
groups in society

Political sociology

February 2020   253 x 177 mm   1152pp   14 b/w illus.  8 tables   
978-1-107-19349-9   Hardback £175.00 / US$225.00 R

Computer Science

Trustworthy Online 
Controlled Experiments
A Practical Guide to A/B Testing
Ron Kohavi | Microsoft Research, Redmond, Washington

Getting numbers is easy; getting trustworthy 
numbers is hard. From experimentation leaders 
at Amazon, Google, LinkedIn, and Microsoft, this 
guide to accelerating innovation using A/B tests 
includes practical examples, pitfalls, and advice 
for students and industry professionals, plus 
deeper dives into advanced topics for experienced 
practitioners.
• Dives into over twenty advanced topics, including ramp-up procedures, 

computations of standard-deviations, and instrumentation issues
• Addresses practical issues not covered in theoretical statistics, such as 

violations of independent assumptions
• Additional online material is featured on the book’s website
Knowledge management, databases, datamining

May 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.200pp 
978-1-108-72426-5   Paperback c. £26.99 / c. US$32.99 P

TEXTBOOK

A Hands-On Introduction 
to Data Science
Chirag Shah | University of Washington

A practical introduction to data science with a 
low barrier entry, this textbook is well-suited to 
students from a range of disciplines. Assuming 
no prior knowledge of the subject, the hands-on 
exercises and real-life application of popular data 
science tools are accessible even to students 
without a strong technical background.
• Almost everything in the book is accompanied with examples and 

practice – both in-chapter and end-of-chapter so students are more 
engaged because they can use hands-on experiences to see how 
theories relate to solving practical problems

• Assumes no prior technical background or computing knowledge 
and lowers the barrier for entering the field of data science so that 
students from a range of disciplines can benefit from a more accessible 
introduction to data science

• Supplemented by a generous set of material for instructors, including 
curriculum suggestions and syllabi, slides for each chapter, datasets, 
program scripts, answers and solutions to each exercise, as well as 
sample exams and projects which gives instructors end-to-end support 
for teaching a data science course

Contents: Part I. Introduction: 1. Introduction; 2. Data; 3. Techniques; 
Part II. Tools: 4. UNIX; 5. Python; 6. R; 7. MySQL; Part III. Machine 
Learning: 8. Machine learning introduction and regression; 9. Supervised 
learning; 10. Unsupervised learning; Part IV. Applications and 
Evaluations: 11. Hands-on with solving data problems; 12. Data collection, 
experimentation and evaluation.
Knowledge management, databases, datamining

April 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.400pp   5 b/w illus.  135 colour 
illus.  36 tables  154 exercises   
978-1-108-47244-9   Hardback £39.99 / US$49.99 P
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Computer Science

TEXTBOOK

Data Mining and 
Machine Learning
Fundamental Concepts and Algorithms
Second edition
Mohammed J. Zaki | Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, New 
York

This textbook for senior undergraduate and 
graduate students offers comprehensive coverage, 
an algorithmic perspective, and a wealth of 
examples in exploratory data analysis, pattern 
mining, clustering, and classification. New to this second edition are 
several chapters on regression, including neural networks and deep 
learning. 
• Covers both core methods and cutting-edge research, including deep 

learning
• Offers an algorithmic approach with open-source implementations
• Short, self-contained chapters with class-tested examples and exercises 

allow flexibility in course design and ready reference

Contents: 1. Data mining and analysis; Part I. Data Analysis Foundations: 
2. Numeric attributes; 3. Categorical attributes; 4. Graph data; 5. Kernel 
methods; 6. High-dimensional data; 7. Dimensionality reduction; 
Part II. Frequent Pattern Mining: 8. Itemset mining; 9. Summarizing 
itemsets; 10. Sequence mining; 11. Graph pattern mining; 12. Pattern and 
rule assessment; Part III. Clustering: 13. Representative-based clustering; 
14. Hierarchical clustering; 15. Density-based clustering; 16. Spectral 
and graph clustering; 17. Clustering validation; Part IV. Classification: 
18. Probabilistic classification; 19. Decision tree classifier; 20. Linear 
discriminant analysis; 21. Support vector machines; 22. Classification 
assessment; Part V. Regression: 23. Linear regression; 24. Logistic 
regression; 25. Neural networks; 26. Deep learning; 27. Regression 
evaluation.
Knowledge management, databases, datamining

December 2019   253 x 177 mm   c.775pp   297 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47398-9   Hardback £57.99 / US$74.99 P

Foundations of Data Science
Avrim Blum | Toyota Technical Institute at Chicago

This book is aimed towards both undergraduate 
and graduate courses in computer science on the 
design and analysis of algorithms for data. The 
material in this book will provide students with the 
mathematical background they need for further 
study and research in machine learning, data 
mining, and data science more generally.
• Contains over 350 end-of-chapter exercises
• Includes over ninety figures which illustrate key concepts in the text
Pattern recognition and machine learning

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.432pp 
978-1-108-48506-7   Hardback £38.99 / US$49.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Mathematics for 
Machine Learning
Marc Peter Deisenroth | University College London

This self-contained textbook introduces all the 
relevant mathematical concepts needed to 
understand and use machine learning methods, 
with a minimum of prerequisites. Topics include 
linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix 
decompositions, vector calculus, optimization, 
probability and statistics.
• A one-stop presentation of all the mathematical background needed 

for machine learning
• Worked examples make it easier to understand the theory and build 

both practical experience and intuition
• Explains central machine learning methods: linear regression, principal 

component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector 
machines

Contents: 1. Introduction and motivation; 2. Linear algebra; 3. Analytic 
geometry; 4. Matrix decompositions; 5. Vector calculus; 6. Probability 
and distribution; 7. Optimization; 8. When models meet data; 9. Linear 
regression; 10. Dimensionality reduction with principal component analysis; 
11. Density estimation with Gaussian mixture models; 12. Classification 
with support vector machines.
Pattern recognition and machine learning

February 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.398pp   3 b/w illus.  106 colour illus.   
978-1-108-47004-9   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 X 
978-1-108-45514-5   Paperback £35.99 / US$46.99 P

TEXTBOOK

The Art of Feature Engineering
Essentials for Machine Learning
Pablo Duboue | Textualization Software Ltd.

This is a guide for data scientists who want to use feature engineering to 
improve the performance of their machine learning solutions. The book 
provides a unified view of the field, beginning with basic concepts and 
techniques, followed by a cross-domain approach to advanced topics, like 
texts and images, with hands-on case studies.
• Helps the practitioner obtain better end-to-end performance by not 

focusing on just tuning model parameters
• Can be used as a supplementary text for machine learning or data 

science courses
• Presents hands-on case studies, with 200 accompanying programs for 

students and instructors
• Includes a first-of-its-kind publicly available dataset for teaching 

feature engineering

Contents: Part I. Fundamentals: 1. Introduction; 2. Features, combined; 
3. Features, expanded; 4. Features, reduced; 5. Advanced topics; 
Part II. Case Studies: 6. Graph data; 7. Timestamped data; 8. Textual data; 
9. Image data; 10. Other domains.
Pattern recognition and machine learning

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.283pp 
978-1-108-70938-5   Paperback c. £37.99 / c. US$49.99 P
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Computer Science

TEXTBOOK

Mining of Massive Datasets
Third edition
Jure Leskovec | Stanford University, California

Essential reading for students and practitioners, 
this book focuses on practical algorithms used 
to solve key problems in data mining, with 
exercises suitable for students from the advanced 
undergraduate level and beyond. This third edition 
includes new and extended coverage on decision 
trees, deep learning, and mining social-network 
graphs.
• Contains brand new material on deep learning, decision trees, and 

mining social-network graphs
• Includes a range of more than 250 exercises to challenge even the 

most able student
• Slides, homework assignments, project requirements, and exams are 

available from www.mmds.org

Contents: 1. Data mining; 2. MapReduce and the new software 
stack; 3. Finding similar items; 4. Mining data streams; 5. Link 
analysis; 6. Frequent itemsets; 7. Clustering; 8. Advertising on the 
web; 9. Recommendation systems; 10. Mining social-network graphs; 
11. Dimensionality reduction; 12. Large-scale machine learning; 13. Neural 
nets and deep learning; Index.
Pattern recognition and machine learning

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.565pp   76 b/w illus.  250 exercises   
978-1-108-47634-8   Hardback £59.99 / US$74.99 P

Human-Robot Interaction
An Introduction
Christoph Bartneck | University of Canterbury, Christchurch, 
New Zealand

The role of robots in society keeps expanding and 
diversifying, from manufacturing, to vacuuming, 
to companionship. This broad overview designed 
for graduate courses introduces the full range of 
multidisciplinary topics from robotics, artificial 
intelligence, psychology, sociology, ethics, and 
design that are central to modern research in the area.
• Minimal prerequisites and modular presentation enable courses to be 

tailored to fit students with different backgrounds
• Discussion questions and relevant literature at the end of each chapter 

contribute to deeper conversations in and outside the classroom  
• Over ninety color illustrations showcase the history and most recent 

developments in human-robot interaction
Computer graphics, image processing, robotics and computer vision

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.280pp 
978-1-108-73540-7   Paperback £44.99 / US$59.99 P

Earth and Environmental 
Science
TEXTBOOK

Essentials of Igneous and 
Metamorphic Petrology
Second edition
B. Ronald Frost | University of Wyoming

A concise introductory textbook on the mineralogy 
and petrology of igneous and metamorphic rocks, 
providing students with the essential petrologic 
knowledge needed for success in the geosciences. 
Written for one-semester courses, features include 
application boxes, end-of-chapter questions and problems, and a glossary 
of terms, new to this edition.
• Includes a new chapter on the application of stable and radiogenic 

isotopes in petrology
• Offers thoroughly updated content including expanded sections on 

phase diagrams, convergent margin magmatism and the tectonic 
environments of igneous and metamorphic rock suites

• A new glossary defines terms that appear as bold print throughout the 
book

• Features for students include application boxes, end of chapter 
questions and problems, and an appendix reviewing the most 
important igneous and metamorphic rock-forming minerals

Contents: Preface; Acknowledgments; What is new in the second edition; 
1. Introduction to igneous petrology; 2. An introduction to igneous phase 
diagrams; 3. Introduction to silicate melts and magmas; 4. Chemistry of 
igneous rocks; 5. Application of stable and radiogenic isotopes in petrology; 
6. Basalts and mantle structure; 7. Oceanic magmatism; 8. Convergent-
margin magmatism; 9. Intracontinental volcanism; 10. Intracontinental 
plutonism; 11. Interpretation of granitic rocks; 12. Introduction to 
metamorphic petrology; 13. Interpretation of metamorphic phase 
diagrams; 14. Metamorphic facies and the metamorphism of mafic rocks; 
15. Metamorphism of peridotitic rocks; 16. Metamorphism of pelitic 
rocks; 17. Metamorphism of calcareous rocks and the role of fluids in 
metamorphism; 18. Thermobarometry and the conditions of metamorphism; 
19. Regional occurrence and tectonic significance of metamorphosed rocks; 
Appendix; Glossary; References; Index.
Mineralogy, petrology and volcanology

October 2019   276 x 216 mm   362pp   275 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48251-6   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 X 
978-1-108-71058-9   Paperback £44.99 / US$59.99 X

Application of 
Thallium Isotopes
Tracking Marine Oxygenation Through 
Manganese Oxide Burial
Jeremy D. Owens | Florida State University

Tracking initial ocean (de)oxygenation is critical 
to better constrain the coevolution of life and 
environment. Development of thallium isotopes 
has provided evidence to track the global 
manganese oxide burial which responds to early 
(de)oxygenation for short-term climate events.
Elements in Geochemical Tracers in Earth System Science

December 2019   229 x 152 mm   c.75pp 
978-1-108-72339-8   Paperback £20.00 / US$25.00 P
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Earth and Environmental Science

TEXTBOOK

Fundamentals of Geophysics
Third edition
William Lowrie | Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule 
Zürich

This enduringly popular undergraduate textbook 
has been thoroughly reworked and updated 
to include new data acquisition technologies, 
modelling tools and recent research developments. 
This third edition also features a suite of teaching 
resources including new computational exercises in the form of Jupyter 
notebooks.
• Emphasises basic principles, combining clear explanations of the 

underlying physics with a robust yet accessible mathematical treatment
• Introduces cutting-edge topics such as planetary geophysics, 

geohazards, microseismicity and ambient noise, exposing students to 
exciting and topical areas of ongoing research

• Features a helpful section on numerical modelling and new 
computational exercises that help prepare students for graduate 
studies and careers in geophysics

Contents: Preface; 1. The Solar System; 2. Plate tectonics; 3. Gravity 
and the figure of the Earth; 4. Gravity surveying; 5. Rheology of the 
Earth; 6. Seismology; 7. Earthquakes and the Earth’s internal structure; 
8. Geochronology; 9. The Earth’s heat; 10. Geoelectricity; 11. The Earth’s 
magnetic field; 12. Paleomagnetism; Appendices; Bibliography; Index.
Solid earth geophysics

December 2019   276 x 219 mm   c.425pp   420 b/w illus.  38 tables   
978-1-108-49273-7   Hardback £99.99 / US$130.00 X 
978-1-108-71697-0   Paperback £49.99 / US$64.99 X

River Networks as Ecological Corridors
Species, Populations, Pathogens
Andrea Rinaldo | École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

A summary of state-of-the-art research on how the river environment 
impacts biodiversity, species invasions, population dynamics, and the 
spread of waterborne disease. Blending laboratory, field and theoretical 
studies, it is the go-to reference for graduate students and researchers in 
river ecology, hydrology, and epidemiology.
• Introduces the theory step-by-step, using ordinary language, examples, 

and case studies throughout, accelerating to complex theoretical 
derivations, without the need for prior knowledge

• Includes inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary perspectives, showing 
how the different disciplines of hydrology, ecology and epidemiology 
interact

• Establishes new ground for ecohydrology by formulating and solving 
a number of water-controlled ecological problems in a coherent 
framework

• Suggests new avenues for research and recommends further open-
source reading

Hydrology, hydrogeology and water resources

March 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.408pp 
978-1-108-47782-6   Hardback £49.99 / US$64.99 P

Spatial Analysis Methods and Practice
Describe – Explore – Explain through GIS
George Grekousis | Sun Yat-Sen University (SYSU), China

This book presents an introductory overview of spatial data analysis 
methods and geoinformation analysis techniques. Each chapter 
introduces the related theory, explains how to interpret metrics outputs, 
and provides worked examples using ArcGIS and GeoDa. This is a 
valuable resource for graduate students and researchers analyzing 
geospatial data.
• Includes end-of-chapter questions, with additional data available 

online
• Matches theory to practice by using worked examples through ArcGIS, 

GeoDa, and GeoDa Space
• A single solved case study is presented throughout the book, split into 

many exercises, allowing the reader to understand how spatial analysis 
techniques can be applied in the real world

• Readers can select between a leading software (ArcGIS) or a freeware 
option (GeodDa), as each exercise is illustrated with both programs; 
MATLAB® scripts are also provided for some exercises

Remote sensing and GIS

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.400pp 
978-1-108-49898-2   Hardback c. £110.00 / c. US$160.00 P 
978-1-108-71293-4   Paperback c. £54.99 / c. US$74.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Physical Oceanography 
and Climate
Kris Karnauskas | University of Colorado Boulder

An engaging and accessible textbook focusing 
on climate dynamics from the perspective of 
the ocean, specifically interactions between 
the atmosphere and ocean. It describes the 
fundamental physics and dynamics governing the 
behaviour of the ocean, and provides numerous 
end-of-chapter questions and access to online data sets.
• Includes visualizations to aid in the understanding of key theoretical 

concepts, and to help students link these with the phenomena 
observed in the real world

• Mathematical treatments are complemented with intuitive 
explanations, with a common-sense review of the advanced 
mathematical concepts appearing at the beginning of the book

• Provides an introduction to the field and serves to translate between 
the concepts shared between atmospheric science and physical 
oceanography; perfect for students studying traditional atmospheric 
science, who might have had little exposure to oceanography, and vice 
versa

• Includes access to an online solutions manual for instructors, and more 
questions can be devised from the data sets provided

• Contains turn-key access to dozens of online, research-quality data sets 
that were used in the production of the illustrations

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. The heat budget; 3. The salt budget; 4. The 
momentum budget; 5. The atmospheric interface; 6. Response to wind 
forcing; 7. Coupled climate variability; 8. Response to buoyancy forcing; 
9. Climate change and the ocean; Index.
Oceanography and marine science

April 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42386-1   Hardback c. £49.99 / c. US$69.99 X
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Earth and Environmental Science

Sustainability Assessments 
of Urban Systems
Edited by Claudia R. Binder | École Polytechnique Fédérale 
de Lausanne

This book provides guidelines for assessing the 
sustainability of urban systems and covers different 
aspects of urban sustainability, from energy 
and housing, to mobility and health. Including 
numerous case studies, this book provides a useful 
reference for researchers from a broad range of 
disciplines working in the field of sustainability.
• Provides an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary theoretical 

background of sustainability assessment
• Introduces qualitative and quantitative integrative methods for 

assessing the sustainability of urban systems, which can easily be 
applied in different cases 

• Presents different applications of sustainability assessment to specific 
issues, allowing readers to investigate urban sustainability from social, 
environmental and economic viewpoints

Environmental policy, economics and law

February 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.450pp   79 b/w illus.  42 tables   
978-1-108-47179-4   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P

Cities on the World Stage
The Politics of Global Urban Climate 
Governance
David J. Gordon | University of California, Santa Cruz

Cities are playing an ever more important role 
in the mitigation of and adaption to climate 
change. Based on assessment of the C40 Cities 
Climate Leadership Group, this book examines the 
politics shaping whether, how and to what extent 
cities engage in global climate governance, for 
researchers and policymakers.
• Provides a comprehensive description of the ways in which globally 

prominent cities are engaging in the governance of climate change, 
offering a high-level overview of the extent of climate governance 

• Provides the means with which to evaluate claims regarding the 
collective ability of cities to assume a position of global leadership in 
the response to climate change 

• Illuminates the politics and power relations taking place within 
voluntary city networks, and provides insight into the interests, 
objectives and ideas circulating within the C40

Environmental policy, economics and law

March 2020   253 x 177 mm   300pp 
978-1-107-19233-1   Hardback c. £79.99 / c. US$125.00 C

Engineering

Introducing Photonics
Brian Culshaw | University of Strathclyde

A concise, accessible guide that uses worked 
examples and end-of-chapter problems to explain 
the essential ideas underlying photonics and how 
they relate to photonic devices and systems. It is 
ideal for undergraduate students studying a first 
course in photonics, and anyone wanting to review 
fundamental concepts. 
• Explains the fundamentals, but also shows how 

these relate to the operation of photonic devices and systems
• Provides accessible and intuitive mathematical explanations
• Includes carefully designed worked examples and end-of-chapter 

problems
Electronic, optoelectronic devices, and nanotechnology

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   160pp 
978-1-107-15573-2   Hardback c. £58.99 / c. US$75.00 P 
978-1-316-60941-5   Paperback c. £19.99 / c. US$24.99 P

1D Semiconducting 
Nanostructures for Flexible 
and Large-Area Electronics
Growth Mechanisms and Suitability
Dhayalan Shakthivel | University of Glasgow

Semiconducting nanostructures such as nanowires 
(NWs) have been used as building blocks for 
various types of sensors, energy storage and 
generation devices, electronic devices and for new 
manufacturing methods involving printed NWs. 
This Element discusses the growth mechanisms, growth conditions and 
the tools used for the synthesis of NWs. 
Electronic, optoelectronic devices, and nanotechnology | Elements in Flexible 
and Large-Area Electronics

October 2019   229 x 152 mm   75pp   43 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-72465-4   Paperback £20.00 / US$25.00 P

A Gallery of Combustion 
and Fire
Charles E. Baukal, Jr | John Zink Co. LLC

Containing over 500 full-color images, this book 
provides a graphical perspective of the extremely 
visual phenomenon of combustion, ranging from 
academic scale up to full scale industrial, under a 
wide range of operating conditions.
• Contains over 500 full-color images of all 

aspects of combustion including actual and 
simulated flames and fires

• Includes low gravity, atmospheric, and pressurized flames relevant in 
space, industrial, and propulsion applications, respectively

• Designed to supplement combustion textbooks
Thermal-fluids engineering

March 2020   297 x 210 mm   170pp   510 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-15497-1   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 P

Forms and Concepts for 
Lightweight Structures
Koryo Miura | University of Tokyo

Understand the wide range of lightweight structures for civil and 
aerospace engineering applications with this in-depth introductory guide. 
An essential toolkit that will inspire the imagination of engineers and 
provide an analytical foundation for all readers.
• Presents for the first time the underlying principles to conceive and 

design deployable structures
• Brings together for the first time a large body of knowledge, 

highlighting common challenges and different ways of addressing 
them

• Provides examples of the diverse applications of lightweight structures 
in different fields

Civil and environmental engineering

February 2020   253 x 177 mm   456pp   370 b/w illus.   
978-0-521-43274-0   Hardback c. £65.00 / c. US$110.00 C
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Engineering

Intensification of Liquid-Liquid Processes
Laurence R. Weatherley | University of Kansas

Explore and review novel techniques for intensifying transport and 
reaction in liquid-liquid and related systems with this essential toolkit. 
Providing a unique review of the fundamentals, in addition to promising 
directions for investment and research in process intensification, this is 
the perfect guide for students, developers, and researchers.
• Features state-of-the-art reviews of specific intensification techniques 

in liquid-liquid systems, including enhancement of fluid dynamics, 
liquid membranes and new solvents, and a summary of underpinning 
recent research in each case

• Provides an updated overview of the fundamentals of drop behaviour 
and mass transfer phenomena in liquid-liquid systems

• Contains information to inform choice of new potential intensification 
techniques for industrial liquid-liquid processes, and to enable 
informed decisions on directions for new research and development

Chemical engineering | Cambridge Series in Chemical Engineering

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.380pp   259 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-42101-0   Hardback c. £74.99 / c. US$99.99 P

Information Theoretic Perspectives 
on 5G Systems and Beyond
Ivana Maric | Stanford University, California

Understand key information-theoretic principles that underpin the design 
of next-generation cellular systems with this invaluable resource. This 
book is the perfect tool for researchers and graduate students in the 
field of information theory and wireless communications, as well as for 
practitioners in the telecommunications industry.
• An authoritative reference covering the latest research relevant to the 

development of future wireless systems
• Provides design insights for 5G and future wireless systems
• Includes a detailed introduction to network information theory
Communications, information theory and signal processing

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.600pp   301 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-41647-4   Hardback c. £79.99 / c. US$99.99 P

Information-Theoretic 
Methods in Data Science
Edited by Miguel R. D. Rodrigues | University College 
London

The first unified treatment of the interface between 
information theory and emerging topics in data 
science, written in a clear, tutorial style. Covering 
topics such as data acquisition, representation, 
analysis, and communication, it is ideal for 
graduate students and researchers in information 
theory, signal processing, and machine learning.
• The first book covering the interface between information theory and 

data science
• Provides a tutorial approach to the subject, with each chapter including 

a topic overview, definition of the key problems, emerging and open 
problems, and an extensive reference list

• Uses consistent notation and definitions throughout
Communications, information theory and signal processing

February 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.565pp   74 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-42713-5   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Machine Learning Refined
Foundations, Algorithms, and Applications
Second edition
Jeremy Watt | Northwestern University, Illinois

An intuitive approach to machine learning detailing 
the key concepts needed to build products and 
conduct research. Featuring color illustrations, real-
world examples, practical coding exercises, and an 
online package including sample code, data sets, 
lecture slides, and solutions. It is ideal for graduate 
courses, reference, and self-study.
• Encourages geometric intuition and algorithmic thinking to provide 

an intuitive understanding of key concepts and an interactive way of 
learning

• Features coding exercises for Python to help put knowledge into 
practice 

• Emphasizes practical applications, with real-world examples, to give 
students the confidence to conduct research, build products, and solve 
problems

• Completely self-contained, with appendices covering the essential 
mathematical prerequisites

Contents: 1. Introduction to machine learning; Part I. Mathematical 
Optimization: 2. Zero order optimization techniques; 3. First order 
methods; 4. Second order optimization techniques; Part II. Linear 
Learning: 5. Linear regression; 6. Linear two-class classification; 7. Linear 
multi-class classification; 8. Linear unsupervised learning; 9. Feature 
engineering and selection; Part III. Nonlinear Learning: 10. Principles 
of nonlinear feature engineering; 11. Principles of feature learning; 
12. Kernel methods; 13. Fully-connected neural networks; 14. Tree-based 
learners; Part IV. Appendices: Appendix A. Advanced first and second 
order optimization methods; Appendix B. Derivatives and automatic 
differentiation; Appendix C. Linear algebra.
Communications, information theory and signal processing

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.544pp   316 colour illus.  127 exercises   
978-1-108-48072-7   Hardback c. £52.99 / c. US$74.99 X

Advanced Wireless 
Transmission Technologies
Analysis and Design
Hong-Chuan Yang | University of Victoria, British Columbia

Understand key transmission technologies for 
future wireless communications and radar systems, 
with special emphasis on fundamental design 
principles, essential design options and trade-
off analysis using mathematical tools. Essential 
reading for graduate students, professionals and 
researchers in the field of wireless communications.
• A coherent treatment of advanced wireless transmission technologies
• Illustrates key design principles using sample schemes and trade-off 

analysis
• Evaluates performance and complexity through accurate mathematical 

analysis
Wireless communications

February 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.416pp   160 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-42019-8   Hardback £120.00 / US$150.00 P
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S-Parameters for 
Signal Integrity
Peter J. Pupalaikis | Teledyne LeCroy, New York

Master the usage of s-parameters to solve signal 
integrity problems using open-source software. 
Gain full understanding of your simulation and 
measurement environment. Learn how to use 
s-parameters for de-embedding and simulation. 
This authoritative and practical resource is a must 
have for signal integrity engineers.
• Describes and explains techniques for framing and solving signal 

integrity problems using s-parameters
• Covers underlying theory in depth, as well as practical applications and 

examples
• Accompanied by open-source software, SignalIntegrity
Circuits and systems

February 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.800pp 
978-1-108-48996-6   Hardback c. £89.99 / c. US$125.00 P

TEXTBOOK

Design of CMOS  
Phase-Locked Loops
From Circuit Level to Architecture Level
Behzad Razavi | University of California, Los Angeles

This modern, pedagogic textbook from leading 
author Behzad Razavi provides a comprehensive 
and rigorous introduction to CMOS PLL design, 
featuring intuitive presentation of theoretical 
concepts, extensive circuit simulations, over 200 
worked examples, and 250 end-of-chapter problems. The perfect text for 
senior undergraduate and graduate students.
• Introduces key theoretical concepts in their simplest form and builds 

them up to encompass more complex systems
• Offers methodical coverage of modern CMOS phase-locked loops 

(PLLs) from transistor-level design to architecture development
• Demonstrates how unsuccessful design efforts can be revised to reach 

new, more practical solutions
• Based on the author’s twenty years of teaching CMOS PLL design

Contents: 1. Oscillator fundamentals; 2. Introduction to jitter and phase 
noise; 3. Design of inverter-based ring oscillators; 4. Design of differential 
and multiphase ring oscillators; 5. LC oscillator design; 6. Advanced 
oscillator concepts; 7. Basic PLL architectures; 8. PLL design considerations; 
9. PLL design study; 10. Digital phase-locked loops; 11. Delay-locked loops; 
12. RF synthesis; 13. Clock and data recovery fundamentals; 14. Advanced 
clock and data recovery principles; 15. Frequency dividers.
Circuits and systems

December 2019   253 x 203 mm   c.600pp 
978-1-108-49454-0   Hardback c. £70.00 / c. US$90.00 X

Discrete and Continuum 
Models for Complex 
Metamaterials
Edited by Francesco dell’Isola | Università degli Studi di 
Roma ‘La Sapienza’, Italy

Explores the relationship between discrete and 
continuum mechanics as a tool to model new and 
complex metamaterials. Including a comprehensive 
bibliography and historical review of the field, 
and a pedagogical mathematical treatment, it 
is ideal for graduate students and researchers in mechanical and civil 
engineering, and materials science.
• Reviews seminal examples of different types of metamaterials, and 

provides an extensive bibliography
• Includes innovative viewpoints on the use of discrete systems to model 

metamaterials
• Mathematical treatment is kept essential and pedagogical
Solid mechanics and materials

December 2019   253 x 177 mm   456pp 
978-1-107-08773-6   Hardback c. £85.00 / c. US$135.00 C

TEXTBOOK

Finite Elements for Engineers 
with ANSYS Applications
Mohamed S. Gadala | University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver

Incorporating theory, development of method, 
and the use of the finite element method in 
the commercial sector, this textbook integrates 
basic theory with real-life, design-oriented 
problems using ANSYS, the most commonly used 
computational software in the field.
• Provides coverage of ANSYS Workbench software with an applications 

based focus
• Covers transient conduction heat transfer analysis with nonlinearities
• Initial chapters with minimal math development help students grasp 

the concept
• Offers step-by-step solutions for project type problems using Ansys/

Workbench
• Contains special chapters for modelling hints and use of Ansys and 

Workbench programs
• Ample sets of examples in each chapter are solved in a systematic way 

by introducing the ideas and assumptions then the solution

Contents: Preface; 1. Finite element concepts; 2. Detailed procedures; 
3. Modeling aspects; 4. Linear static analysis using ANSYS/Workbench; 
5. Finite element formulations; 6. Linear static analysis; 7. Conduction heat 
transfer analysis; Appendix A. Matrices and system of linear equations; 
Appendix B. Vectors and tensors; References; Index.
Solid mechanics and materials

March 2020   246 x 189 mm   700pp   500 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-19408-3   Hardback c. £89.99 / c. US$120.00 X
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Intermediate Solid Mechanics
Marko V. Lubarda | University of Donja Gorcia

A concise yet comprehensive treatment of the 
fundamentals of solid mechanics, including a 
wealth of solved examples, assigned exercises, and 
homework problems. It is ideal for undergraduate 
and graduate students taking courses on the topic 
across aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering, 
and materials science.
• Covers both fundamental theory and 

applications
• Concise yet comprehensive in its treatment
• Includes numerous solved examples, assigned exercises, and homework 

problems, with a solutions manual available online
Solid mechanics and materials

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.352pp 
978-1-108-49960-6   Hardback £89.99 / US$115.00 P

TEXTBOOK

Dynamics of Multibody 
Systems
Ahmed A. Shabana | University of Illinois, Chicago

A fully revised fifth edition providing 
comprehensive coverage of flexible multibody 
system dynamics. Including a new chapter on the 
integration of geometry, durability analysis, and 
design, it is ideal for single-semester graduate 
courses on multibody dynamics taken in aerospace 
and mechanical engineering departments.
• Includes a new chapter on the integration of geometry, durability 

analysis, and design
• Existing chapters have been fully updated and revised
• Provides clear and complete coverage of spatial kinematics, rigid body 

dynamics and flexible body dynamics

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. Reference kinematics; 3. Analytical 
techniques; 4. Mechanics of deformable bodies; 5. Floating frame 
of reference formulation; 6. Finite-element formulation; 7. The large 
deformation problem; 8. Concepts and essential details; 9. Integration of 
geometry, durability analysis, and design; Appendix: linear algebra.
Solid mechanics and materials

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.470pp 
978-1-108-48564-7   Hardback c. £84.99 / c. US$110.00 X

TEXTBOOK

Essential Mathematics for 
Engineers and Scientists
Thomas J. Pence | Michigan State University

A clear and engaging textbook for graduate-level or advanced 
undergraduate students in engineering or the physical sciences seeking 
to develop their understanding of the essential topics of applied 
mathematics. Also suitable for researchers who want to learn more of the 
theoretical underpinnings of modern applied science.
• Ideally suited for graduate or advanced undergraduate students in 

engineering or the physical sciences seeking to learn the essential 
topics of applied mathematics

• Clear, accessible, and engaging, with numerous worked examples and 
challenge questions to provide practice and ensure mastery

• Provides over 430 exercises, within chapters as well as at end of 
chapters, with solutions to over half of the exercises available to 
instructors online

• Contains a computational challenge exercise for each chapter, with 
Mathematica and MATLAB® solutions available online for instructors

• Offers presentation lecture slides for two dozen key topics

Contents: Part I. Linear Algebra: 1. Linear algebra and finite dimensional 
vector spaces; 2. Linear transformations; 3. Application to systems of 
equations; 4. The spectrum of eigenvalues; Part II. Complex Variables: 
5. Basic concepts; 6. Analytic functions of a complex variable; 7. The 

Cauchy integral theorems; 8. Series expansions and contour integration; 
Part III. Partial Differential Equations: 9. Linear partial differential 
equations; 10. Linear ordinary differential equations; 11. Green’s functions 
for ordinary differential equations; 12. Poisson’s equation and Green’s 
functions; 13. Combined Green’s function and eigenfunction methods; 
Bibliography; Index.
Engineering mathematics and programming

March 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.700pp   129 b/w illus.  310 exercises   
978-1-108-42544-5   Hardback c. £94.99 / c. US$120.00 X

TEXTBOOK

Wind Turbines
Theory and Practice
Colin G. Anderson

This textbook explains the key aspects of wind 
turbine technology and its application in a 
single readable text. Covering a broad range of 
multi-disciplinary topics, this reference provides a 
refreshing overview of the subject that is suitable 
for undergraduate students, postgraduate students, 
and professionals in the field of wind energy.
• Covers a wide range of multi-disciplinary topics in an accessible and 

clear way
• Features example questions in chapters to help connect theoretical 

knowledge with practical application
• Includes a wealth of clear experimental graphs, photos, and line 

drawings

Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. The wind and its characteristics; 
3. Aerodynamic theory; 4. Rotor design and performance; 5. Electrical 
aspects; 6. Control; 7. Structural loading and response; 8. Rotor blade 
technology; 9. Siting and installation; 10. Planning and environment; 
11. Economic and political considerations.
Energy technology

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.325pp   3 colour illus.   
978-1-108-47832-8   Hardback c. £64.99 / c. US$89.99 X

X-ray Microscopy
Chris Jacobsen | Argonne National Laboratory, Illinois

A complete introduction to X-ray microscopy, 
written by a pioneer in the field. Covering optics, 
3D and chemical imaging, lensless imaging, and 
applications, it provides the technical background 
needed to use, understand and develop X-ray 
microscopes. Ideal for academics and practitioners 
across engineering, and the physical and life 
sciences. 
• Provides a complete introduction to X-ray microscopy
• Covers a wide range of topics, including optics, 3D and chemical 

imaging, lensless imaging, radiation damage, and applications
• Includes numerous derivations and examples
Materials science and engineering | Advances in Microscopy and Microanalysis

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   587pp   273 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-07657-0   Hardback £105.00 / US$135.00 P
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Quantitative Genetics
Armando Caballero | Universidade de Vigo, Spain

This accessible and up-to-date text uses applied 
examples and model problems to enhance 
students’ understanding of the concepts and 
applications of quantitative genetics. It provides 
the most current and in-depth view of the field 
for researchers and professionals in genetics, 
genomics, plant and animal breeding, and 
conservation science.
• Explains key population and quantitative genetics concepts in easy-to-

understand language, encouraging students to become familiar and 
confident in the subject

• Presents clear, step-by-step explanations of how equations are 
derived, helping students that are struggling with the mathematics of 
quantitative genetics

• Provides plenty of examples of the application of theoretical 
developments to real biological cases, along with solved problems and 
questions to reinforce students’ understanding of the main concepts 
and their applications

Contents: Preface; Preface to the Spanish version; 1. Continuous 
variation; 2. Forces of change in the allelic frequencies; 3. Components of 
phenotypic values and variances; 4. Inbreeding and coancestry; 5. Effective 
population size; 6. Estimation of genetic values, variances and covariances; 
7. Mutation; 8. Consequences of inbreeding; 9. Artificial selection; 
10. Natural selection; 11. Genomic analysis of quantitative traits; Solution 
to the problems and self-assessment questions; Glossary; References; Index.
Genomics, bioinformatics, and systems biology

March 2020   244 x 170 mm   c.342pp 
978-1-108-48141-0   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-72235-3   Paperback £29.99 / US$38.99 P

Trees and Global Warming
The Role of Forests in Cooling and Warming the 
Atmosphere
William J. Manning | University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Tree planting is seen as one way that people 
can directly influence and hopefully reduce 
global warming now and in the future. This book 
provides a detailed analysis of how and where 
forests influence global warming. It will appeal to 
anyone interested in climate change, ecology and 
conservation.
• Covers ozone and ozone/CO2 interactions at ambient and elevated 

temperatures, experiments with air and soil warming and tree growth, 
and applied predictive models that have been developed to assess the 
effects of forests on global warming

• Provides a comprehensive review about forests and how they affect 
global warming

• Describes the effectiveness of tree planting
Ecology and conservation

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-47178-7   Hardback c. £49.99 / c. US$64.99 P

Modelling Nature-based Solutions
Integrating Computational and Participatory Scenario Modelling for 
Environmental Management and Planning
Edited by Neil S. Sang | Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences

This book joins two domains of knowledge together: modelling and 
environmental management. It provides readers with an integrated, but 
modularised, body of knowledge spanning these domains in a single, 
accessible form. A must-read for students, researchers and practitioners 
within environmental science and planning related subjects.
• Multiple case studies from around the world, and an overview of a 

range of ecosystem services, enables readers to see the potential of 
nature-based solutions

• A review of models from an applied perspective provides a focus on 
the model’s relevance to applied contexts, such as availability of data 
and skills, rather than just the model’s capabilities

• A wider perspective on the role of modelling within environmental 
management and planning helps readers to consider key benefits of 
models, barriers to their use, what needs to change systemically to 
encourage their use, and when simpler models can suffice

Ecology and conservation

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.400pp 
978-1-108-42893-4   Hardback c. £45.00 / c. US$59.99 P

Shepherding Nature
The Challenge of Conservation Reliance
J. Michael Scott | University of Idaho

Those concerned about the future of imperiled 
species will appreciate the compelling case 
studies and explanations this book offers. Readers 
will gain an understanding of the challenge of 
conserving a growing number of conservation-
reliant species with limited resources, and the 
importance of collaboration among people with 
diverse interests.
• Acknowledges the validity of multiple perspectives and concerns, and 

the importance of including these in conservation and management 
activities

• Describes how legal approaches and conservation prioritizations need 
to change to accommodate conservation reliance

• Discusses the current and future prevalence of conservation reliance 
and associated costs and tradeoffs

Ecology and conservation

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp   62 b/w illus.  57 colour illus.   
978-1-108-42182-9   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-43433-1   Paperback c. £29.99 / c. US$39.99 P
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Microbiomes of Soils, 
Plants and Animals
An Integrated Approach
Rachael E. Antwis | University of Salford

Covering the breadth of topics in microbiome 
research, this book explores the interdependence 
between microbiomes and plant, animal and 
human hosts, across a range of ecosystems. 
Leading contributors draw parallels and contrasts, 
and discuss how microbiomes influence everything from the food we eat, 
to organismal health and ecosystem functioning.
• Covers the breadth of microbiome research across plant and animal 

hosts, representing the full spectrum of fields of host-associated 
microbiome research

• Interdisciplinary collaboration between authors draws out 
commonalities and contrasts between hosts across different 
environments

• Includes plenty of examples of practical and analytical studies, 
demonstrating best practice and novel approaches for researchers in, 
or new to, the field

Ecology and conservation | Ecological Reviews

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.400pp   5 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47371-2   Hardback c. £89.99 / c. US$120.00 P

AVAILABLE OPEN ACCESS

Conservation Research, Policy and Practice
Edited by William J. Sutherland | University of Cambridge

Developed following the success of an international symposium, this 
book examines how to make conservation more effective through 
strengthening links between science research, policy and practice. Ideal 
for practitioners, researchers, graduate students and policymakers. This 
title is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
• Contributions from experienced and well-renowned academics and 

practitioners provides an honest, critical overview of the successes and 
challenges of linking science and policy

• Breaks down the components of policy making and testing, 
empowering ecologists and conservationists to help develop 
scientifically informed policy, and understand the outcomes of policies 
when they are implemented

• Includes colour illustrations, which help readers to understand 
decision-making and policy formation strategies, and various modelling 
approaches

• This book is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core
Ecology and conservation | Ecological Reviews

April 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-71458-7   Paperback c. £39.99 / c. US$49.99 P

Curious about Nature
A Passion for Fieldwork
Edited by Tim Burt | Durham University

Field studies form the backbone of research, 
teaching, policy and advisory work. For the first 
time, a single textbook provides an overview of the 
diversity, impacts and importance of field work. The 
authors capture the spirit of enjoying fieldwork, 
and the many benefits it brings to society.
• Reviews the history of fieldwork across the 

biological and geographical sciences
• Provides evidence of the importance of taking students out of the 

classroom
• Forty contributors provide a wide range of examples, all extolling the 

importance of being in the field
Ecology and conservation | Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.350pp 
978-1-108-42804-0   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-44864-2   Paperback c. £29.99 / c. US$39.99 P

Ecological-Economic 
Modelling for Biodiversity 
Conservation
Martin Drechsler | Helmholtz Centre for Environmental 
Research, UFZ, Leipzig

Essential reading for researchers and graduate 
students from the fields of ecology, economics 
or mathematical modeling who are interested in 
biodiversity conservation and wish to learn about 
the respective other discipline(s) to build integrated 
ecological-economic models. This book takes an intermediate level 
between concepts and mathematics.
• Provides an overview on state-of-the-art concepts and approaches to 

ecological-economic modelling
• Contains many examples from the literature that illustrate the 

presented concepts and approaches and facilitate understanding of the 
respective other discipline(s)

• Presents a pragmatic problem-oriented approach to modelling in the 
field of biodiversity economics

Ecology and conservation | Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   51 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49376-5   Hardback c. £89.99 / c. US$114.99 P 
978-1-108-72551-4   Paperback c. £34.99 / c. US$44.99 P

Freshwater Biodiversity
Status, Threats and Conservation
David Dudgeon | The University of Hong Kong

Intended for readers interested in ecology conservation and natural 
history, this book describes the threats humans pose to freshwater 
animals, making them more endangered than their land and sea 
counterparts. The consequences of human activities on freshwater 
ecosystems, and how to mitigate them, is a recurring theme.
• Provides an integrated account of the manifold threats to freshwater 

biodiversity on a global scale
• Offers a broad taxonomic coverage, including both invertebrates 

and vertebrates, with a strong emphasis on fishes that are used to 
emphasize the need to protect these animals ‘in their own right’ but 
also because of their value in supporting human livelihoods

• Presents a broad geographic coverage, incorporating biodiversity in 
lakes and rivers, with strong emphasis on the tropics

Ecology and conservation | Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   476pp   10 b/w illus.  25 colour illus.  14 tables   
978-0-521-76803-0   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99 P

Joint Species Distribution Modelling
With Applications in R
Otso Ovaskainen | University of Helsinki

Joint Species Distribution Modelling is for graduate students and 
researchers interested in analysing data on community ecology and 
placing their results in the context of modern ecological theory. With the 
help of example R-scripts, readers will learn how to conduct and interpret 
statistical analyses.
• Presents a conceptual, theoretical and historical background to 

community ecology, enabling readers to link statistical methods and 
results of statistical analyses to community ecology theory

• Develops the joint species distribution model of Hierarchical Modelling 
of Species Communities (HMSC) step-by-step and in great detail, 
encouraging readers with a limited statistical background to connect 
mathematical equations with their intuitive interpretations, and 
providing readers with statistical expertise with full technical details

• Includes an extensive set of examples and illustrations of joint species 
distribution modelling, implemented through the R-package HMSC-R, 
allowing readers to connect the theoretical parts of the book to 
practical implementations, and to modify the example R-scripts to 
analyse their own data

Ecology and conservation | Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.371pp   117 b/w illus.  17 colour illus.   
978-1-108-49246-1   Hardback c. £89.99 / c. US$124.99 P
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Comparative Plant 
Succession among Terrestrial 
Biomes of the World
Karel Prach | University of South Bohemia, Czech Republic

This book provides the first global synthesis 
comparing plant succession across all major 
terrestrial biomes and disturbances. Students and 
researchers in ecology, restoration ecology and 
conservation biology will benefit from insights into 
general patterns, and restorationists can utilize 
succession concepts in a rapidly changing world.
• Provides the first authoritative overview of successional dynamics 

following all disturbances in all terrestrial biomes
• A comparative summary of key mechanisms driving succession 

encourages readers to decipher whether generalizations exist
• Enables practitioners of restoration, especially from little-studied 

biomes, to better understand and address challenges from damaged 
environments and climate change

Ecology and conservation | Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.300pp   91 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47276-0   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$94.99 P 
978-1-108-46024-8   Paperback c. £34.99 / c. US$49.99 P

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Marmot Biology
Sociality, Individual Fitness, and Population 
Dynamics
Kenneth B. Armitage | University of Kansas

Reporting the results of a forty-year research 
project on the yellow-bellied marmot in the Upper 
East River Valley in Colorado, this book discusses 
life-history features of marmots and demonstrates 
how population biology can explain major 
ecological and evolutionary theories, especially 
inclusive fitness and population regulation.
• Gathers the results of a forty-year research project on the yellow-

bellied marmot, highlighting life-history features and describing how 
this species copes with and survives in a harsh environment

• Presents extensive natural history observations, providing an essential 
foundation for integrating social and population processes

• Discusses the role of sociality in its reproductive and evolutionary 
context

Animal behaviour

November 2019   244 x 170 mm   419pp 
978-1-107-65652-9   Paperback £44.99 / US$59.99 C 
Also available 
978-1-107-05394-6   Hardback £108.00 / US$168.00 C

Barn Owls
Evolution and Ecology
Alexandre Roulin | Université de Lausanne, Switzerland

Accessible and beautifully illustrated, this book 
collates global scientific research on the evolution, 
ecology and behaviour of barn owls and their 
relatives into a single volume. For researchers 
in ornithology, animal behaviour, ecology, 
conservation biology and evolutionary biology, it 
will also appeal to amateurs interested in barn 
owls.
• Covers more than a 150 years of research on barn owls from across 

the globe, combining international perspectives on their evolution, 
ecology and behaviour

• Simplifies theoretical concepts and research into an accessible and 
readable text, accompanied by beautiful colour illustrations

• Intends to share the wonder of this fascinating bird, and encourage its 
protection and conservation on a global scale

Animal behaviour

February 2020   247 x 174 mm   314pp   100 b/w illus.  50 colour illus.   
978-1-107-16575-5   Hardback £44.99 / US$59.99 P

Spatial Analysis in 
Field Primatology
Applying GIS at Varying Scales
Edited by Francine L. Dolins | University of Michigan, 
Dearborn

A guide to using geographic information systems 
(GIS) to research how primates use space, a 
question central to primate behavioral ecology. 
Covering cutting-edge methodology along with 
practical guidance on its use, the volume features 
research-based chapters on topics including travel routes, the impact of 
logging and the use of GIS in conservation.
• The first volume specifically for primatologists on the application of 

GIS, with practical guidance to encourage use of the technology, such 
as advice on the best field transmitters

• Research-based chapters show how many of the leading spatial 
ecologists apply this technology to address central questions in 
primatology in diverse circumstances and research projects

• Shows how GIS can help to assess the impact of logging, mining and 
hunting, and help to inform primate conservation strategies

Biological anthropology and primatology

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   459pp   95 b/w illus.  42 tables   
978-1-107-06230-6   Hardback c. £89.99 / c. US$116.99 P 
978-1-107-69430-9   Paperback c. £39.99 / c. US$49.99 P
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Evolution, Ecology 
and Conservation of 
Lorises and Pottos
Edited by K. A. I. Nekaris | Oxford Brookes University

This book introduces students and researchers to 
the morphology, anatomy, taxonomy, ecology and 
conservation of lorisid primates, a group more 
well-known from videos on social media than 
their behaviour in the wild and by their unique 
evolutionary adaptations. A must-have on any 
primatology, biological anthropology or conservation reading list.
• An overview of field methods on how to study lorisids and other 

primates and nocturnal mammals in the wild provides a means to 
make the study of nocturnal primates comparable

• Never-before-published case studies on the ecology and evolution of 
lorisids provides readers with meta-data analyses and a full picture of 
the breadth of research being undertaken

• Up-to-date taxonomy on lorisids enables accurate evolutionary and 
ecological interpretations, and this improved understanding aids 
conservation efforts

Biological anthropology and primatology | Cambridge Studies in Biological and 
Evolutionary Anthropology

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.400pp 
978-1-108-42902-3   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99 P

The Evolutionary Biology 
of the Human Pelvis
An Integrative Approach
Cara M. Wall-Scheffler | Seattle Pacific University

A novel synthesis of information relating to the 
biology, function and evolution of the human 
pelvis, which is crucial for both locomotion 
and childbirth. It collates evidence concerning 
comparative anatomy, clinical and experimental 
studies, and quantitative evolutionary models, and 
provides an assessment of existing paradigms of pelvic evolution.
• Examples of how functional morphology, comparative anatomy and 

developmental biology interact benefits readers because interpreting 
shape from these different perspectives helps us to understand how 
evolution works

• Introduction of complex evolutionary biology ideas using clear and 
concise boxes allows readers to digest complex ideas separately from 
the overarching argument of the book and return to new concepts 
easily to review them

• Different types of figures and charts enables readers to find a way of 
visualizing the complex 3D structure of the pelvis in a way that suits 
their learning style

Biological anthropology and primatology | Cambridge Studies in Biological and 
Evolutionary Anthropology, 85

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   196pp   17 b/w illus.  5 tables   
978-1-107-19957-6   Hardback c. £59.99 / c. US$84.99 P

Human Remains
Curation, Reburial and Repatriation
Margaret Clegg | University College London

A practical and informative guide to caring for human remains in 
museums. Discusses key legal and ethical issues, how attitudes towards 
repatriation and reburial of remains have changed, and broader 
challenges inherent in holding human remains with global origins. 
Essential reading for advanced students in biological anthropology and 
bioarcheology.
• Introduces the importance of ethical thinking in dealing with human 

remains
• Highlights legal and ethical considerations, discussing and comparing 

regulations and guidelines from a range of countries worldwide
• Looks to the future, giving examples of good practise in working 

collaboratively with communities, and how this can lead to better 
science

Biological anthropology and primatology | Cambridge Texts in Human 
Bioarchaeology and Osteoarchaeology

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   240pp   19 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-09838-1   Hardback c. £60.00 / c. US$96.00 P 
978-1-107-48543-3   Paperback c. £23.99 / c. US$39.99 P

AVAILABLE OPEN ACCESS

Sustainable Development 
Goals: Their Impacts on 
Forests and People
Edited by Pia Katila | Natural Resources Institute, Finland

A global scientific assessment of the impacts 
of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
implementation on forests and related 
socioeconomic systems. It discusses the potential 
trade-offs among the SDGs, as well as the 
potential for synergies. An invaluable book for 
academics, students and decision-makers interested in links between 
sustainable development, forests and people. This title is available as 
Open Access via Cambridge Core.
• A systematic assessment encourages readers to think critically about 

how efforts to achieve the SDGs may affect forests and people
• A discussion of policy implications of SDG interactions – including 

trade-offs and synergies – ensures decision-makers can make informed 
choices

• This title is available as Open Access via Cambridge Core
Natural resource management, agriculture, horticulture and forestry

December 2019   244 x 170 mm   c.644pp   12 b/w illus.  17 colour illus.   
978-1-108-48699-6   Hardback £84.99 / US$110.00 C
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The Correspondence 
of Charles Darwin
Volume 27: 1879
Charles Darwin
Edited by Frederick Burkhardt

This volume of the definitive edition of Charles 
Darwin’s letters provides texts of more than 
650 letters Darwin wrote and received in 1879. 
Darwin researched and published a biography of 
his grandfather Erasmus Darwin, and continued 
working on On the Power of Movement in Plants.
• The narrative introduction provides a compact but highly readable 

account of Darwin’s life in 1879
• Complete transcriptions of more than 650 letters Darwin wrote and 

received in the year 1879 are of immense value to researchers across 
a range of disciplines, providing for the first time primary materials on 
this period of Darwin’s life and work

• Clear and concise explanatory notes make the material accessible to 
both scholars and general readers

• A biographical register provides brief biographical notes for people 
mentioned in the letters

Darwin | The Correspondence of Charles Darwin

November 2019   234 x 156 mm   898pp 
978-1-108-49375-8   Hardback £94.99 / US$125.00 R

Mathematics

Derived Categories
Amnon Yekutieli | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel

This book is the first systematic exposition of 
the theory of derived categories. It carefully 
explains the foundations before moving on to 
key applications in (non)commutative algebra, 
including derived categories of DG modules. Many 
examples and exercises serve to demystify this 
difficult but important part of modern homological 
algebra.
• The first systematic exposition of the theory of derived categories
• Includes many applications to (non)commutative algebra, otherwise 

unavailable outside of research articles
• Many examples and exercises make it suitable for graduate students as 

well as established researchers
Algebra | Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics, 183

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.630pp   2 b/w illus.  155 exercises   
978-1-108-41933-8   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 P

The Character Theory of Finite 
Groups of Lie Type
A Guided Tour
Meinolf Geck | Universität Stuttgart

The character theory of reductive groups over finite fields is a rich, 
complex and vast field, incorporating tools and methods from many 
mathematical areas. This book provides a contemporary treatment of the 
theory and is a useful reference for graduate students and researchers 
with a basic understanding of algebraic geometry.
• Provides one convenient reference for widely scattered results to help 

readers to get to grips with the vast range of literature on the subject
• Discusses a rapidly evolving area with many applications
• Goes beyond earlier treatments and is the first book to treat the 

subject so comprehensively
Algebra | Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics, 187

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.406pp   35 tables   
978-1-108-48962-1   Hardback c. £54.99 / c. US$69.99 P

Representations of Finite 
Groups of Lie Type
Second edition
François Digne | Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), Paris

The original edition of this book, written for beginning graduate students, 
was the first elementary treatment of representation theory of finite 
groups of Lie type in book form. This second edition features new 
material to reflect the continuous evolution of the subject, including 
chapters on Hecke algebras and Green functions.
• Adds to the successful first edition, giving a more complete explanation 

while remaining at the same level of exposition
• Covers the basic theory of algebraic groups, Coxeter groups and root 

systems, Hecke algebras and Frobenius endomorphisms
• Contains background information for beginning graduate students, 

based on a course taught at the University of Paris
Algebra | London Mathematical Society Student Texts, 95

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.272pp   6 tables   
978-1-108-48148-9   Hardback £79.99 / US$105.00 P 
978-1-108-72262-9   Paperback £37.99 / US$49.99 P

Representations of 
Solvable Lie Groups
Basic Theory and Examples
Didier Arnal | Université de Bourgogne, France

This monograph answers the need for a unified 
account of the basic theory of unitary group 
representations, combined with new results, in a 
style that is broadly accessible for both graduate 
students and researchers.
• Concrete and example-based exposition is 

accessible to advanced graduate students and non-specialists
• Contains the first self-contained presentation of the Auslander–Kostant 

theory
• Includes a new layer-wise description of the structure of the orbit space 

for any finite-dimensional linear solvable action, which has various 
potential applications

Algebra | New Mathematical Monographs, 39

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.478pp 
978-1-108-42809-5   Hardback £120.00 / US$155.00 C

Bimonoids for Hyperplane 
Arrangements
Marcelo Aguiar | Cornell University, New York

Suitable for graduate students and researchers 
in diverse areas of mathematics, this monograph 
offers a new perspective on the classical theory of 
connected Hopf algebras, and extends it to a new 
setting where a real hyperplane arrangement is a 
central feature.
• The first book on the subject, allowing readers to 

learn the theory first-hand from its original creators
• Carefully designed chapters, with effective use of tables, diagrams, 

pictures, and exercises, making the book accessible to a wide audience
• Touches many different areas of mathematics with minimum 

prerequisites, so readers can choose entry points depending on their 
background and interest

Discrete mathematics, information theory and coding theory | Encyclopedia of 
Mathematics and its Applications, 173

April 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.700pp   59 b/w illus.  7 colour 
illus.  30 tables  430 exercises   
978-1-108-49580-6   Hardback £135.00 / US$175.00 C
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Encyclopedia of Special Functions: 
The Askey–Bateman Project
Volume 1: Univariate Orthogonal Polynomials
Mourad E. H. Ismail | University of Central Florida

The Encyclopedia of Special Functions provides an extensive update of 
the Bateman Manuscript Project. The three volumes will be indispensable 
for all scientists who use special functions in their research. Volume 1 
provides detailed and up-to-date information on orthogonal polynomials 
and moment problems.
• A necessary update of the Bateman Manuscript Project for the twenty-

first century
• Offers an encyclopedic source of various properties and formulas for 

special functions
• Now includes special functions not treated elsewhere
Abstract analysis

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   406pp 
978-0-521-19742-7   Hardback £59.99 / US$79.99 P

TEXTBOOK

An Introduction to Functional Analysis
James C. Robinson | University of Warwick

This text covers key results in functional analysis that are essential for 
further study in analysis, the calculus of variations, dynamical systems, 
and the theory of partial differential equations. More than 200 fully-
worked exercises and detailed proofs are given, making this ideal for 
upper undergraduate and beginning graduate courses.
• Includes an extensive source of homework problems for instructors and 

independent study
• Presents functional analytical methods without a reliance on measure-

theoretic results, making the topics more widely accessible
• Provides readers with a sense of accomplishment and closure by 

showing how both Hilbert space theory and Banach space theory aim 
towards major results with important applications

Contents: Part I. Preliminaries: 1. Vector spaces and bases; 2. Metric 
spaces; Part II. Normed Linear Spaces: 3. Norms and normed spaces; 
4. Complete normed spaces; 5. Finite-dimensional normed spaces; 
6. Spaces of continuous functions; 7. Completions and the Lebesgue 
spaces Lp (Ω); Part III. Hilbert Spaces: 8. Hilbert spaces; 9. Orthonormal 
sets and orthonormal bases for Hilbert spaces; 10. Closest points and 
approximation; 11. Linear maps between normed spaces; 12. Dual spaces 
and the Riesz representation theorem; 13. The Hilbert adjoint of a linear 
operator; 14. The spectrum of a bounded linear operator; 15. Compact 
linear operators; 16. The Hilbert–Schmidt theorem; 17. Application: 
Sturm–Liouville problems; Part IV. Banach Spaces: 18. Dual spaces of 
Banach spaces; 19. The Hahn–Banach theorem; 20. Some applications of 
the Hahn–Banach theorem; 21. Convex subsets of Banach spaces; 22. The 
principle of uniform boundedness; 23. The open mapping, inverse mapping, 
and closed graph theorems; 24. Spectral theory for compact operators; 
25. Unbounded operators on Hilbert spaces; 26. Reflexive spaces; 27. Weak 
and weak-* convergence; Appendix A. Zorn’s lemma; Appendix B. Lebesgue 
integration; Appendix C. The Banach–Alaoglu theorem; Solutions to 
exercises; References; Index.
Abstract analysis

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   432pp   17 b/w illus.  215 exercises   
978-0-521-89964-2   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 X 
978-0-521-72839-3   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 X

Toeplitz Matrices 
and Operators
Nikolaï Nikolski | Université de Bordeaux

This book covers the spectral theory of Toeplitz 
forms and Wiener–Hopf integral operators and 
their applications in harmonic and functional 
analysis. With exercises and solutions, historical 
background, and surveys of the latest results, 
this is an essential source on Toeplitz theory for 
students and researchers alike.
• Provides a complete source on Toeplitz theory including its history and 

future
• Includes many solved exercises which illustrate the main text and 

introduce subsidiary topics
• Progresses from the fundamentals to the cutting edge, making the 

book valuable to graduate students and researchers alike
Abstract analysis | Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics, 182

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   488pp   43 b/w illus.  40 exercises   
978-1-107-19850-0   Hardback £59.99 / US$79.99 P

The Bellman Function Technique 
in Harmonic Analysis
Vasily Vasyunin | Russian Academy of Sciences

From two leading experts, this is the first book on the Bellman function 
method and its applications to many topics in probability and harmonic 
analysis, and a reference for graduate students and researchers. 
Beginning with basic concepts, the examples increase in sophistication, 
culminating with Calderón–Zygmund operators and end-point estimates.
• Enables researchers in harmonic analysis to use Bellman function 

techniques in their own work
• Introduces theories step-by-step using classical examples, including the 

work of Burkholder, as well as recent solutions of several outstanding 
problems

• Demonstrates interdisciplinary interactions between stochastic control, 
non-linear PDE, and harmonic analysis

• Offers a geometric perspective, translating linear infinite dimensional 
problems in functional analysis to finite dimensional non-linear 
problems

Abstract analysis | Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics, 186

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.464pp 
978-1-108-48689-7   Hardback £61.99 / US$79.99 P

Operator Analysis
Holomorphic Functions as Functions of an 
Operator Variable
Jim Agler | University of California, San Diego

This monograph, aimed at graduate students and 
researchers, explores the use of Hilbert space 
methods in function theory. Explaining how 
operator theory interacts with function theory in 
one and several variables, the authors journey from 
an accessible explanation of the techniques to their 
uses in cutting edge research.
• Shows how function theory on the unit disc, properly formulated, can 

transfer to the bidisc, and other domains in several complex variables
• Illustrates the power of network realization formulas, even in the non-

commutative setting
• Provides a self-contained introduction to non-commutative function 

theory
Abstract analysis | Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, 219

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.389pp 
978-1-108-48544-9   Hardback £110.00 / US$140.00 C
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Wigner-Type Theorems for 
Hilbert Grassmannians
Mark Pankov | Uniwersytet Warmińsko-Mazurski, Poland

Wigner’s theorem plays an important role in the 
mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics. 
This book provides a quick, accessible introduction 
to the geometric approach to Wigner-type 
theorems, unifying both classical and more recent 
results, and is suitable for graduate students as 
well as more experienced researchers.
• Contains a brief description of all necessary facts from the basic theory, 

making the book accessible for graduate students and non-expert 
researchers

• Describes connections between different branches of mathematics, 
including incidence geometry, graph theory and quantum mechanics

• Creates a unified approach by applying geometric methods to 
preserver problems in quantum mechanics

Abstract analysis | London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series, 460

January 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.152pp 
978-1-108-79091-8   Paperback £40.00 / US$70.00 C

Tensor Products of C*-Algebras 
and Operator Spaces
The Connes–Kirchberg Problem
Gilles Pisier | Texas A & M University

This advanced volume of lecture notes presents an open problem at the 
frontier of research into operator algebra theory, based on the author’s 
university lecture courses and written in a widely accessible style for 
researchers and Ph.D. students with little experience in the area.
• Contains new results previously known only to a few specialists
• Makes all aspects of a major open problem accessible to beginning 

researchers, highlighting the connections with other subjects such as 
quantum information theory

• Gives many examples, emphasizing the multiplicity of aspects and 
forms of the same problem

Abstract analysis | London Mathematical Society Student Texts, 96

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.500pp 
978-1-108-47901-1   Hardback c. £84.99 / c. US$110.00 P 
978-1-108-74911-4   Paperback c. £29.99 / c. US$39.99 P

Potential Theory and 
Geometry on Lie Groups
N. Th. Varopoulos | Université de Paris VI (Pierre et Marie Curie)

This book provides a complete and reasonably self-contained account 
of a new classification of connected Lie groups into two classes. 
Background material is introduced gradually to familiarise readers with 
the necessary ideas. A large number of accessible open problems will 
inspire students to explore further. 
• Introduces a new approach to the classification of Lie groups
• Provides the necessary background material on theory of currents and 

random walk theory, for readers with no prior knowledge of these 
areas

• Contains numerous open problems to inspire further development 
Abstract analysis | New Mathematical Monographs, 38

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   611pp   20 b/w illus.  130 exercises   
978-1-107-03649-9   Hardback £135.00 / US$175.00 C

Fourier Restriction, 
Decoupling, and Applications
Ciprian Demeter | Indiana University, Bloomington

Recent years have seen a flurry of advances 
in Fourier restriction theory, with significant 
applications in number theory, PDEs and geometric 
analysis. This timely text for specialists and 
graduate students in analysis, written by a leader 
in the field, brings the reader to the forefront of 
these exciting developments.
• Presents the state-of-the-art in Fourier restriction theory, by an author 

at the forefront of the latest developments
• Covers significant new applications to PDEs, geometric analysis and 

number theory
• More than 100 exercises make the book suitable for graduate students
Real and complex analysis | Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics, 184

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.357pp   22 b/w illus.  115 exercises   
978-1-108-49970-5   Hardback £49.99 / US$64.99 P

Foundations of Stable Homotopy Theory
David Barnes | Queen’s University Belfast

This comprehensive introduction to stable homotopy theory presents the 
foundations of this often daunting subject together in one place for the 
first time. Writing with beginning graduate students in mind, the authors 
begin with the motivating phenomena before discussing the general 
theory and moving on to current research and applications.
• The first complete introduction to an often daunting subject
• Assumes only a basic knowledge of algebraic topology and contains a 

succinct appendix on model categories, making extensive prior reading 
unnecessary

• Gives references for further reading linked to each chapter
Topology and geometry | Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics, 185

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.432pp 
978-1-108-48278-3   Hardback £54.99 / US$69.99 P

From Categories to Homotopy Theory
Birgit Richter | Universität Hamburg

Category theory structures the mathematical world and is seen 
everywhere in modern mathematics. This book, suitable for graduate 
students or researchers with a background in algebraic topology and 
algebra, provides a self-contained introduction to the theory and explains 
its important applications to homotopy theory.
• Includes diagrammatical proofs, examples and exercises to encourage 

an active way of learning
• Provides enough background from category theory to make advanced 

topics such as K-theory, iterated loop spaces and functor homology 
accessible to readers

• Makes abstract concepts tangible, encouraging readers to learn what 
can be an intimidating subject

Topology and geometry | Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics, 188

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.376pp   115 exercises   
978-1-108-47962-2   Hardback c. £49.99 / c. US$64.99 P
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Lectures on Contact 
3-Manifolds, 
Holomorphic Curves and 
Intersection Theory
Chris Wendl | Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Based on a series of lectures for students in 
topology, this book provides an entry point into 
the intersection theory of punctured holomorphic 
curves. Appendices featuring quick reference 
guides for applying the theory and self-contained 
proofs of key technical results also make it a valuable resource for 
researchers.
• Presents an accessible introduction to the intersection theory of 

punctured holomorphic curves and its applications
• Features self-contained proofs of the similarity principle and positivity 

of intersections, some of which have not appeared elsewhere in the 
literature

• Includes a ‘quick reference’ appendix summarizing the main results 
needed to use the intersection theory in applications

Topology and geometry | Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, 220

April 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.216pp   20 b/w illus.  40 exercises   
978-1-108-49740-4   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

Geometric Regular Polytopes
Peter McMullen | University College London

Regular polytopes and their symmetry have a long history. This book, the 
first to cover modern theory, explores the subject in depth, introducing 
new techniques and elementary approaches to familiar ideas. It caters for 
experienced researchers and also for graduate students in discrete and 
Euclidean geometry, combinatorics and group theory. 
• Provides the first comprehensive coverage of the modern geometric 

theory
• Uses an elementary approach to topics and collects basic theory in one 

place, making it suitable for graduate students
• Introduces new techniques for the use of researchers
Topology and geometry | Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications, 172

March 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.619pp   43 b/w illus.  19 colour illus.  3 tables   
978-1-108-48958-4   Hardback c. £99.00 / c. US$130.00 R

Integrable Systems and 
Algebraic Geometry
Edited by Ron Donagi | University of Pennsylvania

Created as a celebration of mathematical pioneer 
Emma Previato, this comprehensive set of volumes 
highlights the connections between her main 
fields of research, namely algebraic geometry and 
integrable systems. Written by leaders in the field, 
the text is accessible to graduate students and 
non-experts, as well as researchers.
• Brings together experts from the vast areas of research of integrable 

systems and algebraic geometry
• Contains a large collection of articles from different viewpoints and 

highlights the interconnections between different areas of mathematics 
• Makes the theory accessible and will be a valuable source for graduate 

students and non-experts
Differential and integral equations, dynamical systems and control | London 
Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.900pp   54 b/w illus.  14 tables   
978-1-108-78549-5   2 Volume Paperback Set £115.00 / US$195.00 C

Integrable Systems and 
Algebraic Geometry
Volume 1
Edited by Ron Donagi | University of Pennsylvania

Created as a celebration of mathematical 
pioneer Emma Previato, this comprehensive book 
highlights the connections between her main 
fields of research, namely algebraic geometry and 
integrable systems. Written by leaders in the field, 
the text is accessible to graduate students and 
non-experts, as well as researchers.
• Brings together experts from the vast areas of research of integrable 

systems and algebraic geometry
• Contains a large collection of articles from different viewpoints and 

highlights the interconnections between different areas of mathematics
• Makes the theory accessible and will be a valuable source for graduate 

students and non-experts
Differential and integral equations, dynamical systems and control | London 
Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series, 458

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.418pp   50 b/w illus.  6 tables   
978-1-108-71574-4   Paperback £60.00 / US$99.00 C

Integrable Systems and 
Algebraic Geometry
Volume 2
Edited by Ron Donagi | University of Pennsylvania

Created as a celebration of mathematical pioneer 
Emma Previato, this comprehensive second volume 
highlights the connections between her main 
fields of research, namely algebraic geometry and 
integrable systems. Written by leaders in the field, 
the text is accessible to graduate students and 
non-experts, as well as researchers.
• Brings together experts from the vast areas of research of integrable 

systems and algebraic geometry
• Contains a large collection of articles from different viewpoints and 

highlights the interconnections between different areas of mathematics
• Makes the theory accessible and will be a valuable source for graduate 

students and non-experts
Topology and geometry | London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series, 459

February 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.534pp   4 b/w illus.  8 tables   
978-1-108-71577-5   Paperback £65.00 / US$115.00 C

Stochastic Modelling of 
Reaction-Diffusion Processes
Radek Erban | University of Oxford

This practical introduction covers mathematical 
methods for the analysis of stochastic models and 
their biological applications. Based on courses 
taught at the University of Oxford, the book can 
be used for self-study or as a supporting text for 
advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate-
level courses in applied mathematics.
• Provides a practical example-based introduction
• Includes tried and tested material developed by the authors at the 

University of Oxford
• A suitable course text for advanced undergraduate and beginning 

graduate students in applied mathematics
Mathematical modelling and methods | Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics, 
60

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.318pp   8 b/w illus.  43 colour 
illus.  3 tables  88 exercises   
978-1-108-49812-8   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P 
978-1-108-70300-0   Paperback £36.99 / US$49.99 P
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TEXTBOOK

Quantitative Reasoning
Thinking in Numbers
Eric Zaslow | Northwestern University, Illinois

This undergraduate textbook serves a course in 
quantitative thinking by asking a wide variety 
of real-world questions, such as should I take 
this drug for my headache? Students learn how 
to frame a question, gather and analyze data, 
build mathematical models, and interpret results. 
All the mathematics is supported with extensive 
appendices.
• Accessible, engaging and self-contained – a one-stop shop for the 

reader to review or learn basic mathematical skills while learning how 
to apply them to multi-step arguments in a quantitative way

• Tailored for courses in quantitative reasoning and critical reasoning
• Assumes only high-school mathematics, accommodating a wide range 

of preparation

Contents: 1. Is college worth the cost?; 2. How many people died in the 
Civil War?; 3. How much will this car cost?; 4. Should we worry about 
arsenic in rice?; 5. What is the economic impact of the undocumented?; 
6. Should I buy health insurance?; 7. Can we recycle pollution?; 8. Why is it 
dark at night?; 9. Where do the stars go in the daytime?; 10. Should I take 
this drug for my headache?
Mathematical modelling and methods

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   c.250pp 
978-1-108-41941-3   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99 X 
978-1-108-41090-8   Paperback c. £26.99 / c. US$34.99 X

TEXTBOOK

Intermediate Dynamics 
for Engineers
Newton–Euler and Lagrangian Mechanics
Second edition
Oliver M. O’Reilly | University of California, Berkeley

A fully updated second edition providing a 
systematic treatment of engineering dynamics that 
covers Newton–Euler and Lagrangian approaches. 
It includes two completely revised chapters, a 
350-page solutions manual for instructors, and 
numerous structured examples and exercises, and is suitable for both 
senior-level and first-year graduate courses.
• Includes two completely revised chapters on the constraints on, and 

potential energies for, rigid bodies, and the dynamics of systems of 
particles and rigid bodies

• Accompanied online by a 350-page solutions manual for instructors, as 
well as source code for exercises, and simulations of systems

• Includes numerous structured examples, discussion of various 
applications, and exercises covering a wide range of topics

Contents: Part I. A Single Particle: 1. Kinematics of a particle; 2. Kinetics 
of a particle; 3. Lagrange’s equations of motion for a single particle; 
Part II. A System of Particles: 4. Equations of motion for a system of 
particles; 5. Dynamics of systems of particles; Part III. A Single Rigid 
Body: 6. Representations of rotations; 7. Kinematics of rigid bodies; 
8. Constraints on and potential energies for a rigid body; 9. Kinetics of 
a rigid body; 10. Lagrange’s equations of motion for a single rigid body; 
Part IV. Systems of Particles and Rigid Bodies: 11. Dynamics of systems of 
particles and rigid bodies.
Fluid dynamics and solid mechanics

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.575pp   170 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-49421-2   Hardback c. £84.99 / c. US$110.00 X

Acta Numerica 2019
Volume 28
Edited by Arieh Iserles | University of Cambridge

Acta Numerica is an annual publication containing invited survey 
papers by leading researchers in numerical mathematics and scientific 
computing. The papers present overviews of recent developments in their 
area and provide state-of-the-art techniques and analysis.
• The latest issue of the leading review in mathematics as measured by 

Impact factor
• Outstanding contributors provide state-of-art surveys in important 

topics of contemporary interest
• Covers a broad range of fields from data-driven science, to 

engineering, to computational physics
Numerical analysis | Acta Numerica, 28

September 2019   247 x 174 mm   716pp 
978-1-108-47868-7   Hardback £137.00 / US$175.00 C

The Mathematical Principles 
of Natural Philosophy
An Annotated Translation of the Principia
Isaac Newton
Edited and translated by C. R. Leedham-Green | Queen 
Mary University of London

This heavily annotated translation of the third 
and final edition (1726) of Newton’s Principia will 
enable any reader with a good understanding of 
elementary mathematics to easily grasp the meaning of the text, either 
from the translation itself or from the notes, and to appreciate some of 
its significance.
• A translation of Newton’s Principia, designed to be more readable than 

earlier translations which follow the Latin text verbally
• Copious notes discuss the meaning, context, and significance of the 

text, and explore its ambiguities
• The first translation into English that is based on an attempt to 

understand Newton’s arguments
Mathematics (general)

February 2020   253 x 203 mm   800pp   270 b/w illus.  20 tables   
978-1-107-02065-8   Hardback c. £199.00 / c. US$299.00 R

Medicine

Intelligent Kindness
Rehabilitating the Welfare State
Second edition
Penelope Campling | Leicester Psychotherapy Partnership

The welfare state is a vital expression of kinship, promoting society’s 
collective wellbeing. The book discusses the understanding and 
addressing of challenges involved. It equips professional readers with 
insights enabling selfcare whilst working compassionately, effectively and 
efficiently, and it enables general readers to understand what is at stake.
• There has been a dangerous loss of confidence in the value of the 

welfare state; this book examines the reasons for this, suggests new 
ways of thinking about the challenges involved, and proposes an 
approach to rebuilding trust and helping staff, services and those who 
need them to thrive

• The authors draw on wide-ranging theory and many different 
disciplines, placing their critique in a broader social and political 
context, which will appeal to a variety of lay and professional readers

• Thorough and varied references support the arguments and act as a 
pointer for interesting further reading that will engage readers

• Vignettes and case studies link the authors’ arguments to real events 
and consequences, enabling readers to examine the wider implications 
of the book

Mental health, psychiatry and clinical psychology

January 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.220pp   5 b/w illus.   
978-1-911623-22-9   Paperback £16.99 / US$22.99 G
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From Bud to Brain: A Psychiatrist’s 
View of Marijuana
Timmen L. Cermak | Private Practice of Psychiatry and Addiction Psychiatry, California

A summary of the science behind marijuana and the brain, interwoven 
with principles of motivational interviewing, aimed at helping clinicians 
provide objective, relevant answers to patients’ questions about 
marijuana. Topics range from how marijuana produces its effects, to 
medical uses, effects of regular use, addiction, and policy.
• Presents the most recent neuroscience needed to help people make 

better-informed personal and policy decisions about marijuana, based 
on solid scientific evidence 

• Discusses possible pros of marijuana, such as medicinal use, as well 
as cons, such as potential repercussions of regular use, unique risks of 
adolescent use, and the reality of addiction

• Provides insights into the rationale for marijuana policy reform, 
drawing upon public health principles and the role of the brain’s 
natural cannabinoid system

• Illustrates how to integrate the latest scientific information about 
marijuana into effective communication with a variety of patients

Mental health, psychiatry and clinical psychology

February 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.150pp   31 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-73573-5   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 G

Pediatric Psychology 
in Clinical Practice
Empirically Supported Interventions
Kristin Kroll | Medical College of Wisconsin

This practical guide provides the resources that 
clinicians need to deliver evidence-based mental 
health care for children and adolescents with 
chronic medical concerns. Covering everything 
from research trends to recommended clinical 
interventions, this is both a must-have for junior 
clinicians and a handy reference for experienced practitioners.
• Translates empirical information into practical strategies that can 

be used by clinicians with and without prior training in pediatric 
psychology

• Clinical vignettes and reproducible resources help clinicians apply what 
they learn immediately to their clinical practice 

• Specific chapters can be used in a modular fashion as certain clinical 
challenges arise

Mental health, psychiatry and clinical psychology

January 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.181pp   29 b/w illus.  1 table   
978-1-108-45897-9   Paperback £29.99 / US$39.99 G

Psychotherapy in Later Life
Edited by Rajesh R. Tampi | Case Western Reserve 
University, Ohio

A practical, how-to-guide on choosing and 
delivering evidence-based psychological therapies 
to adults in later life. This book provides the latest, 
peer reviewed evidence for using psychotherapy 
among older adults, and will appeal to a wide 
range of readers including patients, caregivers, 
trainees and clinicians.
• Presents a comprehensive review of 

psychotherapy among older adults
• Information is topical, engaging and relevant
• Provides the latest, peer-reviewed information on the use of 

psychotherapy among older adults, written by experts in geriatric 
mental health

Mental health, psychiatry and clinical psychology

February 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.201pp 
978-1-108-70189-1   Paperback £44.99 / US$59.99 G

The Art of Child and 
Adolescent Psychiatry
Jonathan Williams | Barnet Child and Adolescent Mental 
Health Service

Covering the practical aspects of working in 
children’s mental health, this book includes 
valuable guidance on meeting the child and family, 
planning treatments, and working successfully 
in a multidisciplinary team. Aimed at clinicians 
of all stages, from trainees to experienced professionals, it is a major 
supplement to existing texts.
• Organised by task, not diagnosis, making the book practical and 

accessible for everyday use, whilst discussing solving real-world 
challenges

• Engaging prose with witty and relevant cartoons appeals to readers
• An extensive index and cross-referencing system ensures readers can 

find what they need easily, and over 1,800 references provide a useful 
guide for further reading

• Over 200 vignettes from the authors’ vast experience allows readers an 
insight into working in a multidisciplinary network

Mental health, psychiatry and clinical psychology

April 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.748pp 
978-1-108-72056-4   Paperback c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99 G

Seminars in Clinical 
Psychopharmacology
Third edition
Edited by Peter M. Haddad | Hamad Medical Corporation, 
Qatar

This comprehensive book integrates basic science, 
psychopharmacology and clinical practice to 
provide a thorough basis for prescribing in 
psychiatry. Covers all key psychiatric drugs and 
disorders, and includes the latest data on efficacy, 
safety and tolerability. Prescribing in children, adolescents, elderly and 
pregnant patients is also discussed.
• Part of the iconic College Seminars Series, developed by the Royal 

College of Psychiatrists
• Integration of basic science, psychopharmacology, and clinical practice 

gives readers a solid grounding in the basics of the field and provides a 
thorough basis for prescribing

• Uses Neuroscience-based Nomenclature (NbN) in line with current 
policies of most psychopharmacology journals, but older terminology 
still appears in recognition of clinicians who will likely use both

• Authors come from a range of professions, covering psychiatrists, 
preclinical scientists, pharmacists, and nurses, appealing to a wide 
audience

Mental health, psychiatry and clinical psychology | College Seminars Series

March 2020   234 x 156 mm   c.500pp   41 b/w illus.  41 tables   
978-1-911623-45-8   Paperback £44.99 / US$59.99 P
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Essential Epidemiology
An Introduction for Students and Health 
Professionals
Fourth edition
Penelope Webb | QIMR Berghofer Medical Research 
Institute, Queensland

Now in its fourth edition, Essential Epidemiology 
is an engaging and accessible introduction to the 
foundations of epidemiology. It addresses the study 
of infectious and chronic diseases, public health 
and clinical epidemiology, and the role of epidemiology in a range of 
health monitoring and research activities.
• Authored by experienced epidemiologists and academics, this book 

introduces concepts logically and builds knowledge from chapter to 
chapter

• Written with clarity for an undergraduate audience, it explains 
complicated concepts without losing the nuance or depth required for 
postgraduates

• Covers the foundations of public health epidemiology while also 
integrating clinical epidemiology

Epidemiology, public health and medical statistics

February 2020   255 x 190 mm   c.504pp   171 colour illus.  61 tables   
978-1-108-76680-7   Paperback with Online Resource 
£57.00 / US$74.99 X

Core Topics in Cardiac 
Anaesthesia
Third edition
Edited by Joseph Arrowsmith | Papworth Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust

This established practical and applied guide to 
cardiac anaesthesia has been fully updated to 
include expanded sections on transoesophageal 
echocardiography (TOE) and extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation (ECMO). Aimed primarily at anaesthetic trainees, 
the book will also be of interest to cardiac surgical trainees and clinical 
perfusionists.
• A fully updated new edition, consolidating several basic science 

chapters and expanding on treatments that are increasing in demand 
such as transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) and extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation (ECMO)

• Focuses on clinical practice rather than the basic science and 
pharmacology of cardiac anaesthesia, ensuring it is more useful and 
can be applied in everyday situations

• An authoritative text produced by internationally recognised, leading 
experts working at world-renowned cardiac centres

Anesthesia, intensive care, pain management

February 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.320pp   300 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-41938-3   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 G

Personalized Anaesthesia
Targeting Physiological Systems for Optimal 
Effect
Edited by Pedro Gambús | Hospital Clinic de Barcelona

Modern anaesthetic practice requires patient-
specific management. This book explains how 
physiological changes can be produced and 
controlled according to the characteristics of 
each patient and the surgical context. Complex 
mathematical and scientific concepts are explained using accessible 
didactic text, colour illustrations, and graphs.
• Teaches readers about concepts used in modern monitoring and drug 

administration tools
• Explains how the integration of physiology, pharmacology and 

technology allows anaesthesia to become personalized
• Highly illustrated throughout to convey complex scientific concepts
Anesthesia, intensive care, pain management

January 2020   246 x 189 mm   400pp   33 b/w illus.  87 colour illus.  27 tables   
978-1-107-57925-5   Paperback £79.99 / US$105.00 G

Taking on TIVA
Debunking Myths and Dispelling 
Misunderstandings
Edited by Michael G. Irwin | The University of Hong Kong

Taking on TIVA is a practical, engaging and 
accessible guide to total intravenous anaesthesia 
(TIVA). It demystifies this important technique to 
empower the novice anaesthetist and support 
more experienced practitioners. It is a clear step-
by-step approach to treating everything from 
routine elective, to more complex patients.
• Focuses on the practical aspects of TIVA rather than excessive 

emphasis on theory, ensuring readers can translate this knowledge into 
everyday practice

• Written by international authors who are highly experienced in 
both conducting and teaching TIVA, meaning they are familiar with 
problems that TIVA novices might encounter and can dispel the 
confusion and misunderstandings

• A relaxed tone and humorous prose is used to keep readers engaged 
while demystifying a technique which has an unjustified reputation for 
complexity. This will empower clinicians to use TIVA as an integral part 
of their practice, thereby benefiting their patients

Anesthesia, intensive care, pain management

November 2019   246 x 189 mm   184pp   14 b/w illus.  41 colour illus.  19 tables   
978-1-316-60936-1   Paperback £34.99 / US$44.99 G

Modern Monitoring in Anesthesiology 
and Perioperative Care
Andrew B. Leibowitz | Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai

An overview of monitoring technology for anesthesia. Discussing 
emerging technologies and the repurposing of old techniques, the book 
explores the risks of digital distraction and data overload. Covering 
systems like echocardiography, neurological monitoring and ultrasound in 
depth, examples of real world applications for physicians are included.
• Reviews the evidence for improved patient outcomes for each 

monitoring technology, helping readers to decide whether to 
incorporate a monitoring system into their workflow

• A practical resource for clinicians, the text discusses the commercial 
availability of systems, the physiological background behind its 
application, and the technological underpinnings of the systems

• Includes a chapter on statistics, which is a largely unknown field that 
most texts do not cover, that will inform readers about standards of 
monitor manufacturing and how this could affect patient care

• Includes a chapter on emerging risks in patient monitoring such as 
digital distraction and data overload, and how clinicians can be aware 
and mitigate these problems without endangering their patients’ lives

Anesthesia, intensive care, pain management

April 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.275pp 
978-1-108-44491-0   Paperback c. £39.99 / c. US$49.99 G
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Infectious Diseases, 
Microbiology and Virology
A Q&A Approach for Specialist Medical Trainees
Luke S. P. Moore | Imperial College London

An essential resource for FRCPath and MRCP 
trainees taking exams accredited by the Royal 
College of Pathologists and Royal College of 
Physicians. Comprised of 300 multiple choice 
questions and answers, this guide serves as an 
invaluable revision platform for trainees whilst 
providing infection-based advice applicable to other international 
settings. 
• Includes over 300 ‘best of five’ multiple choice question and answers 

to provide exam practice and decision-making skills for trainees
• Prepares candidates for the FRCPath Part 1 infection examination and 

will also appeal to trainees more broadly across pathology and clinical 
disciplines dealing with infection

• Maps questions to the current UK infection training curriculum to 
provide the first book designed for UK postgraduate exam preparation 
in infectious diseases and microbiology

Infectious disease

November 2019   234 x 156 mm   224pp 
978-1-316-60971-2   Paperback £34.99 / US$44.99 G

TEXTBOOK

Ethics and Law for 
Australian Nurses
Fourth edition
Kim Atkins | University of Tasmania

A sound understanding of moral and legal 
obligations is critical to developing responsible 
nursing practice and building the nurse-patient 
relationship. The fourth edition of Ethics and 
Law for Australian Nurses provides a practical 
framework for understanding the ethical and legal 
dimensions of nursing practice.
• Thoroughly updated to include up-to-date coverage of legislation, 

standards and engaging practice examples
• Student learning is supported by case studies with discussion points 

and reflective questions that contextualise the theory and draw 
connections to practice

• A companion website provides answers to chapter reflective questions, 
enabling students to check their understanding, and an instructor suite 
of multimedia resources and extension questions

Contents: 1. Understanding the human person; 2. The legal system; 
3. The nurse-patient relationship and the regulation of nursing practice; 
4. Consent; 5. Duty of care and professional negligence; 6. Culturally safe 
nursing practice; 7. Patient information and confidentiality; 8. ‘Trust me, I’m 
a nurse’; 9. Witnessing and making mistakes; 10. Issues in abortion and 
euthanasia; 11. Ethics of aged care: autonomy under threat. The nurse as 
capacity builder.
Nursing

March 2020   228 x 152 mm   c.340pp   2 b/w illus.  24 tables   
978-1-108-79694-1   Paperback £49.99 / US$59.99 X

Gynaecological 
Ultrasound Scanning
Tips and Tricks
Kanna Jayaprakasan | Royal Derby Hospital, Derby

This practical guide covers all aspects of 
gynaecological ultrasound scanning, focusing 
on good technique, the ultrasound machine and 
reporting. Experts provide tips on optimizing 
the image and assessing conditions and lesions. 
This is a valuable reference book for OB-GYN trainees, sonographers, 
reproductive medicine practitioners and gynaecologists.
• Includes examination tips to encourage a systematic scanning 

technique
• Presents a comprehensive coverage of the ultrasound machine which 

allows practitioners to maximize the usage of the machine in their 
clinical practice, irrespective of whether it is a basic ultrasound or 3D 
machine

• Provides detailed description of the technical abilities of the operator 
which ensures that professionals of any level will be able to improve 
their clinical practice

Obstetrics and gynecology, reproductive medicine

February 2020   246 x 189 mm   288pp 
978-1-316-64517-8   Paperback £49.99 / US$64.99 P

Professional Ethics in 
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Laurence B. McCullough | Donald and Barbara Zucker 
School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell

A practical guide to professional ethics in obstetrics 
and gynecology, covering pregnancy, assisted 
reproduction, and abortion, along with a range 
of other topics. The importance of professionally 
responsible research, policy, and advocacy is also 
discussed in depth.
• Each chapter starts with clear goals, objectives and key concepts, 

which are explained and defined in detail, guiding the reader through 
the topics

• Discussions around ethical practices and challenges in research, policy, 
and clinical scenarios ensure a well-rounded education on ethical 
reasoning

• A separate chapter is devoted to the teaching of professional ethics 
in obstetrics and gynecology, allowing those with or without formal 
training in ethics to teach students, trainees, and colleagues

Obstetrics and gynecology, reproductive medicine

November 2019   246 x 189 mm   270pp   1 b/w illus.  24 tables   
978-1-316-63149-2   Paperback £47.99 / US$59.99 G

Non-Neoplastic Pathology of 
the Gastrointestinal Tract
A Practical Guide to Biopsy Diagnosis
Edited by Roger M. Feakins | Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust, London

This book summarises non-neoplastic gastrointestinal (GI) pathology 
and provides a practical approach to interpreting biopsies. Written by 
a team of experts in the field, it is a concise and readable book for 
histopathologists examining gut tissue samples under a microscope. It 
includes numerous illustrations, fact sheets and practice points.
• Contributions from experienced diagnostic pathologists working across 

Europe and the US optimise the book’s clinical relevance
• Readers can gain full HTML access of the whole book, with expandable 

figures and resources, via a scratch-off code inside the cover
• Concise text, clear summaries, high-quality illustrations, fact sheets, 

practice points and tables help readers to absorb information quickly
• Provides a unique focus on inflammatory GI biopsies, rather than 

tumours, and describes normal appearance
Pathology and laboratory science

April 2020   276 x 219 mm   c.562pp   570 b/w illus.  570 colour illus.   
978-1-108-76654-8   Hardback with Online Resource 
£170.00 / US$220.00 G
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Principles of Optics
60th Anniversary Edition
Seventh edition
Max Born

Principles of Optics is one of the classic science 
books of the twentieth century, and among the 
most influential books in optics ever published. 
To celebrate its 60th anniversary, the seventh 
expanded edition has been reprinted with a special 
foreword by Sir Peter Knight.
• 2019 marks sixty years since the first edition of this book was 

published
• This reissue of the seventh expanded edition, which was the first ever 

radical revision of the book, includes a new foreword by Sir Peter 
Knight

• Co-authored by Max Born, recipient of the Nobel Prize in Physics 
(1954)

Optics, optoelectronics and photonics

December 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.990pp   393 b/w illus.  30 tables   
978-1-108-47743-7   Hardback £54.99 / US$69.99 P

Advanced Quantum 
Condensed Matter Physics
One-Body, Many-Body, and Topological 
Perspectives
Michael El-Batanouny | Boston University

Based on an established course, this 
comprehensive textbook on advanced quantum 
condensed matter physics covers one-body, many-
body and topological perspectives. Discussing 
modern topics and containing end-of-chapter 
exercises throughout, it is ideal for graduate students studying advanced 
condensed matter physics.
• Integrates three aspects of condensed matter physics – one-body, 

many-body and topological perspectives – to provide a comprehensive 
text 

• Covers topological aspects of condensed matter as a distinct yet 
integrated component that is built on earlier topics in the book 

• Discusses modern topics of current interest, including the topological 
properties of condensed matter, helping to prepare students for 
cutting-edge research in the field

Condensed matter physics, nanoscience and mesoscopic physics

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.850pp   348 b/w illus.  2 tables   
978-1-108-48084-0   Hardback £69.99 / US$89.99 P

The Physics of Graphene
Second edition
Mikhail I. Katsnelson | Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen

Leading graphene research theorist Mikhail I. Katsnelson presents the 
most up-to-date basic concepts of graphene physics in this fully revised 
textbook. This is an important graduate textbook for nanoscience, 
nanotechnology and condensed matter and an excellent introduction to 
the fast-growing field of graphene science.
• The first edition was described as a ‘graphene bible’ by Andre Geim
• Interest in this new field has increased since the last edition was 

published yet this is the only book focused on fundamental physical 
issues of graphene

• Many important results have appeared since the first edition
Condensed matter physics, nanoscience and mesoscopic physics

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.461pp   144 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47164-0   Hardback c. £64.99 / c. US$79.99 P

Theory of Simple Glasses
Exact Solutions in Infinite Dimensions
Giorgio Parisi | Università degli Studi di Roma ‘La Sapienza’, 
Italy

This self-contained text describes the modern 
mean field theory of simple structural glasses 
using a quantum statistical mechanical approach. 
Describing the theory in clear and simple terms, 
this is a valuable resource for graduate students 
and researchers working in condensed matter 
physics and statistical mechanics.
• Summary sections at the end of each chapter recap the key points 

discussed
• Further reading sections provide additional guidance for readers 
• Constitutes an important first step towards establishing a complete, 

microscopic theory of glasses
Condensed matter physics, nanoscience and mesoscopic physics

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   349pp   48 b/w illus.  3 tables   
978-1-107-19107-5   Hardback c. £59.99 / c. US$79.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Solid State Physics
Essential Concepts
Second edition
David W. Snoke | University of Pittsburgh

This new edition covers the essential concepts 
needed for an intuitive understanding of modern 
solid state theory and its experimental applications. 
Advanced topics are introduced in an accessible 
way, appendices review basic math methods, and 
exercises and examples put knowledge into practice. Ideal for graduate 
courses in solid state physics.
• Identifies the unifying concepts across solid state theory that 

are essential for graduate students and particularly relevant for 
experiments

• Clear examples are included to demonstrate practical applications to 
real experimental topics

• Exercises are provided in each chapter, and a full solutions manual for 
instructors is available online

• Detailed appendices are included to review the basic math methods 
used in the text

Contents: 1. Electron bands; 2. Electronic quasiparticles; 3. Classical 
waves in anisotropic media; 4. Quantized waves; 5. Interactions of 
quasiparticles; 6. Group theory; 7. The complex susceptibility; 8. Many-body 
perturbation theory; 9. Coherence and correlation; 10. Spin and magnetic 
systems; 11. Spontaneous coherence in matter; Appendix A. Review 
of bra-ket notation; Appendix B. Review of Fourier series and Fourier 
transforms; Appendix C. Delta-function identities; Appendix D. Quantum 
single harmonic oscillator; Appendix E. Second-order perturbation theory; 
Appendix F. Relativistic derivation of spin physics.
Condensed matter physics, nanoscience and mesoscopic physics

December 2019   246 x 189 mm   765pp   265 b/w illus.  270 exercises   
978-1-107-19198-3   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 X
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Gauge Theories of Weak Decays
Andrzej Buras | Technische Universität München

This is the first advanced, systematic and comprehensive look at the 
subject of weak decays in the framework of gauge theories. This book 
will benefit theorists, experimental researchers, and Ph.D. students 
working on flavour physics and weak decays as well as those physicists 
interested in physics beyond the Standard Model.
• Offers a systematic introduction to the field of theoretical methods 

used in weak decays
• Provides a general view of flavour physics, in particular the interplay of 

theory and experiment – crucial for the identification of new physics 
through quantum fluctuations

• Allows both theorists and experimentalists to monitor developments in 
this field

Particle physics and nuclear physics

April 2020   246 x 189 mm   650pp   69 b/w illus.  41 tables   
978-1-107-03403-7   Hardback c. £69.99 / c. US$89.99 C

The Ideas of Particle Physics
Fourth edition
James E. Dodd | St Cross College, Oxford

This fourth edition is a comprehensive introduction to particle physics, 
from quarks to Higgs, from black holes to gravity waves. It is fully revised, 
including the most recent ideas and discoveries, and the latest avenues of 
research. It is valuable to anyone interested in particle physics.
• Assumes no specialist knowledge other than the basic physical 

concepts, making it a useful survey of the field for anyone interested in 
an up-to-date overview of the field of physics

• Provides a comprehensive overview of the ideas of physics from the 
fundamentals to the most modern theories and experiments

• Is up-to-date, including the most recent discoveries including Higgs 
boson and gravitational waves

Particle physics and nuclear physics

April 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.357pp   171 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-72740-2   Paperback £34.99 / US$44.99 P

The Physics of 
Polarized Targets
Tapio O. Niinikoski

Covers the many topics required to understand 
polarized targets, focusing on the theoretical and 
technical developments made in dynamic nuclear 
polarization, NMR polarization measurement, high-
power refrigeration, and magnet technology. Topics 
are introduced theoretically using language and 
terminology suitable for scientists and advanced 
students.
• Attempts to cover all disciplines relating to the applications of 

polarized targets, self-consistently and with ample cross-referencing
• Accessible to a broad professional readership within this 

interdisciplinary field
• Suggests open issues where there is potential for new research and 

further development
Particle physics and nuclear physics

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.520pp   81 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47507-5   Hardback £145.00 / US$190.00 C

Foundations of 
Classical Mechanics
P. C. Deshmukh | Indian institute of Technology, Tirupati, 
India

Foundations of Classical Mechanics aims 
at providing in-depth understanding of the 
cornerstones of modern science and engineering. It 
helps budding engineers and scientists who need 
a deep grasp of the foundation principles and 
rigorous methodologies.
• Presents comprehensive coverage of the subject matter including 

Newtonian formulation, the variational principle, fluid mechanics, the 
theory of chaos, laws of electrodynamics and the theory of relativity

• Emphasises building concepts, provides historical development and 
builds a mathematically rigourous formalism

• Offers a seamless integration of mathematical rigour with the 
conceptual evolution of the subject

Theoretical physics and mathematical physics

November 2019   244 x 170 mm   c.450pp 
978-1-108-48056-7   Hardback £64.99 / US$84.99 P

Semiclassical and 
Stochastic Gravity
Quantum Field Effects on Curved Spacetime
Bei-Lok B. Hu | University of Maryland, College Park

Over the past four decades, physicists have 
searched for a viable theory of quantum gravity in 
curved space-time. This book explores two theories: 
semi-classical gravity theory and stochastic gravity 
theory. Covering mathematical formalisms and 
advanced field theory techniques, this is a valuable 
resource for researchers in quantum field theory.
• Introduces mathematical formalisms and methodology by explicitly 

showing how they are implemented using field theory examples
• Includes examples of advanced field theory techniques used to solve 

problems in the early universe and black holes, preparing readers for 
future research

• Contains information on new concepts and techniques, and provides 
links to new research problems in non-equilibrium quantum processes, 
gravitational quantum physics and quantum gravity

Theoretical physics and mathematical physics | Cambridge Monographs on 
Mathematical Physics

February 2020   247 x 174 mm   616pp   10 b/w illus.   
978-0-521-19357-3   Hardback £155.00 / US$200.00 C
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The Rise and Fall of Business Firms
A Stochastic Framework on Innovation, Creative Destruction and 
Growth
S. V. Buldyrev | Yeshiva University, New York

A new framework looking at growth and decline in business firms. For 
researchers and graduate students in natural sciences applying their 
expertise in the analysis of socio economic phenomena. Analogously, 
it will serve economists interested of learning physics approaches for 
analysis and modelling of large data sets at different granularities.
• Gene Stanley is one of the founding fathers of the econophysics field; 

the book comes out twenty years since Stanley’s seminal Introduction 
to Econophysics

• A unique combination of statistical physics and econometrics to data 
analysis and modelling

• Shows the potential of micro level analysis of large industrial 
databases – topical in the digital age

• Includes evidences from the key industry of pharmaceuticals, which 
represents a unique toy room for scholars interested in unravelling the 
relations between innovation and growth

• Constitutes a key contribution in the analysis of the role of innovation 
in shaping industrial and economic growth

Econophysics, financial physics and social physics

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   246pp   90 b/w illus.  13 tables   
978-1-107-17548-8   Hardback £39.99 / US$49.99 P

Income Distribution Dynamics 
of Economic Systems
An Econophysical Approach
Marcelo Byrro Ribeiro | Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Econophysics has been used to study a range of economic and financial 
systems. This book uses the econophysical perspective to focus on the 
income distributive dynamics of economic systems. It will be of interest 
to physicists interested in economic problems, economists who deal with 
inequality issues, statisticians and applied mathematicians. 
• Covers briefly the history of physics and economic thought from 

the epistemological viewpoint of contemporary physics, providing 
background materials for physicists and economists not familiar with 
econophysics

• Provides a comparison of the way physicists approach a research 
problem with the one followed by economists, emphasizing the 
methodological differences

• Provides an overview of the primary literature in statistical 
econophysics of income distribution and in distributive competition 
models based on non-linear trade cycles of macroeconomic dynamics, 
making them accessible to physicists, economists, statisticians and 
applied mathematicians

Econophysics, financial physics and social physics

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   340pp 
978-1-107-09253-2   Hardback c. £60.00 / c. US$100.00 P

The Cosmic Revolutionary’s 
Handbook
(Or: How to Beat the Big Bang)
Luke A. Barnes | Western Sydney University

For all those who wonder about our bizarre 
universe, and those who want to overthrow the 
big bang, this book gives you ‘just the facts’: the 
observations that have shaped established ideas 
and theories. The authors pull back the curtains, 
and show how cosmology really works.
• Presents a unique angle on cosmology – a 

toolkit for bringing down established cosmological theories, for would-
be revolutionaries

• Each chapter addresses an alternative theory to the Big Bang and the 
latest observational evidence that needs to be accounted for

• Gives the interested general reader (not just cosmic revolutionaries) 
an accessible, non-mathematical introduction as to why cosmologists 
believe the things they do, and how scientific theories get accepted or 
discarded

• Finishes with ten steps to overthrowing the Big Bang
Cosmology, relativity and gravitation

February 2020   216 x 138 mm   c.296pp   36 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48670-5   Hardback £17.99 / US$22.95 B

Mathematical Methods for 
Oscillations and Waves
Joel Franklin | Reed College, Oregon

Anchored in simple and familiar physics problems, 
the author provides a clear introduction to 
mathematical methods in a narrative driven and 
structured manner. Physics, mathematics and 
engineering students will find 300 problems 
treated in a sophisticated manner. The insights 
emerging from Franklin’s treatment make it a valuable teaching resource.
• Takes an innovative approach to the teaching of mathematical 

methods – a structured backbone of related physics problems with 
supporting methods and examples

• Multiple solutions are offered to the same problem, and a solutions 
manual is available to instructors

• The ubiquitous harmonic oscillator problem is used to introduce the 
methods as a problem that is both important and manageable

Mathematical and computational methods and modelling

March 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.350pp   88 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-48822-8   Hardback £49.99 / US$64.99 P
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A First Course in 
Network Science
Filippo Menczer | Indiana University, Bloomington

A practical introduction to network science 
suitable for students studying diverse programs 
such as business, cognitive science, neuroscience, 
sociology, biology, and engineering. A wide range 
of examples and exercises develop readers’ 
understanding, and Python programming tutorials 
provided online reinforce coding skills.
• Specifically designed for introductory-level undergraduate courses 

in disciplines that use networks, such as business, communications, 
cognitive science, neuroscience, sociology, biology, and engineering, 
among others

• Utilizes clear language with no technical jargon and extensive use of 
full color figures to illustrate key concepts

• Allows students to immediately start writing Python code to 
manipulate, visualize, and analyze real-world networks

• Includes an abundance of worked examples and homework problems 
to reinforce students’ understanding of the material and an extensive 
suite of programming tutorials are hosted online to develop practical 
coding skills

Contents: Preface; Introduction; 1. Network elements; 2. Small worlds; 
3. Hubs; 4. Directions and weights; 5. Network models; 6. Communities; 
7. Dynamics; Appendix A. Python tutorial; Appendix B. NetLogo models; 
Bibliography; Index.
Statistical physics, network science and complex systems

January 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.300pp   131 b/w illus.  131 colour illus.   
978-1-108-47113-8   Hardback £34.99 / US$44.99 X

Astrophysics of 
Planet Formation
Second edition
Philip J. Armitage | Stony Brook University, State University 
of New York

This self-contained textbook is a graduate-level 
introduction to the physical processes that shape 
planetary systems, covering all stages of planet 
formation. The new edition has been updated and 
expanded to include new observational results 
and insights, theoretical developments, and an in-depth discussion of the 
leading planet formation models.
• Currently the only graduate textbook on planet formation from an 

astrophysical viewpoint, updated and expanded with the most up-to-
date observations and latest theoretical developments

• Self-contained, the book brings together concepts from planetary 
science, star and planet formation, and planetary dynamics

• Covers recent theoretical developments, including pebble accretion, 
the streaming instability, the role of disk winds in protoplanetary disk 
evolution, and the role of self-gravity in forming massive planets

Planetary systems and astrobiology

January 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.371pp   102 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-42050-1   Hardback £59.99 / US$79.99 P

Origins: From the 
Protosun to the First 
Steps of Life (IAU S345)
Edited by Bruce G. Elmegreen | IBM T. J. Watson Research 
Center, New York

This collection covers the processes involved in 
the formation of the Sun and Earth-like planets. 
Specific topics range from star formation to 
protoplanetary disks, planet formation, and the 
basics of life. It provides an interdisciplinary 
overview of the complex chain of events leading to habitable planets and 
life.
• Benefits researchers looking for habitable planets around stars and 

trying to understand the requirements for habitability
• Illustrates essential links between different areas of science that are 

relevant to address the origin of planets and life
• Appeals to students interested in star and planet formation, and 

researchers or teachers who may be proficient in one or more of the 
sub-topics and want to learn about the others

Planetary systems and astrobiology | Proceedings of the International Astronomical 
Union Symposia and Colloquia

November 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.500pp 
978-1-108-47160-2   Hardback £98.00 / US$125.00 C

Beyond Spacetime
The Foundations of Quantum Gravity
Edited by Nick Huggett | University of Illinois, Chicago

A collection of essays discussing the philosophy 
and foundations of quantum gravity. Written by 
leading philosophers and physicists in the field, 
chapters cover the important conceptual questions 
in the search for a quantum theory of gravity, 
and the current state of understanding among 
philosophers and physicists.
• Explains the profound conceptual questions in the field of quantum 

gravity, giving physicists an understanding of areas which need to 
be addressed for the development of a successful theory of quantum 
gravity

• Provides numerous examples of interdisciplinary scientific research 
projects, which will be beneficial to both physicists and philosophers

• Explores the potential implications of quantum gravity for our 
understanding of the nature of time and space

History and philosophy of physics and astronomy

March 2020   247 x 174 mm   c.450pp   23 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-47702-4   Hardback c. £54.99 / c. US$74.99 P

The Art of Electronics: 
The x Chapters
Paul Horowitz | Harvard University, Massachusetts

The x-Chapters is the missing pieces of The Art of 
Electronics, to be used either as its complement, 
or as a direct route to exploring some of the most 
exciting and oft-overlooked topics in advanced 
electronic engineering. Students, researchers and 
practitioners will find here techniques and circuits 
that are unavailable elsewhere.
• An important addition to The Art of Electronics literature, this book 

provides the space to explore key topics in detail, in a way that wasn’t 
possible in the main volume

• Covers topics ranging from specialized tables, such as high-speed 
VFB and CFB op-amps to JFETs, fast LED pulsers and transient voltage 
protection

• Can be used separately as an advanced standalone book or as an 
addition to the main volume

Electronics for physicists

January 2020   253 x 203 mm   c.500pp   617 b/w illus.  45 tables   
978-1-108-49994-1   Hardback £44.99 / US$59.99 P
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High-mass X-ray 
Binaries (IAU S346)
Illuminating the Passage from Massive Binaries 
to Merging Compact Objects
Edited by Lidia M. Oskinova | Universität Potsdam, 
Germany

The proceedings of IAU S346 includes reviews 
on many aspects of high-mass X-ray binaries 
(HMXBs), connecting the relatively mature field of 
massive binary astrophysics and the emerging field 
of gravitational wave astronomy. Giving an overview of current research 
activity on HMXBs, it is essential reading for graduate students and 
researchers.
• Appeals to those who are interested in gaining the general overview of 

the current research activity on X-ray binaries
• Fosters links between normally disparate fields, stimulating readers to 

think across boundaries and allowing them to obtain a broad view on 
massive star astrophysics

• Allows the reader to see the novel research avenues in the anticipation 
of new major astronomical instrumentation

Astrophysics | Proceedings of the International Astronomical Union Symposia and 
Colloquia

November 2019   247 x 174 mm   c.500pp 
978-1-108-47158-9   Hardback £95.00 / US$125.00 C

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Introduction to 
General Relativity
Lewis Ryder | University of Kent, Canterbury

A student-friendly style, over 100 illustrations, 
and numerous exercises are brought together 
in this textbook for advanced undergraduate 
and beginning graduate students in physics 
and mathematics. It covers the core topics 
of black holes, gravitational radiation, and 
cosmology. Password protected solutions for instructors are available at 
www.cambridge.org/9781108798372.
• Student-friendly style, over 100 illustrations, and several exercises with 

solutions available online
• Mathematical calculations are worked out in detail to help develop an 

intuitive understanding of the subject
• Includes topics that overlap with other areas of fundamental physics, 

to help the reader assess how GR relates to other physics subjects
Astrophysics

January 2020   246 x 189 mm   c.457pp 
978-1-108-79837-2   Paperback £36.99 / US$55.99 X

A Student’s Guide to the 
Schrödinger Equation
Daniel A. Fleisch | Wittenberg University, Ohio

Retaining the hugely successful approach used 
in Fleisch’s other student’s guides, this accessible 
resource provides plain language explanations 
of the fundamental concepts and techniques 
underlying the Schrödinger equation in quantum 
mechanics. A companion app from Edukado hosts 
additional resources including videos, quizzes and 
interactive graphs to further develop students’ understanding. 
• Fully worked examples illustrate the key concepts 
• A clear and plain language approach illuminates a complex topic for 

students 
• The supporting app from Edukado hosts a range of resources including 

videos, quizzes and interactive graphs
General and classical physics | Student’s Guides

November 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.250pp   69 b/w illus.   
978-1-108-42426-4   Hardback £44.99 / US$59.99 P

Statistics and Probability

Spectral Analysis for 
Univariate Time Series
Donald B. Percival | University of Washington

Spectral analysis is an important technique for 
interpreting time series data. This book uses the 
R language and real world examples to show 
data analysts interested in time series in the 
environmental, engineering and physical sciences 
how to bridge the gap between the statistical 
theory behind spectral analysis and its application 
to actual data.
• Includes over 250 exercises which allow readers to test their 

understanding both of the theory and of practical analysis of time 
series

• Contains analyses and figures which have been generated using the R 
software package, with code available as an online supplement

• Offers numerous comments on and extensions of the main material for 
readers who want to go deeper on any topic

Statistics for physical sciences and engineering | Cambridge Series in Statistical 
and Probabilistic Mathematics, 51

January 2020   253 x 177 mm   780pp   695 b/w illus.   
978-1-107-02814-2   Hardback £74.99 / US$99.99 P

TEXTBOOK

Actuarial Mathematics for 
Life Contingent Risks
Third edition
David C. M. Dickson | University of Melbourne

This new edition, designed as a primary text for 
undergraduate and graduate students, covers 
the mathematics of life and long-term health 
insurance and pensions. Exam-style questions build 
up students’ confidence in applying the material 
to real-world situations, and prepares them for 
professional exams such as the Society of Actuaries’ LTAM Exam.
• The required text for the Society of Actuaries’ LTAM Exam
• Contains over 100 new exercises, for a total of 300 exercises and 160 

worked examples
• Designed to be read thoroughly, encouraging students to engage with 

the subject beyond merely preparing for exams

Contents: Preface to the third edition; 1. Introduction to life and long 
term health insurance; 2. Survival models; 3. Life tables and selection; 
4. Insurance benefits; 5. Annuities; 6. Premium calculation; 7. Policy 
values; 8. Multiple state models; 9. Multiple decrement models; 10. Joint 
life and last survivor benefits; 11. Pension mathematics; 12. Yield curves 
and non-diversifiable risk; 13. Emerging costs for traditional life insurance; 
14. Universal life insurance; 15. Emerging costs for equity-linked insurance; 
16. Option pricing; 17. Embedded options; 18. Estimating survival models; 
19. Stochastic longevity models; Appendix A. Probability and statistics; 
Appendix B. Numerical techniques; Appendix C. Monte Carlo simulation; 
Appendix D. Tables; References; Index.
Statistics for econometrics, finance and insurance | International Series on 
Actuarial Science

December 2019   228 x 152 mm   c.800pp   67 b/w illus.  90 tables  300 exercises   
978-1-108-47808-3   Hardback £76.99 / US$99.99 X
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